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ABSTRACT
This document presents an annotated list of video

tapes available from the Video Tape Project of Carleton College. The

tapes were produced for use by teacher educators. Many of the tapes

involve new content and.methodology. They feature unrehearsed
classroom activity, not model teacher performance, 'and are not

complemented with commentaries. The tape descriptions are presented

under the categories of English, Modern Foreign Language, Science and

Mathematics (with subcategories of elementary,-junior high school,

and senior high school), Social Studies (with the same subcategories

as above), Foundations of Education, and General Methods. Two

additional sections ,inelude equipment used in producing the tapes and

information for ordering tapes. Each subject matter area category has

two sections: an overview of all the tapes available and descriPtions

of individual tapes. wn
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INTRODUCTION

The tapes described in this document have been produced for those

teacher educators who are seeking open ended audio-visual materials re-

lated to teaching-learning processes which they can_adapt to their own

course or program objectives. They are for those who would like to

practice in teacher education what they urge teachers to do: to use

inquiry techniques, to lend concreteness to discussions of educational

processes through case study materials; to stress thoughtful problem

solving rather than rote learning or routine modeling; to recognize that

the concept of indivldual differences applies to teachers as well as to

the pupils they teach; and that discussion, rather than exposition,

should be the dominant teaching-learning activity in programs for teach-

ers, whether pre-service or in-service.

A second major purpose for producing the tapes is to increase the

effectiveness with which new curricular materials are being used in the

classroom. Many of them involve content and methodology which is new

to experienced and prospective teachers alike--new to experienced

teachers in that they have not taught these kinds of materials, new to

prospective teachers because they have not experienced such-programs as

students. For many teachers, their effective use requires that they

make dramatic changes in their teaching approaches, philosophically and

methodologically.

With these objectives in mind, the tapes produced by the Video Tape

Project have been designed to provide content for analysis and discussion;

they do not depict model teaching performances nor do they pretend to

offer "right" answers. Rather, they feature unrehearsed classroom acti-

vity which has been recorded by remote control, without additional

lighting, so as to interfere with normal classroom activity as little as

possible. Although teacher behavior is recorded on the tapes, the belief

that the responses of students are the crucial elements in examining
teaching-learning processes has led to an emphasis on student behavior.

The material offered for distribution has been selected from hundreds of

hours of taped activity as that most likely to produce productive

discussions.

The tapes do not include commentaries by experts. They show the

action of the classroom as it happened, with some explanatory remarks

when necessary. Suggestions as to questions which night be discussed

or how each tape might be used are provided through supplementary,

written materials. This procedure assures an instTuctor's independence .

in that he can use the suggestions provided, or, through using the

video tape guide which indicates when certain events occur in the tape,

he can sort out those parts of the tape which achieve his own purposes.

V4.4



Sequences tend to be long rather than the short segments originally

intended,because it was felt that the latter would curtail the freedom

of the user. He would be forced to adopt the purpose established by

the editor as a basis for selecting content. On the other hand, the

longer sequences can be adapted to the purpose of the viewer. They can

be used for interaction analyses or other kinds of research; they can

be used in graduate courses in supervision, to mention only a few poss-

ibilities other than those specifically anticipated in the suggestions

for use. Users whose purposes require only a part of the content_pro-

vided on a tape are encouraged to take what they want and leave the rest.

The relatively low cost of the video tape content should help to reduce

the economic implications of unused material. These users are also

urged to consider the possibility of ordering topical tapes which do

feature shorter sequences.

Experimentation related to the use of the tapes has shown that they

are least effective if used to provide a passive situation for the viewer,

ie., if a tape is viewed in its entirety and then discussed in a general

way at the end. Through what might be called "teach-along" techniques,

the viewer can be given a very active role in the classroom proceedings

shown on the tape. The tape can be interrupted at any point to ask how

viewers would proceed if they were the teacher, or what response they

would anticipate as a result of a given action. It can also be inter-

rupted to discuss an event which has just occurred, and if any question

arises as to what actually happened, the sequence can In replayed before

moving on. Try-outs of tapes in the classroom strongly suggest that these

video tapes are most effective when they are interrupted for immediate,

concrete discussion of particular events, when viewers are required to be

prepared to respond at any moment (as teachers must be); also, that

materials projected simultaneously with an overhead projector as a kind

of guide can increase the single-viewing usefulness of a tape.

The preceding statements should not be construed as implying that

these tapes can be used only in a class setting. The supplementary

materials prepared for each tape assume either class or individual use,

but urge a kind of continuous involvement in both cases. An individual

viewing the tapes alone should use the written materials which otherwise

might be kept by the instructor. The reasons for processing the tapes in

this way is two-foid. Ohe, viewing tapes is time-consuming and relatively

few can be used during regular class or workshop time. If a viewing .

station can be provided, an instructor may well wish to ask a group to

view several tapes as an out-of-class assignment. Second, it is hoped

that these tapes will contrtbute to the greater utilizatioe of indivi-

dualized instruction: in teacher educetion. For example, at the pre-

service level a student- teacher who is having difficulty-with a particular

aspect of his teaching might. Simply be referred to-a tape which, together

with the information contained in the supplementary materials, may help-

him at least identify if not analyze hts problem. An.experienced teacher,

rather than join a geheral teachers' werksh-op.conducted by a school

district, might benefit from individ-al *etchtng tapes-pertaining to.a .

new curriculum he 'is intending to intramke in his classes.



It would be a great injustice to teachers appearing in the tapes,

the writers of the curriculum materials, and the cooperating schools

if viewers made qualitative judgments about their work as a result of

viewing these tapes. Because the editors believe that much can be learned

by observing, analyzing and discussing "problems," they have often deli-

berately selected segments which are not representative. There are no

poor teachers represented in the tapes; there are teachers who are _having

difficulties, perhaps because they are dealing with unfamiliar and/or

untested materials, perhaps they have an especially challenging class,

or perhaps they are just having one of those days which every experienced

teacher knows only too well. In some instances teachers are attempting
to use approaches unfamiliar to them and about which they themselves

have serious misgivings. The fact that the content taped often repre-
sents the first trial of previously untested, unrevised materials produced
by curriculum projects would make it grossly unfair te judge their

materials on the basis of these tapes alone.

No words of gratitude or admiration can adequately express the high

regard the Project Staff hold for the teachers who were sufficiently secure,

courageous, and professionally interested to release even those viedo tapes

which do not do justice to their usual teaching skill. The attitude

expressed by most was that if their difficulties could help somebody else

avoid the same pitfalls, it would be werth it to them. This respect and

high regard extends to the staffs of the curriculum study projects as well.

They, too, have been most generous in sharing early miscues, and have

dared to let themselves be represented by unrehearsed classroom activity

as opposed to carefully controlled demonstration lessons focusing on the

virtues of their materials. These teachers and curriculum writers stand as
bold adventurers in a world in which the practice has been to accentuate

minor successes and hide major problems, thus prohibiting the .kind of

frontal attack which could lead to real improvements in teaching.

In summary, the purpose of the tapes is to contribute to the im-

provement of classroom teaching generally, and to the more effective

utilization of new curricular materials, by encouraging teachers to

think and to talk. To think about the implications of what is going

on in a classroom; to think about educational theory, not in the abstract

but as something related to the realities of a classroom; to think about

educational goals and the extent to which certain materials and methods

promote or inhibit their achievement; to observe and recognize the sig-
nificance of "incidental" learning; to think about what is happening to

students as a result of the experiences planned for them. And then to

talk, to discuss with each other their observations, analyses and con-

clusions, thereby enriching their own insights and understandings of

educational processes, and ultimately, improving on their own teaching

performances.

...



ENGLISH

OVERVIEW

Eight tapes which relate to the teaching of English are available:

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacher

E 410 Poetry (excerpts from a 5-day
discussion of Dylan Thomas's
"Especially When the October
Wind")

9 Miss Marcia Blixt

E 610-611 Short Story (one day of small
group discussion and one day of
full class discussion of

Senior
High

Mr. John Mossberg

Katherine Mansfield's "The
Fly")

E 701 Writing Sentence & Paragraph 10 Mrs. Lucy Steiner
(Group A Teacher-Student
conferences)

E 702 Writing - Sentence & Paragraph 10 Mrs. Lucy Steiner
(excerpts from a 3-day lesson
on paragraphs of description
with Group B)

E 705-707 Writing - Sentence & Paragraph 10 Mrs. Lucy Steiner
(3 consecutive class periods
spent on paragraphs of descrip-
tion with Group A

The writing tapes show the same tenth-grade class which is working in
a required writing course, "Sentence and Paragraph." The teacher has
evided her nineteen students into Group A and Group B. She meets each
group for three consecutive days while the rest are free to work else-
where in the school. Each three-day lesson is scheduled as follows:
first day--paragraphs assigned and written in class; second day--paragraphs
read and discussed; third day--teacher-student conferences on paragraphs.

The editor considers the relatively unedited tapes, E 705-707, to be
basic to the series because they present detailed information regarding
the teacher''s work with Group A in developing paragraphs of description.

Volume E 701 features individualized instruction through teacher-
student conferences on paragraphs of exposition or argumentation, the
assignment which preceded:the oneuahown in E 705-707, Two of the con-

ferences shown in E 701 werl attually conducted during a subseqUent class
period; thus they appear twice (a duplicatton of about eighteen minutes)

on E 701 and on E 705 which shows a complete.lesson



Volume E 702 contains excerpts from the teacher's three-day lesson
with Group B. If used after the basic series, her work with this group
can be contrasted and compared with that of Group A.

Some of the tapes are also recommended for teaching general methods.
Volume E 410 centers on discussion as a class activity; E 610 and 611
show a class engaged in small group discussions; and E 701 provides
material for a discussion of individualized instruction via teacher-
student conferences.

All of the tapes in this category were made in cooperation with the
Golden Valley Public Schools, District #275, Golden Valley, Minnesota, a

suburb of Minneapolis. The material was recorded during the spring of
1971. Classes shown are heterogeneous in composition although the general
level of the school population is above the national average.

Unless otherwise indicated, the following supplementary materials
are provided with each tape:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.

The tapes were planned and edited by Mrs. Andrea iseminger, former
English teacher and currently a member of the Project staff.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME E 410 (57 minutes)

Ninth grade students are seen in the 7th week of a requ red 9-week
course, "Poetry I." A five-day discussion of Dylan Thomas's poem,
"Especially When the October Wincl,° is condensed into the one tape.

After an introduction to the poem, students divide into small groups
to answer questions about the poem. The teacher assists small groups
during part of two days. On the 3rd day the class meets as a whole to
report their ideas. During the large group discussion on the 3rd and 4th

days, the teacher permits the discussion to go as the students direct.
During this time four interpretations of the poem emerge, each with its

supporters, and the class as a whole is unable to reach consensus. By

the fifth day the class seems to have reached an impasse with some stu-
dents becoming disinterested or hostile. The teacher offers to present
a possible interpretation of the poem for their consideration but--

students disagree on accepting this offer; they discuss the teacher's role
and the effect of her ideas on the class. From this students move to a
general discussion-of their work on the poem and their ideas on the course.

They question the teacher on the purpose of the course, offer suggestions

for revision, and evaluate their progress.

2



This tape can be us d to discuss=
a) Atudent wotk in smate gtoup and tahge giLoup discus -cons;

b) ceass/Loom discussion in which the teachet p/Lovdes oney

a smate, amount a4 di/Lection;

c) the amount oS time necessaty Sot a student gtoup to

teach consensus;
d) the e44ect on the gtoup when consensus 4eem4 impossibte,

ie., hostitity, indiSgetence, concetn with t/Liges;

e) question4 o4 ceassnoom contAot; and
4) the e44ect o4 a vety diSSicutt assignment on a etass and,

ApeciSicatty, to considet the apptoptiateness o4 this

poem Sot this class.

It ,b5 suggested that this tape be used in compa/uson w,th Votumes

E 6 0 and E 611, to ietusttate cant/Lasting ideas in seuvLat 04 the ateas

mentioned in the ptevious paitagAaph. The suggestions Sot use, inctuded

in the suppZementaty matetiats, ate 4o/L use ai this tape atone at in

compatison with E 610 and E 611.

VOLU ES E 610 E 611

These tapes show a senior high English classsophomores, juniors

and seniors--in a second level course in short story. In the first course

and in the first four weeks of this course, the students have worked on

short story plot, characterization, and theme. The term "structure" was

introduced the day before this taping. During these two days the teacher

works with structure and theme together in study of Katherine Mansfield's

short story, "The Fly.

E 610 (50 minutes): This tape, unedited, shows small

group discussions. In the first quarter of the tape the

teacher prepares the class for work in small groups. Together

the teacher and class work out a rough outline of the story's

structure and plot. The teacher draws the general idea of

the theme from this outline and asks each group to make a

specific statement of theme. In the remainder of the tape

the students discuss the story in small groups within the

classroom. The teacher goes around the room to help each

group.
When one group of students arrive at an understanding of

the theme before the other groups have made much progress, the
teacher confers with the successful group an\d assigns each of

the members to assist another group. Discussion groups continue

with their new member to the end of the hour.

E 611 (49 minutes): This tape, unedited, shows the entire

discussion which follows the small group work on "The Fly." In

the second day of discussion, the teacher reviews the work of

yesterday's small groups and draws the entire class into clarifi-

cation of the theme of the story, relating it to structure and

plot.



The teacher and class discuss characterization of "the

boss," questioning whether a change in character has taken

place during the story and how this affects the ending. When

this is concluded, a student who claims he does not understand

presses for further explanation from the class. Students

clarify their ideas in the process of explanation.

The following additional supplementary materials are provided with

each tape:
1. Teacher's comments: a 6-page transcription of discussion

with the teacher made at the conclusion of taping. The

teacher's comments apply generally to his course, Short
Story II, and specifically to the two tapes in this

series.
2. Teacher's comments on the work which preceded the hou s

on tape.
3. Suggestions for comparison with E 410.

E 610 and E 611, use,d in aombination, ittusttate one teachet s

handting o4 a shott stotg discussion with advanced students. The amen-to

o4 sttuctute and theme ate patticutatty sttessed. The tapes shaw both

smatt gtoup and tatge Vtoup discussion and ptovoke questions about the

--use and e44ectiveness 04 both. These tapes ate also ARzommended 4ot use

in genetat discussion oi evatuating and testing, student invotvement,

teiniotcement and ctasstoom conttot.

Recommended iot conttast with E 610 and E 611 is Vatume E 410, a

poetty discussion with smatt and .tatge gtoups, in which the teachet

ptovides on4 a smatt amount o4 ditection.

VOLU E E 701 (55 minutes)

On this tape the teacher confers with each student in Group A on his

paragraph of exposition or argumentation. Two of the students present
initial hostility which the teacher tries to overcome. In individual

conferences with students, the following points are among those discussed:

incomplete sentences, sentence breaks, emphasis, audience, reading and

listening, use of examples, connotation, pronoun referent, word choice,

topic sentence. Each student has an opportunity to respond to the comments

made by the class yesterday when his paragraph was read anonymously. The

last two conferences included were actually held during the following

class period; thus, they are repeated on E 705.

Thi4 tape is tecommended 6ot: (1) those intexested genetafty in

individuatized instAuction and (2) those intetested specillicatty in the

teaching oi Engish, . Those in the tattet gtoup shoutd iitst view senies

E 705-707 in otdet to ptace this tape within the teachet's pattetn-o4

thAee-day uniting tessons. Vaume E 701 may be used to discuss:

a) individuatized insttuction--its impottance;

6) indiuiduatized insttuctionits use in the notmat aasstoom

situation;



cl methodo (16 encoutaging student wtiting;
d) methods 06 making cottection4;
e) techniques 4ot handting ho4fitity;
4) techniques 4ot estabashing tappott;
g) a teachet's tote in student con4ekence4 :
h) a wtiteeis audience; and
i) e44ect (16 gtading ot tack o it on teachet-student

conietences.

VOLUME E 702 (57 minutes

This tape summarizes a three-day lesson on paragraphs of description
with Group B. The teacher introduces techniques of description and assigns
a paragraph to be written in class. Six of the paragraphs are read anony-
mously the next day and discussed by the students. The class is divided
into teams to play a game designed to develop the use of specific details
in description. A second paragraph of description is assigned. The
following day paragraphs are read aloud for students to guess the subject
of description. The class creatbs a setting to be used for a third para-
graph of description. While students write, the teacher returns papers
and confers with student writers.

Votume E 702 AA tecommended SOIL me aitet setkes E 705-707. That
eties, unedited, ptesents the teachet's wotk on patagaaph4 o ductiption
ith Gtoup A. Votume E 702, med as conttast, shous the teachet's tesponse

to Gtoup 13 and the changes made in het tesson became oS the di44etences in
students and because o.6 the itst gtoup's teaction4 to het assignments.

Att tho4e aheas ti4ted in the catatog soIL setie4 E 705-707 ate
apptoptiate iot this tape, though wotk L 4eeit in Zess detait hete. In

addition, thi4 tape may be u4ed:
a) to compate the e44ect o4 di44etent gtoups o4 Students on

the teachet and the e44ect o4 the teachet on di44etent
gtoups;

b) to discuss the e44ectivenes4 04 Sevetat totiting co6i9 nment4
with tiff& attention paid to them,vs. 4eWet assignments
and MAC attention; and

ci to discuss the metits lo4 antiving at the tetm4 o6 an
assignment by ctass discussion.

VOLUMES E 705 7 E_707

These three tapes show one three-day lesson in which students begin
to work on paragraphs of descriptioni they are considered basic to the
writing tapes.



E 709 (51 minutes): This tape shows introduction and
assignment of the first paragraph of description. The

teacher introduces techniques of description and makes her

assignment. She clarifies the assignment in response to

student questions. While students write, the teacher confers
with two boys with whom she did not have conferences on last

week's assignment. Both boys present some hostility to the
teacher which she tries to overcome. She helps some students

with their writing on today's assignment. (The belated con-

ferences with the two boys are also shown in E 701).

E 706 (49 minutes): This tape shows seven student para-

graphs being read and discussed. Reading of paragraphs is
delayed while the teacher addresses two students who have not

done the assignment. Paragraphs are read anonymously by the
teacher; the class discussion of the paragraphs includes the

following subjects: whether emphasis on unusual features

describes or distorts, effect of "swear words," effect of "very,"

use of similes in description, role of physical and personal
traits in description, the lack of specific detail. The teacher

concludes the hour with suggestions on how to move from general

to specific.

E 707 (91 minutes): This tape shows the reading and dis-
cussion of paragraphs of description, the presentation of the

next assignment, and teacher-student conferences on the para-

graphs.
The teacher reads the three remaining papers written for

this assignment. Class discussion brings up the effect of

"very," reactions to irony, the use of specific details. The

teacher presents her case against the use of "very" and "really"

and gives an assignment on the use of specific details. One

paragraph for last week's assignment is read and discussed.

Students work on assignment while the teacher returns the para

graphs of description and confers with student writers about

their reactions to class criticism.

in addition to the regular supplementary materials, copies of the

student papers read and discussed are provided.

These tapes can be used to discuss:
a) one teachees answet to the pnobZem o pAoviding

individuatized insttuction within the noAmat, cta44-
AOOM situation;

b) the natuke o wtiting azzignments, and how they might be

made;
e) the use c1,6 a peek gnoup audience az ctitiu oi student

wniting;



d) the tetative impontance in miting o6 one'4 own taste, o4
the student audience teaction, and o6 the teachet's
opinion;

e) how much shoutd be cottected in tudent uniting,
6) method4 and ctitetia 40A evaZuating wftiting;
g) the impottance c/6 tndividuaazed insttuction tn wtiting;
h) techniques o6 teaching ir one-to-one situations; and
i) method4 6ot using miting ettoAz az a means to wtiting

instAuction.

Two othet tapes ate tecommended 6ot co pattzon:

E 701--One haat oi teachet-student con4etences with these
same students on patawmphs o4 amumentation.

E 702--Conden4ed into one hout, the thkee days in which thi4
teachek ptesents patag4aphS o4 dezatiption to the
othet haZ6 o6 this ctass.

FRENCH

OVERVIEW

Believing that progression is an important aspect of teaching a
language, the Pro:ect staff made the decision to select.a single
beginning French class for taping during a six-week period rather than
tape a number of classes and teachers for shorter periods of time. Of

the tapes recorded, those selected for distribution are offered in two
different formats to enable the user to choose that which best serves
the goals and organization of his program.

The following seven tapes show consecu ive-, unedited le- ons
covering the introduction and development of A-LM Dialog 2:

Volume(s)

ML 500

ML 501.-505

Subject

Includes introduction to A-LM Dialog 2.

Includes 2nd through 6th day of work wi h
A-LM Dialog 2.

ML 506 Regular class period (no work with Dialog
or in language laboratory).

These tapes, along with ML 802 which deals- -!Ith oral testing related to
Dialog 2, are recommended for persons wishing, to consider progression
in learning skills within the context,o-fa complete lesson. Because they

are unedited, they have the added advantage of providing a basis for
r.
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discussing general topics such as teacher image, classroom atmosphere,
and lesson planning. It is largely for the latter purpose that ML 506
has been included in that it shows Oe organization of a language lesson
in which neither a dialog nor the language laboratory is utilized.

Recognizing that some users prefer tapes which lend themselves to a
more concentrated attack upon specific teaching processes, the same series
of tapes have been used to prepare the following eight topical tapes:

Volume Subject

ML 800

ML 801

ML 802

ML 803

ML 804

ML 805

ML 806

ML 807

2nd and 3rd day of work with A-LM Dialog 2
(duplicates segments of ML 501 and 502).

4th 6th day of work with A-LM Dialog 2
(duplicates segments of ML 503-505).

Oral testing following work on A-LM Dialog 2
(relatively unedited_

Evaluating student work.

Reading and writing skills.

Use of drills in a beginning language class.

Teaching grammar.

Motivational techniques.

Those persons choosing the topical approach are urged to begin with ML 500

to introduce the class and the teacher, thus providing a context for the

topical sequences. There is some repetition of content in the complete-
lesson series and the topical group; however, it is believed to be negli-
gible with the exception of ML 800 and ML 801 which parallel the dialog

component in ML 501-505.

These tapes were recorded during the months of September and October

of 1967 in cooperation with School District #273, Edina Public Schools,

Edina, Minnesota. The school uses a modified audio-lingual approach to
the teaching of elementary language skills. The class is composed
primarily of high school sophomores with some juniors and seniors; it

is ungrouped but students would generally be considered above average.
The teacher is Mrs. Katie Schmidt. The school serves an upper socio-
economic level community which is a suburb of Minneapolis.

Mrs. Helen Jorstad, language teacher working in the Nor hfield Public

Schools, served Ts a special consultant in the selection and editing of

the tapes. jg



Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:
1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information which gives a curricular and

course context for the tape.
3 Suggestions pertaining to the use of the tape, including

illustrative discussion questions.
4 Copies of the dialogs used as reproduced from French,

Level_ One prepared by the Staff of the Modern Language
Materials Development Center. Harcourt, Brace & World,
Inc., 1963 (first edition

In addition to using the text referred to, the class will work with
materials from G. Mauger, Cours de Langue et de Civilisation Frangaises I,
Librairie Hachette, Paris, 1953.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME ML 500 (55 minutes)

This volume is considered to be basic to Volumes ML 501-505 and/or
ML 800 and 801 in the French I category. This is the first tape of a
series featuring beginning French students. The class is conducted
primarily in French. Taping was begun during the seventh class meeting
of the school year; students have no books and have not yet seen the .
written language.

The class begins with warm-up activities focusing on important
items contained in A-LM Dialog 1 which they have just concluded. The
teacher also conducts review drills on months of the year and days of
the week. After the warm-up activities, the teacher introduces A-LM
Dialog 2, A la. Bibliothq_ye. After the class has learned the first
three lines-, thi teacher moves to an introduction of the indefinite
article which she does by asking students to recognize and repeat.the
names of objects which require either "un" or "une" before the noun.
Students repeat different sounds as modeled by the teacher, but they do
not inquire about the difference, so no explanation is given by the
teacher at this point. From this activity, the class moves to a review
of the alphabetAhrough repetition, singing and spelling of names. The
lessor concludes with a review of the three lines of the Dialog presented
earlier, both as modeled by the teacher and by a prepared audio tape.
Teacher reactions to the lesson are included at the end of the tape.

ML 500 can be toed to di.seu,64:
a) how beginning tanguage counzez mt be. conducted ptimatity

in the tanguage being teatned;
b) the pacing oi wutm-up activities;
c) techniques uzed to azzociqe meanings with FAench ph/Lazes

and zentencez;
d) one appuach to the cti.on o6 a diatog;
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&Litt techniques invotved in c hLn1 a diaZog,

especiatty one which contains tetativety eong
and comptex sentences;

6 the use o a pattetn diLitZ to intAoduce new
gnammaticat concepts; and

g) the ovetatt 1ç0AM and objectives 0,4 a somewhat Aepne-
sentative A-LM Zanguage Lesson.

Inasmuch az ML 500 shows the entike ctass pe/tiod, unedited, Lt can be

used OA a numbet 06 genekat. teaching-Zemning anatyzes az wete.

VOLUMES ML 501 ML 505

These tapes show complete lessons for the second through the sixth

day of work with A-LM Dialog 2. It is recommended that they be used in

conjunction with ML 500 (the first day of work including the introduction

of A-LM Dialog 2) and ML 802 (the seventh consecutive session showing

the oral testing which followed work on Dialog 2). Teacher's comments

about the class session are included at the end of Volumes ML 501-504.

ML 501 (58 minutes): This tape begins with warm-up
activities including drills with the date, numbers and the

alphabet. These are followed by a review of the first
three lines of A-LM Dialog 2 and learning of three new
lines. The teacher then conducts a drill involving the use

of subject nouns followed by continuation of work on indefin-

ite articles and gender and an explanation of "un" and "une."

Toward the end of the class period the students play a game
of "Voill."

ML 502 (57 minutes): Warm-up activities include a review
of previously learned as well as new materials. A review of

the first six lines of A-LM Dialog 2 is followed by learning

the next four lines. The students resume work with the inde-
finite articles and gender and are introduced to weather
expressions. They then return to work on Dialog 2, practicing

with a tape recorder.

ML 503 (39 minutes): Warm-up activities and a review of

weather expressions precede the review of the first ten lines

of A-LM Dialog 2 and the learning of the last two lines. A

short drill follows on indefinite articles and use of the

negative.

ML 504 (38 minutes): Warm-up activities involve a review
of numbers, indefinite articles and the negative. The class

reviews weather expressions learned earlier-and adds new
material. They again practice A-LM Dialog 2, this time in its

entirety.

211
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ML 505 (55 minutes): Further work is done on A-LM
Dialog 2 in preparation for the oral test tomorrow (contained
in ML 802). There is a review of weather expressions, inde-
finite articles, gender, the negative, subject pronouns and
numbers. The class is then exposed to verb conjugation
before returning to dialog practice with a partner.

The pt.cima/ty use o.4 the serties ts that o anatyzing the pkowLession
o4 a ctass in the devetopment o vakious skitts, in ittust/Lating how
activities ake btended into a comptete tezson, and o6 pkoviding a
conckete situation PA pitactice in devetoping Lesson peans and behaviokat

objectives. The tapes atso can be used to identi4y techniques used by
the teachek in okdet to hetp students sustain theit intekest in the
tesson az wett az to obsekve high Achoot student 4eactions to a game
situation. Inasmuch az each tape shows an entite class pekiod, they can
be used 4o/L a numbet o6 genekat teaching-teakning anatyses as welt.

VOLUME ML 506 (56 minutes)

This volume is illustrative of a beginning language lesson which
is conducted without the use of a dialog or language laboratory. The

students have just recently been introduced to written French.

The 1 -son includes: (a) warm-up activities; (b) a drill centering
on telling time which involves the use of words taught previously in a
dialog and which introduces students to the French twenty-four hour
system; (c) a drill involving indefinite articles and gender; (d) practice

of the "oi" sound as isolated from words with which the class is familiar;
and (e) a drill contrasting the regular "o" sound and the nasal

tIII

In addition to ustng the tape to anatyze the vaouz 'segments oi
the tesson, 2t can atso be he44ut in:

a) consideking the pattekn 04 activities inctuded in the teszon;
b) discussing 4actoAs which detekinine the sequence o6 aLvtLe

included in a 402 ctass petiod.:
c) analyzing student inteAest and motivation duking an

extended petiod oi time; and
d) examining techniques uzed by the teachet to Statain udent

intekeZt.

VOLUMES ML 800 - ML 801

These topical tapes are recommended for use in conjunction with ML 500

and ML 802. ML 500 contains the introduction of Dialog 2 and the teaching

of the first three lines. Volumes ML 800 and 801 show those parts of the
next five days of class devoted to further work on the Dialog; activities

with the Dialog have been extracted from Volumes ML 501-505. The oral

testing of A-LM Dialog 2 is contained in ML 802. The students are begin-
ning French students who have not yet seen the written language.

s#4 '



ML 800 (45 minutes): The second and third days of work

with A-LM Dialog 2 include a review of the first three lines

and learning three new, followed by a review of the first six

lines and learning the next four.

ML 801 (38 minutes ): The fourth, fifth and sixth days

of work with A-LM Dialog 2 show the class reviewing the first

ten lines and learning the last two and then practicing the

entire Dialog in preparation for an oral test. The teacher

comments on the class sessions.

The tapes can be used to discuss:
a) ptogtession in the devetopment o a diatog;

b) a vaitiety oti ptocedutes emptoyed in ptesenting and ptac-

ticing a dialog;
c) the objectives o6 dialog teaching
d) ways o6 Aein6oAcing ctasstoom teatning in the classtoom

itset6 oft in the tanguage labotatolLy;
e) ptactice in devetoping a teaching ptan in advance oA

viewing a tesson, and compaAing it with that ptepated

by the teachet;
6) ways in which ptans may need to be modiAied in the tight

otS actuat ctasstoom ptogtess shown by students;

gl ways o6 evatuating coLat pet6otmance o a dialog; and

h) one's teactions to a lesson with those exptessed by the

teachet.

VOLUME ML 802 (53 mi utes)

This tape serves as the final volume for both the ML 500-505 series

and the ML 500, 800-801 series. It also can be used singly as an illus-

tration of one approach to evaluating oral performance on a dialog. it

shows the oral testing relating to A-LM Dialog 2 on which students have

been working for the past six days.

Students are asked to present the dialog in pairs aloud in front of

the class. After each presentation, the students go to the teacher's

desk in the rear of the room to hear her comments on their pronunciation

and to receive their grade. An interview with the teacher follows the

class session.

ML 802 can be used to discuss:
a) ptogkession in the deie2opiertt o6 a dialog;

b) vatious ways in which ofLat pet6otmance can be evatuated;

c) ways o6 ttanstating evatuative in4oAmation into consttuctive

comments to be made to students, and to compate these

with those made by thi teachet; and

d) student tesponses to a patticutat type o6 testing situation.

76 viewens ate asked to evatuate the pet6otmance oti each pait beiote

the teachet's comments ate shown, it can also be veky useiut in gaining

expetience in this atea and in testing one's own evaluations against
those o6 the teachet.

2.2
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VOLUME ML 803 (33 minutes)

This volume deals with the evaluation of student achievement. The
students shown are working with A-LM Dialog 4 and have Just been intro-
duced to written French.

The tape includes sequences showing: (a) an explanation of punctuation
followed by an exercise; (b) students receiving information relating to
the procedure for their first dictge; (c) the dictge itself, given the
following day; (d) an example of a translation test procedure where the
teacher recites in French and students write_in English; (e) a discussion
of make-up work policies; and (0 the teacher discusses with the inter-
viewer the make-up work policies of the school, a cheating incident and
her approach to grading.

ML 803 can be used to discuss:
a) ways o6 giving and scoAing a dictL;
b) pAoceduus empeoyed in giving a ttanstation test and

pAobtem4 invoZved in scoting it;
c) pnobtems ,teeated to make-up work and the extent o6 the

teachet's Aesponsibieity in getting students to compeete

d) what pAecautionA, i6 any, the teachet 4hou4d take to inhibit
cheating, why students cheat, and what the teacher., Ahmed
do once Lt haA occutted; and

e) one appAoach to gAading in a beginning Language class and
the weight4 which might be assigned to vakiom 41Zittz

VOLUME ML 804 (56 minutes)

This tape focuses on the teaching of reading and writing skills. It

includes sequences taken from six different class periods to show the
progression from rote learning of the alphabet to drills of sounds iso-
lated from familiar words. During this period- the students learn the
first four A-LM Dialogs orally.

The six sequences shown are: (1) rote learning of the alphabet and
students spelling their last name; (2) first exposure to written French
when the teacher passes out lists of sentences; (3) a drill on _isolated
words; (4) an explanation of procedure and the first dicte; (5) students
practicing a single sound found in words now familiar to them (oi); and
(6) students contrasting a sound taken from words learned orally (regular
"o" and nasal "6"). (This includes duplication of short segments from
ML 500, 506 and 803.)

13



ML 804 can be used to discuss:
a) objectiva and pit.oaedwte Yc.te.d to 'Late te ning;
b) students' ILeaction6 to theik 4iAst encountet with the

wftitten tanguage;
c) considekations invoLved in making a decision about the

naturte (36 wAitten mateAials to be used in eatty
Aeading-wftiting exeAcises;

d) objectives and pAocedutes in conducting dAitbs (36
aotated woAd6;

e) shoAt Aange vs. tong Aange goat.6 o6 dictation wolda; and
g) steps invotved in .eaching sound-spetting geneutizations.

VOLUME ML 805 (58 minutes)

This volume illustrates the use of drills.
three basic kinds used in audio-lingual classes;
substitution, and response drills.

Sequences used include drills related to the
the conjugation of regular "er" verbs, and drills
prepositions.

It includes examples
namely, repetition,

verbs avoit and own
involving five

ML 805 can be used to discuss:
a) objectivez and ptocedultes invoLved in using each o4 the

thtee types o6 dltilt4;
b) ways o4 maintaining student intekest thAoughout dAite

sessions;
c) the use oi dAitt,6 to Aein4oftce diatog Lea/ming;
d) the putposes o6 individual and whote-cta46 4e6ponse6

dating dkitt4;
e) ptanning exeAcises
i) the =tate and timing o6 gAammax exptanatio
g) the extent and natuAe o6 teachet coiftection4 o otadent

VOLOAA duAing dAitt,6; and
h) the impottance oi ovetteaAning dkittz.

VOLUME ML 806 (57 minutes

This volume focuses on the teaching of grammar. It includes

sequences from six different class periods (spread over a period of

eighteen days) to show the progression from the introduction of the

indefinite article and gender to the introduction of the definite
article. The teacher's reactions to each section are included. (it

duplicates short segments also contained in ML 500, 501, 503 and 506.)

24
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ML 806 can be used to discus-Es:
a) ways 06 intnoducing and deveeoping an undeAstanding

a point 06 gnaman;
b) the natuke and extent 06 expeanations to be given to

suppokt usage;
c) ways 06 genekating and 4ustaining students' intekest

duking gnamman teannina;
d) the extent to which Engiish should be used in teaching

atainnaA;
e) students' pAogtess in undeAstanding and apptying-

gAamenaticat genetatizations; and
6) the devetopment oç tesson peans invotving the teaching

06 gnammat.

VOLUME ML 807 (58 minutes)

This volume contains a number of sequences relating to the problem

of maintaining student interest in the learning of elementary language

skills. For this tape, sequences were selected for the purpose of

showing lighter moments in a beginning language class.

The sequences include: (a) a drill involving the use of prepositions;

(b) a counting drill session; (c) a game of "VoilL;" (d) a slide show
presented by the teacher; (e) warm-up activities including a report by

the French Club representative; and (0 the teacher's further description

of the organization of French Club and its activities, as recorded after

class. (It duplicates short segments of content included in ML 805.)

ML 807 can be used to diAcuss:
a) the use 0,6 visuals to pkovoke and mctcntwi intenest in

dAZtt activity;
b) teacheA peAsonatity as Aetated to ctassuom atmozphene

and &vet o6 intete6t;
c) games as a Leatning and motivationat device;
d) stides az a means 096 including Fnench cuttune az welt

a meamz 06 pkomoting intetest; and
e) ftench Ctub, its Aetattonship to Fnench ctasses and "cts

note in pnomoting intenest in teatning Ftench.

Pethaps its gneatest uselcutnezs wowed be neatized i6 it weAe used

with othet tapes in this gtoup to show that the cass was not "ate

woAk and no peay," an impAess.lon which might met have been cneated by

the segments setected 6oA athet votwfles.

2
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FRENCH IV

OVERVIEW

Two sets of tapes were made featuring different teachers and

different French IV classes. The first set, which was recorded in the

fall of 1967, shows intermittent activities occuring over a six-week

period in a class taught by Mr. Harry Martin of the Edina Public

Schools, School District #273, Edina, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis.

The students have progressed to Level IV mainly through a modified audio-

lingual approach to the learning of language skills. As in the case of

the French I tap s, the user is offered a choice of two editing formats:

The following tapes are relatively unedited; each shows a comp ete

lesson:

Volume

ML 550

ML 551

ML 555

ML 556

ML 557

Subje

Introduction of activities in which teacher sets
the foundation for group work and gives a course
overview.

Second day of activities during which teacher sets
the foundation for group work and gives a cou se

overview.

A complete lesson on Vocabulary, with class

presentations.

Second day on Vocabulary, with class presentations.

Discussion of short story, "Le Renard" by Colette.

These tapes may be used individually for a variety of general analyses

or in combination with the following topical tapes:

ML 830

ML 831

ML 832

1st and 2nd days of group work.

3rd and 4th days of group work.

5th and 6th days of group work.

(These three topical tapes may be used individually
or in combination with ML 550 and 551 to analyze
the development of a group work program.)

ML 833 Individualized instructi-n in group work.

(This tape repreSents further editing of ML 830-832

to combine, for analysis, the teacher's work with
individual students in a group work setting.)



Volume Subject

ML 834 Presentation of student skits.

(Students received instructions as to what they were
to do and then acted out a portion of "Le Renard"
over a two-day period. This tape may be used alone
for general analysis, in combination with ML 555-556,
dealing with the vocabulary, and/or ML 557, showing
the class discussion of this short story, or as part
of the total series to analyze progression in group
work or class work with a short story.)

The class consists primarily of senior women of above average ability.
Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Suggestions pertaining to the use of each tape, including

illustrative discussion questions.
3. Background information:

(a) description of class background in French and
of content of the course;

(b) instructor's comments on the teaching of reading
(c) list of materials students are engaged in

preparing during group activity;
(d) sample study guide prepared by students to

accompany reading and discussion;
(e) sample work sheet (on cognates) prepared by students;
(f) unit test, key, and interpretation by the teacher

(the test is student-prepared).

The second set of tapes (Volumes ML 561-564), recorded in the fall

of 1968, shows the first four days of an advanced language class conducted
in the St. Louis Park High School, School District #283, St. Louis Park,
Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis. The teacher is Mrs. Janet Campbell.
The tapes are unedited; each shows a complete lesson.

These tapes lend themselves to an analysis of the process of re-
orienting students to language study after a summer vacation, of pacing
techniques, stimulation of student interest, means of developing speaking
skills, as well as the variety of activities used by the teacher within
each class period.

The first day's class contains sufficient activity conducted in English
to permit interpretation by a student unfamiliar with French; thus, it is

of value for general methods instruction to consider one teacher's approach
to the "first day" the kind of image she presents, the kind of student
response she evokes. ML 564 can be used for an analysis of one teacher's
approach to oral practice in an advanced language class.

2
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For those users wishing to focus on the development of speaking
skills, a topical tape, ML 835 is offered. It combines related seg-
ments from ML 561-564 to illustrate the variety of techniques used by

the teacher over a four-day period to stimulate oral practice and to

evaluate oral proficiency in a foreign language.

The class is composed primarily of above average senior women.
Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information on the class.
3. Suggestions pertaining to the use of the tape, including

illustrative discussion questions.

Mrs. Helen Jorstad, language teacher working in the Northfield
Public Schools, served as a special consultant in the selection and

editing of the tapes.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES ML 550 ML 551

In these tapes, the teacher gives a course overview and lays the

foundation for group work by introducing the aims of and procedures for
.class work wtth. short stories. The exercises used by the teacher are

to further the development of reading skills.

ML 550 (45 minutes): The class begins by revie. ng last

year's reading and vocabulary study. The teacher discusses:
(a) the kinds of vocabulary likely to be encountered in short
story study; (b) those aspects of a short story which must be
understood in order to understand the story's essential
meaning -- the situation, the "milieu;" (c) the difference
between active and passive vocabulary and how to develop each;

and (d) the guidelines for the exercises the students are to
prepare as well as how student groups may present their materials

to the class.

ML 551 (34 minutes): This tape shows the second day in
which the class prepares for group work with short stories.
Each group of three students has already read its assigned
story and will soon begin to determine how it CI-1 best be

presented to the rest of the class. The teacher suggests ways
of assembling materials, sources for reference, and asks that
quizzes and discussion questions be prepared for other students
in the class.

ML 550-551 can be uSed to diA2t444:
a) onganization og mate&iat4. 401. advanced Ote,cg Langua e

atits4e4;
b) tong-)Lange o6jeetive6 o6 'Leading -in advanced cta4Aeo;
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c) types and methods o4 vocabutaky study in advanced classes;
d) a teachet's adaptation o6 pkocedutes az weft az to anaLyze

student undekstanding oi and kezponse to a ctass con-
ducted entitety in Fkench;

e) "mitieu" az it &elates to the undenztanding oi a zhokt
ztoiLy set in anothek countky;

2;) souAces o6 matetiatz; and
g) ways in which a teachek can Lay a ovidaUon 4ok wokk in

meta ytoups.

These netativety unedited tapes, each zhowng a compLete Lesson,

may be used individuatZy gok a vatiety o4 gene-kat anatyses, ot
combination with ML 830-832 to ittustAate and anaLyze one teachek 6

-appkoach to gtoup woAk in the class/worn.

NOLUMES ML 555 - ML 556

These tapes are centered around class presentation of vocabulary.

The volumes illustrate how the teacher uses materials prepared by student

groups to present to the class the setting and vocabulary necessary for

understanding the short story "Le Renard" by Colette. The teacher

comments at the end of each session. The two sessions prepare the
students for a discussion of the short story (ML 557) and for the

presentation of their skits (ML 834).

ML 555 (52 minutes): The teacher presents vocabulary and
a description of the story background, using pictures and

objects to introduce new and difficult words. He explains how
students are to criticize, on paper, his presentation and the

work of the group who prepared the materials for him. At the

end of the period he asks about the words they have written.

There is a discussion about love and treatment of animals and

the meaning of "tame."

ML 556 (45 minutes): The teacher continues the introduc-
tion of vocabulary encountered in the short story using real

objects as visual aids. He starts the class on the study of

cognates. In the interview, following the class period, the

eacher explains his view on translating in a beginning class

and in an advanced class.

ML 555-556 may be used to discuss:
a) atteknative methods o4 vocab- y taLdy in an advanced

6oteign Language ceass;
b) a teadhek's ti6e. o4 audio-vizuat aids in an advanced Language

ctazz;
c) ways o6 evatuating ztudent compkehenzion oi and patcL-

patLovt tn cLazz activity;

d) the 114e- 04 student-pkepated matekiatz;

,e) the impottance o4 tAanstation in the advanced oJLegn

Language ctassfand
6) compatisons and cont&as.Whetween two dayz oA Vocabutaky

study. 29
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These tapes ake tetativety unedited; each shows a comptete Lesson
so they may be used individuatty son. a vatiety o genetat anatyses. in

combination with ML 557 and MI_ 834 they may be used 4ot evatuation and
anatyses oi one teachek's apptoach to ptesenting a shwa stoty to the
etass.

VOLUME ML 557 (52 minutes)

The class discusses Colette's 'Le Renard" in this relatively un-
edited tape of a fourth-year French class. It can be used alone to show
a complete lesson for general analysis but the difficult vocabulary work
on the story, shown on ML 555 and 556, serves as the background for this
day of class discussion. The students are told they are to act out the
last half page of the story (ML 834).

Following a free discussion of the long weekend just past, the
teacher tries to develop class discussion of the story. He comments,
questions, has students read aloud and finally begins working through
the story using the guide questions. An interview with the teacher
about the day's work follows the class period.

ML 557 may be used to discuss:
a) the teasons ioA vocabutaty study;
b) methods by which a teachet may Lead a class discussion;
c) the Zack o4 tesponse in some ctasses and ways to Sind

a Aemedy;
d) the Aange oi diiiicuLty and suitabitity (14 matetiaLs ioA

a ctass;
e) shwa-tun and tong-Aange objectives oc) Aeading in the

advanced 4okeign Language ctass; and
4) the type and extent oi ptanning necessaky PA a teachet

to Lead a discussion.

VOLUME ML 561 (41 minutes)

This volume illustrates one teacher's activities on the first day
of school in an advanced foreign language class. Unedited, it shows
the entire class period and includes sequences showing descriptions by

Lhe teacher of the course, of books and materials to be used and ground

rules for operation of the class. (Volumes ML 562-564 show the next

three days.)

ML 561 may be used:
a) to consideA the ptace o the. Oux tanguage skitts in the

ioutth-yeaA ctass;
b) to assess the 'Lae oi Engtish in the advanced ctass;
c) to discuss the ways in which a ctass 4otms .&np s-Lon..6 o4

a teachet duting the 4ikst etass pekiod;



d) to considet the need 4ok and no-tate o4 gtound tato 4ok
the conduct o4 a senioA high ctass; and

e) to assess the vatiety a4 backgtounds Students bking to a
4oukth-yeat ctass and discuss ways o4 meeting individuaZ
needs

A4 this atass petiod is conducted in Engtish, it coutd be used 4ok
genetat methods instAuction to anatyze a teachet's apptoach to the 4ixst
day in the class/Loom.

VOLUMES ML 562 ML 564

This series of unedited tapes show the second, third and fourth day
in an advanced foreign language class; they are intended to supplement
ML 561. They may be used individuatty, OA as a seties with ML 561, to
show teotientation to tanguage study 4ottowing 4ame/1, vacation.

ML 562 (52 minutes): French names are assigned to the
students and the alphabet is reviewed as part of warm-up
activities. Half the class record their essays about their
summer activities and the teacher explains the class's first
major assignment.

ML 563 (55 minutes): Again the emphasis is on the develop-
ment of speaking skills; the rest of the class record their
essays about summer activities and the teacher comments on them.
An assignment is made to discuss a picture in French. The
students are given a few minutes to prepare their talks with
a minimum amount of help from the teacher. The students make
their presentations and the teacher corrects and comments.

ML 564 (53 minutes): This tape includes three different
devices used by the teacher to encourage every student to
speak French: they devise questions that go with given
responses; they describe a person in the room for classmates
to identify;and then each one describes a famous person for
class identification.

ML 562-564 may be used to disc s:
a) the 'Late and pacing oi watm-up activities 4..n an advanced

Fkench eta-64;
b) the patt ptayed by the teaehees coxtection oi student

ettots in the development o4 speaking skitt;
c) the use oi a tanguage tabokatoky 4ok initiat tape tecotdings

by a 4outth-yeak a-taw
,d) techniques 4ok encoukaging eveky membek o4 a ctass to speak

Ftench;
e) the impoktance o4 ctatity in ctass assignments and the means

o4 making an a44,ignment ceecut;

t.
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he extent to which and the means by which a teachet can
evatuate speaking pAoiiciency o4 individuatz in a ceass;

g) the ptace 06 English in the advanced 6oteign tanguage ctass;
h) teachert-student tappott;
i) the image pxesented by thiz teachet and the 6actok4

accounting 6ot it; and
j) this teachet's pAobabte applfoach to othet tanguage skitts

duAing the yeaA.

VOLUMES ML 830 - ML 832

These tapes show group work activities of a Level IV French class

over six class periods. They focus on the teacher and small student
groups working With short stories.

ML 830 (31 minutes): This tape shows the first and second
days of group work with particular emphasis on the teacher and

two groups.

ML 831 (41 minutes): The third and fourth days of group
work are shown on this tape; a new student is admitted to the

class. Focus again is primarily on the two groups shown in

ML 830. The tape also includes a section where the teacher
is out of the room.

ML 832 (42 minutes): This tape shows the firth and sixth

days of group work. The teacher discusses: the use of guide
questions to point to difficult passages; the exercises and

tests the groups are to be constructing; and what the group
whose materials were inadvertently destroyed (while in the

teacher's possession) should do to replace it. The students
work in groups with the teacher moving about making sugaestions;

he admonishes a student who has not been working.

These tapes may be used:
a) individuatty 4ot genetat anatyses and to ittusttate gtoup

wank activities in a ctass;
b) in the se/tiez o6 thrzee to ittustAate s-quentiat gitoup wo/Liz

activities; ot
c) az a supptement to ML 550 and 557 which itZustkate the

ptepatation iot and taying o6 the goundation iot gtoup
wotk.

ML 830-832 atso can be used to disc
a) sounces and mganization o.6 iteietence mat a 4oteign

tanguage;
b) the objective6 o6 gtoup wakk;
crthe tote o6 the teachet as a tesoutce pekson ot gtoup wotk;
d) the activities 06 two, gApups in tetms o6 what they seem to

accomptish;
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e) the in tuence oti the teachek on use 0,4 Fkench by students
in advanced SoAeign tanguage clot64e4;

6) student,student and teachek-student intekaction in gkoups;
g) the teachet's kate in maintaining pace and motivation in

gAoup woAk;
h) the use o6 Engtish in a Levee IV Fnench aass; and
i) attetnative method's o6 pAeoenting Aeuti,ts c) gtoup ILe-

zeatch to a compeete ctazs.

VOLUME ML 833 (56 minutes)

This volume illustretes one teacher's approach to individualized
instruction, through small-group activity, in an advanced foreign
language class. The tape includes sequences from,six class periods
devoted to group acLivity (excerpts from ML 830-832).

The main focus is on six students working in two different groups
to illustrate how the teacher works with individuals within the frame-
work of group activities.

ML 833 may be used to dizeus.s:
a) the use O.6 Engti-sh in the advanced 6oAeign anguage cta4.6;

b) the extent to which c1as4 objectives may dii6ek pLom the
objectives 1,6 individuats within the c1as4;

c) ways in which a teachen may apptoach individua nee&
thkough zmatt-gAoup activity;

d) the natuAe o4 the teachees mirk with smate gnouo and
with individuats within the gkoups;

e) means o6 individuaZizing ceas.6 woAk outside the Ptamewonl
o6 mutt gnoups; and

) individuatization as it appeim to evatuation pnocedute4
in the advanced Faench aass.

VOLUME ML 834 (55 minutes)

In this tape, covering parts of three class periods, random groups
of students are acting out the final half-page of Colette's "Le Renard"
which they have been studying. They have spent two days on difficult
vocabulary (ML 555 and 556) and most of one day in clasE. discussion

(ML 557).

The students are advised how they are to write out their criticisms;
they and the teacher evaluate the performances and assign a letter-grade
to the students who present the skits. Considered an unsuccessful first
day with the assignment, the teacher gives it again. The tape shows the
skits done on the succeeding two days; the teacher assigns parts as each
skit is to be presented and discusses the performances. It also includes
an interview with the teacher, who discusses the work of the entire unit
as well as that of the rest of the year.
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ML 834 can be used to discuss:
a) method's da4 evaluating Aeadin tn an adva ced ctass;

b) the Wectiveness o4 acting az a means o4 encoutagtng
students to put themselves into the situation oi a

stoAy az they /Lead;
c) the puoAities o4 the 4ouA tanguage skills in a Levet IV

Funch ctass;
d) the Aote o4 tAanAtating in beginning and advanced tanguage

classes; and
e) the pAogAess 014 an entine class in a unit's wank and to

tAy to set it into the context o4 the yeak's coutse.

VOLUME ML 835 (53 minutes)

This volume demonstrates work with speaking skills in an advanced

foreign language class. The excerpts are from four class periods at

the beginning of a new school year.

Sequences were chosen from ML 561-564 to illustrate a variety of

techniques an advanced language teacher may use to stimulate oral

practice in the classroom. They include informal conversation, a

tapv-recording session of summer activities, student descriptions of

a picture, and descriptions of students in the class and of famous

people.

ML 835 may be ue.d:
a) to stimaate discussion about techniques a teachet can

use to conduct conveAsation ptactice;

b) to discuss the adaptation o4 a technique to classes at

otheA tevetz o4 FAench.:

c) to consida the teachet's adaptation off a technique to

the needs oi a patticulak ctass;
d) to con4ZdeA the Aange o4 guency in the iouAth-yeat ctasz

and the means by which a teachet can conzidet each

individuat's pug/Less in speaking;
e) to evatuate the extent to which the tanguage taboutoAy

can help to evaluate and pAomote speaking pto4iciency;

and
4) o considet the ways in which a teachet can hetp students

to ovetcole inhibition4 about speaking anothet tanguage.
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ELEAENTARY GERMAN

OVERVIEW

All of the nine tapes in this category were made in cooperation with
the Robbinsdale Public Schools, District #281, Robbinsdale, Minnesota, a

suburb of Minneapolis. Dr. Hedi Oplesch, District Foreign Language
Consultant, played an important role in determining the kinds of tapes to

be recorded. The fourth and fifth grade Classes which were taped were
using materials prepared by Dr. Oplesch entitled, Hand inHand ins_
Kinderiand published by Independent School Districi7g1-771-7-Tfirst
revised edition). The seventh and eighth grade classes were working
with Deutsch:Vers_tehe_riL_Lmd Sprecheil by Rehder, Thomas, Twaddell and

O'Connor published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1962. The

material for the tapes was recorded in the fall of 1967 in a variety of

Robbinsdale Public Schools. Most of_the students shown were continuing

German as an elective and had had FLE'S-terman in the same school system.

With the exception of ML 001, the tapes were edited by Dr. Shirley
Krogmeier of the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. As in the case

of the French tapes, the editor prepared tapes of two types. The

following are relatively unedited and can be used alone for general

analyses:

Volume(s Subject Grade Teacher(s)

ML 001 The class views a television 4 Mrs. Sandra Sommers

lesson with pre and post- Dr. Hedi Oplesch

television activities: then (TV instructor)

has breakfast the next day
with the TV teacher as a
guest.

ML 002 Comparison of two classes, 5 Miss Alexandra Tkach

both of whom are learning Mrs. Claudette Schluck

about Christmas customs in
Germany.

ML 200-202 Second, third & fourth lessons 7 M-s. Diane Arneson

on Chapter 4 of the text in-
cluding work with a dialog.

ML 203 Comparison of work done on the 7 Mr. Donald Wolter

ame lesson by a two-mod lab-

oratory class of thirty-five
pupils with that of a one-mod
small group which meets twice
with a two-day interval.
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Inasmuch as ML 200-202 show three successive days of work by the same

class,_using them as a series provides additional opportunities for

analysis.

The editor also prepared the following topical tapes all showing

an eighth grade class and their teacher, Miss inta Stolcers:

Volume Subject

ML 850 Sequences r-lated to warm-up and review
activities.

ML 851 Sequences illustrating use of resources
supplementary to text to prepare for skits.

852 Sequences showing activities designed to
help pupils prepare skits and the skits
themselves.

These tapes may be used inclividually however, if used as a series,

they show progression, over six class periods, in preparing skits

which serve as the culminating activity for the unit.

All of the tapes are accompanied by the following written supple-

mentary materials:
I. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context for the

tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME ML 001 (55 minutes)

This volume features a class of 4th graders who are studying German

In a midwestern, suburban elementary.school. Sequences from two

consecutive class periods are shown. The first includes a television

lesson along with pre-television and post-television activities conducted

Py the regular teacher. The next day the class serves and eats a German

breakfast; one of the guests is the television teacher who conducts

review activities after they have finished eating.

This tape can be used to diScu44:
a) the ptocess o6 Laying a Oundation 6oft_a television Ze.6401,

b) techniques used by the tetevision teachet which may be

_appticabZe to tegutat etaukoom-teaching;
the_genetat eWetiveness o4 teaching a tanguage to young

chitdten via tetevizion,

3
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d) the Otto -up oi the teZevizion tezson by the iLegutaA
teachet;

e) the educationat and motivationat vatue oi having a GeAman
hteak6ast 4ok 4th gAade pupitz;

6) Aeview pAocedukes emptoyed by the tetevision teachen;
g) the use o4 vizuat aids in teaching and xeviewing tanguage

zkittz; and
h) teachet peAsonatity az Aetated to the motivationat Levet

o4 pupitz.

VOLUME ML 002 (52 minutes)

This tape shows two fifth grade German classes on the fourth day
(Thursday) of a five-day unit on Advent in Germany taken from the text,
Hand in Hand ins KindPrland. ine children have seen pictures of Advent

cu toms and learned an Advent rhyme presented over the educational TV

network on Monday and Wednesday. On Tuesday they practiced the vocabulary
and grammar presented on TV and worked on an Advent calendar. The TV

show on Friday will feature a reading with illustrations of "The Goose
Girl of Wirnberg," an encounter between Albrecht Dilrer and a young girl.
Both teachers use the same basic format: warm-up, review of old material,
and cultural activity; however, the content and techniques are different.

ML 002 can be used to stimutate a discuss n oi:

a) the appatent behavioAat goats o4 the two tesso
b) how subject mattex can be Aetated to the tivez o4 the

pup(ld;
e) how pupas can be Led to active invotvement in the tezson;
d) the invotvement o4 the pupitz in di66eAent paAtz o6 the

tezzons;
e) the extent to which each o4 the Zessons meets the geneAat

goats o4 4oteign tanguage education: cuttutat, tiztening
speaking, 'Leading and wtiting;

6) what kinds oi things pupitz appatentty enjoy doing;
g) the use o6 upetition and itz e66e2t on pet6oAmance; a d
h) how the tesson cowed be best Aetated to the Aeading

"The Goose Gitt o4 Nanbek the next day.

ML 002 shoutd be equally uze6ut in an undetgAaduate couAse in method-
otogy o4 FLES education, in gAaduate coutses in methodotogy, 6oAeign
tanguage cutticutum devetopment ot instAuctionat techniques.

FOLUMES_ML 209 -ML_202_

These tapes show three consecutive class periods where the main focus

is on Chapter 4 of the text, Verstehen u_nd Sprechen. They illustrate a
modified audio-lingual approa71to the teaching of language skills. The

students are working on a dialog; the first four lines were introduced

and practiced the day before.
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ML 200 (45 minutes) : The tape begins with warm-up

activities which include addressing questions to individual

students about family and health. The first four lines of

the dialog are reviewed, using a variety of techniques.

Following the introduction of the next four lines of the

dialog, the teacher uses various ways to have the class

practice the dative forms of the definite article and then

reviews the accusative forms of the indefinite article.

ML 201 (53 minutes): Warm-up activities fo- this class

include questions about family and health, names of students

in the class, a review of colot's and the first eight lines

of the dialog. New sentences of the dialog are presented

and drilled with a great variety of techniques being used.

This is followed by a review of previously learned material,

assigned reading and pattern practices. Some students read

prepared written assignments based on a teacher-made outline

in the form of interview questions.

ML 202 (51 minutes ) The class begins with a warm-up

concerning questions about health. Students are then asked

to give varying responses to the question, "How is Rolf?"

The next lines of the dialog are introduced and previous

lines revlewed. The concept of short and long "i" sounds is

introduced with variant spellings. A transparency of pre-

viously learned material is shown with the "i" words missing.

Students are asked to read the sentences and supply the

missing words. This is followed by a dictation test. The

final activity is 'a "baseball game" with questions of vary ng

difficulty on all material previously studied.

ML 200-202 can be used to stimutate discussion q:

a) kinds oi audio-visuat mate&iats and ways o4 using them;

b) how student ettots can be handZed;
c) some ways o4 encoutaging intetnaZization o4 Zanguage

pattetns;
d) the use o4 gtamnaVcat expZanations in the atazzuom

e) kinds o4 activities students_seemto enjoy most;

4) the devetopment 04 teading skit-es;
g) how known wv&dz can be used to ittust&ate phonic cont&azts;

az welt as
h) the advantages and disadvantages. o4 "4ast pacing," cho&at

tepetition, and bac(awatd buitd-up.

They aZzo ittusttate technulues 4ot:
a) using ditected diatog;
b) ptesenting new.matetiatz; and
c) ptesenting a dictation and &educing etto& in tee

assignments.



A 200-202 houtd ptove useiut an undetgtaduate cout4e in the

audio-tinguat metitod o4 tanguage )msttuction; in a gtaduate couue

evatuating the. e44ects o4 audio-tinguat inzttuction and/ot in anatyzing

4tudent kezponze to diftSetent technique4 oi insttuction; and in an

in-setvice ptognam 4oh. teacheu oi beginning tanguages.

V0L_UME ML 203 (55 minutes)

This tape was made over a three-day period to compare the work of a

two-mod laboratory class of thirty-five pupils with another one-mod small

group which meets twice with a two-day interval. In the seventh grade,

the pupils are all studying the fourth chapter of Verstehen und Sprechen.

The first segment of the film shows the two-mod class. The class

begins with a warm-up, a review of Dialog 4, and a replacement drill.

A vocabulary expansion exercise follows, in which students describe them-

selves and each other in response to a question in German. A list of

possible responses is projected on an overhead. Students then read a

supplementary dialog and questions are asked on the context; one student

writes answers on the board. The final activity is a spelling game,

"'Hangman."

The second and third parts of the tape show the one-mod small group

session working on the same unit of material as the two-mod class. There

is a warm-up and review of previously practiced parts of the dialog. The

last lines of the dialog are introduced with the teacher demonstrating the

meaning using realia, but no English. Pronunciation is practiced exten-

sively. With the teacher giving cues using the overhead and a set of

keys, the class practices various prepositional phrases showing location.

Two days later the same small group meets for follow-up and expansion

activities. Various stage props are used and the students become more

involved by playing the role of teacher. Later a pair of boots is hidden

and blindfolded students try to guess where they are, using the preposi-

tional phrases practiced before.

ML 203 can be taed to stimutate discussion o
a) how tatge and smatt gtoup inAttuction can be used e44ectivety

b) what kinds o4 activities ate mote suitabte to tatge ot to

smatt gtoups;
c) the advantages and disadvantages oi ittusttating contextuat

meaning without the use_o6 Engtish;
d) e46ective tae o4 the ovethead ptojectot;
e) types oi activities that encoutage active stude knvotvem

4) what kinds 04 activitie4 Lead to "natutat" use otf the

tanguage; and
g) the eiliect o4 tepetition on ptonunciation and the po4sibitity

o4 thete being an optimum point a4ten which tittte imptove-

ment is made.

:3 9
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ML 203 showed ptove useSut Sot undetgtaduate couase on.eLri

tanguage methods, 604 giLaduate ztudentz studying the eSSect on aass

tesponse oS diSSetent kinds o activ es, and Sot in-setvice seminats

on ctassAoom techniques.

VOLUME ML 850 (49 minutes)

This tape shows several different kinds of warm-up and review

activities used in an eighth grade German class over a period of three

school days.

The students are beginning Chapter 14 of Verstehen und Sprechen

"In der Granen Eule" which is about eating in a restaurant. The war -up

activity concerns weather, swimming, time and foods which leads into the

dialog. The second segment on the same day shows the class re. ewing

items of clothing, colors and pronouns. The second day's warm-up
activities show students reading questions from cards and other members

of the class answering. Then the song, "Es, Es, Es" is used to practice

pronouns. On the third day the teacher uses "free recall," stimulated

by action pictures, as the warm-up activity.

ML 850 can be used to stimutate discusskon oS:
a) kinds ofS activities that can be azed soA watm-up and

heview;
b) the use ("4 audio-visuats to .stimutate Amponses;
c) the use oS wam-up and teview activities to tead int

new mate/Ex:at;

d) how students aan be activety invotved (n the t4.440n; and

e) the types oi activitiez that mast tikeey Lead to intet-
natization oi sttuctute and natutat use oi the tanguage.

Thi's opicat tape choutd ptove useSut Sot undetgtaduate imeign
tanguage method4 ctaiszes wheu .students can use the idea6 pusented in

thi4 tape az "stimuti .Aox Sinding ot neating tev-lew matetiatz o4 theiA

own, and ievt in-setvice seminaas on 02as4Aoom technique's.

VOLU ES ML 851 - ML 852

This series shows the same eighth grade,class as does Volume ML 850.

The class is studying Chapter 14, "In der Grtinen Eule" from Verstehen

und Sprechen. The tapes show activities, over a period of four days,

using resources supplementary to the text material designed to help

students prepare for the culminating actiyitythe writing and performing

of.skits.
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ML 851 (50 minutes): A guest speaker gives a slide pres-
entation on German eating places and customs. The following
day the teachei '-ands out and discusses German menus with the
s'tudents.

ML 852 (47 minutes): Two days later, table setting
vocabulary is reviewed. Later, during the same class period,
ordering food in a restaurant is reviewed and instructions
are given for skits to be presented the next day. The
following day students perform their skits.

These tapes can be used to 'stimulate discussion
a) what the 4studentA need to know and what kilts they need

to have in otdet to do the caminating activity;
b) how to go about waiting behaviotat objectives 4ot a

culminating activity such az this;
c) how eliiectivety the students made use o4 the ptepatatoty

activities;
d) what can be done to encoutage mote use ci4 matetial

ptacticed in the ptepatatoty activitiez; and
e) how the teachet's behaviot at attitude in the seg e

showing the .612i/ts might have in tuenced the pet4otm-
ance4.

ML 851 and 852 shoutd ptove useut an undetgtaduate tio_eign

tanguage methods ctass 6ot gtaduate 4tudent4 studying the e44ect o
teaehet attitude on pet otmance, and 4ot in-setvice zeminwo on
culminating activ,cties.
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AMERICAN ASS -LATION FOR THE ADVANCENENT OF SCIENCOAAAS

OVERVIEW

Four tapes made in cooperation with the American Association for

the Advancement of Science have been serected for distribution:

Volume( ) Subject

S 020-022 Separating Materials from
Mixtures

S 023 Identifying Materials

Grade Te cher

Mrs. Bonnie Hewitt

6 Mr. Jeff Kosmoski

The series of three tapes, Volumes S 020-022was selected by the AAAS

staff to show a complete exercise based on the AAAS format. The fourth

tape, S 023, features a class which is using AAAS materials but its

reatest usefulness lies in provoking a discussion of group work techni-

ques with sixth graders.

All of the tapes were made in cooperation with School District #284,

Wayzata Public SChools, Wayzata, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis.

The taped material was recorded in the spring of 1970; both classes

are heterogeneous.

Each tape is accompanied by the followed written supplementary

materials:
1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.

The text used by the classes is Science -- A Process App oac
published by AAAS in 1968.

DESCRIPTIONS OF IND V DUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 020 - S 02

This series of three tapes features a second grade class studying

Part C, Classifying 9, "Separating Materials from Mixtures," an exercise

from the AAAS textbook.

S 020 (51 minutes): Part I of this tape shows the intro-

duction and Activity 1 of the exercise. In the introduction,

the teacher poses a problem by showing the children a mixture

of gravel, clay, and sand an asking them to think about how

2.
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they would separate the mixture into its components, In

Activity 1 the children separate a simpler mixture (marbles
of different sizes) by hand and with an open-bottom expanding
trough. They compare the results. For these activities, the

degree of direct teacher involvement varies. Small groups of
children work independently in separating the marbles by hand.
With the open-bottom expanding trough all the children group
together and work with the teacher.

Part 11 shows most of Activity 2 in which the children
separate a mixture of gravel and two sizes of sand with a.

graded screen. They work in pairs and take turns using the
graded screen.

S 021 (56 minutes): T'lls tape shows the class as it
finishes Activity 2 and carries on Activity 3 in which groups
of four children work with a graded set of sieves to separate
the same mixture. Then they make quantitative measurements
of the weights and volumes of the components. They arrange
the components of the mixtureii according to weight and volume,

from leat to cireatest.

S 022 (57 minutes) : Part 1 of this tape shows the

appraisal activity. While students work on their owe, the
teacher observes how well t.he children, working in their own
groups of four, are able to'do what the objectives specify.
Part 11 shows most of the Generalizing Experience in which the

teacher and pupils discuss various vays of keeping animals
separated in a zoo. Part 111 shows the individual Competency
Measure in which.the teacher gives a girl a mixture, the
three separating devices, an equal-arm balance, and a graduated

cylinder. She asks the girl to carry out, in turn, each of the

tasks called for in objectives. The tape shows the girl's
perfo mance and her interaction with the teacher.

S 020-022 woad be most usqut i6 used in a seAies to show a com-

ptete exekcize based on the AAAS ykmat. The mate/E.-Eat can pnomote

discussions o6 vatious ctassAoom intekactions among the chadten, the
chi,edken and the teachet, and the science matetiats. Atso, they coutd

zeue az a J.,upptemeataty Aesoukce 4ok sevetat ai the sessions in Sc-ience-

A PLocess Appcoach, Guide 4m. 7nsevLc e tAuctiDK, such az the 4ess-con4

"Pkepatkng to Teac an Ex c e an ng Student PeqoAmance."

VOLUME S 023 ( 4 minutes

This tape features a sixth grade class w-N-king on Part E, "Interpreting

Data 2--'dentifying Materials," as developed by AAAS. The first sequence

shows pupils as they begin work on conducting twelve tests involving

combinations of liquids and powders. They are working in groups of four.
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Some students are to perform the tests while other record the results on

a data sheet. The second sequence shows the groups of students finishing
their tests and attempting to transfer results to punchcards, as another

means of storing information for easy retrieval. Much of the content

focuses on two grov,ps so that viewers can follow their progress.

S 023 cowed be used to 6amitiakize tectaheu Ok puspective teacheks

with thi4 palaicutat unit pupated by AAAS; howevek, it wowed ptobabty

be mo,st u4e4u1 used az a simingboaAd to discussing the ptobtem4 and
advantages o4 having sixth gAadas woAk in ytoup4.

ELEMENTARY SCIEN7E STUDY ESS)

OVERVIEW

The six tapes in this category, featuring one teacher who was using

materials prepared by the Elementary Science Study, were made in cooper-

ation with School District #280, Richfield Public Schools, Richfield,

Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis. The tapes show two different fifth

grade classes taught by the same teacher, Mr. David Legvold

Volume(s) SOject

S 001-003 Small Things Unit

s 04-006 Kitchen Physics Unit

In each case, the teacher is using materials prepared by the ESS,

published by the Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967. The

class activities were recorded in the fall of 1969; both classes are

heterogeneous.

Any of these tapes may be used singly or in series. To real.ize

maximum benefits, viewers should first familiarize themselves with the

ESS materials and, perhaps, devise plans showing how they would approach

the teaching of the material. This would permit them to compare their

plans with the strategies employed by the teacher.

Each tape is accompanied by the following 6upplementary materials:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information to provide a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.

Unless the user has some special reason for preferring to deal with the

"Small Things" unit, Project Staff (including Mr. Richard Clark, Minnesota

State Science Consultant who served as special consultant in the editing of

the tapes) tend to favor the ."Kitglien Physics" series as the one which is

likely toprovokemore-discussion
414
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLU ES S 001 - S 00

The fifth grade students shown on these tapes are studying Small_

Things An Introduction to the Microscopic World_. Each of these

tapes s ows segments taken fromthree class periods; together they

cover the first nine days spent on the unit.

S 001 (59 minutes ): At the beginn ng of the first day
the teacher discusses with the students what is meant by

small things. After developing the concept of smallness,
students use a water drop magnifier and a simple hand lens

to look at several examples of small non-living things. The

following day they use their ESS microscopes to again look

at some examples of non-living things. On the third day, the

students hypothesize as to what they'think the inside of an

onion might look like. After several students make diagrams

on the board to show what they think an onion looks like
inside, the teacher cuts an onion and has students compare
the real onion with the drawings. In the last part of the

tape students use their microscopes to look at orlon skin

cells.

S 002 (57 minutes): This tape contains segments of the

next three days' work. In the first part of the tape students

are using a hair to measure the size of the onion cells. Later,

they stain the onion cells to help bring out the different

structures within the cell. Following a discussion of what the

students have observed in the onion cells, the teacher intro-

duces the examination of epithelial cells. Then the class moves

to the study of protoza and the obs?.rvation of samples of pond

water.

S 003 (48 minutes): This tape contains segments of the

next three days' work. In the first part, students discuss
what they saw in the pond water the previous day. Following

this, students undertake experiments of their own design to

learn about some of the life functions of protozoa. After a

discussion of some additional properties of protozoa, the stu-

dents again perform experiments of their own design. The tape

ends with a discussion of the experiments parformed by students.

VOLUMES S 004 S 006

The fifth grade students shown in these tapes are studying the Kitchen

Physics Unit. Viewers should be asked to familiarize themselves with the

unit and to devise their own teaching plans before viewing the tapes.

4
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S 004 (39 minutes): Students are introduced to.the unit
and begin work on Investigation #1. The teacher distributes
eye droppers and three liquids (water, soapy water and oil).
Pupils are to study the properti,es of different kinds of drops.

The tape contains excerpts from-two clas periods to show the

complete lesson from the pre-lab and lc through the post-lab

activities.

S 005 (47 minutes): This tape shows the students as they
do investigation #2, "Bottles and Streams." The teacher and
students prepare their room for wilat turns out to be a rather

messy activity. The teacher leads into the main activity by

having students use metronome strokes to measure the length of

time it takes to empty bottles through various sized holes.

Then they move to the task of using strips of black paper to
record the length of water columns.

S 006 (51 minutes) This tape shows
pust-lab activities related to investigat
determining the "grabbiness" of four liqu
water, oil and alcohol. Students convert
with which they have been working to tens
experimentation.

Votume4 S 0
Zating.es to disc
o4 ii4th gAadeAs

a) to

b) to

c) to
d) to

e) to

4) to

g) to

h) to

the pre-lab, lab and
ion #5 which involves
ids: water, soapy
the ESS balances
iometers for this

01-006 can be u ed in eithek pte-setvice o in-setvice

uss a vakiety so4 geneitaZ topics )Letated to the teaching

.
Speci4ic uses tetated to the teaching o4 science ate:

discuss e44icient ways o4 distAibuting and cottecting

equipment in a ctassAoom which has desks but no 'sinks

sot othet Zabokatmy 4acitity;
compake the teaching sttategies o4 this patticutat

teachet with those pteviousty designed by the viewets

themsetves;
considet the 'Late o4 the teachet in inquity activiti

attempt to identi4y inqui,Ly activity on the patt o4

the students;
discuss ways o4 cottLcting, categotizing and intetptet-

ing data;
obsetve the behaviot o 4th giLadeitA Ln a tetativev.

pree atmosphete;
discuss the pte-tab, Lab, post-tab modet o4 science

instAuction; and
considet the extent to which these Lessons ate tepte-
sentative oi the Etementaty Science Study philosophy

oi teaching science.
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MINNESOTA MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHING PROJECT M NNEMAST)

OVERVIEW

Five tapes featuring classes using MINNEHAST ma erials have been
selected for distribution.

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacber

S 010-011 Unit 9: Numbering and Counting 1 Mrs. Nancy Stone

S 013-014 Unit 15: Investigating Systems 2 Miss Margaret Bauer

S 015 Unit 22: Parts and Pieces 3 Miss E izabeth Byrne

All of these tapes were recorded in the fall of 1969 in cooperation with
the Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project and School District
#6N5, St. Paul Public Schools, St. Paul, Minnesota. All of the classes

shown are heterogeneous.

Other things being equal, users may wish to give preference to
Volumes S 013-014, inasmuch as the class shown contains several youngsters
who have psychological problems. This creates special classroom organi-
zation problems :'cir the teacher which may be p ofitably discussed,
especially by pre-service teacher candidates.

Supplementary materials provided with each tape include:
1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context for the tape.
3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative

discussion questions.

DESCRIPTIONS OP INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 010 S 011

These tapes show a first grade class which is studying Unit 9: "Numbering
and Covnting," of the MINNEMAST materials. In each case, the entire lesson is

shown without editing.so that features such as the interest span of the child-
ren and the pace of the activity can be discussed. It would probably be

wise to delete some of the material if the tape is being reviewed by exper-

ienced teachers.

S 010 (52 minutes): The children are studying Lesson 10,
"Number'aS a Propertpf a Set." The purpoLe of the lesson is
to associate the number of objects in a set with a numeral. The

class follows procedures A and D as described in the MIMNEMAST

manual. 47
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S 011 (43 minutes): The children are studying Lesson 11,
"Recognizing Numbers from 0 through 10." They carry out
suggested procedures labeled as Parts A, B, and D in the

MINNEMAST manual.

S 070 and S 071 can be used to discuss the phi asophy and impte-

mentation o6 MINNEMAST matuiatz az watt az a vahilety o4 genefLat method's

invotved in wokking with 4ik/st gkadekA. Speci4icaley, they coutd pko-

vide a sptingboaAd to dizcuzzing:
a) how one detetmines the apptopkiate tength o un acti ity

on a tesson;
b) how ore decides how much 4keedom one can qLue par,ilis in

developing theik own "stytes" oi doing thing's K thout

lazing the point o4 the activity;
) meanis 04 coping with chitdten o4 obviousty vakied

abeA in mathematicA;
d) nayi o4 identi6ying and diagnosing pubtems chitd/Len

have in cattyng out t':e. AuggeAted activitieA;

e) 1'3)u/totems o6 otganizing 6i/L4t g/Ladats 4on. 9/Loup wokk;

6) thz devetopment oi a &aiming atmoispheke in a 4ikAt

gkade ctousLoom,! and
91 the tesponza o4 childkan to the MTNNEMAST mateAiatz a wad

by this teachek.

1 pke-Wwice 'students ake asked to devise a teaching ptan 6o& the tesson

to/Lio n. to viewing the taped -Casson, they can alAo bene4it 6kom ccolipaAing

theik sPLategiez with those o6 the teacheA and ttying to ptedict how

theik tezzons would have Aucceedad with thiA g/Loup oA chitdken.

VOLUMES S 013 - S 014

These tapes show a second grade class which is studying Unit 19:

"Investigating Systems," of the MINNEMAST materials. The lessons are

shown in relatively unedited form to permit observations relating to

the interest span of the children and the pace of the activity. They

are also useful as a springboard to discussing how a teacher can respond

to special needs of individual 'students in a group situation.

S 013 (44 m nutes): The children are studying Lesson 12.
They carry out Acttvities C and 0 in which they are to experi-

ment to find out which of five substances are necessary parts

of the system of reacting substances that produces the red

color. Then they make the red color disappear. It also shows

the way in which this teacher approaches the clean-up procedure

after a somewhat messy activity.

S 014 (44 minutes): The children carry out Activity A of

Lesson 3 and Activity A of Lesson 4. They explore combinations

of three colors (red, yellow and blue) and then they try to find

symbols to represent the color mixtures.

4.8



S 013 and S 014 can be used to discuss:

a) the phitosophy and imptememtation o M1NNEMAST tes oils;

b) mans oi detekmining the apptoptiate pace and tength o4

a second-gtade tesson;
c) when it is most pkoductive to have pupitz wotk az a class

tathek than individually;
d) how to cope with Niessy" pupits in this kind o6 activity;

e) how a teachet can cope with sevetat youngsteks who do not

(and ptobahty cannot) con4okm to gtoup testtictions;

4) means o4 otganizing second gtadets Ok this kind o4 monk; and

g) okganizationat appkoaches to the clean-up ptocess.

14 pte- mice students ate asked to devise a teaching ptan 6ot the tesson

pkiok to viewing the taped tesson, they can aeso be;Ie6it (nom compaking

theik stkategies with those o6 the teachek and tnying to ptedict how theit

tezsons woutd have succeeded with this gkoup o4 chitdken.

S 013-014 could be used in in-setvice settings atthough they woad

pkobabty be moke use4ut 6ot pte-setvice wotk. 14 used in an in-zetvice

pkogkam, it woutd pubabty be wise to detete some oi the matekiat

VOLUME S 015 (44 minutes)

Th's tape features a third grade class which is studying Lesson 3

of Unit 22: "Parts and Pieces," of the MINNFMAST materials. Children

are shown as they carry out Actiities A, B, and part of C. Major

objectives of the lesson are to learn to associate weight with the

number line and to discover that most weights fall between two integral

points on th%.number line.

S 015 can be used to discuss:
a) this gtoup oA students ' /te'3pon6e. to thLs pwt.tic.uLwt MINNEMAST

tesson;
b) the extent to which the Zesson is teptes ntative o6

M1NNEMAST phitosophy o6 tatching eimentaty mathematics;

c) the pacing oi the tezzon;
d) how a teachek decides when it Ls best to have students

wotk togethek az-a ctass w/t to wokk independemtey in

paA:Az az assigned;
e) how a teachet handtes dizagteements as to what happens in

this kind o.6 activity; and
6) the teaching sttategy emptoyed by the teachet.

S 015 woutd be useiut in a pte-setvice metho ctass,: Lt L not

keconmended 40/t in-seAvice ptogkams.
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SC ENCE CURRICUL

OVERVIEW

MPROVEMENT STUDY (SC I S )

A total of fifteen tapes featuring materials prepared by the Sciencc

Curriculum Improvement Study Project is available:

Volume(s) Subject_ Grade

S 030 Relativity

S 040-041

S 049-050

S 055

S. 056

Systems &
Subsystem::

Interaction
& Systems

Material
Objects

Material
Objects

S 057-058 Material
Objects

S059

$ 070-071

$ 079

Material
Objects

Organisms

Life Cycles

$ 080-081 Life Cycles

Teacher

4 Miss Alice M.
Peterson

Miss Janice
Cornell

Mrs. Pamela
Sulack

Mrs. Janice E.
Love

Miss Sandee
Corrigan

Albert Lea, Minn.
(urban)

Minneapolis, Minn.
(inner-ci y)

Richfield, Minn.
(suburban)

Richfield, Minn.
(suburban)

Anoka, Minn.
(suburban)

Mrs. Myrrhene Minneapolis, Minn.
Crawford (inner-city)

1 Miss Corrigan Anoka (suburban)

1 Mrs. Crawford Mpls. (inner-city)

2 Mrs. Love Richfield (suburban)

Miss Corrigan

Mrs. Nancy Gripp
Mrs. Bonnie Haug

3 Mrs. Haug

Anoka (suburban)

Anoka (suburban)
Richfield suburban)

Richfield (suburban)

There Is approximately 28 minutes of duplication in Volumes S 049 and S 050.

Volume S 049 shows excerpts from three days activity to show the invention

of the concept of interaction and work with pulleys. Volume S 050 shows a

complete lesson which includes the work with pulleys selected for inclusion

in S 049.

Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.

2. Background informatisruproviding a context for the tape.

Suggested uses of the tape, including iilustrative
questions for discussion.



The content of the tapes was recorded over a period of time extend-

ing from the spring of 1970 to the spring of 1971. With the exception

of Volumes S 070-071, the teachers shown were using preliminary SCIS ma-

terials published by D. C. Heath & Company. Revised editions are or will

be available through Rand McNally and Company.

The tapes were made in cooperation with the Science Curriculum

Improvement Study and all but Volume S 050 were edited by Mrs. Judith

L. VanHoorn of the SCIS staff. Cooperating school districts included

the following:

1. District #241, Albert Lea, Minnesota

2. Special District #1, Minneapolis, Minnesota

3. District #11, Anoka, Minnesota
1. District #280, Richfield, Minnesota

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME S 030 52 minutes)

This volume shows a fourth grade class studying Relativity, a phy-

sical science unit prepared oy SC1S. The basic concept of this unit is

that the position and motion of an oLject can only be perceived, recog-

nized and described, with reference to other objects. in a previou_

activity, the invention of an artificial observer, Mr. 0, establishes a

central reference object.

The first lesson, Part I on this Lape, shows a discovery lesson in

which the students use Mr. 0 to describe the relative position of a

block. Part II shows the class two days later involved ill an explora-

tory activity in which a story is read which illustrates the necessity

of having a reference object. The following day, Part III, the exce,pts

from the lesson show the invention of relative motion in which students

describe objects which change position.

S 030 can be used to:
a) discuss the concepts ptesented in the Rceativity unit;

b) .show expe_mation, invention and di,scotfty activities;

c) show how one teachet adapts the activities in the unit to

heft 4tyte and acts's.; and

d) picovide a basis iot discussions oi SC1S teaching stAategies.

This tape .shouZd puve u4OLZ in an undekoaduate comse in science

and oft etementaty methods, and in in-zeftvice tftaining ptogftwo Oft eee-

mentafty teachens. lt might atso be used in a genenaZ methods counse.

51
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VOLUMES S 040 S 041

The third grade class shown on these tapes is studying Systeos and

Subsystems, the third unit in the SCIS physical science sequence. In

this unit the concept of systems is reviewed and the ,ubsystems concept

is introduced. In the third part of this unit, the students study solu-

tions. The emphasis is ol the conservat;on of mattcr in systems and

subsystems which undergo dramatic changes in appearance.

The teacher is using the preliminary edition, the titie of the

final edition is Subsystems and Variables and most activities, as well

as their arrangement, have been changed. In S 040, the class is working

on Chapters 6 and 7 which have not been substantively altered in the

new edition. S 041 shows work on Chapter 12 of the prfliminary edition;

though this chapter has been changed, the purpose of the lesson as well

as the type of teaching and student work, make this tape useful for a

discussion of SCIS.

S 040 (47 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive
lessons in which the class studies Chapter 6, "Dissolving
Sodium Chloride" and Chapter 7, "Sodium Chloride Crystals."
in Part 1 the students begin the experiment by watching sodium
chloride interact with water in their tumbler and predict what
will happen after the liquid evaporates. Part II shows the

second day; the teacher reviews yesterday's activities and
then students examine the tumblers to see whether their
predictions were correct. The lesson ends with a post-lab
.discussion.

S 041 (56 minutes): This tape shows excerpts from three

class periods where students are working on "Separating Solid

MaterLals." Part 1 shows the class examining :rystals which

have formed frc.11 their previous experiment and reviewing what

happened when they combined two solutions. The teacher then

repeats the students' experiments and reviews what happened.

The second day, Part 11, the students separate the solid mate-

rial from the system formed when they combined the two solu-

tion:. Part 111 shows pairs of students, the third day,

presenting their findings to the class.

S 040 and S 041 can be used to discu/A:

a) ctazzkoom activities zuch az d wsLon, 4tudent's

viduae wokk, rr.nd teachen demoAtations;
b) questioning techn/ues;
c) the devetopment oi an activity;
d) the 'Lae oi the. teachet in a SC1S ass;

e) student-studen;: and teachek-student inteka o

]) the pacing otS a tezzon;
g) the abititiez 6,6 some thitd gtadeks iP wcodzir- with SOS

matekiaiS and ways o6 evatuating this abitity;

h) way4 pit obtaining ieedback on students' undetstanding; ahd

i) a tessoo taught by one teachek compaked with the p,e_aliz pke-

paned by the. viewtx6



S 040-041 show how one ce.kVL used SC1S m etiats in an inneil-

schoot.. Atthough they may be used ingZy, S 041 wia be moke signiSicant
in a discussion o6 SCIS matetiats i6 both tapes ake viewed. They shoutd

Jo/Love u5 e6ut. in etementaky science methods eoukses, genekaZ methods

coutses and in-sekvice ttaining pkogkams jo etementaty teacheks.

VOLUME S 049 (58 minutes)

In this volume a third grade class is shown studying Interaction
and Systems, the second unit in the physical science sequence prepared

by SCIS. The invention of the concept interaction and work with pulleys
are shown.

The tape includes segments from three days. On the first day the
students receive their study guides and work in picture records of
experiments they have previously done. The teacher then invents the
interaction concept. The next day the class does actik'ities descr!bed
in the chapter "Evidence of Interaction." The last segment shows the
class doing the activity described in the chapter "Exploring Pulleys"
(this s2,gment is also shown in S 050).

S 049 can be used in pte-sekvice ot in- etv ce i, cience education
coukses:

a) to 6amiLiatize teaeheks with 60 e activities 6 Om the unit
IPtetaetion and Systems;

b) to discuss how a teachek adapts the activities as pfiesented
in the manuat;

c) to compake how one teachet teaches these activities wEth
the tesson laEans pkepaked by the vieweks;

d) to discuss the 'Lae ofl the teachek in a SCTS ceass; and
e) to show an "invention" and a "discoveky" Zesson.

VOLUME S 050 (43 minutes)

This volume shows a third grade class working with the second part
of the Interaction Unit prepared by SCIS. In the previous lesson,
students developed an understanding of the concept of Interaction through
a variety of activities, including experiments with an electrical circuit,

a combination of a roller skate, spring and magnet, and by mixing liquids.

In this lesson, they are to experiment and invent a systems concept-.

The lesson begins with a teacher demonstration of a "mystery box."
The children are asked to analyze the workings of the mystery box and
to "guess" the nature of the hidden objects which are responsible for its

operation. Then the children, working in pairs, are given a group of
objects which they are to use first. to duplicate the teacher's mystery
box and then pruduce different kinds of "boxes." This period of experi-

mentation is followed by a review of the concept of interaction and the
invention of a systems concept. The less.on concludes with feedback and

summary activities.



S 050 how4 a comptete Ze,sson and coutd be ud 604 many genekat

fthtcL 06 anaey4e/s; in addition, it can be ufsed;
a) to pAactice ptanning a tezzon ba.zed on matutiats pA0vided

by a cukkicutum pkoject;
b) to tut one4 pZan againt that deviised and imptemented

by anot;cen teachek;
c) to con4idek the quatity o6 intekaction between thikd-

gkade 4tudents co4igned to wokk in pailL4;
d) to conisidek the teachek'4 ao& du.ting expetimentation

and invention activitia;
e) to di,scuis4 the extent to which an inquiky tuison can coL

4hou-ed be istkuctuked; and

4) to examine the kind 06 teakning which taku pace
an inquiky-oniented te440n.

/6 th,bs tape aised in conjunction wiih otha SCIS tapez, viewelt4 woad
aLs0 have an oppoAtunity to compate wayz in Aich qiekent teachek4

imptement SCIS Ze)son,s.

S 050 4houtd puve toe4a kn an undetgAaduate cm. e in 4ci nce

and/04 eZementaky method)5, and in in-zetvice pkogtam4. It might at/so

be u4ed in a genckaZ method)s coutAe.

VOLUME S 055 (58 minutes)

In this volume, a second grade class is shown studying Material

Objects, the first unit of the physical science ..equence prepared by

SCIS. The activities sho.n wero taped during three consecutive science

lessons. In these lessons, the students use a variety of objects in

activities which fus pn describing and sorting objects according to

their properties. In the third day's sequence materials are used which

informally introduce the concept of material.

In the first lesson, the students are shown working on Chapter 3,

"Grandma's Button Box," in which they describe and sort buttons accord-

ing to their properties. This sequence shows the students working indi-

vidually with their own materials and subsequently reporting to the class

what they did. In the second lesson, the teacher teaches the "Objects

Grab Bag Game" (Chapter 5). This sequence shows the teacher giving

instructions and groups of children engaged in playing the :lame. In the

third lesson, the students sort pieces of wood, plastic, and metal

(Chapter 7, "Grouping Collections of Objects"). This sequence shows

students working individually and then reporting how they sorted and

guessing how other students sorted.

On ell three days, the teacher spends a short time introducing

different plants and having the students describe and compare them

(Chapter 6, 'Extending the Study of 'Objects"
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S 055 can be used to discuss:
a) how one teachet adaptz the atvte.4 to het. styZe and

het ctass;
b) how to um. the teatning o6 ptevious t o

c) how di660Lent matekiats and activities ate used to teach

the same concepts;
d) the teachet's tote duting divetse types o4 activities;
e) student-student intetaction among second gtadets engaged

in sevetat. di66etent activities; and
6) how the viewets woutd have taught the tezson n eompak-

ison with the way in which one teachet did.

It -us tecommended that S 055 be used in conjunction with othet SUS

tapes in oAdet that viewas have the oppoAtunity to compate ways -cn

which di66etent teachetz teach SUS activitim. Thi6 tape shoad p/Love

use6ut in etementaty science methods cowl...4es, gene/tat methods coutses

and in-sctvice ttaining pugAams 4ox etementaty teachets.

VOLUME S 056 (50 minutes)

This tape shows a first grade class studying Material_Opjects., the

first unit of the physical science sequence prepared by SCIS. The

students are learning to sort and describe objects by their properties.

The activities shown are Chapter 1, "Objects in the Classroom" and

Chapter 2, "Grandma's Button Box." In the first, students describe

familiar objects from the classroom by their properties, play several

games which further focus their attention on properties, and develop

a list of property words. In the second, the students sort buttons

by several properties.

S 056 shoutd ptove useiut in etementaty sc_ence rneihod. couts

genetat methods coutses and insetvice t/Laining pug/Lams etementaty

teachets. it can be used to discuss:
a) how one teachet adapts an activity to hell. styte and ctass;
b) how the activities intet-netate and &Lad upon one anothet;
c) the abieity oi some 4i/Est gludens to wo/Lk independentty.;
d) the ways in which a teachet can obtain and use 6eedback

OLOM the students;
e) tesson ptans ptepated by the viewets with the Zesson

shown on the tape;
6) pacing 06 a tesson;

2) questioning techniques;
h) ways o6 individuatizing insttuction and

i) how a science tesson may be used to iuAthet °the& skitts

such az tanguage devetopment and independent wo/Lk.



VOLUMES S 057 - S 058

These volumes show one teacher and first grade class, over a seven-
day period, studying Material Objects, as prepared by SCIS. The tapes
may be used singly, but when combined they cover most of the activities
in Part One of the unit, "Introducing Objects and Their Properties,"
where the students learn to use the word object and to describe objects
by their properties..

S 057 (58 minutes) : in Part I (the first day) , excerpts
show the class reviewing tha property words they have previously
used. They then continue an activity designed to give them
more axperience in identifying the properties of common objects.

Excerpts from the second day are shown in Part II; the class
plays some different "games" in which the students have further
practice describing objects by their properties. Part III

shows the science lesson of the third day in its entirety; the
students continue activities in which they describe and iden-
tify objects by their properties and then they review the
property chart.

S 058 (57 minutes ): This volume contains excerpts from the

next four days of class work on Material Objects. The students

learn to sort various collections of objects according to
different properties. Part I shows the students, as they work
in pairs, examining and describing a collection of objects
provided by the teacher. Part Il shows the following day as
they pl-c.tice sorting this collection of objects. In Part III,

the third day shown on this tape, students bring in objects
from home; the teacher specifies a property and then collects
those objects which have that property. Part IV shows excerpts
from the final day of work on this unit; the students work with
buttons and sort them by size, shape, color and other properties.

S 057 and S 058 show how one teachet used SC1S mateAiats in an innen-
city school.. They shamed ptove use4ut in eeementaAy science methods
couAses, gene/La t. methods couxeses and in-seAv4:ce ttaining pnogtams Sot

etementaky teachets. They can be used to show:
a) how one teachet adapts SCI'S activities to het teaching

styte and het ctass; v-kweA4 may conttast thi4 with
theit own teaching plans;

b) how a vaAiety oS activitAles can be used to develop the s
s(aia--in this case, the ability to descAibe the ptopeAtie6
oi objects;

c) day-by-day changes in students' abieity to desctibe the
ptopetti,s oS objects (Sot evatuation);

d) how a teachet modiSies activities in odet to avoid cettain
ot ptovide gAeateA challenge;

e) how a uroAk's with diSietent numbeA4 o4 students: the
gilt/ups o4 students, and,individuae students;

S) the ab-c-bi,.:j o one gAoup oi gtadeAs to wank 41ndepen-

dent4 and in paiAs; and
g) the deveeopment oS onecomplete lesson and/ot a campZete

Lula (34 wo.k.
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VOLUME S 059 (51 minutes)

This volume shows three different classes (two first and one second

arade) doing the same activity--"Grandma's Button Box" from the first
SCIS physical science unit, Meterjal Objects. In this activity students
describe and compare the properties of buttOns and then sorl- them accord-

ing to their properties.- The three parts of this tape have been extracted

from S 055, S 056 and S 058 in order to show how three different teachers

adapt the same activity to their style and class.

059 showed ptove use4u Ln etementaAy science method6 counses
genenat methods couAses and in-setvice tAaining pAogtam ofl. etementany

teachens. It can be used to discuss adapting ptepaAed matetiat az wett

as 4o/L compaAing the thltee teszons shown on such dimenzions as.

a) student-student and teacheA-student inteAaction;
b) techniques 4o/L obtaining kedback;
c) questioning technique;
d) the abitity o4 the students to do the activities; and

e) the viewets' Aeaction to the ctazswom atmospheke.
It aLso ptovides mateniat 4on discussing the /Lute o4 the teachek in an

SO'S ctass/Loom and the oAganization o4 the 400M ana ecLuipment when

teaching SC1S

VOLUME S 070 (49 minutes)

The first grade students in this tape are studying OrganIsms, the

first unit in the life science part of the SCIS program. They have

recently begun a study of organisms in aquaria. Two days prior to_this

lesson, groups of students set up their own aquaria. In the preceding

lesson, they observed the aquaria and began_an experiment to determine

which fish were male and which were female (this is contained in a

nine-minute segment of S 071).

This tape shows one complete lesson. In the first part of the lesson,

groups of students observe the aquaria. After regrouping as a whole class,

the students report their observations and answer some questions the

teacher poses. Students spend the last part of the lesson drawing pic-

tures of their aquaria.

S 070 can be used with othet SCIS tapu in otdeA to cont/taAt the

styZes oi diekent teachets. Lt zhoutd ptove use.4ue in etementany

science methods counses, gene/Eat methods counses and in-senvice tnain,cng

pug/Lams oii. etementany teacheAs. It can be used to puvoke discussion

about:
a) how to ptan and pace a Zesson iot 4inzt gtade students;

b) what ane 4inst g/Ladetz' ideas o4 tiSe, biAth, death, and

causation;
c) how to pAJmote discussions among students in the Zowen gtades;

d) how to otganize the ciazztoom Sot science tessons;
e) how to adapt ideas 6Aom c cuttictaum pitogitam to suit one's

ctass; 57



4) what constitutes good questioning technique;

g) haw a teachen may evatuate students; and

h) haw to oomote student-student intetaction.

VOLUME S 071 (56 minutes)

The first grade class shown on this volume is the same as that shown

on S 070. The tape shows segments from five consecutive lessons in which

the students are beginning a study of aquaria. On the first day the

class reviews an introductory discussion of how to observe aquarium

organisms. Pairs of students then examine beakers containing duckweed,

guppies, and snails, after which there is a class discussion in which

students answer some questions the teacher has prepared.

On the following day the class discusses aquaria. Groups of students

then build their own aquaria. This is reviewed at the beginning of the

third lesson. The teacher also introduces the idea of male and female

and asks that the students try to find any differences between male and

female fish. A period of observation is followed bra discussion during

which students report their observations. During this discussion the

teacher proposes separating fish of different colors in order to find out

which are male and which are female.

On the fourth day the students carry out four different types of

activities: a review of the third day's work, observation of aquaria,

discussion of their observation, and the drawing of their aquaria (this

duplicates a segment of the lesson shown on S 070). In the last lesson

shown, the students observe baby guppies in one of the experimental

aquaria. During' the subsequent discussion they compare the babies to

adult guppies and discuss which adults are males and which are females.

At the end of the lesson, the students return briefly to the aquaria

to look for snail eggs.

S 071 can be used in conjunction with Votwme S 070, which sham the

comtete ie46on on the,iouAth day, in aiLden that VielgeAZ see an exampte

oi a compeete tesson as wett az the devetopment a.6 a sequence o Lessons.

This tape ishoutd be tusqut. in etementany science methods comzes, genetat

method4 counzez and in-senvice tAaining pAogAamis ion etementany teacheu.

It can be uzed to discuss:
a) how an activity is devetoped oven sevenat tessons;

b) zome .6i/ust gxadertz' abitity to wakk with aquakium on9ani4m6;

c) di66enent techniques 6on evatuating students'

undenstandings;
d) one way a6 onganizing a ctasznoom Son studying tiving

anganisms;
e) diiienent types oi ctaAvLoom activities, ie., discussions,

obsenvation4, neviews, and necanding obsetvationz and

the nate ai the teachek duning each oi these;
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oppoktunitiez a teachet can uze to evatuate 4tudentis, az
wea az di6iekent techniquez 0,6 evatuation;

g) how thiz teacheez ZUZOWS compakez with thoze ptanz
viewekz have ptepated, az welt az with the activitiez
dezctibed in the manuat; and

h) queztioning techniquez.

VOLUME S 079 (49 minutes)

This volume shows excerpts from one day's activities by a 2nd
grade class in one school and a 3rd grade class in another school. Both

classes are studying fruit flies and are using as a text Life Cycles,
the second life science unit prepared by SCS.

Students in the second grade class (shown in Part I) have set up
new cultures and, for the past few days, have observed their vials
carefully, noting the changes which are taking place. The teacher
also has encouraged them to bring food to class in order to see which
food attracts fruit flies.

Part II shows the 3rd grade class as they observe, record, and report
the changes taking place in their fruit fly cultures.

S 079 4houtd pkove uze4ut in eeementaky zcience methodz coukzez,
genekat methodis coukzez and in-zekvice ttaining pkogkamz 4ok eeementaky
teachekz. It can be uzed to compate:

a) the tezzonz, bazed on the zame matelLia, which two
teachekz teach;

b) the teaching ztytez o.6 two teachekz;
c) how two gxoupz o6 ztudentz =A(a with tiving cotganimvs; and
d) ctazz atmazpheke, pacing '06 the tezzon, quutioning

techniquez, etc.

VOLUMES S 080 - S 081

These volumes show a third grade class studying Life Cycles, the
second unit in the life science sequence prepared by SC1S. In this unit

students first study the life cycles of plants before going on to study
animals.

In these tapes, the students are beginning to study animals, the
first of which is the fruit fly, and then they study mealworms. The

tapes may be used singly or in series.

S 080 (46 minutes): This tape shows one of several
initial lessons in which the students observe the vials. The

tape shows most of the development of the lesson as the stu-
dents engage in various activities which focus their attention
on the changes taking place_in the fruit fly cultures.
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S 081 (41 minutes): Part 1 of this tape shows

excerpts of the last part of the class period. The

students are introduced to mealworms and set up their

own cultures. Part II shows excerpts from the next

day of class; the students continue their observ,:tions,

report what they have observed, and draw mealworms.

Part III shows excerpts from the third day when the

students observe molts and the teacher explains the

process; they then prepare a list of student observa-

tions on mealworms.

S 080 and S 081 showed pnove u6e4ut. in etementaty science methods

comzez, genenat. methods comzez and in-zenvice tuining ptagnamz OiL

etementaky teachets. In addition, they may be used to dizeuz4:

a) teachet-ztudent and ztudent-ztudent intexactionz;

b) di44ekent typez a6 teache& queztionz and the typez o.6

nezponzez they elicit;
c) zevenae wayz to ztimulate ztadent abzenvationz and

dizcuzzionz;
d) the abieity oi zome thitd gnade ztudentz to obzenve and

wank with tiving onganizmz;
e) SCIS teaching ztAategiez az descitibed in "Ctuez .got the

Teachet," included in each o4 the manuats;

0 the development oi a Zezzon and ittusttation oti how one

teachet adaptz thiz activity to het styte and ctazz

(viewenz may compate this with theit own tezzon ptan);

g) an exampte o6 a tezzon at the exptmation ztage; and

h) how an activity can be developed oven. zevetat dayz and

puvide a baziz pit dizcuzzing when t.o pttow one'z

pupa/Led Zezzon pean and when to change the pean to

iattow ztudent inteneztz.



EARTH SCIENCE CURRICULUM PROJECT (ESCP)

OVERVIEW

The teachers shown in the four tapes offered in this area are
using materials prepared by the Earth Science Curriculum Project.
Although the content can be used to familiarize viewers with ESCP
materials, it may be more useful in discussing the way in which a

junior high school has developed an individualized, investigative
8th grade science program designed to take full advantage of the
flexible, modular scheduling system used by the school itself.

The following tapes are available:

Volume Subjgct Teacher(s)

S 210 Interview, prinCipal and science Mr. Lori Palmer, Principal

teachers. Mrs. Marie Cross
Mr. Richard Neitzke

Astronomy class, guided group
activity. Mrs. Marie Cross

S 211 Astronomy class; group work and
individualized instruction.

Mrs. Marie Cross

S 212 Historical geology; class works
together on an investigation.

Mr. Richard Neitzke

S 213 Historical geology; review of a
chapter via questions prepared
by students.

Mr. Richard Neitzke

All of the taped material was recorded in Minnetonka East Junior High
School, Minnetonka, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis, in cooperation
with School District #276 and the Earth Science Curriculum Project. The

time was the spring of 1968. The ESCP text, Investigating the Earth,
used by the teachers is available through the Houghton Mifflin Company.

Each tape is accompanied by a set of written supplementary materials
including the following:

Guide for locating important eveAts on the tape.

2. Background information providing a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of each tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 210 - S 213

In the two classes shown in these tapes, the basic materials studied

by the students are those developed by the Earth Science Curriculum

Project. One class is studying Chapters 19 and 20, the other, Chapters

24, 25 and 26. Sequences included in the tapes were selected from

twelve,class periods, six for each group.

S 210 (59 minutes): This volume contains three parts.

The first shows an interview with the principal of the school

and the two teachers whose classes were taped. They discuss

the programming pattern of the school as a whole, give back-

ground information about the science classes which were

taped, explain their philosophy of teaching science, and give

Hressions as to the success of their present 8th grade

5:7 ence program. Part II consists of an excerpt from the

first tape made of the group studying astronomy. The teacher

described the activity shown as a "group guided activity,"

in the interview. Part III shows excerpts of students' work

in groups the following day.

S 211 (52 minutes): This tape contains excerpts from
three days' classes; they feature the same class and teacher

as shown in S 210. Primary emphasis is given to examples of
group work, especially the way in which an able student ad-
justs to the system; it also provides an opportunity to consider

the role of the teacher in an individualized approach, and

gives one example of an all-class activity in nded to assure

the learning of important ideas in Chapter 24

S 212 (48 minutes): This volume feature he group which

is studying historical geology. The class pE iod shown on the

tape is one in which the teacher elects to h, e students do

the first investigation in Chapter 20 withou using their

texts. Part I shows the teacher's introduct on of the problem,

Part Il shows the students working in groups, and Part III shows

the class summary and discussion of results.

S 213 (45 minutes): The last tape in the series features

the same class and teacher as shown in S 212. This class period

was devoted to a class discussion of questions raised by students

pertaining to the content of Chapter 19.

S 210-213 could be uzed to ptomote a vakiety o6 genekat methodz diz-

cuzzionz az wea az izzuez pektaining to zcience teaching, 6ot exampee:

a) to dizeuzz patteknz o6 modutat scheduling;

b) to considek a moduZak ptan which gives a team ,o4 teachekz

6needam to neview and Wize weekty ptogAants 4ot theix

ztudentz;
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c) to gain in/sight into pozzate advantage4 and dizadvantage4
in devetoping a zcience wtogkam within a 4texibte,
modutak syztem;

d) to obzetve individuae and gnoup 4-tidy activity and the
intekaction among ztudentz in the4.-kind 04 zetting;

e) to dizcuzz the tote o4 the teachet when ztudentz ate
invotved in individuatized 4tudy activitiez;

4) to view activitiez uzed by theze teachetz az a change o4

pace Otom and zupptement to the dominant individuatized
ztudy pattetn in uze;

g) to heat the teachetz' evatuation o4 the tezuttz o4 theit
apptoach az neconded in an intmiew zituation;

h) to couiden the philozophy c) teaching zcience impticit

in thiz apptoach; and
i) to dizcuzz the extent to which the activity zhown

te4tectz the phitozophy 04 the ESCP..

S 210-213 cc,ed be cused to oomote dizcuzzon in ,ift--zetvice zettingz

az wett az in pte-zenvice ctazzez. They may be uzed iad-cluiduatty Ifthough

one gain4 a mme comptete pictute 04 the 0.0g/tam by viewing the entine

zeniez.

INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL SCIENCE GROUP (IPS)

OVERVIEW

A total of six tapes featuring ninth grade classes using materials

prepared by the Introductory Physical Science Group is available:

Volume(s) Subject

Location and

Teacher (Type of School)

S 200-201 Pre-lab, lab and post- Mr. Frederick R.

lab of Experiments Riehm

6.4 and 6.6.

S 202

S 203-205

Discussion of- test,
Demonstration 11.1,
and work on HDL's.

Introducing students
to laboratory proce-
dures & equipment.

Mr. Larry
Falling

West St. Paul,
Minn. (suburban)

Hutchinson,
Minn. (urban)

Mr. Lesley J Bloomington,
Carlson Minn. (suburban)

The tapes were made in cooperation with the staff of IPS and the content

for Volumes S 200-201-202 were selected by them. The material for these

tapes was recorded in 1970. The class shown in S 203-205 is considered

to be above average in ability; the rest are heterogeneous in composition.
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Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.

2. Background information providing a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.

The materials used by the teachers are available from Prentice-

Hall, Inc. (IPS group of Educational Services Incorporated: Intro-
ductory Physical Science, 1967.)

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 200 - S 201

These tapes feature a ninth grade science class which is using

materials prepared by IPS. Each of the tapes shows the development of

an IPS experiment through the pre-lab, lab and post-lab phases.

S 200 (42 minutes): This tape contains excerpts from
content recorded over a three-day period during which time

students work on the synthesis of zinc chloride, Experiment

6.4. The first day students begin the experiment by weiching

the zinc metal, placing it in test tubes and making tests

on the gas while the reaction proceeds. After the reaction
slows down, the students place the tubes in storage for

analysis the next day. The second day students determine
the amount of zinc chloride formed in the reaction and com-

plete the experiment. The third day students calculate the
ratio of zinc to zinc chloride, using the data collected

during the two previous days. At the and of the period,
the teacher conducts post-lab activities.

S 201 (50 minutes): This tape contains excerpts from

two class periods during which students work on Experiment

6.6, a reaction with copper. The first day they discuss the
purpose of the experiment and do the laboratory work. The

second day the class has its post-lab discussion of the exper-

iment and a brief discussion of HDL's #12 and #14.

S 200 and S 201 cowed be caed to totovoke a dizelazion oi thp. dezign

and imptementation a4 IPS cult/am/Can mateitiats in pke-zetvice wt. in-

zetvice zetting4. Vieweia 4houtd be caked to 4amitiatize themzetves with

the IPS matekiatz on which the tezzonz alte bazed and pozzibty to devize

thein own Zedszon totan4 be4oice obzexving the way in which one teachek

apovached the expekimentz. Ttaz woutd enabte them to campake theik
4ticategie4 with thou. emptoyed by the teachet.
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VOLUME S 202 (40 minutes)

This tape contains excerpts from two consecutive ninth grade class

periods; the students are using IPS materials. Shown as part of the

first class period are a discussion of questions on a test taken the

previous day and two volunteers performing a demonstration of Experi-

ment 11.1 for the class. The second day the teacher reviews results

of the demonstration and arrives at an operational definition of the

calorie. Toward the end of the period, the teacher asks individual

students to work several of the assigned HDL's at the chalkboard

S 202 filay be uzed to pnovide a 4pAingboatd to d2.scuzzion4 a4 the

phito4ophy, daign and imptementation o IPS matvtiabs.

VOLUMES S 203 S 205

This series of three tapes shows a ninth grade science class which

is beginning its study of experimenLal, introcructory physical science.

The teacher is using materials prepared by IPS as adapted to the science

curriculum in this particular school. The content of the tapes was

recorded over a five-day period during which time the students com-

pleted Chapter 1.

S ?03 (43 minutes): Although this tape shows the class
during its second meeting of the year,'it is essentially

their first day with experimental science. The teacher

uses mos..- of the period to familiarize students with the
physical arrangement of the laboratory (e.g. where equipment
is stored), procedures used t-o distr1bute and collect
equipment, safety measures, and general rules governing
their behavior in the lab.

S 204 (57 minutes): This tape include portions of the

next three class periods. The first section shows the pre-
lab and a segment of the dry run for Experiment #1; the second

shows students doing the first part of Experiment #1 involving

the heating of wood and collecting of gas and liquid products;

the third shows them doing the second part of the experiment
involving the distillation of the liquid and writing of their

summarieS.

S 205 (48 minutes): This tape shows the fifth and final

day of work on Chapter 1. Students compare their observations

and, in the process, get into a discussion of what scientists

do when they don't agree and what a "scientific truth" really

is. Then they move to a discussion of the summary questions.

At the end of the period the teacher gives a quiz designed to

test the accuracy of their observations relating to Experiment

#1.

/135'- t'
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S 203-205 wete made 4ox the putpose o4 ptovoking discussion about

way4 to 4ami2iakize students with tabokatoky pkoceduke4 such az thoze

xequiked by the IPS coutse. They can be used az a 4pkingboakd to

discuss:
a) the physicat zet-up o4 an IPS tabokatoky;
b) way4 o.4 teaching students to ptopetey use, pkotect, and

stoke tabokatoky equipment;
c) ecient wayb o diztkibuting and cottecting equipment

in a class o4 thitty-six students;
.d) 4a4ety ptecautions in tabokatoky wokk oi this type;

e) the estabtishment o4 a ctazzkoom atmosphete in which
these kinds o4 expet&ents can be cakkied on 4a4ety
and ptoductivety;

4) ways o4 teachLtg students to keep science notebook4;

g) ways to inttoduce students to the phaosophy o4 expeti-
mentat science; and

h) the extent to which the teachet's apptoach is teptesentative

o4 the IPS phao!lphy o1ç teaching science.

S 203-205 wowed ptobab.ey ptove most u4e4ut in a pte-setvice, science

methods etass. To get 4utt vaZue itom viewing them, students zhoutd be

asked to wtite Zesson ptans coveting Chaptek 1 in advance, so they can

compate the teachen's stAategies with theik own. The tapes may be used

singZy but pkobab4 woad be mozt e44ective used az a senies.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL MATHEWICS (UICSM)

OVERVIEW

During the summers of 1968 and 1969, Project personnel video-taped

two institutes for high school teachers directed by Dr. Max Beberman of

the Un!versity of Illinois Curriculum Laboratory. The intent of the

institutes was to acquaint teachers of underachievers in mathematics with

two courses developed by the Illinois Committee on School Mathematics,

one in algebra entitled "Stretchers and Shrinkers" and one in geometry,

entitled "Motion Geometry." The sessions were recorded to provide simi' -

lar experiences for teachers who were not present at the institute but

who could view the material on video tape. The content editing was done

by the UICSM staff.

The instructor shown in Volumes M 300 - M 331 is Dr. Beberman. In

the first volume he provides some historical background pertaining to the

development of both courses and sketches the pedagogical concerns which

motivated the authors in developing the courses. In subsequent volumes,

Dr. Beberman goes through the "Stretchers and Shrinkers" course (Books

I-1V, published by Harper and Row) to explain the rationale for the con-

tent and organization of the course and give teaching suggestions. In

Volumes M 340 M 342, Joseph Hoffmann of the UICSM staff talks about

the Activities contained in the Handbook which accompanies the text.
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Volumes M 400 - M 434 relate tO the "Motion Geometry" course (also
published by Harper and Row). The instructor for these sessions is
Russell E. Zwoyer, also a member of the UICSM staff and one of the
developers of the geometry materials.

Any of the tapes in this section may be used singly, by Books, or
as complete series. They offer the viewer the opportunity to follow
staff interpretations, on a page-by-page basis, of the materials con-
tained in both courses. Many questions are raised and discussed as
the institute participants work through the pages of each book.

During the fall following the 1968 institute, Project personnel
taped the classes of three of the teachers who had been in the Institute.
Some of these are listed as Volumes FE 810-818, 820-825, 826-833, and
834-835, in the foundations of education section because it was believed
they had considerable value for acquainting pre-service teachers with
problems of teaching in inner-city schools and somewhat limited value
in discussing the L.:aching of mathematics. Nevertheless, they are
recommended for the viewer who wishes to observe the reactions of
inner-city underachievers to the materials.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES M 300 M 331

These volumes show the lectures, by Dr. Max Beberman, on the
"Stretchers and Shrinkers" course developed by UICSM.

Book I: The Theory of Stretching Machines (M 300 - M 308)

M 300 (46 minutes): This gives historical background
and motivation for the development of both courses. Professor
Beberman then involves participants in a careful examination
of Chapter 1, "Stretching Machines," pages 1-13.

M 301 (53 minutes): This tape shows an examination of
the remainder of Chapter 1, pages 12-30. Pedagogical con-
cerns for introducing new mathematical notations, summarizing
information, and testing and grading practices receive special
atter.tion. A page-by-page discu3sion of Chapter 2, "Hookups
and Factoring," pages 31-40, gives special attenti,s1 to ways
in which new notation is introduced and utilized by the
students.

M 302 (55 minutes): Professor Beberman delineates the
various mathematical concepts considered in the first 40
pages of Book I and then discusses Chapter 2, pages 41-43.



M 303 (34 minutes): In reviewing Chapter 2, pages 44-54
and Chapter 3, "Factoring, Factors, and Equations," pages
55-63, participants discuss in some detail the relationship
between replacing hookups with single machines and multipli-
cations of whole numbers, factoring ard factors, and equations

and factoring diagrams.

M 304 (41 minutes): Professor Beberman and the institute
participants examine a variety of pedagagical procedures and
techniques related to the teaching of underachievers, which

are integrated irto the "Stretchers and Shrinkers" program.

M 305 (60 minutes): A detailed discussion of Chapter 3,
pages 64-82, deals with equation solving, the results of
extending the domain of stretchers to include magnitudes other
than length, and the Committee's strategies for teaching "story

problems." There follows an examination of Chapter 4, "Punch
Cards, Factoring, and Primes," pages 83-107, with a detailed

discussion of factors, factoring, factorizations, the rearrange-
ment principle, and even and odd numbers.

M 306 (47 minutes): Professor Beberman elicits a pedago-
gical evaluation of the course. The participants then examine
the text's development of primes, Chapter 4, pages 109-119,
and discuss grades and grade placement problems.

M 307 (56 minutes) : Professor Beberman describes in some
detail function application, function composition and multipli-
cation of whole numbers and how they relate to the Committee
on School Mathematics' view of multiplication in ,"Stretcrers

and Shrinkers." Activities then focus on Chapter 4, pages 120-
125, dealing with primes, prime factorization and an introduc-

tion on the roles and contents of Stretchers and Shrinkers,
Book I, supplementary pages, 145-160.

M 308 (48 minutes): This tape presents an extended dis-
cussion of Chapter 5, "Repeater Machines and Exponents," pages

127-144. Of particular interest to the group was the possibi-
lity of using a zero exponent and perhaps even a zero base and

zero exponent. Professor Beberman then engages the participants

in a summary of the mathematical and pedagogical contents of

Book I.

Book II: Advanced Topics in Stretching and Shrinking (M 309 - M 312)

M 309 (52 minutes): Participants have a discussion of the
motivational significance of Chapter 1, "Approximations,"
pages 1-38, and a careful examination of the content and peda-

gogical devices developed in Chapter 1 and in Chapter 2,
"Shrinking Machines," pages 39-42.
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M 310 (57 minutes): The discussion and examination of
the contents and varied pedagogical devices built into
Chapter 2 is continued, pages 43-52. There then is a com-
parison of stretchers and shrinkers, an introduction to the
use of unit fraction language and a discussion of inverses,
pages 53-80. Professor Beberman gives a quick summary of
the concepts and skills considered in Chapter 1 and then
discusses Chapter 3, "Hookups of Shrinking Machines,"
pages 81-106. He highlights the many similarities between
hookups of stretchers and hookups of shrinkers.

M 311 (53 minutes): Dr. Beberman and the participants
exchange a variety of ideas and reactions to Chapter 4,
"Mixed Hookups," pages 107-138. The principal one is that
mixed hookups are the forerunners of fractions and that
students will have had mady opportunities to deal with
fraction concepts long before label is given to them.
Dr. Beberman then discusses Chapter 5, "Simplifying Long
Mixed Hookups," pages 139-151, and gives a detailed explana-
tion of how the students have been prepared to deal
effectively with fraction concepts prior to their "official"
introduction (in Book III).

M 312 (58 minutes).: The discussion of Chapter 5 con-
tinues, pages 152-160. Dr. Beberman then completes his
outlining of the mathematical content of Book II.

Book III: The Theory of Fractions (M 313 M 319)

M 31' .?.$): After a detailed description of
Chapter ' pages 1-21, Professor Beberman begins

discusl., ..napter 2, "Fraction Mach: ',15," pages 22-39.

M 314 (59 minutes): Professor Beberman continues his
discussion of Chapter 2, pages 40-60, and then he and the
participants examine pages 61-74 on the development of
"Muitiplying by a Fraction," the subject of Chapter 3.

M 315 (55 minutes): Professor Beberman continues the
discussion of Chapter 3, pages 75-86, and then moves on to
Chapter 4, "Dividing by a Fraction," pages 87-107.

M 316 (58 minutes): A problem solving session is conducted
to summarize the work done on multiplying and dividing by a
fraction. Dr. Beberman then begins a discussion of Chapter 5,
"Adding and Subtracting Fractions," pages 108-117.

M 317 (37 minutes): The discussion on addition and sub-
traction of fractions is continued and Chapter 5 is completed,
pages 118-136.



M 318 (44 minutes): Professor Beberman discusses a
variety of conceptual and pedagogical problems as 'ciated

with the teaching of Chapter 6, "Mixed Numbers," pages 137-
154.

M 319 (53 minutes): A discussion of Chapter 7, "Percent
Revisited," pages 155-158, shows that the first machine in a
percent hookup may now be a mixed number as well as a stretcher,
shri'lker or fraction. Dr. Beberman then uses the summary pages,
159 and 160, to conduct a detailed review of the major concepts
of Book III.

Book IV: Decimals (M 320 M 331)

M 320 (49 minutes): Professor Beberman gives a detailed
discussion of the first part of Chapter 1, "Place Value and
Decimals," pages 1-7. He pays particular attention to the
pedagogical reasons for contrasting a non-fixed base-place
value system with the decimal system for numeration.

M 321 (45 minutes): Participants complete the discussion
of Chapter 1, pages 1-16, and then discuss the subject matter
of Chapter 2, "Adding and Subtracting Decimals," including a
brief review of adding decimals, pages 17-26.

M 322 (57 minutes): In a detailed discussion of Chapter 3,
"Converting Decimals to Fractions," pages 27-36, Dr. Beberman's
use of the decimal place value table as a pedagogical tool for
reading, comparing, and decimal conversion problems is highly

illuminating.

M 323 (38 minutes): Chapter 4, "Multiplication with
Decim,is," pages 37-48, is discussed. Dr. Beberman shares
with the Institute participants many pedagogical insights into
what's behind the conventional rules for correctly placing
the decimal point in the product.

M 324 (50 minutes): Professor Beberman discusses pages
49-61 in Chapter 5, "Converting Fractions to Decimals." He

gives particular attention to situations which require the use
of rounding techniques before beginning his summary of Chapter 5,

pages 62-64.

M 325 (44 minutes): The last two ,,ages of Chapter 5 are
discussed and then Dr. Beberman gives a detailed analysis of
the algorithm for "Dividing by a Decimal," the content of
Chapter 6. He then begins a summary of Book IV, pages 1-72.

M 326 (50 minutes): Professor Beberman completes his summary
of Book IV, Chapters 1 to 6, and then conducts a lively discussion

of dividing by a decini,



M 327 (58 minutes): Chapter 7, "Decimals and Percents,"
pages 78-84, are discussed and then Professor Beberman gives
a detailed introduction to Chapter 8, "Conversion Factors,"
pages 85-89.

M 328 (59 minutes) : Professor Beberman completes the
discussion on Chapter 8, pages 90-93, and begins a dil;cussion
of Chapter 9, "Rates and Problems," pages 94-98.

M 329 (46 minutes): The discussion of Chapter 9 con-
tinues, pages 99-105.

M 330 (60 minutes): Professor Beberman concludes the
discussion of rates and problems as presented in Chapter 9,
pages 106-113.

M 331 (57 minutes): Professor Beberman discusses Chapter
10, "Scales" and Chapter 11, "Graphs of Rates and Conversion
Factors," pages 119-128. With these last two chapters of
Book IV, Professor Beberman concludes his discussion of the
"Stretchers and Shrinkers" program.

VOLUMES Mi 340 - M 342

These volumes cover the explanations and discussion of some of the
activities contained in the Activities Handbook developed for use with

the text Stretchers and Shrinkers, prepared by UICSM. As the activities
are meant to supplement the regular workbook, the volume numbers for the
Max Beberman lectures, covering the pages with which the activities are
recommended for use, have been entered in the descriptions given below.

M 340 (50 minutes): In Part I of this tape, Professor
Hoffmann conducts Activity 2, 3, and 5; in Part II, Activity
6 and 8, and Activity 9 and 10 in Part III. (M 300 and M 301
cover lectures on the pages to which these are assigned.)

M 341 (38 minutes): In Part I, Mr. Hoffmann
Activity 15 and 16; in Part II he conducts Activity 50 and 54;
and, in Part III, Activity 56 and 64. (M 301 and M 302 cover
lectures on pages these activities supplement.)

M 342 (52 minutes): In Part I of this tape, Professor
Hoffman conducts Activity 61, 63, 68 and 69; in Part II,

Activity 95. (M 306, M 308 and M 309 cover lectures on the
pages to which these activities are assigned.)

The4e tapez augment the Bebekman Zectu/Lez and gtve the vtewen an
oppoAtunity to zee how the authoAz tntended that the activitiez be uzed

az zuppZementany exetazez.
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VOLUMES M 400 - M 434

These volumes cover the lectures on "Motion Geometry." Professor

Russell E. Zwoyer was one of the authors of the text, Motion Geometry.,

and served as the instructor for this portion of the institute.

Book I: Slides, Flips, and Turns (M 400 - M 410)

M 400 (55 minutes) : In Part I, Professor Zwoyer introduces

Book I with a discussion of Chapter 1, "Congruent Figures,"

pages 1-7. In Part II, he continues the discussion, covering

pages 8-12.

M 401 (51 minutes) : Part 1 covers the discuesion of pages
13-16 and, in Part II, Mr. Zwoyer and the participants work on

pages 17-22 with the discussion centering on page 17. Mr. Zwoyer

discusses a number of pedagogical problems connected with the

exercises.

M 402 (60 minutes) : Professor Zwoyer begins in Part 1 by

discussing the congruent figures on pages 18 and 19. In Part II,

Mr. Zwoyer completes the discussion of Chapter I.

M 403 (59 minutes) : In Part I, Professor Zwoyer finishes

giving directions and after participants have taken the test

referred to in the previous tape, he begins a review of Chapter

1. In Part II, Mr. Zwoyer completes the review and discusses

some of the problems and the use of optional exercises.

M 404 (53 minutes): After answering participants questions
on Chapter 1, Professor Zwoyer introduces Chapter 2, "Slides,

Flips, and Turns." He gives a detailad demonstration of the

slide motion.

M 405 (44 minutes): Following a review of the slide motion,

Professor Zwoyer continues discussing Chapter 2, pages 32-70.

M 406 (41 minutes): Professor Zwoyer con,inues the dis-
cussion of the exercises in Chapter 2. He also gives participants

an over-all view of the entire course in Motion Geometry.

M 407 (36 minutes): Professor Zwoyer completes the dis-

cussion of Chapter 2.

M 408 (44 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses Book 1,
Chapter 2, pages 71-85; a review of Chapter 2.

M 409 (42 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses Book 1,

Chapter 3, pages 86-91.
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M 410 (42 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses the peda-
gogical and mathematical content of Book 1, pages 94-110. In

discussing successive slides and successive turns, Mr. Zwoyer
completes the discussion of Chapter 3 and Book I.

Book II: Congruence (M 411 M 423)

M 411 (57 minutes): Professor Zwoyer conducts a detailed
examination of Motion Geometry, Book II, Chapter 1, pages 1-12,

dealing with three types of congruences.

M 412 (38 minutes): In this tape, Chapter 1, pages 13-21
are discussed. Professor Zwoyer and the participants are
worldng on three congruence mappings.

M 413 (51 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses Chapter 1,
pages 22-37, covering multiple motions, other congruent mappings,
plus line and ray congruences.

M 414 (50 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses Chapter 1,
pages 38-51 -- notational conventions for lines, rays, and
seaments, and what happens to such entities under slides,
flips and turns.

M 415 (55 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses pages
52-59 -- a review of Chapter 1: "Congruences."

M 416 (52 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer completes
the review of Chapter 1. In Part II, he begins the discussion
of Chapter 2, "Angles and Angle Measures," pages 67-76.

Mr. Zwoyer establishes conventions for naming angles and draw-

ing angles named.

M 417 (51 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer works
through the exercises on pages 77 and 78 of Chapter 2. In Part

11, he discusses short names for angles and assigning measures
to angles using nonstandard units, pages 79-88.

M 418 (53 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer covers
Chapter 2, pages 89-98, continuing the discussion on angles and

introducing protractors. In Part 11, he gives a detailed dis-
cussion of pages 99-101 concerning the distinctions made among

the concept of an angle, how UICSM "pictures" angles and what is

not accepted as pictures of angles.

M 419 (51 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer continues
the detailed discussion concerning the distinctions made among
the concept of an angle, how UICSM "pictures" angles and what is

not accepted as pictures of "angles as covered in Book II, Chapter

2, pages 102-107. in Part II, Mr. Zwoyer summarizes his dis-

cussion covering distinctions among the descriptions of angles,

pictures of angles, and noripictiff.



M 420 (42 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer
discusses Chapter 2, pages 107-115, vertical angles and
angle measures with various types of protractors. In

Part II, Mr. Zwoyer begins the review exercises for
Chapter 2.

M 421 (50 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer con-
cludes the review of Chapter 2. In Part II, he begins
the discussion of Chapter 3, "Symmetry," pages 122-131.

M 422 (48 minutes) : Professor Zwoyer discusses
Chapter 3, pages 132-150, dealing with making symmetric
pattern and invariant figures under slides, flips, and

turns.

M 423 (38 minutes): Professor Zwoyer completes the
discussion ofBook II, pages 151-160. He covers more on
symmetry patterns and gives a cumulative review of Book II.

Book III: Symmetry (M 424 - M 430)

M 424 (46 minutes): Professor Zwoyer begins a dis-
cussion of Chapter 1, pages 1-15. In addition to discussing
parallels and perpendiculars, he also takes time out to tell

the participants about the UICSM's position on straight and

reflex angles.

M 425 (52 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer dis-
cusses Chapter 1, pages 7-15, giving an explanation of
parallel lines. In Part II, Mr. Zwoyer gives a brief review
of the first few pages of Book III.

M 426 (47 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer discuses
parallel lines and alternate angles and arpl ',..hapter 1,

pages 15-31. In Part II, Mr. Zwoyer discusses pages 56-64,

dealing with lines of symmetry and the magic mirror.

M 427 (54 minutes): Professor Zwoyer continues in Part I

the discussion of Chapter 2; he covers pages 65-69 on symmetry
of regiments and the angle bisector. IniPart II, Mr. Zwoyer

covers pages 69-80, dealing with the angle bisector, lines of
symmetries for triangles, line symmetric triangles and isoceles

triangles:-

M 428 (56 minutes): In Part I. Professor Zwoyer continues
the discussion of Chapter,.?, pages E31-95: isoceles triangles .

congruent angles of a lirie-symmetric tr;angle, congruent angles
for isosceles triangles. equilateral and equiangular triangles,

and right triangles. In Part 11, Mr. Zwoyer discusses pages
96-107, the review, test and "extra for experts" section of

Chapter 2.
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M 429 (48 minutes): Professor Zwoyer discusses Chapter
3, "Quadrilal-erals."

M 430 (44 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer reviews
the last few pages of Chapter 3. He also discusses the work-

-.sheets which deal with addition and subtraction of directed
numbers. In Part II, Mr. Zwoyer discusses the Activity
Handbook worksheets which deal with the multiplication of
directed numbers. This completes his presentation of Book III.

Book IV: Constructions, Area, and Similarity (M 431 - M 434)

M 431 (56 minutes): Professor Zwoyer gives an overview
of Book IV, Chapter 1, discussing the development of area
formulas for rectangles, parallelograms, squares, triangles,
and trapezoids. He then discusses in detail pages 1-8.

M 432 (56 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer completes
the discussion of Chapter 1. In Part II, Mr. Zwoyer introduces
and discusses Chapter 2, "Similarity," pages 56-88.

M 433 (45 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer continues
the discussion of Chapter 2, pages 90 to 106. In Part II,
Mr. Zwoyer discusses various straight edge and compass con-
structions in terms of motions, prior to discussing the text,
pages 75-116.

M 434 (56 minutes): In Part I, Professor Zwoyer completes
the discussion on Book IV, Chapter 2, pages 117-125. He also
discusses briefly the review exercises in Chapter
141, 156 and 160. In rirt " Mr. Zwoyer discusse multipli-
cation and division of signed numbers and exerc!ses in the
,Activities Handbook for Motion Geometry.



GENERAL MATHEMATICS

OVERVIEW

The eight tapes placed in this category were all made in what was

formerly the University of Minnesota High School in the spring of 1966.
The general ability level of students in the school was well above

national averages.

.-Foof the tapes show junior high classes and four senior high:

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacher
..

M 200 Accelerated algebra class. 8 Mr. John W. Walther

M 201 Modular Arithmetic-CAI. 7 Mr. Larry L. Hatfield

M 203 Average algebra class. 8 Mr. John W. Walther

M 204 Algebra (Part l). 9 Mr. Dale E. LaFrenz
Rational numbers of 7 Mr. Larry L. Hatfield
arithmetic (Part II).

M 501-502 Two classes beginning a unit 11 Mr. Thomas E. Kieren
on sequences and series (one
using a time-sharing computer) .
SMSG materials.

M 503

M504

11 Mr. Thomas E. Kieren
Students shown on M 502,
working the second day on
the unit on sequences and
series (Advanced-Algebra-
CA1) SMSG materials.

An abbreviated version of 11 . r. Thomas E. Kieren
material shown On M 502
and M 503 (Advanced Alge-
bra-CAi) SHSG materials.

In adriition, the editors prepared a topical tape illustrating the

way in which three teachers introduced topics in mathematics. M 800
shows teachers Larry Hatfield (7th grade), Dale E. LaFrenz (9th grade)

and Thomas E. Kieren (11th grade), from the University of Minnesota

High SchooL
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Classes appearing on the tapes are using a variety of materials;

four of them (Volumes 501-504) are using SMSG texts. Dr. Larry Hatfield,

formerly a teacher at the University High School and now on the faculty

of the University of Georgia at Athens, was responsible for selecting
the content of Volumes S 200, 501-502 and 503. Content for the re-
maining tapes was selected by Fred S. Blaisdell of the Minneapolis Public

Schools with assistance from Dr. Randall Johnson of the University of

Minnesota.

These tapes differ from all others listed in the catalog in that

no supplementary materials have been prepared; thus, users must
develop their own procedures for utilizing the material.

The audio and video quality of the tape is rated acceptable for

use although it does not match the technical quality of tapes recorded

more recently.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME M 200 (57 minutes)

This volume shows a modern algebra lesson carried on with a class

of accelerated eighth grade students. These studehts were selected and

accelerated in mathematics at the beginning of their seventh grade
class at which time an "acceleration in depth" program was designed to

carry a section of gifted students through most of the contrit of the

regular seventh, eighth, and ninth grade curriculum in two years°

The structure of mathematics has been emphasized by developing

number systems in a modern algebra setting. Key concepts, such as

sets, conditions and solution sets, ordered pairs, number lines and

cartesian sets, correspondences, factors and primes and finite systems

have been used to 'develop, first intuitively and then formally, the

group and ring concepts, the rational number system, the real numbers,

and the system of polynomials in "x." The class is currently involved

in extending the polynomial system to the system of rational expressions.

The taped lesson beg:ns as the teacher uses a student's question to

illustrate the addition of two rational expressions. The students are

encouraged to check the rational expressions under addition and multipli-

cation for the properties of a ring. Students use the inverse element

concept to intuit the meaning of a subtraction operation in this structure,

Since M 200 iz kaatively unedited, it coutd be uzed ion a vaxiety
o6 anaZyticat pukpozez az wat az to demonztitate kindz oi mathematicaZ

activitia which can be conducteci5With taented junion high ztudentz.
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VOLUME M 201 (60 minutes)

This tape shows two class periods. A seventh grade urban labora-
tory school class is using a time-sharing computer terminal (which
uses BASIC computer language) in the classroom to study modular arith-
metic. The class has been writing programs for closure and associativity
in clock 5. The previous day they had discussed a new binary operation,n square plus," which was defined es a ED b e 1 where (ID and 0
are notations for modular addition and subtraction respectively.

Part I shows the teacher and students as they discuss what topics
related to the new operation they should investigate. Ther,e include an
operation table, properties of associativity, closure, identity ele-
ment, inverses and commutativity. The teacher works an example,
3 el 4 to illustrate what the "computer must do" to get the answer.
The students and teacher develop the key computer statements. Students
are then asked to write the complete program by themselves. As students
begin their work, the teacher shows one student how to run the teletype
terminal. This student is to take over running programs for classmates
while the teacher helps others with their programs. A successful stu-
dent program is run which tests "square plus" for associativity. In an
inteAview, the teacheA lxptainz the phitozophy behincl PU-6 cue o4 the
compute& az itLatiLated in thiz aazz peniod.

Part II shows the class as they are studying the binary "Even-Odd"
system, whose elements are "E" and "O." The class first completes the
following tables of addition and mltiplication for the E-0 system:

X 0

0

Students notice the Sjmilaritytetween the E-0 system and the
modulo 2 system:

0

0

I 0

The teacher sets up the two number classes:

class of 0 > [0,2,4,...]

class of 1 < > [1,3,5,...]
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The class then considers the set of subsets of Ea,b,c]. Using the
operations of set intersection and union, they discuss some propertie::
of the system formed. At the conclusion of the combined class work,
students work individually or in small groups. Theke Ls an intekesting
and use4u.e. 4equence in which the teachek givez individuat hap to a
gikt who Zs having di.64icu2ty in wkiting a pkogkam additior mod 5,
whLch th.ay cia,U cikae ptu.s.

VOLUME S 203 (59 minutes)

This tape shows an average ability eighth grade class In an urban
laboratory school. The class has been studying multiplication of two
binomials using Chapter 8 of Exploring Modern Mathematics, a text by
Mervin LaVerne Keedy, Richard E. Jameson and Patricia L. Johnson
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963).

The lesson consists of four related portions. In the first the
teacher shows a geometric representation of multiplying two binomials:
(3x + 4) (4x + 5):

4x 5

3

41

In the second and third portion, the teacher and students develop
the special cases of the square of a binomial, (x + y)2, and the product
of the sum and difference of two monomials (x + y) (x - y).

In the fourth portion, the teacher and class develop ideas of
factoring especially factorirg the difference of two squares

( (aX)2 (by)2 ). They work several examples and the students
have time for individual work. The teacher circulates, giving indi-
vidual help.

ThiA tape cowed be cused to di4cu.s4 the kathet ntypicar Zezzon in
mathomaticA. Oi ispeciat intekest iA the way which the teachek
ke4pond4 -6,mm/teat Oh unexpected anoweA4 ("tam 4tudent4 .

VOLUME M 204 (58 minutes)

Thia tape shows two different Classes and teachers in an unban labora-
tory school; one algebra (9th grade) and one fractions (7th grade). Part

I
shows a ninth grade algebra class whiCh uses as a textiiielen R. Pearson

and Frank Benjamin Allen, Modern Algebra: A Logical Approach (Boston:
Ginn Publishers, 196)4). Previou,S1,y, the class had .beenintroduCed to
changing linear equations in.x andy into l'slope-iniercepe form. The .

teacher develops solutions of systems of ,two equationa in two:unknowns
by graphic methods and later by analYtleal methods.



The class then reviews conjunctive and disjunctive compound linear

sentences and their solution sets. They recall from a previous unit on
logic that the solution set is formed by intersection or union of the

truth sets of linear sentence clauses. The teacher then gives one

more example followed by the homework assignment which they begin to

work. The teacher and class then solve the system r3x + y = 0

graphically. 2x y = 0

Part II shows a seventh grade class which is studying fractions
(that is, rational numbers of arithmetic). They are using Exploring
Modern Mathematics, a text by Mervin LaVerne Keedy, Richard E. Jameson

and Patricia L. Johnson (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963).

The class begins with a discussion of the different names for a
rational number. The class has studied finite mathematical system
and their properties, such as clock 5. They will now apply the ideas
they previously developed to study the system of rational numbers of

arithmetic. They begin by considering multiplication of two rational

numbers.

VOLUMES M 501 - M 502

These tapes show two eleventh grade mathematics classes taught by

the same teacher, beginning the study of sequences and series. They

both use the same text book, SMSG, Intermediate Mathematics, (Yale

University Press, 1561) as a primary reference; one class, however, has

been taught to use a time-sharing computer.

M 501 (58 minutes): The teacher uses an interesting histor-
ical reference to present several simple examples of sequences.

The students are encouraged to use the search for patterns in

deriving the "closed formulas" for their sequences.

M 502 (45 minutes): This is the Class which has been
taught to use a time-sharing computer for the study of mathe-

matics. They pvrsue the activities described in M 501 to the
point where several students present computer programs to
print out their first sequences.

M 501 and 502, uhed in combination, pkovide an oppoktunity to expeou
the tau oi computem in teaching mathematia. Teachek comment4 ake abso

included Sok duuion.
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VOLUME M 503 (56 minutes)

This tape shows an eleventh grade mathematics class in its second
day of study of a unit on sequences and series. It follows the class
shown in M 502 and features students who have been using a time-sharing
computer to study mathematics. The text being used by the class is
Intermediate Mathematics, produced by The School Mathematics Study
Group (Yale University Press, 1961).

The teacher reviews developments of the previous day's lesson and
difficulties encountered by students in homework are discussed. The

teacher then poses a problem to motivate the writing of a computer
program, a problem which also permits the introduction of the series

concept. During the last part of the period, students work independently
or in small groups to write the assigned programs. Some students then
communicate their completed programs to the computer.

Inistnuctoez conmen,ts and keaction4 ane inctuded on M 503.

VOLUME M 504 (44 minutes)

This tape is an abbreviated version of M 502 and M 503. It features

the eleventh grade class which is using a time-sharing computer to further

its study of sequences and series. The text being used is: Intermediate

Mathematics, produced by The School Mathematics Study Group (Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1961). The first segment shows the teacher's use of sequences
of triangular, square, and pentagular numbers to introduce the topic. The

second part shows portions of the class on the following day when the

teacher poses a wage problem involving geometric and arithmetic pro-

gressions. This problem leads to the idea of series which the teacher

intentionally introduces (along with the " " notation) after the concept

has been well established.

VOLUME M 800 (23 minutes)

This tape contains three illustrations of introducing topics in

mathematics by three different teachers. The classes tend to be some-
what above average, both in background and ability.

In the first sequence, the teacher introduces the topic of reducing

fractions to a seventh grade class, using a Peanuts comic strip on

fractions. The teacher asks the students to look for the "how" and "why"

of reducing fractions; students volunteer their ideas on how to reduce

a fraction. The teacher explains that they will utilize the ideas of

factoring which they have previously developed.
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The next sequence shows a ninth grade algebra class which has been
studying the solution of systems of two equations in two variables.
The students have solved such systems, but they have not encountered
a system with a null solution set. The teacher has passed out a quiz on
systems of equations; number 2 on the quiz was: r y - 2x + 6

L6x 4. 9 = 3y
The class had been solving such systems during the previous class period
but only where there was a solution. The quiz did not "count" and served
to check progress and to introduce the special case of a system with a
null solution set.

In the last portion of the tape, an eleventh grade class is begin-
ning the topic of sums of sequences, i.e. series; the students have
previously been studying sequences. The teacher introduces the topic
of summation of a sequence using [1,2,...,n] as an example. The teacher
asks the students to look for a pattern; one student guesses that the
sum to the nth term is 2n + 1, which is not correct. Without giving an
answer for the sum, the teacher sketches descending "staircase" on the
board:

1

2

3

4

.

.
He asks the studentsjlow to find:the number of blocks in the sequencei
they suggest tome interesting sOlUtions'.-



BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY (BSCS)

OVERVIEW

Seven tapes are available which feature classes using materials
prepared by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study entitled, "Patterns

and Processes," a course oriented toward laboratory work which involves

a minimum amount of textual reading. All were made in cooperation with
School District #280, Richfield Senior High School, Richfield, Minnesota,

a suburb of Minneapolis. The teacher is Mr. Joseph B. Michel. Most of

the students in the class shown are underachievers although the teacher

believes that a few may be misplaced.

Volume(s) Subject

S 530-535 Students study u t on "Cell Energy Processes."

S 800 Topical tape focusing on use of questions.

Volume S 800 duplicates material included in the S 530 series. It per-

mits the user to consider the use of questions to elicit varying levels
of cognitive thought as well as the structure and format of questions

themselves.

Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context fort the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative

questions for discussion.

The class is using the text, Biological Science: Patterns and

Processes, prepared by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study and

published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966 (revised 1970). Recordings

were made during the months of December 1969 and January 1970.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUALJAPES

VOLUMES S 530 S 535

This series of six tapes features a tenth grade biology class which

is composed primarily of underachievers in science. Problems commonly

associated with classes of this composition are present: reading diffi-

culties, behavior problems, lack of interest and motivations, and limited

ability to handle abstract, analytical-thought processes. Thu4, obzeAving

thi4 acuss not onty totovide4 oppof4Le to gain in4ight into the
teaching o6 4cience in thiz 4etting, but atzo can wbovoke dactumion

8_33-
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tetating to the education ai these youngzteAz in genetat. Thete4me,

these tapes ake kecommended ioit, science methods couAses and OA couAzes

in genetat methods and pundations oi education as wett. Atthough they

coutd be used 4oll. in-seAvice tAaining putposes, theik gxeatest use-

6utnezs ties at the pAe-setvice tevet.

MoAe 4peci4icatty, S 530-535 coutd be used:

a) to initiate a discussion abou( the phitosophy and apptoach
lo4 the SSCS matekiatz being used 1--f the teachet;

b) to study the uze (94 the pke-tab, taL jost-tab modet oi

science teaching with undmachievetz;
c) to evatuate undetachieveAs' Aesponses to a pattexn a6

study which emphasizes tabonatoky wmk;
d) to compate Aesponses (96 this ctass with a hetetogeneouz

ctazz ok one oi above-avetage a.bAUt ard achievement;

e) to make inietences az to what is being toatned -these

students and considm, whethek these ake thingh they

ought to be &arming;
.6) to discuss educationat goats exhibited by vaAiouz students

in the ctass;
g) to study student-student and teacheA-z-tartint imtmaction

in the ctazz az a whote az wett az duA),....v tabekatoty ok

matt gAaup activities, and to compake the quantity and

quatity a6 inteAaction with that iound in othek types

ai ctasses;
h) to study the note o4 the teachek and the way in which he

modiiies teaching ptans to accommodate these students;

to necognize that a ctass such az this cannot be thought

o6 ah a gAoup a6 tike individuatz, that its membeAz vaity

in intettigence, motivation, abitity to concenttate,
inteftest and coniidence; and

1 to examine the tespanzes ai these students when they an.e

asked to anatyze, syntheisize OIL genekatize.

S 530-535 cowed be used hingty but use in senies wowed gAeatty

enhance theik wokth. They inctude excetpts zetected itom twetve

di46eAent ctazz pet/lads; the sequences have been kept in chtonotogicat

mdek to peAmit a study o4 pAagAezz and continuity. Onty thkough view-

ing a substantiat poAtion (94 the tapes does one obtain 4u46icient

iniokmation to make judgments about the accamptishments o4 individuatz

in the ctass and to Aetate these to teaching pAacedutes and the natuke

to4 the matekiath themsetves. Because oi the viewing time this invotves,

patentiat useAs ate uAged to considek using the tapes outside o6 ctazz,

peAhaps az the basis 6ok a pape/c kequiAing an anatyziz ai some aspect

ai the activity.



r.

S 530 (56 minutes): This tape consists of two parts.

The first shows pre-lab activities related to the first

experiment in the unit, "Cell Energy Processes;" the second

shows the class during lab activities carried on the following

day.

S 531 (56 minutes): Part I of this tape shows thc oter-

action between students and students, and students and the

teacher, during a supervised study period in which students

are attempting to interpret their lab results. In Part II,

the teacher directs a class discussion of the laborato., re-

sults from the first experiment. In Part III, the class

discusses the work of Lavoisier and LaPlace as described in

the text. The tape is especially useful in observing how

these students interpret and analyze data.

S 532 (60 minutes): Part I of this tape shows the pre-lab

of the second experiment in the unit, Part Il a review of the

work of Lavoisier and LaPlace, Part III a review of the pre-lab

for the second experiment, and Part IV thirty-five minutes of

the, lab itself. The teacher deliberately spent less class time

to pre-lab this experiment than he did with the one shown in

Volume S 530.

S 533 (60 minutes): This tape shows the class as it re-

peats the second experiment because of unsatisfactory results

obtained the first time. Of particular interest are the group

interaction processes, the role of the teacher after having

chastised students for doing so poorly the first time, and the

individual differences apparent among members of the class.

The last section of the tape shows the post-lab discussion of

the experiment.

S 534 (58 minutes): This tape was made during the last

class period before Christmas vacation; the teacher divides the

class into small groups which are to Prepare reports of their
observations and conclusions regarding two demonstrations he

has set up in the class. (These deal with respiration in ger-

minating seeds.) Of primary interest is the pattern of group

interaction and interaction between students and the teacher.

S 535 (52 minutes): Part I of the final volume in the

series shows the class during its first class meeting after

Christmas vacation. The review activities conducted by the

teacher provide an opportunity to make some judgments about

the learning which has taken place in the unit up to this

point. Part II shows a pre-lab of the next experiment (in-

volving the determinatron of the number of calories present

in different foods) and the first part of the lab activity.
The general tone of this lab is somewhat different from the

other two shown; viewers can speculate as to the reasons
0

for the differences. 85



VOLUME S 800 (37 minutes)

This volume features a biology class which is using special mate-
rials prepared by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study Project,
entitled: Biological Science: Patterns and Processes. The six
sequences included have been selected to provide data for a dis-
cussion of the use of questions in the classroom.

The tape begins with question-answer activities and then moves
into a question period relatad to a demonstration the teacher is per-

forming. In Part III the teacher asks the class to interpret data
obtained by one student with a view toward helping the nest of the

class draw ccnclusions.

In Part IV of the tape, a student raises a question; this is
followed by a sequence in which the teacher asks questions regarding
the conversion of electrical energy to other forms. Part VI, the final

sequence, shows the use of questions to explore the relationship
between heat and movement.

S 800 can be uzed:
a) to discuss the ctazsi4ication (214 questions in tenirz (214

the kind o4 thinking they alLe designed to eticLt;
b) to anatyze un/Leheatsed ctaszkoom activity with a view

towaxd identi4ying di(,6enent tevets (214 questioning;
c) to note student kesponses to di44etent kinds o4 questions

and to view them az possibte indicatons o6 the student's
tevet (214 sophistication in handting dienent kinds oi

thoug(tt pxocessez;
d) to considet the genekat Oxmat (214 questions aA welt az

di44icutty tevet; and
e) to considek miscettaneous questions such az whethen it is

pkoductive to catt on a student az a means o4 getting

his attention .

petsons viewing the tape have had no piLevious expozute to di44ekent
kinds o4 questtonz az &elated to tevets (214 cognitive thought, the tape

coutd be used to pAezentin4mmation in this atea. Sequencez can then

be used to ittuzt&ate di44ekent categoAtes c14 questions.

CHEMICAL EDUCATION MATERIALS STUDY (CHEM)

OVERVIEW

The five tapes offered for distribution in this category were made

in cooperation with School District #623, Roseville Public Schools,
Roseville, Minnesota, a suburb of St. Paul. The teacher is Mr. Theodore

E. Molitor. Although they may be used singly, =hey have been edited as

a series.



Each volume is accompanied by the following supplementary, written
materials:

I. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. !;ackground information providing a context for the tape.
3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative

questions for discussion.

The class is using the
(Revised Edition), prepared
(W. H. Freeman and Company).

text, Chemistry, An Experimental Science
by Chemical Education Materials Study
The tapes were recorded in January, 1970.

Mr. Kenneth V. Jackman of the Lawrence Hall of Science, University
of California, Berkeley, served as a consultant in the content editing

of the tapes.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 510 - S 514

The class is studying a unit, shown in the CHEMS text, dealing
with "Rates of Chemical Reactions" which requires eight class periods.

The tapes show the introduction of the unit, activities used to
develop the unit, and the discusston of the unit test in class. In

reducing the content from eight class periods to five tapes, slightly
less than half of the class activity has been deleted; however,
viewing these segments was not judged to be vital to an understanding
of the planning and implementation of the unit.

These tapes can be used zingty, atthough theit gteatet useiutness
may be Aeatized in using them in setiels- They coutd be used az a
sptingboaAd ion a discussion oi the design and imptementation oi the
CHEMS cutticutum, in eithet in-zetvice ok pne-Aeltvice 4etting4.
(Peksons using them iot in-setvice pkog.arws may ind it possibZe
and de6iitabZe to make 6withekdaetionds in the content p&ovided.)
Viewets 4houtd be asked to iamitiatize themsctves with the unit az i)t

appeats in CHEMS pubtication4 and showed be asked to devise a teaching
ptan be4ote viewing the tapes. Used in this way, viewets have an
oppoAtunity to compake and contkazt theit teaching sttstegies with Athoze

emptoyed by the teachet appeating on the tape. It must be nemembeted
that no attempt has been made to ptoduce tapes oil modet tezzonz; iLathek

the content p/Lovided i4 to puvide a conckete basis 4ok discussing ways

in which a gkven set o6 matetiats may be Zeakned by students.

Pethaps the gteatest vatue oi this seties o4 tapes ties in oppot-
tunities it ptovides to give ptospective science teachens an oppottunity
to zee one way oi inttoducing, devetoping and cutminating a unit; to
evatuate the integnity o4 a unit pean in the sense oi detetmining
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whethet pitocedulLez omptoyed axe LogieaZ in teum o.6 objectivez and to
detetmine whethet evaCuation pxoceduxe4 ate xetated to objective4; to
anaLyze and dizcuzz ptocedunez &eating to the pxe-tab, tab and pozt-
tab modet o.6 zcience teaching; to anatgze itezpon4e4 o4 4tudent4 to
vatiouz methodz emptoyed by the teachek; and to gain expekience in
"teaching along" with the teaehet az he muzt cope with iteatitiez oj
ctazwtoom teaching-Lea/ming activitiez.

s 510 (51 minutes): The teacher distributes a schedule
outlining the student's work for the unit; then he gives a
test related to the previous unit. The class discusses the
answers to the test questions and spends the last half of
the period in pre-lab activities directed by the teacher.

S 511 (44 minutes): The first part of this tape shows
excerpts of the laboratory period in which students do
Experiment #29; the second part shows excerpts from Day 3
during which some students finish the lab, some are analy-
zing data and some appear to be working on questions at the
end of the chapter. Near the end of the period, the teacher
asks for their conclusions.

S 512 (51 minutes): This tape shows most of the
fourth day's class activity. The class continues its
discussion of the laboratory results; the teacher asks
them to hand in their experimental write-ups. Near the
end of the tape they view a film, entitled "Reaction
Kinetics," produced by CHEMS.

S 513 (53 minutes): The first part of this tape shows
segments of Day 5. The teacher asks students to review
data relating to their experiment; they discuss algebraic
equations which might describe the curve shown on a graph
of results; and then they attempt to build a "collision
model." The second part of the tape shows excerpts from
Day 6. Students ask questions about the anticipated test;
the class discusses energy curves.

S 514 (56 minutes): This tape shows excerpts of Day 7
which, by and large, was used for review activities, and
Day 8 which shows a brief discussion of careers related to
the study of science and then a discussion of the answers
to the take-home untt test.

^
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pROJECT PHYSICS COURSE (PPC).

(6okmelity Hakvakd PAoject Phyztcz)

OVERVIEW

A total of three tapes is available. Each was made in cooperation
with School District #271, Bloomington Public Schools, Bloomington,
Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis, in February of 1970. The teacher
is Mr. Robert Pintozzi.

The following supplementary materials are provided with each tape:
1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Background information providing a context for the tape.
3. Suogested uses of the tape, including illustrative

questions for discussion.

The text being uSed by the class is t
Project Physics Course,(New York: Holt, Ri

Kenneth V. Jackman of the Lawrence Ha
California, Berkeley, served as a consulta
the tapes.

he one prepared by PPC, The
nehart and Winston, 1970)7

11 of Science, University of
nt in the content editing of

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 525 S 527

Students are studying Chapter 11 , "The Kinetic Theory of Gases." The
tapes show progression over a six-day period.

Atthough theze tapez mew he uzed tndivtduaay, vtewenz wia get a
molte comptete ptctuiLe so4 the way tn which thth pakttcu,eak.teachek
apo.oachez thiz unit t4 they vtew at -teazt't-Wo o4 the thiLee. /t 1110ht

atzo be tntenezttng te-onlio4ke and. contkazt ,the-teacheVz:appkoach -Eh

thtz cZazz with the teaching 4tyte he. uzez tn teaching TSSC mateAtatz
az zhown tn Votamez ,S 520-524.

VieureAz zhoutd be azked to iamitiaAtze themzetvez with the PPC
matetiaa and pozztbty to devize thein. own teaching 4tAategtets be4cAe
obzetving thoze used by the teachek. Thiz wowed pAovtde oppoatunitiez

oit cmpakizion. The tapez can atzo be uzed to pnovoke a dtzcuzzion az
to the extent to which the teacheVz appiLoach con0Amz to the phitozophy
o6 the de,6ignut4 o.6 the matenialz and to evatuate ztudent achievement
tn a xelativety unztkuctu.ted zetttng.

S 525-527 Ahmed wove hapiut. Ln a zecondalty zcience methodz
couAse oit in an in-zetace teachek education PA0gAam.
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S 525 (56 minutes): The first day the teacher intro-
duces the study of the kinetic theory of gases by asking
students to consider what they already know about gases.
(Students have not had a reading assignmen+, at this point.)
Students are assigned the task of reading elle first four
pages of the chapter over the weekend. The tape also -

shows parts of the second class period conducted the follow-

ing Monday. The teacher begins with a three-question quiz
related to the reading, calls the students' attention to
the experimental topics at the end of the chapter, and then
instructs students to learn more about gases.

S 526 (50 minutes): The third day the teacher again
begins by giving a three-question quiz and then instructs
students to continue work on their individual projects. He

moves about giving individual help. He also returns a test
from the previous unit which gives rise to many questions
from individual students about the way in which items were

graded. Toward the end of the period a fire breaks out in

a laboratory area adjacent to that in which the students are
working. The fourth day of class begins with another quiz
which is followed by work on individual projects.

S 527 (54 minutes): The fifth day begins with an oral

quiz. Students use the rest of the class time to work on
individual projects while the teacher gives help as needed.

On the sixth day the teacher assigns a statistical study and
continues his development of a model for gas pressure.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE STUDY COMMITTEE (PSSC)

The five tapes in this category were made in cooperation with School

District #271, Bloomington Public Schools, Bloomington, Minnesota, a .

suburb of Minneapolis, in February of 1970. The teacher is Mr. Robert
Pintozzi; he considered the students in this class to be above average in

ability.

The following supplementary materials are provided with each tape:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.

2. Background information providinq a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative
questions for discussion.



The text being used by the class is Physics (Second Edition),
prepared by the Physical Science Study Committee. (Lexington, Mass.:

D. C. Heath and Company, 1965).

Kenneth V. Jackman of the Lawrence Hall of Science, University
of California, Berkeley, served as a consultant in the content editing

of the tapes.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES S 520 S 524

These tapes, covering six class periods, show activi
with waves and light and interference phenomena, the subj
Chapters 17 and 18 In the PSSC textbook. Prior to the cl
on the tapes, students have been experimenting with rippl
looking for the behavior of waves as they pass through a
they .Arike plane or curved surfac.es and studying waves
plane and point surfaces.

ties dealing
ect of
asses shown
e tanks,
slit or as
arising from

S 520-524 show the ctass se,tting up, ob4eAving and then discussing

the vatious expelaments. They can be u6ed singtY atthough when used az

a seities, they maize .6uLey kegect the appitoach to the. PSSC mate/Limes
empZoyed by this patticutak teachch.. They may be u.Aed to dize.u4A:

al the loxe-tab, tab, 1004t-tab mudoe 04 teaching zeicricc;
b) pnobtemz Aetated to maintenance and h.epait oi equipment

needed ion experaments in physics;
c) the extent to which this teacheh. exempti6ies the PSSC

phitosophy;
inquity activities cattied on bY 4tudent6 and discu44
the teacheiCs koZe in an inquity appAoach;

how a teacheA can maintain a fLeZativety Ptee but
contkotZed cZa4vLoom atmosphete;

the kote o6 the teachet in genehating excitement
enthusia4m 40A. the study 04 phYzi.e.s;

ztudent-student 4.ntekaction in a itetativety PLee
atmosphete; and

h) how a teachet can invotve a ctass in using data to
devetop a theo&y.

S 520-524 showed pitove useiut in secondaty science methods coukses
and in-seavice tAaining pkogAar6 iok zecondaky hcience teacheks. They

oppoktunities soft. viewerts to compane theiA own teszon ratan with

one teachek's appnoach to ustng PSSC mateniats. 16 used in combination
with one o4 the s 525-527 4e&ic4, the4c tapc6 give the viewet an 010100A--

tunity to cont&ast the same teachek using PSSC matekiats and those 6/Lom

The PiLoject Physics Couhse (iohmetey Ha/Eva/LI PAoject Physics).



S 520 (59 minutes): The first day students review
observations they have made. The teacher works with small
groups making suggestions and asking questions while the
students continue with their lab experiments involving the

use of ripple tanks. The following Monday there is another
discussion of wave fronts and the lab work continues.

S 521 (40 minutes): On the third day, the class performs
an experiment taken from Chapter 18 in the PSSC text dealing
with waves from two point sources and the interference
pattern. Some equipment difficulties are encountered.
Toward the end of the period the teacher conducts a post-
lab discussion.

S 522 (52 minutes): The fourth day the teacher works
with the students to develop a rather complicated principle
regardisig wave interference, nodal points and lines connecting
them, and the relationship between water waves and similar
phenomena relative to sound and light waves.

S 523 (29 minutes): The class uses a shortened period
(due to scheduling of a special event in the high school)

to consider a self-test prepared by the teacher. Students
then work independently while the teacher tries to set up

his laser experiment.

S 524 (52 minutes): In the sixth class period, the
students consider an experiment set up to observe nodal

points or lines coming from speakers in the classroom.
They then consider other experiments which might further
augment their knowledge about this phenomenon and the
laser experiment which the teacher has set up.



MINNESOTA_RELUECI_MCIAL_EUDIEsa__(NES.E)
ELEMENTARY

DVERV I EW

All of the twenty-six tapes available in elementary social studies

were made in cooperation with Minnesota Project Social Studies. Although

teachers shown are using these particular materials, it is believed that

the tapes have relevance to the teaching of elementary social studies

generally.

The following tapes are available:

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacher

SS 001-002 The Ja,)anese Family 1 Mrs. Marjorie Scholl

SS 003 Geography K Mrs. Kay L. Hay
Art related to social studies 1 Miss Helen L. Johnson

SS 005-007 Economics 4 Mrs. Marilyn Teubert

SS 008 Case studies in geography 5 Mr. Ronald Groff

SS 009-011 Indians of North America 6 Mr. N. Terrance Froyd

SS 012-014 Our Global Earth K Mrs. Sheila Arneson

SS 015-017 Families Around the World 1 Mrs. Josephine Petron

SS 018-019 Communities Around the World 3 Miss Mona Lisa Wedin

SS 020-023 Communities Around the World 4 Mrs. Betty B. Hyser

SS 024-026 Case studies in geography 5 Mrs. Myrna Marofsky

SS 027 United States History 6 Mr. Gerald Phelan

Most of the tapes were made in Robbinsdale, Minnesota, a suburb of

Minneapolis. Exceptions are the second part of Volume SS 003 and

Volumes SS 005-007, 008, and 009-011, which were made in Minnetonka,

another Minneapolis suburb. Recording dates for Volumes SS 001-002 and

the first part of SS 003 fell during the spring of 1967; all other
materials were recorded during the academic year 1968-69. The video

quality is generally good; the sound quality falls below more recent

recording standards. Other things being equal, users may wish to choose

Volumes SS 009, 011, 014, 022, 024-,026 and 027 which have the best audio

quality of tapes in this group.
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All of the classes shown are heterogeneous in composition, often
with a wide range of abilities within a single group. Those shown in
Volumes SS 005-007 and 027 tend to have a high proportion of average
and below-average children; those in Volumes SS 008 and 009-011 tend
to have a considerable number of above-average achievers.

Although some of the tapes are grouped in series because they
feature the same class, teacher and unit, any may be used individually.
Written supplementary materials which accompany each tape include:

Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Objectives for the lesson.
3. Background information providing a context for the tape.
4. Suggested uses of the tape, including questions for

discussion.

Unless otherwise indicated in the description of the individual
tapes, all of the tapes are considered to be useful in undergraduate

courses in either general methods or social studies methods for
elementary school teachers, in graduate classes concerned with curricu-
lum development in the social studies, in in-service programs for
workshops for elementary school teachers, and for teachers faced
with the task of developing an articulated K through 12 social studies
curriculum.

MPSS materials are currently available from the Green Printing

Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Further revisions are in progress;

multi-media packets for primary grades will be available from Selective

Educational Equipment, Newton, Mass. There may be some discrepancies

between the preliminary, unrevised materials used by the teachers shown

in the tapes and the published versions; however, this should not

present a serious problem.

The tapes were planned and edited by Dr. Edith West of the University

of Minnesota, Director of Minnesota Project Social Studies.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES SS 001 SS 002

- These tapes show first grade children studying a unit on the Japanese
Family. The unit is part of a program in which the children study families

around the world. As in the earlier units, children have begun their
study of a new culture by looking at the location in which the people lived.

SS 001 (38 minutes) : The lesson shown on this tape comes
several days after children have started studying the new unit.
At the beginning of the lesson the teacher has the children
locate the islands of Japan on a globe and then on a large
map. The class reviews the direction of north on the globe
and then on the map. The teacher then has children locate the
island on which the village which they will study in more detail

is located. She shows the class an enlarged map which she has
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drawn of this village and asks children to interpret some

of the symbols and to try to visualize some of the physical

feature; of the area. She also asks them to describe the
arranc Aent of the buildings in the community and to compare
the -' Jiving area with that which they use in their own

comm,nity.
During the last part of the lesson, children work in

small groups on the floor. They model mountains out of
clay, place them in an aluminum pan, build a clay valley
between the mountains, and then sprinkle water on the

mountains to see where the "rain" goes. The teacher moves

around from group to group asking questions, encouraging

children, and helping them. Children clean up after they

have finished their task. They group themselves around

the teacher and discuss what they have found out about

what happens to the rain in mountains and to a valley

within a mountain region. The teacher also asks children

what kinds of crops might be grown in such a valley. Would

they be the same as those grown in the land of the Hopi which

they studied earlier in the year? The end of the tape shows

several of the children cleaning up the floor and straighten-

ing chairs after the teacher and the other children have left

for lunch.

SS 001 can be cued to iacutkate:
a) the extent to which iilust ytade chitdIten can

Zeakpc to cue a gabe and a map;
b) the coe o4 manipaative matekiatz hetp

chitdken genetaize 6ot them4avez;
c) how a teachek may encoultage iik4t gkade chitdIten

o coopetate with each othet and to azzame ite-
zponzibitity; and

cC the cc6e oi an inquity 4tkate9y oi teaching at
the iiitzt ytade tevet.

Thi4 tape can a-La be coed to Atioutate a disccuAion o ctazz-

koom atmozpheke and the way in whblh the teachek contkibuteis

to that atmoohene, way4 oi cuing g5toup wakk with iikst ytade

chLEdnen, and the note oi the teachek duking gkoup wokk.

SS 002 31i mlnutesl: ThLs tape shows parts of two lessons:

the-first shows pupils just begi,nrang their study of families.

The teacher wishes them to hypothesize about the needs of

Japanese families on the basis of their earlier study of their

own and other families around the world. To help them make such

hypotheses, she asks children to look at booklets which they

have made on their own families and to talk about the things

which their families need. She then shows them the booklets
which they made of the Hopi and the Chippewa families and has

them identify things which these families needed and ways in

which families in these cultures changed. Then the teacher

charts the suggestions which children have about the probable

needs of Japanese families and their ways of living.
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The second part of the tape shows the lesson the following

day. Children review the hypothesized needs and then work in

groups on the floor looking at pictures of Japanese life in
order to decide whether they should change any of the points

which are on the chart or whether their guesses are correct.

The teacher moves around asking questions of children in

different groups. Later children gather around the teacher's

chair. The class goes through the items on the chart, one
by one, telling about or showing pictures which they have
found which either support the idea on the chart or make it

necessary to revise this idea. In addition to encouraging
children to look for pictures which present contrasting infor-

mation, the teacher selects four pictures which present a
stereotyped view of Japanese society. She asks children what
they would think life was like in Japan if they had only these

pictures and no other information. Children recognize the need

to use many sources of information. In future lessons they
wEll check their guesses on the chart against aAditional data.

SS 002 can be used to pkovoke thought about:

a) the extent to which chadnen can hypothuize about

ti4e in othen tands on the basis (0 what they

have aaeady teaAned;
b) way4 in which a teachek can have iitst gAade chadken

use pictukes to test theik hypotheses;

c) ways tn which a beginntng can be made with iiut,gitade

chi.edken to hap them undekstand the_ need to evatuate

soukces oi inioamatjon;
d) ways in which a teachm can use chadkenis own dkawings

in a isocia studies Zesson;

e) ways in which 4ilust gkade chiZdken can wakk in smate

gxoups;
4) the /wee oi the teachek duking gtoup wokk in an inquilty

tezzon; and
'g) the possibt.e advantages and disadvantages o4 using an

inquilty stkategy oi teaching.

VieweA4 can anaZyze the tesson to decide whene they wowed peace

it on a continuum between inquiky by chadten and exposition by

the teachex.
SS 002 is a pakticutakty good exampZe o4 the teaching

stAategies tecammended by the Vniveksity o4 Minnesota PfLoject

Sacia Studies Cukkicutum Centek iox the pkimaky gkades.

VOLUME SS 003 (50 minutes)

This tape is divided into two parts. The first part shows a kinder-

garten class in a suburban school in Minnesota. Children have been

studying a number of units which introduce them to simple ideas in geography.

Throughout the year the teacher has been reading aloud picture stories

about peoples of other countries. She has used these stories to help child-

ren learn that although ways of living differ, peoples of various races,

nationalities, and religions have many things in common.



In the lesson shown on this tape, children hear a story about a boy

and girl who live in England. The teacher begins the lesson by having
children point out their home town on the globe, while she points out

England. The teacher asks the children where they would have to cross

the ocean to get to England and what an island is. She then reads aloud

a picture book, Lucy and Tommy's Day, about two children in England,
showing the pictures as she reads. Afterwards, children talk about
the things which English children do. The teacher then has a break
during which children sing songs while standing up. When the social
studies lesson continues, the children compare the globe and a map of

the world. They locate some of the same places on both, talk about

differences between the globe and the map, and suggest reasons why they

might want to use a map. After a short period of time, the teacher has

children begin a game.

The second part of this tape shows sections of two lessons in a

first grade class in a different suburban school. The children are
completing their study of the "Hopi Family," one of the families which

they s.;_udy in a social studies program dealing with families around the

world. In the first lesson the teacher divides children into small groups.

She asks each group to plan and draw a picture to answer a specific ques-

tion about Hopi life. During the rest of this lesson children work in

groups while the teacher moves from one group to another, asking or

answering questions which the children have. Only two brief sequences

are shown of the second lesson, since the sound made of that lesson is

poor. The first sequence shows the way in which the teacher has the

children show their pictures and describe them to the rest of the class.

In the second sequence, the teacher passes out pictures showing Hopi

Indians today and asks children to identify changes in Hopi life.

Pakt 1 oi SS 003 can be used to emphasize the impoAtance oi the

ikequent 4hLjt oi pxocedutes when attempting to conduct a Aociat studies

tesson with kindekga&ten chied/Len. it can at's() be usui to ztimutate a

discussion oi:
a) the uses o pictuke stoties about peopte o othek tands to

hap chiedAen andel/stand ways in which they and these

peopte ake zimitak;
b) way4 oi iottowing up the Aeading oi such pictute book4 in

wade& to hap chiedten geneAatize;
c) ways o heeping chiedten undeutand the ketztion.sh,Lp between

a map and a geobe, ways o6 tocating ptaces on maps once
they have identiiied them on a geobe, and possibte ad-

vantages oi a map; and
d) the wizdom oi ttying to teach chit.dken about maps and gtobes

at the kindeAgaAten tevet.

Pant II oi SS 003 can be used to ittuistAate how akt wank can be

combined with a sociae studies tesson at the 4iA4t gnade &vet_ (having
chadken dkaw pictutes az a means oi checking on what they have &armed
about tiie in a diiiekent society), the use o pictuxes to teach the

concept o6 sociae change, and the use oi gkoup wokk and the koee oi the
teachek duting gkoup woAk in a 4iA6t gkade ctazz.
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VOLUMES SS 005 - SS 007

These tapes show fourth grade children who are studying basic

ideas about their own economic system.

SS 005 (33 minutes): At the beginning of the lesson
the teacher uses flash cards to review the meaning of

"assembly line" and "specialization." She asks children
to think about what they saw at the Ford Plant and about
their experiences on their own assembly line during the last
few days. Chrldren compare the products which they made
individually and on the class's assembly line. They also
identify reasons why factory owners buy machines.

The teacher then shifts the focus of the lesson to
consumer choices. She passes out catalogs from mail order
houses and gives each child a dittoed order blank and a
sheet which tells him how much money he has to spend in

buying Christmas presents for members of an imaginary family.

The teacher goes over this form with the children and then

gives them the rest of the social studies period to make

their "purchases" by filling out these %rms. At the end of

the lesson the teacher tells children to finish the task
later in the day when they have some spare time.

SS 005 um be uzed ztimutate a dizcuzzion o4:
a) the objectivez 4ok having chitdken zet up theix own

azzembty tine in ceazz;
b) the objectivez 4ok having pupitz make out ohdek

uzing catatogz 6hom maiZ ohdek houzez;
c) atteknative wayz o4 handting a tezzon dezigned to

teach chitdken zomething about 4actou ai4ecting

comumeh choice, inctudimg cvcty o modi4ying th4z

tezzon to ovexcome zome oi the di44iccatie4 which

zome chitdken had in 6itting out the okdek 4ohm;

and
d) the note c14 the teachek az chitdken wokk individuatty

in ctazz.
The tape can be uzed iok anatyziz o6 the dizcuzzion pattekn in

the ctazz and the typez o queztionz uzed to eticit cektain

kindz so4 thought.

SS 006 (62 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive
lessons which follow the one shown on SS 005. During the first

part of the lesson shown on this tape the children discuss some
of the things which they found out as they tried to make their

Christmas selections. They also identify other things on an
order blank which a consumer must pay, such as a sales tax in

their state and delivery charts. Next, the teacher uses a
feltboard to tell the story of the Greene family. She identi-

fies its income and has children use cutouts to illustrate what

the family spends for a number of major items. Finally, she
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asks the children how they would spend the thirty dollars

which the family has left. It becomes obvious that children

make these choices on the basis of personal preference_ The

teacher them poses a series of other choices which chitdren

might face as consumers. At the end of the first lesson on

the tape, the children identify a number of factors which

have affected their choices.
Part II shows the lesson the following day. The teacher

uses newspaper advertisements to introduce factors which

affect where the children's parents buy certain itms. She

asks children what their parents do before they shop for a

major purchase such as a new car. Then she divides the class

into groups and gives each group a newspaper. The groups

made up of boys are to identify the car which they will buy

and where they will buy it. The groups of girls are to plan

a dinner for a family and decide where they will buy the

foods needed. Tha rest of the tape shows the children at

work on this project.

SS GTO can be used to ietustAate both how a teachek vakies

activities within one Lesson 4ok 4oukth gkade eh/Led/ten and the

(inds o4 activities which can be coed to ptomote genekaeizing.

It can aao be used to AtimuLate a discussion about:

a) the tength o,6 time which 4hotad be spent on some so4

the'activities used;
b) the extent to which these activities ckeate intekest

among chkedken;
c) the extent o.6 invaevement o4 di4.6enet chiedken in these

activities;
d) ways in which conckete examptes can be used to devetop

economic concepts and genekaeizations;

e) e,6ective ways oic using gkoup wokk in a 4ouath gAade

cZa44; and
i) the 'wee o.6 the teachek duAing Wboup wotk.

SS 007 (53 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive les-

sons which follow those shown on tape SS 006. For the three

days prior to the first lesson shown on this tape, the class

studied factors affecting consumer choices. The teacher now

shifts the focus of attention to the effects of supply and

demand upon prices. She uses candy bars first to introduce

differences in ways in which goods might be divided among peo-

ple and them to develop a table showing the demand in this

class for a candy bar at different prices. Examples of cereal

and salt are used to help children understand differences in

demand for different kinds of goods when prices change.
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In the second lesson shown on this tape, the teacher asks
children to try to figure out how consumer choices affect
production deciisions. She names several common items and
asks children mhich they would want to produce if they had to
make a choZce, Then she lists a series of items most of
which are no lomger used in our society and asks the children
whether they would like to start a business producing any of
these items.

SS 007 shoutd weave he2p6ut. in itlustaating: the waj in
which a teachek can use chitdken's own expexiences and evety-
day objeci4 to teach economic concepts; some o6 the dicutties
which axisz in having chitdken genetatize 6Aom conctete examptes
and the extent to which they can do so. and an inquiky stAategy
6.9A, teaching zconomic concepts. The t;tpe can atm) be used to
stimutate a discussion about:

a) the extent to which chitdten o4 this age tevet can
teatn the concepts o.6 suppty and demand;

b) the tength co6 time which might be spent on discussions
with 6oulLth gnade youngsteAs;

c) possibte ways o4 modi4y1th9 an activity to avoid some
o.6 the pkoMems which ause in the tast tesson; and

d) kinds o6 questions which might be asked to pnomote
genekaZization,

Those who view the tape can also b.e asked to anatyze the dis-
cussion pattetn at di66enent points in the tessons.

VOLUME SS 008 ( 58 minutes)

This tape shows parts of three lessons in a fifth grade class. Child-
ren are studying a geography program which uses case studies of different
regions to teach the idea that people use their physical environment in
terms of their cultural values, perceptions, and level of technology.
These case studies use a sequent-occupance approach that is, children
study the use of an area at different cross-sections in time in order to
find out how people of different cultures and different levels of techno-
logy have used the area.

The first part of SS 008 shows children beginning their study of how
the early Indians used Minnesota, and more specifically, the area in
which the Twin Cities are now located. As the first lesson begins,
children summarize their ideas from the previous lesson about how a
present-day map of the upper Midwest would have to be changed to represent
a map of 1650. The teacher then has pupils study a map transparency of
vegetation and soil types in Minnesota. He asks children to hypothesize
orally about the types of dwellings which Indians would have used in the
Southwestern part of Minnesota. Each child then hypothesizes on paper
about Indian dwellings in the Northeastern part of the state. In the
last part of the first lesson the teacher shows the class pictures.
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Some show only phys' =eatures, and children are asked to identify the
probable area in M;nr---ala in which these pictures were taken. The

teacher also shows tA6.- class pic:ures of sod houses used by early white

men in Southwestern Wirnesota. Children hypothesize about whether or
not the early Indians also used such houses.

The second pa7t of the tape shows the same class the next day. After

reviewing the previous, lesson, the teacher projects a map of vegetation

and asks whether 017111Ct .one would find any types of vegetation in some
of these vegetation 22rees other than those indicated by the key on the

map. The teacher them shifts-the focus of the lesson. He passes out

worksheets listing Itpte5.ions to be answered about the early Sioux

Indians in Minnesota- ihildren take out two text books which they can
use in locating anslotmr-...-z to these questions. The teacher then spends time
helping the class um:-.:.--e-ztand how to make effective use of the index in

locating information F_bout the Sioux. The class then divides up into

groups to ldtate infol-mation about the Indians. The tape shows only
selected sequences of :his group work.

The last part of SS 008 shows part of another lesson in which child-

ren are discussing their findings, including their findings about the
types of dwellings in which the Sioux Indians lived.

SS 008 can be used to stiimutate a discussion 06:

a) the types o6 maps suitabte 6on ty.i6th gtade chi(dnen;
b) possibt.e 013J(ectives to be achieved 4tom a Zesson in

which pupils hypothesize stom a map;
c) possibt.e 4ottow-up Zessons Wen students have deveeoped

such hypotheses;
d) ways o4Jealetoping gteatet skite in inteApteting maps;
e) types 06saulto-visuat equipment which might make the

Zessonmoke e66ective;
6) teasons 6ot xeviewing Zessons if/Am day to day;
g) ways oi deveLoping skitt tn using the index in a book;

h) possible. teasons .60x using gtoup wotk, the advantages
and disadvantages oi gnoup woxk, giving dikections
60k,goartup wotk, and the to& o4 the teachet duting
gtoup-mottz;

i) patterms 04discussion and types 06 questions used in a

discussion; and
j) a possibt.e 4ot2ow-up Zesson to ptomote genenatization on

the basis oly data dZscovened.

VOLUMES SS 009 SS 011

This series showit sixth grade pupils who are studying United States

History. They are in the middle of the first unit which deals with

Indians in NorLh America before the coming of the white man. It focuses

upon two Indian cultures, the Aztecs and Iroquois, which came into con-

tact later with different European cultures.
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SS 009 (36 minutes): This tape shows two lessons which

focus upon the Aztec market place. In the first lesson

children draw upon what they have read in fictionalized

accounts of Aztec life to discuss briefly the barter which

took place in the market and to identify a number of objects

which were exchanged. The teacher accepts all suggestions
but says that pupils may wish to check on some of them later

in the day. A girl proposes that the class set up their own

market and pupils discuss how they may do so. Later in the

day, in a session not taped, the pupils identify the roles

which each will play and the items on their morning's list of

things exchanged in the market place which they will use the

next day. The last part of this tape shows the chtldren

bartering goods in an Aztec market place.

SS 009 can be used to stimutate a discussion o4:

a) possibte 4earson4 lion having chitdnen spend time
tisting items exchanged in the makizet ptace;

b) the teachea's aote duaing a discussion;

c) ways o4 having chitdten ptan °Dramatic ptay;

d) advantages and disadvantages oi dkamatic ptay; and

e) the note o4 the teachek dating daamatic ptay.

Ss 010 (56 minutes): The first part of this tape shows

the children categorizing items found in the Aztec market place
according to the extent to which they were used by different

social classes. Pupils then discuss the fact that luxuries

mean different things to different people. They also identify

the ways in which the market affected different groups in Aztec

society. During the last part of this lesson the teacher shows

pupils several slides and asks them to try to figure out what

these slides represent. He suggests that further reading will

help them make this identification.
The second part of SS 010 shows the next lesson. Using

what they have learned in their fictionalized accounts of life

among the Aztecs, pupils discuss Aztec farming. Two boys show

the class a model which they have made of the floating gardens.

The teacher then projects a slide of the floating gardens and

points out certain details. He projects another slide which

shows an Aztec drawing and asks the class to guess what this

drawing represents. The teacher tells pupils to check their

guesses as they do further reading.

SS 010 can be azed to stimutate a discussion op
a) the paos and cons oi havtng pupits tay to gums what

pictuaes aepaesent kathek than havtng the teachea

tett them immediatety;
b) the koLe oi the teachek in an inquiky paocess,;
c) possibte 4ottow-up Lessons when an inquiay appaoach

is used with stides;
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. -
d) way4 oi helping pupit4 categokize data and the pukpoze

OA having them do 4o; and
e) the extent to which zixth gkade pup4t4 can dkaw upon

6ictionmeized account4 iox data about a cuttuke.
The tape can atzo be uzed to anatyze discu44ion pattekn4 and
type4 o6 que4tion4 coed to eacit cektain ki1d4 o6 thoug(vt.

SS 011 (40 minutes): This tape shows the teacher having
childreo review the fictionalized accounts they have been
reading to identify aspects of the political structure among
the Aztecs. After giving directions, the teacher mo,-,s around
the room helping pupils who have questions. He the' asks class

members what they have found out about the political structure.

In order to emphasize the importance of cultural perceptions,
the teacher asks pupils why Montezuma went out to greet Cortez.

Finally, the teacher projects several slides which show a
reconstruction of the Aztec city which they have been studying.
He asks them to compare the slide showing the city as a whole
with the map which each of them drew earlier after listening
to a description of the city. The teacher also calls the atten-
tion of children to the difficulty of building C.le Aztec
temples.

SS 011 can be coed to 4timuZate a di4cu44ion oi:
a) way4 Oj uzing iiet.LonaLized account4 oi otheit. cuZtuke4

to obtain inioAmation about the cuZtuxe, not /cot

the mavtative concekning the ,peopte invatved;
b) way4 oi wokding que)stionz to eticit cektain kind's sfq

thought pkoce44e4;
c) the di4cu44ion pattekn among teachek and pupitz;
d) way4 oi uztng 4tidu to hap child/Len cheek on data;

and
e) wheke thiz te44on. çci4s on a continuum between expoii-

tion by the teachek and inquiky by pupit4.

VOLUMES SS 012 - SS 014

This series shows a group of kindergarten children involved in an

experimental program, The Earth as the Home of Man. The focus is upon

geography and the many peoples of the world. At present, the teacher is
spending some time on the unit, "Our Global Earth." Lessons in this unit

are spread out over a period of time. The teacher has adapted the re-
sources unit, using some of the objectives but not the activities suggested.

SS 012 (46 minutes): In this tape children identify a
number of landforms whi_ch they have seen in pictures, film-

strips, and films. The teacher writes the names of these
landforms on a chart and draws a simple picture to represent

each. She has children spend the rest of the period drawing

their own pictures of different landforms.
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SS 012 can be used to p4ovoke thought about chatacten.-

istics o4 chiedken at this age &vet, di44ekences in matukity
o4 kindekgakten chiedten, possibZe xeasons 4ox the adaptations
which the teachex has made in the unit, and the pkos and cons

o4 tkying to use such a sociat studies pxogxam w(-h kindek-

gakten chiedken.
SS 012 shoutd pnove most usque with an undekgkaduate

class o4 students pkepaking to wonk with kindengatten chiedken.

SS 013 (37 minutes): In this lesson, pupils are study-

ing landforms. After an introductory song, not really a part
of the social studies period, the children show the rest of

the group pictures which they drew of landforms the day before.
Children then gather around a table and plan the layout for

a group of landforms which they will model from clay. The rest

of the period is spent in making the clay landforms which will

be placed upon this table. Some children work at the table
itself; others work in other parts of the room. While they

are working, children sing different versions of "The Bear

Went Over the Mountain." At the end of the period, children
clean up their materials.

SS 013 can be used:
a) to iocus upon vat-Led activities used by the teacheA.;
b) to ptovoke thought about the tength o4 time which

can be spent upon activities devoted to subject
matten atea such az sociat studies;

c) to initiate a discussion o4 di44ekences among kinden-
gaAten age chiedken and ways oi woxking with
child/Len 0,4 this age tevet;

d) to compake the use o4 dkawings and the making o6 cLay
modees with chitdxen o6 thAs age levet;

e) to pkovoke thought about whethet ox not making Land-
6o4m4 o6 these types keatty helps chiedken Leann
about tandpAms ox deveZops misconceptions about them.

The tape showed pkove pakticutakty use4ut in an undek-
gkaduate coukse PA those pkepaking to be kindekgakten teacheks.

ss 014 (45 minutes): The first part of the tape shows
preliminary activities at the beginning of a session. Children

sing a "good morning" song, take attendance, change the calendar,

give the pledge of allegiance, and march behind a boy holding

a flag as the teacher plays a song. The teacher then turns to a

social studies lesson. Children sit around a table on which

they have made landforms, and different children explain some

of the landforms which they have made. The teacher then has
children gather around a relief map of the United States. After

identifying the map, their own state, and mountains on the map,

children pour a.little water on the top of some of the mountains
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and watch what happens to it. They notice that the water
eventually flows along certain lines which they identify as
the symbols for rivers. They also notice that if they pour
enough water on the top of the mountains or in Northern
Minnesota on the Mississippi River, the water eventually
flows into either an ocean or the Gulf of Mexico. Children
next gather around the teacher while she shows them pictures
in a picture book of geography. She uses the book as a means
of reviewing some of the landforms. The teacher then ends
the lesson and has children stand up and stretch to a song.
Children also take turns enacting a story, "Three Little
Billy Goats Gruff." The last part of the tape shows child-
ren deciding what to do in a free activity period and then
engaging in a variety of activities, individually and in

groups.

SS 014 showed pxove use4we tn taustAating the va&tety
a4 acttvittes which a kindexga/tten teachet uses and the way in
which she staAts the kindekganten session 4o),.. a day. It can

atso be used to ittustAate the way in which chtedten enact a
stong, and di44ekences in behavion. among chttdken o thts age

Zevet. Ftnatty, the tape can be used to ron.ovoke thought
about ways oi teaching chitdken about dt64ekent tand4oArn4 and

maps,
SS 014 showed Jo/Love most vatuabte in an undengAaduate

couue son. those pitepattng to be kindekganten teacheks. The
paAtz o4 the tape showing the sociat studies tesson mtght
atso be used in a gitaduate coulL4e 4ocusing upon tnstAucttonat
pA.actices on cuAnicutum deveeopment,ox in an tn-se&vice
Jo/tog/Lam sot teachms who ake wohkinl on cutticutum deveZop-
ment inom K-6 on. K-12.

VOLUMES SS 015 SS 017

In this series a first grade class studies an ..,.xperimental program

on Families Around the World. Earlier in the year, children studied the

Hopi family and the Chippewa family and compared these families with

their own. They are now engaged in studying the Quechua family. The

Quechua unit, like all the others, begins with an examination of the
location of the area in which the family lives. In lessons prior to the

ones shown on these tapes, children have located the area in ter:Tis

of a particular place on the globe, its situation in relationship to

their own home town, and the site characteristics. (The Quechuas are

descendants of the Incas and live in the Peruvian highlands of South

America.) They have also studied the highland area and the way in

which the Incas lived in this area.

SS 015 (13 minutes): In the two lessons shown on this
tape, the teacher has children identify.some of the basic
needs of families and then focuses:Oodni0Oechua homes.
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Children look once more at pictures of the physical site in
which the Quechua live and hypothesize about materials which
might be used in making Quechua homes. They then examine
pictures of Quechua homes and finally listen to stories about
Quechua children in order to check upon their guesses. Child-
ren also use dirt and stones to build model terraces which
are used by the Quechua in growing their food. They also draw
pictures of terraces and,tell.other members of the class about
pictures which they have drawn.

SS 075 can be u4ed to ptovoke thought about:
a) way4 c)4 u4ing ovettay mapz with an ovekhead pAojectok;
b) the typeis o6 que4tion4 which can be u4ed to pAomote

cettain kind's o4 thought picoce44e4;
c) way4 o4 handting zugge4tion4 duting a 4tate o6

hypothe4izing;
d) way4 ci coing pictunez to 4timutate hypothezez and to

check upon hypothe4e4;
e) way4 o6 u4ing 4totie4 about chitdten so4 othex tand4

to teach .-2.hit.dten about othet cuttute4;
4) way4 o4 teaching chadten to accept divertzity and

undenztand othet way4 o tiving,Aathe& than
devaoping negative idea4 about peopte who title in
di66etent way4 than we do;

g) iteazon4 /cot having chitdten bui.ed modetz and d/Law,
pictuite4 OA a dsociat 4tudie4 tezzon; and

h) the ptace o6 the4e tezzon4 on a continuum between
inquiity by chitd/ten and expo4ition by the teachek.

ss 016 (43 minutes): This tape shows parts of two consecu-
tive lessons. Children gain more information about Quechua
homes by listening to the teacher read a few more pages of a
story about a Quechua boy. Then the teacher asks if children
would like to make models of Quechua homes, and the children
discuss the materials which they might use. Afterwards, the
teacher turns to the need for food. Rather than beginning
with foods which the Quechua use, the teacher asks children to
identify their favorite foods and to draw pictures of things
which they have to eat at breakfast, lunch and dinner. The
teacher makes lists of the things which they have pictured. In

the second lesson shown on this tape, children identify types
of food which are common to the different meals. They then
draw upon wl-nt they have learned about the Incas to make guesses
about the kinds of foods which the Quechua might eat. The
teacher reads aloud another part of a story about a Quechua
boy. Children react strongly to the fact the the Quechua eat
guinea pigs. They discusa reasons for their reactions and why
the Quechua would like such meat. Children then draw pictures
of foods used by the Quechua.
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SS 016 zhoutd pitove usePLE tn p&ovoking thought about:
a) the kinds oi questtons which can be used to stimutate

diqe&ent typez o4 thought pkocesses;
posstbte neazonz ion having chitdken ma(ae modetz;

c) the pnos and cons (.74 having chitchen tatk about the
kinds oi hood they eat,beio/Le tu&ning to the kinds
oi pod which othek peopte eat;

d) wayz oi handting chttdken's neacttons to 600dz eaten
by peopte tn othek cuetukes so that they wite teann
to accept such diveuity,,Lathe4 than devetoping
negative a,attudes towaxd othe4 peopte;

e) ways oi ustng stonies about chitdten o4 othex tands
to hetp chitdnen teakn about othe& cuetu&es;

4) possibte neasons son having chitdken &Law pieta/Les tn
connectton with a sociat. studtes tesson; and

g) the tength oi time which can be spent pno6itabty on a
soctat studies tesson 4.n a iSitst gnade ctass.

SS 016 zhowed pnove panticueakty usqut in an unde&gnaduate
cou&se in zociat studtes methods. Pants oi it might atzo be
used in a gnaduate counse on instiLuctionat pnacti_ces, on the

sociat studtes cu&kicutum,on. in an in-senmtce woniazhop 4on.

soctat studies teacheks.

SS 017 (38 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
children construct a Quechua village by placing their houses

on a large sheet of paper on which a plaza has been drawn.
Children draw in streets from the houses to the plaza and
construct a fen::_e am,.tnd the plaza. They also describe the
models which they have made. The teacher reviews data about
Quechua homes and the village during this last activity; During

the last part of the lesson, the teacher shifts the focus of
attention to Quechua clothes. Children identify types of
clothing worn from a series of pictures.

SS 017 can be used to pnovo(ae thought about:

a) poszate neasonz son havtng chitdnen make modetz oi

how's and a viteage oi peopte tivtng in anothe&

countky;
b) whethek on nat the time ta(zen ion such activities is

juzti4ted by what they tealLn 6nom it;

c) ways oi tnvotving az many chitdIcen as possibte in an

activity such az thiz;
d) waTz so6 using a vittage which chadten have constnucted

in othek pants o6 the unit as they study how the

peopte ttve;
e) the types oi questtons which can be asked to pnovo(ze

centatn kinds o6 thought; and

6) wayz oi ustng ptctunes to hetp chitdken gathek data

about the peopte o4 otheit countkies.

SS 017 showed pnove pakticuO/Ley coque tn an undengnaduate

ctass Ln zocia studies methodselak4etementaxy zchoot. teache&s.

It might atzo be used in an in-senvice ptognam son teacheks.
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VOLUMES SS 018 SS 019

These tapes show a third grade class studying an experimental social
studies program on Communities Around the World. At the moment, pupils

are studying a unit on the Manus.

SS 018 (48 minutes): In the lessons shown on this tape,
children look at pictures of Manus homes and hypothesize about

materials used to bu:ld them and about possible advantages and
disadvantages of such homes. They check their guesses against
data in written accounts. Children also draw pictures of
Manus homes.

SS 018 can be used to pkovoke thought about:
a) an inquiny stnategy o6 teaching;
b) e66ective use 04 stides in a ctasskoom;
c) the use o6 dkawing activities in a zocio t. studies

aassitocm;
d) discussion pattenno; and
e) kinds o6 questions whtch can be azked to stmutate

di66eAfent types o4 thought.

SS 019 (40 minutes): This tape shows parts of three
consecutive lessons. In the first lesson, the teacher returns
to the list of hypotheses which children developed. After

they have examined their list of hypotheses, the teac ,r reads

aloud the description of Manus homes once again so that child-

ren can check on whether or not they now have enough evidence
to decide whether their guesses were correct or not. The teacher

reads aloud additional information and children review the series

of slides to check further details about which they are unsure.
Again the teacher shows the slides and asks children to try to

decide how easy it would be to build such homes out over the

water. The teacher also shows slides of outrigger canoes and

then of some of the Manus people. After several children laugh
because the people are wearing so little, the teacher tries to
help children understand the Manus way of living.

SS 019 can be used to pkovo(ze thought about:
a) the use o6 an inquiAg stItategy o6 teaching;
b) c66ective use 0.6 stides in a socia studies Zesson;
c) using anatogies in a AociaL studies Zesson;
d) discussion patteAns;
e) types o4 questions which can be used to pnomote

di66etent types 04 thought;
0 ways 04 kandting neactions 04 chaditen who think

cettain way4 04 behatAng.in othet cuttunes cox_

stitange; and
g) the use 04 detaLbs in tessons dezigned to hap

pupits genenatize.
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VOLUMES SS 020- SS 023

This series shows a fourth grade class studying an experimental

program on Communities Around the World. At the moment they are studying

a unit on "A Village in India." Before turning to social and economic

conditions, children are looking at the geography of India. Prior to the

lessons shown on these tapes, they have located India in terms of its

position on the globe and its relationship to the United States. They

have also examined the physical features of India.

SS 020 (59 minutes): In this lesson they focus upon

climate. Using a physical map of India, they locate three
cities and then hypothesize about the climate of these

cities. Later they check their hypotheses against climatic

charts.

SS 020 can be used to stimutate a discussion about:

a) wayz o6 teaching pupitz to appty wteviousty-(anown

concept4 and genetatizations in the devetopment

oi hypotheses;
b) ways o4 teaching pupit4 to Azad ctimatic chaAts;

c) ways e4 teaching pupits to intetpliet map symbots

in tekms oi a map tegend;
d) the pAos and cons o6 having pupits make maps o4

di44ekent map pattekns;
e) ptinciptes which can be used to decide how tong to

continue a zociat studie4 tesson at this gnade

tevet;
4) the impontance oj vatying activities within one tezzon;

g) the di5cu4sion pattekn and the way in which the teachen

pexceive4 helLute in the discussion;

h) types o4 question's which can be uzed to stimutate

di46ekent kindis o4 thought; and
i) the ptace o4 this teisson on a continuum between inquing

by pupit4 and expoisition by the teachek.

The tape atzo can be used to anatyze the geoghaphic ideas

being taught and way4 o,6 avoiding geowtaphic misconceptions.

In addition, it can be uzed oii intmaction anatys,i4.

SS 021 (44 minutes): In the 1( -son on this tape, the

pupils examine a chart which cOmpare_ average temperatures in

January and in the hottest month of the year for four different

cities. It also compares the annual rainfall for these cities.

Pupils identify the city with the greatest range in temperature

and discuss reasons for the differences in temperature and rain-

fall. Pupils also interpret two maps, one of agricultural

production and one of other types of resources. They then com-

pare the area of India with that of the United States and

examine data on the size of the population of India, the United

States, the USSR, and China. They set up hypotheses about

where most of the people in India live and then check their

hypotheses against a populatWnxIensity map.
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SS 021 can be used to Letu.stitate wayz o4 teaching pupils
to /Lead atmatic chaAt4 and baA giLaphA and to intexpket maps
in texms o4 the map Legend. Tt can °az() be uzed to pxovoke
thought about wayis o4 pxeventing the development o4 geogkaphic
misconceptions. Mmeovek, the tape Lends itse2 6 to an anaZy-
st4 o6 the intexactton between teachek and students, and
techniques o6 questtoning.

SS 022 (55 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils turn from their study of the geography of India to
life in an Indian village. The teacher uses graphs to help
pupils understand the proportion of people who live in
villages. She then gives an exercise on distinguishing be-
tween fact and opinion, so that when they look at Indian
ways which differ from those in this country, children will
realize that people of India feel that their ways are good
even though we might not like to live in these ways. The
class then turns to a story of a wedding and arranged marriages.
Pupils talk about how the people of India feel about this type
of marriage system. Children then examine sketch maps of an
Indian village and of the farm plots for the village. They
compare what they see with what they know about small towns
in thts country. At the end of the lesson, children taste
curry sauce which the teacher has made during the lesson.

SS 022 can be used to pAovoke thought about:
a) the use o6 di66ekent types o6 gkaphs in the tntex-

mediate gxades;
b) the use o6 sketch maps;
c) the use o6 exekctses on distingutshing between 6act

and opinion;
d) the pxos and cons o6 /Leading atoud matexiae when

pupLeh have the matekiat in tkont o6 them;
e) the impo&tance oi avoiding the uze o4 curtain woAdz

which may Lead to stekeotypes ox misconceptions;
6) pittnciptes which may be used tn deciding when to

pxobe cextatn comments whtch tndtcate misconcepttons;
g) the use o6 compaxisons with thtngs close to the ttves

o6 puptts;
h) possibLe xeasons 6ok havtng pupils eat 600ds 6kom

othek countkies about which they axe studying;
i) the discussion pattexn tn the class and the A.ote o6

the teachek tn the discusston;
j) the tempo with which a diAcuzion zhout.d be cakAted

on tn an intexmedtate gxade class; and
k) kinds o6 questtons which can be used to sttmutate

di66exent kinds o6 thought.



SS 023 (49 linutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils find out more about the family structure and the

caste system with its reciprocal relationships between those

who do different kinds of work.

SS 023 can be coed to pkovoke thought about:

a) the eiiectivene44 06 the Apeciiic activitiez in
achieving the teachee4 objective4;

b) the intetaction between teachet and pupit4;
c) the tempo o6 the di4cu44.Lon;
d) the queztioning technique uzed;
e) pamibte teazon4 sot /Leading atoud an account which

pupitis have in &tont oi them;
6) othek pozzibte waws oi handting 'some o6 the topicis

intkoduced in the tezzon;
g) the extent to which pupits ate abte to undeutand

how peopte in othek 4ocietie4 view theit way4
oi tiving; and

h) pozzibte teazon4 which the teachet may have had 6ot
the adaptationis which Ahe haz made-inthe tezoutce
unit.

VOLUMES SS 024 - SS 026

The fifth g.-ade class shown in this series is studying an experimental

course in geography which focuses upon the United States, Canada, and

Latin America. It uses sequent-occupance case studies to help develop

the idea that man uses his physical environment in terms of his cultural

values, perceptions, and level of technology. At the moment pupils are

studying a unit on The Northeast and a case study on New York City.

Pupils have already looked at the physical features of the city's site,

at the early Dutch settlement with its fur trading and poltroon landowning

system, at New York City in the late eighteenth century, and at the city

in the middle of the nineteenth century. Now they turn their attention

to modern New York City.

SS 024 (49 minutes): In the lesson shown in this tape,
children hypothesize about possible changes which will have

taken place since the mid-nineteenth century and test their

hypotheses against a number of pictures. After they have

decided that not many people can live in one-family homes on

Manhattan, they look at a map which shows the percentage of

people living in one-family homes in various parts of the

city. The teacher gives pupils a workOeet on which they

answer questions about what they see at different points in

an imaginary car trip from New Jersey to Manhattan Island.
They study pictures to answer these questions, and they
note where they are at each point on a map of the area.

Children then hypothesize about transportation problems which

might face New Yorkers. S.
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SS 024 can be u4ed to wtovoke thought about:
a) the impoAtance o4 a keview at the beginning o6 a tezzon:

b) queztioning technique4;
c) the typez $04 maps which pupil's at the iii(th gkade Levet

can me and way4 oi teaching pupits to intekptet mao
in teAniPs ,04 the map Legend;

d) an inquiky 4,Via,tegy 04 teaching and the toLe .04 the
teachek uzing 'such a 4tP.ategy;

e) the uze o4 pi.ctukez to 4timutate hypothe4a and to
tat hypothe4e4, and way4 o6 encoukaging pupits

to took at pictukez to amtvek que4tion4;
4) the uze o4 compakii6on4 in devetoping geogkaphic

undeAztanding4;
9J ckitekia 4olt. good gkaph4; and
h) po44.alee 4oLeow-up te44on4.

ss 025 (56 minutes): In the two lessons shown on this
tape, pupils test their hypotheses against various kinds of

data. The lessons also focus upon the dependency of New

York upon technology and upon the services of others. In

the last lesson, pupils focus upon other problems facing

New Yorkers.

SS 025 can be uzed to pkovoke thought about:
a) the toe o4 maps and chaAtis in intenmediate gitade

ta4on4 and the typez o4 gkaph4 and chaAtz which
can be uzed at thi4 Levet.;

b) the e44ectivenezz o4 the activitiez in achieving the

teachcez objective4;
c) the impoktance 04 vaftying activitte4 within on.. Luzon;
d) an inquiky tkategy o6 teaching and the 'cote .04 the

teachek who iz u6ing 'such zttategy;
e) the kindz $04 quuttonz which can be azked to eticit

di44ekent typeA o.6 thought; and
4) wao o haping pupil's put thermetvez in the peace oi

othet peopte Ao that they can undekstand the impact
eventis upon the peopLe invotved.

ss 026 (57 minutes): In this tape pupils examine the types

of occupations found N ,evi York City and reasons for the high

number of small industries and services rather than heavy manu-

facturing. Pupils discuss the advantages of New York's location

for businesses, and they look at transportation facilities and

types of imports and exports. Finally, they turn to the place

of New York City in the region. They work individually or in

groups to generalize about characteristics of the Northeast

so that they can compare New York City with the region as a

whole.
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SS 026 can be used to pkovoke thought about:
a) possibte advantages and disadvantages o4 an inquiky

sttategy o4 teaching;
b) ways o4 teaching pupi2 4 to intetptet maps;
c) types oi maps whi,ch 4i4th gtade pupits can use;
d) e44ective ways o4 using pictutes and chatts in a

sociat studies tesson;
e) the impoktance o4 devetoping sk.ins in sociat

stu_dies;
4) the impoktance o4 taking time to have pupits

genetatize on the basis oi data;
g) ways o4 using case studies 0,4 cities to teach

pupils about the geognaphy o4 a 'Legion;
h) ways o4 attanging a ctasstoom to 4aciatate the

use o4 smatt gtoups and to make e44icient use
o4 'Leading matekiats when the teachek has a
vakiety o4 boo(as but not enough o4 any one
book 4ok each pupit use; and

i) techniqi.A.es c)4 questiontng.

VOLUME SS 027 (44 minutes)

The sixth grade pupils shown on this tape are studying a course
on United States History. The tape shows parts of three consecutive
lessons from a unit on "The English Settlement of North America." At

the moment, pupils are focusing upon the settlement at Jamestown. In

an earlier lesson, pupiis identified a number of reasons why the
settlers came to Jamestown. Half of the class members have been
reading books on special topics about Jamestown while the other mem-
bers have been readhlg books about the settlement at Plymouth. In the

sequences on this tape, pupils draw pictures of the way in which they
vivalize colonial homes in Jamestown. Later they compare their draw-
ings with the pictures of homes shown in a film. Some of the sequences
of the tape focus upon the way in which the teacher uses the story of

Captain John Smith. Pupils compare the film presentation and parts of
Smith's own story. A few pupils add additional information from books.
Pupils draw upon Smith's own account, which the teacher has recorded
on tape, to try to answer several questions about early Jamestown. In

the last sequence on the tape, pupils work in groups to prepare brief

skits on events in early Jamestown. Only one of these skits is shown
on the tape.

SS 027 can be used to pkovo(e thought about:
a) ways o4 teaching pupils the impottance o4 evatuating

soutces o4 in4okmation and ckitekia which can be
used tn evatuating soutces;

b) ways o4 ptesenting tniotmation to a ctass when many
chadten in the ctass ate pook teadms;
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c) wayz o4 u6tn9 gnoup woxia tn an tntekmediate gnade
cta/sz and pozzate advantageis on diutdvantagez
catng 9Aoup wank;

d) the u/se a4 a ttst o6 quezttows to gutde dizeuzzton
tn gitoupz and tn the clasz a/s a whotz; and

e) wayz o4 adapting a nezocutze unit to a zpect4tc eta/3z.

SS 027 zhoutd pxove palitteuZanly use4ut. tn an undekyLaduate
counze on zoctat ztudiez methodz 4oh_ etementang zchoot. teachelo.

MINNESOTA PROJECT SOCIAL STUDIES (MPSS)
JUNIOR HIGH

OVERVIEW

A total of seventeen tapes of junior high social studies were
prepared in cooperation with Minnesota Project Social Studies.
Although teachers shown are using materials prepared by that group,
the content of the tapes is relevant to the teaching of social
studies at this level generally.

The following tapes are available:

SubjVol ectume(s) Grade Teacher

SS 200

SS 201-202

Socialization

The Family

7

7

Mr. Bruce E. Tipple

Mr. Keith Phifer
Mrs. Sue Horovitz

SS 203-205 intergroup Relations 7 Mr. Robert W. Beery

SS 206 American Political System 8 Mr. James R. Olson

SS 207 American Political System 8 Mr. James R. Olson
Mr. Michael J. Rockler

SS 208-209 American Political System 8 Mr. Michael J. Rockler

SS 211-215 American Political System 8 Mrs. Linda K. Blaisdell
Mr. Roger K. Wangen

SS 216-217 Farm Problems (Economics) 9 Mrs. Miriam R. Kelley

The tapes were recorded in three different schools: Volumes SS 203-205
were made in the former University of Minnesota High School which was
a laboratory school; Volumes SS 200, 206, 207, 208-209, and 216-217
were made at Marshall-University High School in Minneapolis which repre-
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sents a union of the laboratory school with an urban school; and the
remaining tapes were made at Minnetonka East Jvnior High, a suburban
school. With the exception of Volumes SS 203-205, which were recorded
in the spring of 1966, the material was taped during the winter of 1969.

The video quality is generally good; the sound quality falls below
more recent recording standards but is deemed usable.

All of the classes shown are heterogeneous in composition, often
representing a wide range of abilities. Those appearing to have
substantial number of above-average students appear in Volumes SS
200, 203-205, 206, 208-209, 216 and SS 217.

Although some of the tapes are grouped in series because they
feature the same class, teacher and unit, any of them may be used
individually. Written supplementary materials which accompany each
tape include:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. A list of objectives for the lesson.
3. Background information providing alcontext for the tape.
4 Suggested uses of the tape including illustrative

discussion questions.

Unless otherwise indicated in the description of the individual
tapes, all of the tapes are considered to be useful in undergraduate
courses, in either general methods or social studies methods for
secondary school teachers, in graduate classes concerned with curriculum
development in the social studies, in in-service programs or workshops
for secondary school teachers, and for teachers faced with the task
of developing an articulated K th,-ough 12 social studies curriculum.

MPSS materials are cArrently available from the Green Printing
Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Further revisions are in progress;
ultimately, the junior high materials will be available from Addison-
Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts. There may be some discrepancies between
the preliminary, unrevised materials used by the teachers shown in the

tapes and the published versions; however, this should not present a
serious problem.

The tapes were planned and edited by Dr. Edit West of the University
of Minnesota, Director of Minnesota Project Social Studies.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME SS 200 (51 minutes)

This tape shows two lessons in a seventh grade class which is
studying an experimental course in sociology. Pupils have nearly
completed a unit dealing with socialization.. In the first lesson,
the teacher turns to the idea that.socialization continues throughout



one's life. The teacher asks pupils to identify the kinds of roles
which people may assume as they get older and aspects of behavior
which may change because of these new roles. Students suggest
roles in terms of both personal experiences and biographies which
they have been reading. The teacher then asks whether or not the
data which they have just been suggesting support or refute a theory
which they developed eat:ler that socialization continues throughout
life. He projects a series of s:ides showing first an aerial view of
a large city and then views of towns in underdeveloped societies. He

asks students how their lives would change if they were to move
from one of these places to another at ten year intervals. Students
suggest various ways in which they would have to be re-socialized.

In the second lesson, the teacher returns to a statement made
by one of the students the day before to the effect that children
learn to obey parents. He asks pupils why they obey their parents
and other people and why they obey certain laws. Students suggest
a variety of reasons, including the development of conscience. The
teacher then turns the discussion to the question of why one student
differs from another. Pupils suggest a Number of factors, including
differences in socialization. During the last part of the lesson, the
teacher asks each pupil to make a list of ten descriptive words which
his parents might use about him, ten descriptive words which a teacher
might use about him, ten descriptive words which his friends might
use about him, and ten descriptive words which he would use about
himself. After pupils have worked for a time, the teacher tells
them to read an article on "The Self" for the next day. They are
to try to decide whether their lists have any bearing on the ideas

in the article.

SS 200 can be uzed to iteuzttate:
a) the cue oç biopaphiez, petzonat expetiencez and ztidez

in devetoping zociotogicai ideaz;
b) the way in which a teachet can encoutage pipits to tezt

theoitiez and tevize them in the Zight oi new data;
c) the uze oi a pupiVz comment to initiate a dizcuzzion; and
d) a way oi deveaping backgAound iot teading an cuLtiztewh-tch

deabs with a diiiicuet concept.
The tape can atiso be uzed to initiate a dizcuzzion oi the impo&tance
o a teview at the beginning o6 a tezzon the eec,40ene.sz oi
tezzon in teaching the conceptz and gene;catizationz tdentiiiied az
objectivez, and the note oi the teachet in a tezzon which uzez an
inquiAy 4tkategy o6 teaching.

VOLUME SS 201 202

These tapes show a seventh grade social studies progrem which uses
flexible scheduliny and team teaching. The teachers are working
with pupils in a large room equipped with movable partitions to separate
classes. The pupils are studying an experimental course in sociology
and are part way through a unit on "The Family."
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SS 201 (45 minutes): This tape contains parts of
three consecutive lessons; the first sequence on the tape
shows one of the teachers discussing the questionnaire
which pupils will take home to obtain data on families of
seventh grade students attending this junior high school.
The teacher then introduces a reading assignment by having
pupils identify the meaning of the term sub-culture before
they read selections on families in different sub-culturr
in this country.

The next lesson on the tape is devoted to the tallying
of data from the questionnaire which pupils and their
families have completed. Following general instructions,
pupils work in small groups tallying the data. Both
teachers are available to help these groups. The tape
also includes a few sequences from the next class session
in which pupils use the data from the questionnaire to test
a series of generalizations about families in their school
district.

SS 201 can be uzed to ittuztA.ate a ceazz/coom sttuatton
tn which thete alLe no Aeae waLes zepaAattng one ceazz Puom
anotheA, and a team teaching zttuatton tn which two teacheAz
uze bo-th a tange gAoup and zmate g/Loupz wtthin a Zezzon. Thtz
tape can aZz0 be used to piLovoke thought about:

a) wayz 06 tnt,Loducing a quezttonnatte;
b) way4 oi ha"vtng pupttz taeZy quezttonnatke data;
c) wayz 06 uztng quezttonna,Lne data to tezt hypothezez;
d) the tmpoAtance o4 calte4uZ uze o4 te&minotogy when

xe4elottng to hypothezez, 4actz and tn4ekencez 41Lom
&Lets;

e) way4 o,6 tntA_oductng a /Leading azztgnment;
4) the extent oi tnteke.st and puptt paltticipat,Lon

tn the zmaet g/Loupz az compaked to the tange glLoup;
g) wanctpeez which might be uzed tn dectdtng when to

uze ZaAge oft. smatt. gkoupz within a gextbZe
zcheduetng to/Log/Lam;

h) the advantagez and dkzadvantagez o6 uztng movabZe
pakttttonz kathe4. than A.egmean. ceassxoom watts; and

t) the posttion o4 theze Zezzonz on a conttnuum between
exposttion by the teachek and tnqutky by puptez.

SS 202 (39 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils look first at census data on American families. Work-
ing with one teacher in a large group, they generalize from the
data shown on a mimeographed table. Approximately half way
through the period, the second teacher gives pupils an cssign-
ment on which they are to work individually or by tonsulting
their neighbors around the table. Pupils are to compare the
generalizations which they have reached about American families
on the basis of census data with the ideas about American
families presented in TV shows or comic strips. They are to
decide how accurate the TV and comic strip presentations are.
Pupils work on this assignmyt for the rest of the period.
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SS 202 can be used to Atimutate a rticusston about:
a) the advantages and disadva o4 ustng a taAge

/Loom with movabte paAtition4 to sepanAte aasses
and 0.oups;

b) othek ways tn which these teacheAs might use the
movabte paittitions;

c) the puiLposes 4olt which a teou o4 teacheAs mtght
use a tame gitoup session and thoze 4oit which
they might use smatt gxoup meetings (mice 4pect-
6tcaly, the plvps and cons .04 using a taitge gltoup
sesston to teach pupits to intekpitet ,1_,,buZavt data);

d) the plum and cons o,6 using both teacheAs tn thts
tesson;

e) the olLdet o4 pAesentatton .04 ideas in a Zesson (molLe

spectcatty, )the ptos and cons o6 tetting pupa's
how they wie2 use the census data in Aztattonship
to the TV Jo/Log/Lams be4ofte they ate asked to tnte&-
pnet the data);

4) ways o.6 ceaki6ytng an assignment;
g) the pozzibte ptutpozez 4o-'t the activities used in

this tesson; and
h) wayz o4 adapttng 'Le/sou/me units to 4peci6tc ctasses.

VOLUME SS 203 205

This series shows a seventh grade class which is studying an exper-

imental course in sociology. Pupils have recently begun the last unit
in the course on "Intergroup Relations." Each pupil has been reading
a biography or a fictionalized account of a minority group member who
faced serious discrimination.

SS 203 (32 minutes): In the lesson shown on this
the teacher conducts a discussion based upon the indiv

reading. After reviewing the difference between discr
and prejudice, the teacher asks pupils to identify the
of discTimii4etion faced by individuals in their books.
also begin to identify different kinds of reactions of

ity group members. During the last part of the period
teacher asks pupils to take notes on the points listed
chalkboard and to continue reading their books so that
will have finished them before the class discusses the

which these books end.

tape,
idualized
imination
types
Pupils

minor-
, the
on the
they
way in

SS 203 can be used to Le-ewstAate_a cUiscuzziori based upon
a wide /Leading plLogAam, the use o.6 a wide /Leading p&ogAam to
deveLop conceptis and geneltatizattons, and the AoZe o.6 the
teachek duking a study peltiod. The tape can atso be used t.o
4timutate a ctiAcwsz-Zon 04:

a) the way in which a wide /Leading pliogAam can be used
to handte the pitobtem oi tndtviduat diA4elLences
tn a cZass;

11 othert pu&poses which might be achieved by ustng such
a wide /Leading pitogitam;
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c) the pADA and con4 o4 using a discussion ba6ed upon
thiz wide Aeading pAogAam Aathek than AepoAt4;

d) possibte uses ,o4 iiction and biogAaphy in a Aociat
studies pAogAam;

e) /Leading intekests o4 pupia o4 jaMiDA high tevese;
fl types o4 que6tionz which can be asked to eticit

di44eirent types o4 thought pAocesses;
g) the ctawoom atmospheke and 6actolts cant/taut-Eng

to thi4 atmooheke; and
h) possibte ways o4 4ottowing up this tesson.

ss 204 (37 minutes): As the lesson on this tape begins,
the teacher asks pupils to use reading notes in a brief re-
view session. The teacher begins a discussion of the advan-
tages and disadvantages of books of fiction and biographies
as sources of information about race relations. As pupils
make suggestions, the teacher writes them on the chalkboard.
Pupils illustrate their suggestions by using examples from
the books which they are r3ading. Toward the end of the
period, the teacher gives pupils a chance to take notes on
the basis of the lists on the chalkboard. He then reminds
the class that several pupils have stated that they need to
look at other sources of information to check on the accuracy
of the facts which they have found in their books. He asks
pupils at each table to work together to try to list as many
different sources as possible. After five minutes, the teacher
asks how many source.: each group has identified. The groups
which have identified the largest number read their lists
aloud.

SS 204 can be used to ittustkate the way in which a
teachet uses a wide Aeading pxogAam to hap pupils devetop
s(ziLes in evaCuating soukces oi in4o,unation, and the use o4
an inquity stAategy to teach pupits to evatuate 4ounce4 ci4
iniowation. The tape can aao be used to stimutate a
cussion op

a) types o.6 questions which can be used to eCicit
di66exent types o4 thought ptocesses;

b) the compaAative advantages ci4 having seventh gAade
pupils take notes duting a di6cu44ton on a(ytek
the disucssion has ended;

c) ways o6 dividing a ctass into buzz gitoups and the
pultposes o4 buzz gAoups;

a) the impoAtance oi cakeiuZ dikections be4one buzz
wtoups begin milk; and

e) the cCaswtoom atmospheAe and iactoAs contkibuting
to this atmospheke.

ss 205 (44 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
the teacher asks pupils to review and add to their list of
factors which should be considered in evaluating biographies
and books of fiction as sourEes of information. He also re-
turns to the question of how pupils gather information to
check on the accuracy of the books which they have read.



Pupils identify questions which they should raise about the

authors and then propose gathering information through inter-

viewing many people. They suggest finally that they should

interview a representative sample of minority group members

to find out whether or not they really face the kinds of dis-

crimination presented in the biographies and books of fiction.

The teacher then has pupils read a description of how such a

poll was actually conducted for Newsweek magazine. Pupils

discuss the method used and purposes of the study.

SS 205 can be med to iLewstAate a Zezzon in which the

teacheA iz tAying to deveZop 4(aitts in evatuating 6oLtAce4 oi

inp-Imation, the me o6 an inquing pAoce44 in hetping pupits

identi6y 6actou which mmt be conzideted in evaLuating

4ouAce4 o6 infiolunati.on, and way6 o6 making me o6 a wide Aead-

ing pnognam. The tape can atzo be coed tb 6timuZate a diz-

cuzzion oi:
a) the impoAtance o6 neview at the beginning o6 a pQX

b) the cZa44Aoom atmozpheke and 6actoA4 which contAibute

to it;
c) typeis o6 queistion2 wsed to elicit di64etent typez

o6 thought p4oce46a; and

d) type's o6 pnepaAaton which a teacheA mwst make. wium

ming an inquiAy 4tAategy o6 teaching.

The SS 203 205 series of tapes was made in 1966 when the techni-

cal quality of photography and sound was not up to the present standards

of the Video Tape Project. Tapes were made in a room with very poor

acoustics. Consequently, a number of pupils' comments were not recorded

clearly enough by the microphones to be included. Many of these sec-

tions have been edited out with announcements about what has been

omitted. In other places inaudible comments are clarified by what the

teacher says in response. Despite the relatively poor sound quality

of the original tapes, they are being distributed because of the value

of the lessons shown. They provide an excellent example of an important

social studies teaching technique, namely, the use of a discussIon

based upon a wide reading program.

VOLUME SS 206 (54 minutes)

This tape shows parts of four consecutive lessons in an eighth grade

class which is studying an experimental course on the American political

system. This class was meeting for only half hour periods, parts of

which have been omitted. The day previous to the first lesson on this

tape, pupils had begun a unit on the executive process. In the first

part of this tape, the teacher continues the introductory phase of the

unit. The teacher gives two word association tests, one which includes

primarily names of presidents, and the otherwhich includes names of a

governor and several congressmen. Pupils are to reac +. with the first

word which comes to mind. The discussions following each test indic=4:c

that pupils recognize the rame,s of presidents, but do not recogni.ie m. t

of the names on the coneTiSt. In -4,ome cases, they have with
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words which indicate attitudes about the people on the first list.
Pupils discuss the reasons for the differences in their reactions to
the two lists and decide that it is because the president is thd most
important decision maker in our system of government.

In the second lesson, the teacher asks pupils what they think the

president does. He lists suggestions on the chalkboard in the form of

hypothetical roles of the president. The next day the teacher asks pupils
how they might find out whether these lists provide a good definition

of what the president does. After pupils have suggested several possi-
bilities, the teacher asks them to look once again at an artir-- Ino "A

Day in the Life of a President:' and to categorize the events " '2d in

that article. After looking at some of the events as a class, pupils
work in groups for the rest of the period. In the last lesson, they dis-

cuss the ways in which they have categorized these events. They con-

clude that it is difficult to assign some events to only one category,
perhaps because the roles of the president are intertwined. They also

decide that they need more information than just an account of one day

in the life of one president before they can decide whether or not their
list of categories is a good one.

Ss 206 can be used to st,cmutate a discussion 06:

a) the puxposes o4 using the woxd azzociation tests in the
4inst Lesson and thei& eiiectiveness in achieving these
puhpo4e4;

b) types 04 questions which can be used to eticit di44ekent
types o4 thought pitocesses; and

c) the /Lae 0,4 the teachek in Lessons based upon an inquity
st/Lategy o4 teaching;

d) a /Leading assignment which invotves categokizing data, not

just /Leading 4on deta,a4; and
e) a Lesson which stimutates pupits to evaLuate the comp-fete-

ness o4 theit data.

VOLUME SS 207 (49 minutes)

This tape shows sequences-from three different lessons in an eighth
grade civics course which focuses largely upon the structure of govern-

ment. One of the classes shown illustrates some emphasis upon political

behavior. Pupils are studying a unit on the executive branch of govern-

ment. Part One of the tape shows the class which includes a number of
pupils who are being bused into the school from an inner-city area for

the first year. The teacher draws upon school activities to help pupils

identify factors which they think affect the choice of leaders. Part

Two of the tape shows a different teacher working 4ith another class in

a lesson which focuses upon the unwritten constitution. The last part

of the tape shows the second teacher working with the same class. Pupils

are studying the President's cabinet. The sequence on the tape shows
the introduction of an oral report, the report itself, and the follow-up

discussion.
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SS 207 can be used to contkast a stkuctukae appkoach to the
teaching o4 goveknment with the behaviokat appkoach emphasized in the

4inst eesson and tn othek tapes such az SS 206 and SS 208-215. In

addition, the sequence 4kom the 4i1ist tesson 4hown on the tape can be

used to stimutate a discussion o4:
a) using examptes ceose to the tives o4 pupits az a means oi

developtng genekatizattons;
b) types o4 questions asked and kinds o4 thought eeicited by

each type;
c) the discussion pattekn tn the class;
d) the extent o4 pakticipation and tntekest in the tesson;

e) the koee o4 the teachek in a tesson based upon an inquiky
stkategy o4 teaching; and

6) the vault -to which a teachekshoued stkive 4ok campeete
quiet in a ctazzkoom,which includes pupils 4A.om an tnnek-

city aAea,ok 4ok a toozek and moke tnliokmae atmospheke
in mete& to encoukage. pupit pakttcipation.

The zecond Zesson can be used to ittustkate the way in which a teachek

can help pupits identt4y tnconsistenctes in de4inition4. It can aeso

be used to anaeyze the discusston pattekn and types ci4 questions used.

Lesson thkee can be used to 4ocus upon the koee o4 the teachek tn a

tesson in whici,, pupits give mat. kepotts.

VOLUME SS 208 - 209

These two tapes show an eighth grade class which is studying an

experimental course on the American political system. A few days

earlicr, pupils began a unit on the executive process--a unit which

uses several case studies to teach pupils about executive decision

making.

SS 208 (52 minutes): This tape shows three consecutive
lessons which focus upon Truman's decision to drop the atomic

bomb at Hiroshima. The first part of the tape shows a se-

quence from a symposium presented by a group of pupils on
the actual decision which Truman made. Only part of the

symposium is included on the tape. After the members of the

symposium have presented information on the events leading

up to the decision, one member of the group asks the class a

series of questions about how different factors affected the

decision. At the end of the lesson, pupils add to their

existing list of factors which affect decision making.
The second part of the tape shows the beginning of a

report which a pupil made on Hiroshima by JOhn Hersey. The

teacher later araws upon this report to have pupils compare

the actual consequences with the consequences which had been

predicted for the dropping of the bomb. During the last part

of the period, the teacher gives pupi7s an exercise which in-

cludes a number of statements by peopl'a who were either in-

volved in the decision to drop the bomb or who tried to in-

flueliee that decision. The exercise includes excerpts from



people W6o lioth agreed and disagreed with Truman's decision.

Students are to answer a series of questions which ask them

to i.dentify points of agreement and disagreement and possible

reasons for the differences, in terms of the bias and compe-

tency of the authors. The rest of the tape shows the part

of the next lesson in which pupils discuss the exercise.

SS 208 can be used to pAotioke thought about:
a) the phos and cons o4 using a case study in teaching

gove&nment;
b) e44ective ways q using such a case study;

c) the use o.6 additionai maten.iats about a case othek

than those p4esented in a case study;

d) ways o6 teaching pupits to evatuate sou&ces oi
in4oAmation,in teAms o4 the bias and competency

o autfAs;
e) the possibte use o4 symposia in an eighth gtade aass;

and
i) the Aae o4 the teachet in int/toducing ma,e. pke-

sentations and duking the -6ottow-up discussion.

SS 209 (52 minutes): This tape shows parts of three con-

secutive lessons at the beginning of a case study on Kennedy's

decision to quarantine Cuba. In the first lesson, the teacher

projects a map showing Cuba in relationship to North and South

America and asks pupils to identify reasons why the United

States might consider Cuba important. The teacher also reminds

pupils of two assignments, one which involves an interview

related to the case study, and the other which involves an

analysis of the roles of the President,as illustrated by news-

paper articles. In the second lesson, pupils listen to

Kennedy's speech announcing the Cuba quarantine. Students

analyze the speech in terms of i;emnedy's purpose and the appeals

whicb_he used. Pupils then re:id Part One of the case study

on the quarantine of Cuba. The last part of the tape ::41ows

sequences from the third lesson. Pupils discuss the first

part of the case study. The teacher projects an overlay map

transparency showing the range of jet bombers and different

types of ballistic missiles based in Cuba. Pupils also discuss

the information which they obtained from interviews with adults

about their reactions to the quarantine anoouncement. The

entire lesson is designed to help pupils understand the climate

of feeling at the time of the Cuban missile crisis.

SS 209 can be used to stimutate a discussion o4:

a) the e44ectiveness a4 the use o4 maps in this tesson;

b) ways a4 inttoducing case siudies in a paiticat,
science comse and the ptas and cons o4 spendirg

this much time in estabtishing the etiolate ci4

6eeting at the time oi the cAisis descnibed in

the case study;



c) the e66ectcvene44 o4 using a Aeco,tding o4 thi4 type
in connection with the ca4e 'study and othek ways

in which the teachek might have helped pupit4
anatyze the kecokded ispeech;

d) ways 'En wh.L-A a ccoe 4-tudy might be u4ed to devetop
idea4 about potiticat iscience;

e) the dacuzision pattekn and typeis o6 queztionz u4ed
to eticit di66ekent thought ptoce.44e4; and

6) the extent o6 pupie inte)Le>st and patticipation.

VOLUME SS 211 - 215

The eighth grade pupils shown on these tapes attend a suburban

school which uses-a flexible scheduling program and team teaching.

Pupils meet in a large room which also has individual study rels and

library facilities. Movable partitions are used to separate classes or

small groups within one large group. In their social studies program,

pupils are studying an experimental course on "The American Political

System." They are in the middle of a unit on the executive process

which uses a number of case studies to teach pupils about executive

decision making. They are just beginning work on a case study dealing

with Eisenhower's decision to send troops to Little Rock during the

school-integration crisis.

SS 211 (46 minutes): The first part of the tape shows

part of the joint lab conducted by a team of teachers from
different subject matter areas.' In this particular lab, a

social studies and a science teacher both have announcements

to make. Pupils then fill out an attitude scale for their

social studies class before they sign out to work on projects

in other rooms.
The last part of the tape shows a team of two teachers

and a student teacher working with a large group of students

on an introduction to the case study on Little Rock. The

teachers have chosen to present a socio-drama as a substitute

for having pupils read one section of the case study. Pupils

are given a worksheet to use for taking notes during the

presentation. Afterwards, one of the teachers conducts a

brief discussion in which pupils are asked to identify the

conflict involved and the parties to the conflict.

SS 211 can be used to ittustAate:
a) the u4e o6 a tem o4 teachek4 in a geYibt.e

4c2ed ang pkognam;
b) the u4e oi an independent tab pettiod duking a

gexibte scheduting pkogkam;
c) way4 o4 making a Lakge gkoup pkezentation within

an ovulate inquiky 4tkategy o6 teaching;

d) the u4e oi a wokk4heet to guide the taking o4 natez

&ming an (=tat pitz4entation;
e) the way in which a ke4eakch unit can be adapted to

a panticutak gkoup o6 4tudent4 and the pukpo4e4

o4 the teachek4;
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6) the punposes 6ok which tame and zmatZ gkoupz
shouCd be used Lai-thin a gexibee scheduting
pAogkam;

g) whethek OA not the tame gAoup in this tape might
have been bkoken up into smitten. gltoups, using the
6texibte palt_titions, 6on the discussion Ottowing
the pAezentation by teacheAz; and

h) the e6p.ctiveness o6 a zocio-dAama piLesentation by
teacheAs.

SS 212 (51 minutes) : At the beginning of the lesson
shown on this tape, two teachers are working with two differ-

ent groups on different sides of the partition. The tape
shows one teacher working with one of the groups. He asks
pupils to identify the most important ideas which they have

included in their essays. Next, the teacher conducts a
discussion based on the worksheet to try to help pupils
understand the basic conflict involved in the Little Rock

school-iritegration crisis. Pupils then read an account of
the decis!on which the President made to send paratroopers

to Little Rock. Following thIE, the partitions between the

two groups are moved and the two teachers work together to
conduct the rest of the lesson with a large group. The two

teachers role-play the opposing attorneys in the Plessey vs.

Ferguson case. Pupils assume the roles of Supreme Court
justices; after the lawyers have finished their presentations,
the justices work in groups to write their decisions on the

case. At the end of the lesson, a teacher summarizes the
actual decision and the facts leading up to the Brown case,
Pupils are asked to write their decision on the Brown case

before they come to class the next time.

SS 212 can be used to ileustnate:
a) the uze o6 team teaching within a 62.ex-date

scheduZing pnognam;
b) the use o6 Itexibte paktitionz in a tame AOOM zo

that a class can be bAoken down into smatt, gAoups
and then bkought togethek in a tame gAoup again

within the same class pekiod;
c) 'cote ptlying by teacheAz to p)Lesent the 6act6 o6 a

case; and
d) a situation in which pupits ake azked to Aeach a

decision about a tegat case beioke being tad what

the actua decision was.
The tape can atzo be used to stimaate a discussion o6:

a) the pitos and cons o6 team teaching within a gexibte
scheduting avLangement in a gextbZe Aoom;

b) the possibte he44044 601i. having teachens Aote-p,Cay
Aathek than having pupils kead the backgkound o6

a judiciat case;
c) possibee teasons 6on asking pupits to decide how

they wowed settZe a case be6oAe they .64.nd out what

the actua decizion was;
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d) pkinciptes which might be used in deciding when to
use Zakge and smaa gkoups within a gexibte
scheduting akkangement; and

e) ways o6 wsing takge gkoup pkesentations with
cutkicuta designed to orphazize an inquing
teaching stkategy.

ss 213 (58 minutes): In the first lesson shown on this
tape, pupils are meeting in a small group with only one
teacher. At the beginning of the period, the teacher asks
pupils around each table to work together to summarize
what they heard in the last lesson about the Plessey case. The
class then discusses the decision and its importance. Pupils
also review the facts of the Brown vs. School Board of Topeka,

Kansas case. After discussing this decision, the teacher
shifts the focus of the lesson back to the actual Little Rock

case. Pupils are to read the next two sections in their case
study on Little Rock. The students at each table will role-
play a presentation showing how a particular group of people

would have reacteU to the school bo....rd plan for integration.
Signs on the tables tell pupils in each group what roles they

are to assume. During the rest of the period, the teacher
moves around from one group to another, providing help as

needed.
The last part of this tape shows another teacher working

with a different group of pupils on the same role-playing sit-

uations. He gives pupils a little time to complete,their pre-
paration. Microphones failed to pick up much of what pupils

said; therefore, only one role-playing episode is included on

the tape.

SS 213 can be used to iZtustkate the use o4 a /Loom with
6texibte paktitions which can be used to sepakate ctasses, the

use o buzz gkoups 4ok pukposes o keview be4oke an entike
ctass discusses matekiat, and the use o4 gkoups to kote-ptay
situations. The tape can atso be used to stimuZate a discussion
o4:

a) the pukposes 6ok using a tenothy case study in a
potiticaZ science coukse;

b) ways o6 uAing such a case study;
c) the kote o6 the teachet duking a koZe-ptaying ptanning

session and age-t a Aote-pZaying situation;
d) the p:tos 6nd cons o4 using such kote-ptaying based

upon Aeading which pupits have done;
e) the e44cctiveness oi the assignment given at the end

o6 the second Zesson; and
6) ways in which teacheks can use an independent

study putiod in a gexibte schedaing pnogAam.

SS 214 (60 minutes): In the first lesson shown on this
tape, pupils are examining Governor Faubus' decision to call

out the National Guard in Little Rock. Pupils discuss the poss-
ible effects of the Povernor's background and beliefs on his
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decision. They then try to identify the evidence which Faubus
had which led him to call out the Guard, and they evaluate the
quality of this evidence. They also discuss the effects of
the Governor's action and speeches upon the crisis and upon

public opinion around the world. During the last part of the
period, the teacher gives pupils data about the recent decision
of Wisconsin's governor to call out the National Guard to han-

dle a crisis on the Univeristy campus. Pupils are a-ked to
make comparisons between the situations in Wisconsin and in

Arkansas. Pupils then begin work on the last part of their

case study on p/ttle Rock. They suggest a number of questions
which they should keep in mind as they read.

The last part of this tape shows another member of a team

of teachers working with a different group the next day. At -

the beginnig of the period, pupils work in groups on particu-
lar questions which the teacher assigns. These questions are

taken from the end of the case study and focus attention upon
influences affecting the decisions of the President and the

Goverior in the Little Rock case. Later, each group explains

one of the influences which affected the decisions at Little

Rock. During the last part of the peric-1, the teacher gives

each pupil a dittoed sheet which includes a number of concepts

studied in the unit. Pupils work in groups to develop trans-
ferable generalizations which they think would hold true for
all executives, not just those whom they lave studied.

SS 214 can be used to it-flat/Late:
a) one way (16 using essays which pupits have ate.

mitten on the same tOpic;
b) the use o6 cukkent a6ai/L's compaAative putposes

white studying a case study;
c) ways o6 using a case study in a govumment couluse;
d) the use o6 buzz gtoups to woAk on di66ekent questions

'Lathyt than the same one; and
e) the note o6 the teache& duAing the wotk o6 buzz guups.

The tape can az() be used to pitovoke thought about:

.a) the use6uCness (16 -tong case istudie4 in teaching poti-

ticat. science;
b) wayz o6 getting pupils to genetatize on the basis

o6 data iound in case studies;
c) the types o6 question's which might be asked to ptomote

genetatization;
d) way4 o6 hetpina pupies identi6y the questions which

they 'showed ask aA they itead matvziat;
e) kinds o6 evatuation which might be used at the end

o6 a unit; anr
6) cti,tetia which .ght be used to decide when to uze.

smaa guups and when to wolziz with a tange class

az a whose.
Viewerus cot. azo anaZyze the tessons in SS 214 to decide whete

they woutd g,ace them on a continuum between exposition by the

teachex and inquixy by rapitz.
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SS 215 (52 minutes): The lesson shown on this tape is
the introductory lesson in a unit on the legislative system.
A team of two teachers work with a large group of students
for a two hour period. Students are working ;n groups around
tables. They are playing a modified form of the simulation

game, "The Great Game of Democracy." The two hour lesson has
been condensed for this tape by omitting repetitious sequences
which show different groups doing much the same thing.

SS 215 can be uzed to tteuztAate zimutatton tn an eighth
gitade ctazz, the uze o4 a Zakge /Loom RItth movabZe paAttt.i.onA

iso that teacheius can meet ZaAge gn.oupz o& zmatt gn.oupz az

they de)s.i.&e, and a temm teachtng zttuatton wtthtn a gextbte
zcheduting p&og&am. The tape can at..so be uzed to zttmutate a
dizcuzzton about:

a) the -1.mpontance oS dinecttonz piLion. to begtnntng a
dsmut.atton game;

b) the degn.ee oi triteir..e.st and tnvotvement tn isimutatton
gamez;

c) the pn.oz and conz c14 uztng zimutatton;
d) the impontance oS Sottow-up So& zi.mutatton gameis;

e) the pn.oz and cows oS uztng zmaet. wtoupz Aathek than
an entirce ctazz So& isimutatton;

4) the pn.oz and cows oS uztng zuch a ztmutation gmme
to tntkoduce a unit and the pozztbte advantagez
o4 uzing it both then and -Eaten_ tn the untt tn a
zomewhat di44e/Lent Swim; and

g) the p/Loz and conz o4 uztng temm teaching and a gex-
tbZe zcheduttng pnowtam.

VOLUME SS 216 217

The tapes show ninth grade pupils studying an experimental course

in economics. At the moment they are working on a unit on, "Farm

Problems.". In previous lessons they read newspaper articles describing

th c.;-. plight of some farmers.

SS 216 (32 minute0: This tape shows sequences from two
consecutive lessons. In the first, the teacher asked pupils

to do an exercise which is aimed at making them wary of gener-
alizing on the basis of too little data. The teacher then pro-
vides pupils with statistical data which illustrates trends
in farms and farm income. Again, she tries to keep pupils from

inserting causal explanations which are not warranted by the

statistics. She uses the statistical data to help pupils
identify more clearly the problem of low farm income for some

farmers. In the second lesson shown on the tape, the teacher

begins a review of supply and demand so that pupils can use
economic analysis to help them understand the causes of the

low farm incomes. The teacher builds demand and supply tables,
using pupils' willingness to buy or sell a certain kind of
candy at certain prices.
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SS 216 can be coed to p/Lovoke thought about:
a) way4 o6 teachtng pupt,bs to be waity o6 genekaLtztng

on the ba'st4 o6 too tttetee data;
b) wayz otteachtng pupttis to tnteApILet 4stattisttcat.

data;
c) ILecuSon4 ioA azking pupit's to gnaph data;
d) the dtzccuszton pattekn tn the ctaz's and the way tn

whtch the teachut puteetvez heft A.ote tn the dtz-
ccuszton;

e) the cZazz/Loom atmoispheke and 6actoit4 contktbuttng
to tt; and

6) the e66ecttvene4s oi the te4zon4 tn achteutng the
teachee4 objective's.

ss 217 (49 minutes): This tape shows secivences from
three different lessons. Pupils graph supply and demand
curves for penicillin, compare the demand fo- candy and peni-
cillin, and develop the concept of inelasticity of demand.
They then apply this concept to an analysis of factors causing
a drop in farm income.

SS 217 can be u"sed to pkovoke thought about type-6 o6
activittez whtch can be u6ed to teach economic 44e4Z at the
ninth gkade Zeve.e. It can ae'so be uzed to 4ttmweate a dt's-

cuAston o6:
a) the u6e o6 exenct4e4 whtch aok pupttis to app.ey what

they have Zeatned to new data;
b) the ctazisiLoom atmozphelLe and 6acton4 contAtbuttng

to that at1o4pheite4 and
c) the &ate oi the teacheit tn the cZa.

The tape zhowe.d piLove parcticutaitty u4e6ut tn an undekgAad-
uate couAze tn zoctat studte4 methodA.



ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM STUDY PROJECT (ACSP)

OVERVIEW

One series of seven tapes was made which features a class which is
using materials prepared by ACSP. The setting is Edison High School,
an urban school located in Minneapolis, Minnesota; the teacher is
Mr. Roxy J. Pestello. Edison is a large-school which draws students
from neither the lowest socio-economic class found in a metropolitan
area nor from the. highest. The class is heterogeneous in composition;
however, a large proportion of the students would be considered above
average. It is probably fair to say that some of them were suffering
from "senioritis" which provided an obvious challenge for both the
teacher and the materials.

The tapes available are Volumes SS 661-667 which show the class
as it begins its study of a three-week unit on "History as Culture

Change: An Overview." Copies of the entire collection of readings,
the teaching plans, the charts, artifacts, recordings, films and
filmstrips can be obtained from the Macmillan Company. The unit
emphasizes changes in culture, particularly those ushered in by the
food-producing revolution, as well as physical changes in the human
species.

Written, supplementary material included with each tape include
the following:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Objectives for the lesson.
3. Background information providing a context for the

tape.
4. Suggested uses of the tape including illustrative

discussion questions.

The content of the tapes was recorded in May of 1969. The weather

was warm, windows were open, traffic on nearby streets was heavy. Thus,
although the video quality is good, the audio is not up to current re-
cording standards even though it is believed to be usable.

Unless otherwise indicated in the individual tape descriptions,
all of the tapes are considered to be useful in undergraduate courses
in either general methods or social studies methods for secondary
teachers, in graduate classes concerned with curriculum development
in the social studies, and in in-service programs or workshops for

secondary school teachers.

The tapes were edited by Dr. Edith West of the University of

Minnesota.



DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES SS 661 SS 667

Pupils are studying the First lesson in a three-week unit on

"History as Culture Change: An Overview," developed by the Anthro-

pology Curriculum Study Project.

SS 661 (52 minutes): The first lesson focuses upon
the interpretation of evidence which may be obtained at an

archeological site. Pupils are given a site map showing all

of the materials found by an archeologist at that site. They

are asked to draw inferences about the people who lived at

the site and to evaludte the kinds of evidence available.
The site happens to be one for a Bushmen group in the Kalahari

Desert, but pupils are not told this until a later lesson.

The Bushmen are a food-gathering people, not a group which

has domesticated plants and animals. The teaching plan calls

for one day on the use of the site map. However, this teacher

takes an-extra day and a half. He modifies the teaching plan

by having the pupils work in groups to draw inferences. His

decision to take more time on the use of this site map was due

in part to the fact that he was going into a new class and

did not know the students, in part to past experience with

the urat. He probably would have completed the study of the

" _ r_L," crtinv nr
through the period for a Mothers' Tea.

After pupils have made as many inferences as they can

from the site and have tried to decide which of these infer-

ences they feel most certain about on the basis of the

evidence which they have, the teacher will play a sound

filmstrip on the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert, the people

who live.in the region.

SS 661 cah be coed to ittuzttate an inquiky 4t/tategy o4

teaching and the note o6 the teachek when uzing 4uch a 4pcategy.

It can atzo be uzed to pnovoke thought about:
a) po44ibte advantagez and di4advantage4 o6 4u2.h a

4thategy;
b) hea4onis why the teachek divengu <somewhat pLom the

tesson ptan puvided with tke unit;

c) the /cote oi the teachen duhing ghoul') (whiz;

d) the extent otc intekest and pattieipation in gkoup

wank a4 compated to the tahge c2a44 dacu44ion; and

e) the ptace.oA thi4 te4zon on a continuum between

inquilcy by pupitz and expo4ition by the teachet. \\
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SS 662 (55 minutes) : Before coming to the first lesson

on this tape, each pupil was to study the map further and draw

additional inferences. This tape shows parts of two consecu-

tive lessons. In the first lesson, pupils continue to draw

inferences. The lesson is short because seniors are excused

for a Mothers' Tea. Before coming to class for the second

lesson, pupils were to arrange their inferences in order,

from the one about which they could be most certain,to the

one about which they could be least certain. In the second

lesson on the tape, pupils talk about the inferences and

their degree of certainty about them, and they continue to

draw inferences from the map.

SS 662 can be used to ptovoke thought about an inquity

sttategy oi teaching and the toee o,6 the teacha who a

zuch a sttategy. It can aao be used to anaeyze the

ndS o4 questions which can be a6ked within an ingway

zttategy o.4 teaching to ptovoke cettain kinds o thought.

In addition, the tape 4hoad ptove uzeiut in anaZyzing

pupas' teactionz to a kind oi teaching sttategy to which

they ate not accuztomed,a4 wett az the extent to which they

ate abee to dtaw in4etencez on thein own.

ss 663 (55 minutes): This tape shows parts of two lessons.

in the first, pupils view a sound filmstrip on the Bushmen of

the Kalahari Desert. (Only part of the filmstrip is included

on the tape.) The filmstrip describes how the Bushmen live

in the area in which the archeological site is located.

Pupils compare what they have been able to infer from the map

with what they learn about how the Bushmen u - the site. In

the second lesson on the tape, pupils examir :wo stones,

decide that they were probably tools and spe 'ate aboLtt which

was produced first and why man did not prod more tools

sooner.

SS 663 showed ptovoke thought about:
a) the use o4 sound 4itm4ttip4 in a -lass;

b) an inquity sttategy ci4 teaching and the note ci4 the

teachet who L using such a sticategy;
c) kinds o4 questions which can be asked to ptovoke

di44etent (_inds o4 thought;
d) the discussion pattetn in the class;

e) the use o4 attgacts in a zociat studies etas's and

ttaisonz iot using the4e attigact.s; and

g) possibee teazons 4ox the assignment given at the

end oi the tezson.
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SS 664 (46 minutes): In the lesson on this tape, pupils

look at changes in the skulls of men from the earliest times

to the present. They compare these changes with what they

have found out in earlier lessons about changes in tools, and

they try to decide whether or not there is a relationship

between the two. In the last part of the lesson, the teacher

reads aloud a selection on evolution and pupils talk about

evolutionary processes which may be taking place today.

SS 664 can be used to pkovoke thought about:

a) the ;Leo/son inctuding the di66etemt activities

in the tesson;
b) the /Lae o4 the teachet in an inquity stAategy oi

teaching;
c) the pus and conis oi an inquiky sttategy oi teaching;

d) the typez o4 queztionA which can be uzed to stoma-

tate dii6ertent type6 o6 thought; and

e) the pus and cons o6 'Leading atoud a zetectiun

tathen than having pupits /Lead ft sitentey.

ss 665 (48 minutes): In the first lesson Fhown on this

tape, students are discussing part of an article which they

read on "Man Before History." Only part of this lesson is

shown--that part which involves a discussion of a cave

painting. The teacher also uses an article to help pupils

understand the length of time which has elapsed since the

period which.they are studying. In the second lesson on the

tape, pupils are using data from a brief reading on jarmo,

from a drawing of what Jarmo might have looked like, from

pictures of artifacts found at Jarmo, and from a cast of a

figurine found at Jarmo. They draw inferences about the way

in which people in Jarmo lived, about how their life differed

from the life of hunters-gatherers, and about what may have

brought about the change to farming.

SS 665 can be used to ptovoke thought about:

a) inquing Attategies and the /co& oi the teachet who

wsers such a sticategy;
b) kinds oi qua-I:ions which can be cued to Atimutate

detent (zinds o4 thought;
c) the usciutness oi anatogiez in sociat studies;

d) the u4e6mene44 o6 the atticee used by the teacha
to deveap a sense oi time;

e) possibt.e Aeazonis iot teading atoud attictes tathet

than having puloits Azad their sitemay;

0 the deglLee to which pupLes ate abte to dtaw

in6etence4 and specueate about causes o6 the

change to 6a/wing; and
g) pupits' ILeactionz to the inquity sttategy used in

the Zesson and possib4eAeasons 6at that
A..

t.ea.ctionz.



SS 666 (49 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils compare the way in which the people of Jarmo lived with
the way in which the Bushmen lived. The focus of the lesson
then shifts to the interrelatedness of different aspects of
culture and the way in which this interrelatedness is used by
anthropologists as they draw inferences about ancient man from
the few remaining artifacts.

SS 666 can be wised to ptovoke thought about:
a) the e44eativeneAs oi the di44etent activitte4 uzed

tn the tezzon;
b) the degnee to which pupit4 ate abZe to dtaw tnietencez

and oemeate about pozzibte di44etenaes in
zocietie4;

c) the degnee to which pupits axe abee to identZ4y tntet-
tetationishtp4 among dt44etent metute ttatt4;

d) the uise o4 an inquity zttategy oi teaching and the
tote o.6 the teachet uztng zuch a 4ttategy; and

e) the typez a4 quezttonA which can be uzed to eactt
diA4etant typez o4 thought.

SS 667 (54 minutes): In the first lesson shown on this
tape, pupils examine the translations of Sumerian texts found
on clay tablets. They draw inferences about the people of
Sumer on the basis of these translations. They then make brief
comparisons between the people of Sumer and the people of Jarmo
and the Bushmen. The second lesson shown on the tape comes
three days later, after pupils have turned to an examination
of peasant societies. They have watched a filmstrip on a
Middle Eastern vrlage and have discussed the outlook of

peasants. Before coming to class, pupils read an article on
"The Peasant and Modern Civilization," which describes changes
in the village of Chan Kom in Yucatan. Pupils discuss this
article and the question of whether or not one society should
impose its culture upon another. The teacher faces a number
of problems with this class, particularly in the last lesson
when approximately half of the seniors are gone at the begin
ning of the period because of a school activity,and another
group leaves before the period ends for another school activity.
Furthermore, the temperature was approaching 100 degrees outside
and the room was extremely hot. Finally, this lesson comes only
three days before the seniors are excused from school.

SS 667 can be uzed to ptovoke thought about:
a) the e44ecttvene44 0,6 the acttvitte4 uzed in the

tezzon;
b) an inquity 4ttategy oi teaching and the tote ,o4 the

teachet in zuch a ztiftxtegy;
c) the di4cui5zton pattedln tn the cea44 and to044tbte

teazonz ion the pattetn;
d) typez a4 que4tton/s which can be uzed to 4ttmuZate

dt44etent kind4 ol5 thoug(it;
e) ways oi handting vaeue 4talgypent4 tn eta44;
4) to/tabtem 4acing the teache4i o zentatz at the end

e4 the 4choot yeat;
g) the tote oi the teachet duting a 4tudy petiod.
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HIGH SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY PROJECT (HSGP)

OVERVIEW

There are twenty tapes featuring classes working with materials

developed by the High School Geography Project:

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacher

SS 218-221 Geography of Cities 9 Mr. Philip V. Cognetta

SS 619-624 Manufacturing and 9 Sister Hermana

Agriculture

SS 625-633 Manufacturing and 11 Mr. Bruce Tipple

Agriculture

The series, SS 218-221, was made at Sheridan Junior High in

Minneapolis, Minnesota, in October of 1969. The class Is heterogeneous

in composition. The content for these tapes was selected and edited

by the staff of the High School Geography Project. (The HSGP also

prepared SS 812, which is included in the listing of topical tapes.)

They have also prepared the following written, supplementary materials

to accompany each tape:
1. Synovis for the scenes in the tape.
2. Class assignment for the tape.

3. Questions for discussron of the tape.

4. Suggestions pertaining to the use of the tape and

background information on the class.

The seriea, SS 619-624, was made at Regina High School in Minneapolis,

Minnesota, in November of 1968. Although the tapes deal with the same

unit, sequences shift between two classes, each of which is heterogeneous

in composition. Regina is a Catholic girl's school which draws its

students from the metropolitan area; the general ability of its student

body is higher than the national average.

Volumes SS 625-633 were made in Marshall-University High School

during the winter of 1968, at a time when it was newly organized as' a

school with a student population consisting of pupils from the local

area, puOls bused in from an inner-city area, and pupils who formerly

attended a separate University High School which drew upon the entire

metropolitan area and had served as the University of Minnesota Laboratory

School. Students in the class represent a wide range of abilities, the

distribution being bi-modal. Due to poor acoustical conditions in the

school, the audio quality of these tapes is not as good as that of

others in this category; however, it is believed that it is adequate

to ensure profitable use of the tapes.
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Both of the series, SS 619-624 and SS 625-633, were edited by

Dr. Edith West of the University of Minnesota. Written supplementary

materials to accompany these tapes include the following:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.

2. Objecttves for the lesson.

3. Background information providing a context for the tape.

4. Suggested uses of the tape including illustrative

questions for discussion.

Unless otherwise noted, all of the tapes are deemed useful En'an

undergraduate course in social studies methods, in graduate courses,

dealing with instructional procedure or curriculum development, and

in in-service programs and workshops designed for social studies

teachers, especially those wishing to use the HSGP materials.

Materials used by the classes shown in the tapes can be obtained

from the High School Geography Pi, ject of the Association of American

Geographers.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES SS 218 - SS 221

This series of tapes shows ninth grade students workirig with Unit I

"Geography of Cities," from the HSGP course, Geograahy in an Urban Age.

SS 218 (59 minutes): This tape shows students working with

the first activity in Unit I, "City Location and Growth," which

centers on student examination of hypothetical maps showing

several alternative sites for the founding of cities in five

different time periods, 1800, 1830, 1860, 1890, and 1910. In

each of the time periods students must consider, given the

information on the hypothetical maps, factors such as trans-

portation, raw material sources, health and protection that

would make any one of the available sites the most desirable.

Students are then asked, in a homework assignment, to plan

the optimum site for a suburb in the 1970's,taking into

account those factors they have dealt with in other time

periods,as well as new influences on city location in the 1970's.

The inquiry teaching strategy for the activity utilizes

small group and classroom discussions about each of the dia-

grams, with the teacher posing basic questions about each of

the diagrams and encouraging students to pick and defend sites

for settlement in each time period.
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SS 219 (60 minutes): This tape focuses on the first half

of the "New Orleans" activity. Students are introduced to

New Orleans through the use of topographic maps, aerial photo-

graphs, and stereoviewers. They determine the site of New

Orleans and the reasons for its founding. Students then

proceed to examine the aerial photographs in order to identify

and account for certain land use features in the city. Next,

they discuss the location of a major bridge across the

Mississippi and try to assess why it was built where it was

and its impact on the surrounding 9rea. There is also a

discussion of the location of the Central Business District

of the city.

SS 220 (57 minutes): This tape shows the second part of

Activity 2, "New Orleans." Students work with topographic

maps, aerial photographs and stereoviewers to examine the

socio-economic characteristics of three neighborhoods in

New Orleans. PrediAions are made about income levels,

educational attainment, housing value and racial composition

of the three neighborhoods. After the students form initial

hypotheses about the neighborhoods, they are directed to

census data to verify or reject their assumptions. The

strategy of the activity is such that students are correct

in soma of their generalizations but incorrect in others. A

discussion follows which tries to clarify why the students

were correct or incorrect.

The activity in SS 220 useA a valtiety o media and

demonztftate4 inqu,Oty technique baAed on the Atating ci.6 a

pltobZem, .0/mutating sol6 hypothe6e6, gatheting putinent data

and accepting ox xejecting the hypotheLe4, zo Lt Ahowed plcove

wse6we tn a numbet sol6 &cp.

SS 221 (59 minutes): This tape shows excerpts from

Activity 4, "Portsville," in Unit I. The activity is a simu-

lation exercise in which students build a hypothetical U.S.

city as they think it would have developed in the 1880's.

Construction of the city is carried out on a plastic Modulex

board using tiny color-coded building pieces to represent

different land uses. The color-coded building pieces attach

to the Modulex board so that students can arrange land-use

patterns in an/ combination they they des7re.

Students use historical readings and photographs about

the city to help them reconstruct the city as they think it

would have appeared in three time periods; 1850-1880, 1880-1890

and 1890-1900. In each of the time periods, questions relating

to land use are raised, e.g. where was the city founded and

why, where would different types of land use be located, and

what land uses are interrelated. Small groups of students are

asked to build the city and then defend the way they have

constructed the city based on theoptimum use of land.
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SS 221 4how4 students wanking in smaa gtoups,

handting maniputative moda matetiats, and deiending

theik positions to othem in the class. The teachen

/totes oi managing 4matt g/Loups, question-ing 'student

decizion4, and catitying on a class ckitique o6 the

compZeted cities ate caso demonstAated.

VOLUMES SS 619 - SS 624

This series of tapes features a class of rinth grade girls who

are studying an experimental course, Geographyei'n an Urban Age. It

begins when the ciass is on the first lesson in a unit on "Manufac-

turing and Agriculture."

SS 619 (51 minutes): After asking pupils to list some

of the kinds of industries which they already know, the
teacher asks them to read four paragraphs, each describing

a different industry. They are then to look at E,ix maps in

their workbooks and decide which map fits the industry

described in each paragraph. Students at each table are

permitted to work together on this task. During the last

part of the period, students present their reasons for

their selections. The teacher ends the lesson by giving

an assignment.

S3 619 can be used to ittust&ate:
a) an inquilty appxoach to the teaching oi geog/Laphy

and, molLe speciiicaLey, a way oi having pupta
app4 what they ateady (znow to the identiii-
cation oi a pattetn on a map;

b) a dacwszion pattenn in which the teache.A. int)u),-

duces a quution and then tets students (1atiLy

on the discussion themsaves,
c) the Ito& cq the teache& duning a study peAiod

when a teachset is using an inquity st&ategy so6

teaching; and
d) a sampe tesson in the new cu/oLicutum matetica, p/Le-

palLed by the High Schoot. GeognAphy P/Loject.

SS 620 (58 minutes): The major portion of this tape shows

a class working on Lesson Two in the second unit on "Manufac-

turing and Agriculture." During the first part of the lesson,

students mention all the things which they have thought of which

they would have to do without if they had to depend upon hand

and animal power to produce things. Then the teacher asks

students to look at two flow charts in their unit booklets.

These charts show the materials which a factory uses and sells

to both the immediate area and other places. The teacher gives
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pupils at each table a blank transparency. Each group is to

select some manufactured product and draw a flow chart showing
the materials which a factcry producing it would use from the
local area and those which it would have to bring in from

other places. Students are still working on this project when
the teacher interrupts them at the end of the lesson, which
is a short one because of the flexible scheduling arrangement

used in the school. The teacher asks students to complete
their- fiaW7charts during their independent study time before
coming to class two days later. They are also to consider
how the community helps manufacturing and how manufacturing

helps the community.
The last part of the tape shows the teacher working on

part of the same lesson wtth another class. However, she
holds a class discussion of the effects of factories upon

communities and communities upon factories, before students
examine the flow charts and before she asks them to make their

own flow charts.

SS 620 may be coed to ittit4ttate:
a) the way tn which an activity asking pupits to

imagine cektain things can be used to develop a
genelLaeization;

b) a discussion patteAn in which students who disagAze
with each othet teact ditectty to othex ztadentis

tathet than waiting to be cat-Zed upon by the
teacheA4

c) a di66exent discussion pattexn in which the teachet

is a61 _es 06 questions;
d) the u2 vuups, each 06 which i4 to wink

on ; 10 -Anu o6 a44ignment;
the &az u6 a teachet dating gtoup woth; and
way4 06 adapting a tezzon to di66etent ceasses.

Thi6 tape can at4o be used to stimmeate discussion 06 e66ective

ways o6 hetping pupits &aut to tntenpnet gow chakts, 06
A.easons 60,/_ having pupits make chakts, and a-6 ways o6 making

e66ective assignments.

SS 621 (61 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive
lessons; the first shows the class listening to a speaker from

a local company which uses flax to produce linseed oil and

other products. The speaker describes the source of the
materials which the company uses, the way in which it modifies
these materials, and the kinds of products which it produces.

He locates his company's competitors and the major consumers

of his company's products. He also answers questions from
the teacher and students.
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The last part of the tape shows two different ciasses the

next day. Earlier in the week, students examined sample flow

chart3 in their unit booklets. The students at each table
identified a product which they might like to produce and
developed a flow chart for their factory. In this lesson,
students explain their charts to the rest of the class.

Before doing so in the first class, there is a brief dis-
cussion of the speech given the previous day.

SS 621 itZustkates: the use oi community kesounces in
a geogkaphy ctass; the use oi dkawing activities to devetop
geop.aphic ideas; and ways oi having pupits pkesent gkoup
woez thkouqh visuae. media. The tape can abso be used to stim-

utate a di's-cussion oi:
a) q4ective ways oi using outside speakeAs in a cZass;

b) ways oi intkoducing kepoAts;
c) the toZe oi the teachek duking and aitek kepokts;
d) the eiiectiveness oi the dkawing activity in

achieving stated objectives; and
e) the di.scussion pattekn used in the cass.

Ss 622 (47 minutes): The focus in the two lessons on this
tape shifts to factors which affect the location of factories.
The teacher begins the first lesson by reviewing highlights in

the unit up to this point. She tells the class that the girls

at each table will now organize as the officers of a metal

fabricating company. Their job is to decide in which of the 25

largest cities in the country they will locate a new plant.

The teacher asks the class to identify the 25 largest cities.
She then tells them to begin working as groups. To begin with,

the students are to read the role descriptions of officers in

their un t booklets. They are then to decide which girl will

assume each role. Once they have decided upon their roles,

each student is to analyze in detail the maps or statistical

data provided for the official whose role she is assuming.

The officials of each company will then try to decide where to

locate their plant. The rest of this lesson and the second
lesson on the tape shows the class working in groups, trying
to arrive at their decisions.

SS 622 can be used to it,euistkate: (a) the use o6 a summaky

oi what haz been done in a unit be4oxe stakting anothek majox
activity in the unit; (b) the use o4 gkoup wokk in which stu-
dents kote-pZay cettain positions desckibed OA. them in mitten

6okm; (c) the use oi gkoup wattle in which each gkoup a wokking

on the same task xathek than on sepakate tasks; (d) the koZe

016 the teachek in setting up gkoup wokk and duking gkoup wokk;
and (e) the way in which a teache& modiAtes instkuctions to
gkoups when they meet a second day, in the tight oi what
happened in the pkevious tesson. Me tape can aeso be used

to stimutate a discussion oi:
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a) additionat modi6ications o6 instAuctions which

might have 4acttitated the gxoup wan(z;

b) a'spectz o4 thik type o4 wank which might be done ak

homewoitt and thoke cuspectz which shoutd be done

tn cZakk in the gnoups;
c) pokktbte advantage's and dikadvantagek o4 uking

gkoup wakk iox the pukpoke's ittustkatcd tn thik

tekkon;
d) the pitos and conk o6 having ktudentk identi6y the

25 takget citiek tn the countky; and

e) the dikcukkton pattekn and typek o6 questions used

to elicit clektatn typez o6 thought pxocekkek.

Thoze viewing SS 622 can atso be akked to identiiy

di66icuttie4 which students have with the matehiat and pokkibte

genekat ctakk activttiu, which might have hetped them make

theik decizionk. Tivbs tape wt.et pkove most use6ut Lt
uked in combination with tape SS 623, which shows a continuation

o4 the gnoup ptanning and the pkekentation o4 the tocationat

decisionz by the "pkeistdents" o4 the companiek.

Ss 623 (55 minutes): This tape shows the last two lessons

related to locating the metal fabricating plant. During the

first period, all the students who play the role of a parti-

cular officer meet in a convention to discuss their common

problems in locating a new plant. The officers then return

to their own management boards where they are to make their

final decisions. The second lesson included on the tape shows

selected sequences from two different classes. The presidents

of the companies explain the decisTons made by their officers.

SS 623 can be uked to ktimutate a dizcuAzion op
a) the degkee oi intekekt shown by students tn kuch

kote.-ptaying te24o nk ;

b ) the extent to whtch tudentis actuatey cAs wne
they axe supposed to assume;

c) the. /Late o4 the teacheit dwrinT gitoup woick in which

tudents ake tnvotved 'En note-ptaying o6 thiz land;
d) pokkate dikectionk which might be given gxoup4 to

6acititate thea avtiving at some kind o4 conkenkuk;

e) pokktbte keakonz 4ak the vaAtou4 actiVitiez invotved

tn the entike note-ptaying episode;

6) the pokktbte advantagek o4 gkoup wakk in which att

gxoups ake wanking on the same takk;

way4 o6 making uke a4 gkoup iind.i..ngz when att gkoup4

have woAked on the same task;and
h) possibtLobjectives which these &Akan's may hap

achieve othek than those'which ake tisted 6ox

the tekkon.
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SS 624 (57 minutes): The two lessons shown on this tape

are the concluding lessons in the section on manufacturing.
The first part of the tape shows the teacher giving students
help on an assignment in which each pair of students is to

draw a diagram to illustrate the importance of different
factors in terms of the location of a specific industry.
This assignment was given in a previous lesson, but students

have questions about it now that they have read material

in their unit booklet and have studied an illustrative

diagram. The last part of the tape shows another class

the following day when students explain the diagrams which

they have constructed. Other members of the class ask
questions and make suggestions for revisions of these dia-

grams. During the course of both lessons, the class discusses

many factors which affect the location of different industries.

SS 624 can be uzed t.o ztimueate a dizcuzzion op
a) pozzibee Aeazonz 4oA having pupi,ez make diagAamz;

b) wayz o4 ceaki4ying an azzignment We n. papitZ

have done zome Aeading;
c) the e44ectivenez4 oç thio activity az a cutminating

activity ion the zectLon in the Wat;
d) the /Lae co£ the teachek in inttoducing Ltewst.Juzted

mat AepoAto, duning zuch 1LepoAt'4, and 6ottowing

the Aepoict4;
e) the Aeazonz 6o.'t having pupi/z dizcuzz dkawing puljectz

in ctazz;
4) pozzibee wayz o6 having 4tudent4 check on theik

guezzez when they make diagAamz o4 tocationa
putez di44enent induztAi&; and

g) intekaction among mot& and the teachet.

VOLUMES SS 625 - SS 633

The eleventh grade students shown in this series are studying an

experimental course, 9.222f2Elli_ln an Urban Age, developed by the High

School Project. They are just beginning the section dealing with

agriculture in Unit 2 on "Manufacturing and Agriculture."

SS 625 (38 minutes): In this tape pupils use two map

patterns, one of hunger in the world and one of population, to
identify places in which hunger and high population are asso-

ciated. The teacher then asks the class to hypothesize about

other factors which may be found in areas of high population

and poor diets. He then asks students to examine their maps

once more to find out whether areas of dense population are
the only areas with a hunger problem. The class also makes
sugnestions about possible reasons why the rate of agricul-

tural change may be slow in some of these areas. During the
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last part of the period, students divide into buzz groups

to discuss a series of questions related to the problem

of hunger. The teacher moves around the class as the groups

work. Students will check their hypotheses about factors

associated with high population and hunger during later

lessons in the unit.

SS 625 ittustAates: a Zezzon in which pupits use two

di66ekent map pattekns to identi6y peaces in which two

6acto1i4 ake associated; a tesson in which a teacher:. asas

student4 to hypothesize about othek 6actoAs associated with

those they have identiiied; and, the way in which a teacher:.

accepts suggestions durcing this stage 0,6 inquirty, wtobing

oney to stimueate additionat suggest.Lons. The tape_can atso

be used to stimutate a discussion o6:
a) possibte ways o6 dividing a etazz into buzz gkoups;

b) ways o6 giving dikections to buzz gkoups;

c) the /tote oi the teachek duting the woitk o6 buzz

gkoups;
d) the ptos and cons oi u4in2 buzz gkoups to discuss

common questions;
el the eiiectiveness oi these partticutax buzz gkoups

in cat/tying out the task given them; and

i) the types o6 queAtions which can be used to eeicit
di66ekent types oi thought pkoceszes.

SS 626 (51 minutes): At the beginning of this lesson,

the teacher reminds pupils of reports which they are to pre-

sent in several days. He reviews the major factors which

they are to consider in each of their group reports. He

then returns to the questions which pupils discussed in buzz

groups at the end of the hour the day before. Pupils analyze

the relationships between hunger and distribution of farmland.

They suggest factors which make it possible for some places

with very little farmland to have plenty to eat while other

places with a great deal of farmland have hunger. As pupils

analyze the factors which are hampering efForts to increase

output, they conclude that there is a vicious cycle which

makes it difficult to improve living levels.

SS 626 can be used to stimutate a discussion o6:

a) types oi questions which can be asked to elicit

cektain types oi thought ptocesses;
b) the discussion pattekn in the ceass;
c) pkincipZes which might be used to decide when

a teachek Ahmed take time to pnobe and anaLyze

a pupi.e's comments in considekabee detait;

d) whe&e this Lesson might be peaced on a continuum
betweeNexposttian.,by the teachek and inquirty

by pupits;
e) the_ A.o.e.e,o6 the teachek who is using an inquirzy

stkategy o6 teachingid
6) possibte ways oi 6ottow,cng up a tesson o6 this type.
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SS 627 (44 minutes): When this tape begins, pupils
have already summarized the previous day's lesson and
have begun to use a map and statistical data to identify
areas in which hunger coincides with a rapidly-growing
population. As the tape starts, pupils define the words
111 rapidly-growing." They then continue to use maps to
identify areas of hunger and a rapidly-growing population
as defined. Pupils suggest other factors which might be
associated with both hunger and a rapidly-growing popu-
lation. After one pupil refers to "good" and "bad"
conditions, the teacher raises questions about how such
terms can be defined. He tries to get pupils to avoid
value terms and to identify criteria used in making such
judgments of this type.

SS 627 can be used to stAlmutate a diLcuozion o6:
a) the degxee to which seniox h.L.gh schoot istudent4

can note netati.onships between di66e/Lent map
patte/Ln4 oi an a/Lea;

b) the ,Lmpoatance oi having pupi24 deitne telms
calLe6ut4;

c) way4 o6 heLping pupit4 di4ttngui4h between vaLue
teAm and objective cti.te/LLa in making compati-
sons about ttv,ing condition4;

d) the fLot.e o6 the teachet in a Zeiszon de&igned to
pxomote 4tudent inquixy;

e) typez oi quez4ions wh,Lch can be azed to eticit
di.44exent thought pxocessez; and

6) the extent oi pupi,e tntenest and paAticipation.

SS 628 (54 minutes): This taps shows parts)Df three
consecutive lessons in which pupils look at the distribution
of agricultural products and factors affecting the production
of different products. In the first lesson, the ,la
briefly upon difficulties involved in solving the problem of

hunger. Pupils then work in groups upon the presentations
which they will give on different agricultural products. The
teacher moves around the class giving help as needed. The
second part of the tape shows two sequences from the next day's

lesson. In the first, the teacher tells pupils what to look
for during the oral presentations. In the second, the class
discusses several points made by the group which has been
talking about corn. The third part of the tape shows two
more sequences the following day. In one, pupils are
discussing mechanization as a follow-up to a report on wheat.
In the other, the teacher conducts a summarizing discussion on
the factors which seem to be necessary for agricultural
production.
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SS 628 can be used t.o p&ovoke thought about:
a) the /Late o,6 the teaehet in gtoup watk when pupits

an.e laxepaking gkoup AepoAtZ;
b) the ptos and cons o modt6ying the Teachet's Guide

az this teachet has done;
c) e66ective ways o6 inttoducing otat. ptesentations;
d) e66ective ways o6 using maps to check pupits' ideas;
e) types o6 questions which can be used to stimutate

cektain types oi thought pkoce44e4;
6) the extent to which a teachet Who .41:4 attempttng to

use the inguiky ptocess might pkobe mate deept4
upon comments made by pupits; and

g) the extent to which these ZeL/SonZ hetp achieve the
objectives tdenti4ted 4ox them.

SS 629 (49 minutes): In the lesson on this tape, the
teacher reviews what pupils have learned from group reports by
having them point out places on a world map which would include
most agricultural cropland. He then has pupils check their
ideas against a map of croplands in their unit booklet. Pupils

discuss the relationship between population distribution and
cropland and between the distribution of different types of
agricultural products. The teacher then asks pupils to list
once again the factors which they identified the day before
as those necessary for agriculture. However, because a pupil
had objected to the words "necessary for," they list "factors
affecting" agriculture. Students then categorize these
factors and compare those affecting agriculture with those

affecting manufacturino.

SS 629 shamed ow tirl=cutarbey het.p6ut tn ati ,atuek-

Oadwate coulthe n 4octat. ztUdteA methods. It can be used to
stimutate a discussion oi:

al ways o making e6Aective use o a map in Zocating
ptaces;

b) ways o6 handZing tematk4 which impLy (Lause-e66ect
Aetattonships between 6actoAs which ate associated;

c) uazys o6 having pupits fest the accutacy o6 statemeNts
which they make about 6actak4 which alLe c44ociat2d
with each othet;

d) ways o6 handting di66etence4 oic opinion which atctw_r

among class membets;
e) Rays o6 handting statements which invaeve togicat.

iattacies;
6) ptincipZes which a. teache't mtght u)Se_ in deciding

when to pkobe a pattieulat comment tn considekabZe
detait and when to gtass ovet it in akden. to
avoid intettupttng the 42.ow oi a discussion;
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g) the type4 0.6 queAtton4 coed to ettctt dti6ekent
type6 o6 thought pkoceAse4;

h) way4 0,6 hanIttng pupt.e comment4 to the e6tiect that
a que4tton whtch the teachok ha4 aAked -LA "dumb;"

t) pozztbee A.ea6on6 15o1L havtng pupt,e4 categoAtze
ttemA on a ttzt;

j) the pAo4 and conz oi u4tng map vvektay4 xathet than
maps on dt615etent page4 oi a booktet;

k) the extent a4 pupte tnte/LeAt and pakttapatton; and
,e) the ptace oi th,bs Ze44on on a conttnuum between

expoz.iti_on by the teachek and .(Inqutky by the
Atudent4.

SS 630 (52 minutes): At the beginning of the first
lesson shown on this tape, the teacher summarizes three
important questions raised in the last lesson. Pupils explore
them a little further before the teacher asks them to keep
these questions in mind as they listen to a tape recording of
an inverview with a midwestern farmer. The teacher stops the
tape at times to ask pupils to write answers to questions he
raises. They predict how the farmer will handle certain
problems or explain why he has taken a particular stand.

The last part of the tape shows the lesson the next day.
Pupils talk about the questions which the teacher raised as
the tape was played and then listens to the rest of tne tape.
One pupil challenges the authenticity of the interview. The
teacher helps pupils underscand why those who developed the
course have produced a tape which is really based upon a
series of inLerviews rather than just one. After pupils have
talked about some of the ideas in the tape, the teacher returns
once more to the question raised earlier: which of the two
groups, farmers or manufacturers, can exercise a greater degree
of personal, preference in selecting a location for their
operation?

SS 630 can be u4ed to Attmutate a dtAcu44,Eon oA:
a) way4 o,6 Itetat,i_ng a Ze44on to pkevtows teanntng;
b) wayz o6 tntftoductng a tape Aecauttng;
c) the iono4 and con4 (36 havtng pup/Ws -et's-ten to a

tape A.eco)tdtng oi an tntelcvtew when they have a
mkttten tAanAcJapt o6 the .intekvi.ew;

d) e66ecttve way4 o.6 u641n9 a tape /tecalaing tn a cla44;
e) wayA oi handetng a Atudent'A comment/s whteh have not

been -6oxemen etthek by the teachek ox by thy/se who

pkoduced the cwvacutum mateni_at;
i) pft.tnctpee4 whtch a teachek mtght liottow "En dectdtng

when to anmeyze a pueli4'4 comment tvl.conAtdekabee
detatZ3

g) way4 ce6 A.ewoiLdtng queAtton4 to cealLt6y Aome 0,6 the

point's abaut whtch aft.e aftgutng.
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h) the Aae o.6 the teachei!. 'En a dtzeuzzton;
t) the pertmzztve atmozpheke permitted tn thtz cZazz; and
j) the peace oi them tezzon4 on a conttnuum be(ween

expo4-tt2on by the teachen and 4.nqutity by pupilz.

sS 631 (50 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive
lessons in which students play "The Game of Farming." Yesterday
they began the game and assumed the roles of farmers for the
year 1880 in a settlement in western Kansas. In the first lesson
shown on this tape, they play the next rounds for the years 1881

and 1882. The second part of the tape shows the same class the
following day. The teacher begins by having pupils summarize
the factors which affected their success as farmers in the
first farming game which they completed the day before. Pupils

then listen to a student read aloud a newscast summarizing the
events between the years 1882 and 1919 which will mark the
beginning of the second game. The teacher gives directions for

the second game and asks pupils to read the charts and other
material in their unit booklets before they begin. The class
begins the round on 1919 but does not complete it until the
next day.

SS 631 may be uzed to Zetu.sttate the aze oi "The Game oi
Fartatng," pant oi the HSGP unit on "Manmiactuktng and Aart.i.-

cuttuke." It zhowed pkove vatuabte tn zttmutattng dtzeuzzi.on

otc:
a) the pozzibLe advantagez and dtzadvantagez oi uztng

zimutatiJon game6;
b) kectrzonis icon. havtng zuch an extended ztmuZatton game

coverang 40 many di66ekent yeakz;
c) the Aae o4 the teacher/. &yang a z-i.mutatton game;

d) the extent oi pu.pLL paratctpatton and tnteicezt
dr.o.tng the game; and

e) pozzate mayz 6,4 iotZowtng up the game to hap
toupttis gatn az much az pozzi.b.e.e 6Aom tt.

SS 632 (51 minutes): In the first lesson shown on this

tape, students find out how well they did as farmers in 1919

and go on to play the rest of the game for 1920 and 1921.
The second part of this tape shows the class the next day when
pupils play the last game for 1933, 1934 and 1935. The two
lessons have been condensed for the purposes of this tape.

SS 632 may be uzed ioA the zame pakpoiSeA a.6 thoze VAted
tio4 SS 631.
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SS 633 (54 minutes): The two lessons shown on this
tape illustrate two different ways in which the teacher
attempts to have students analyze what happened when they
played "The Game of Farming." Yesterday, students divided
into groups tG try to answer certain questions. Each group

was to appoint a spokesman. At the beginning of the first
lesson on this tape, the teacher asks the spokesmen to form
a panel to discuss the questions. Members of the class
raise other questions and suggest additional things which
they have learned from playing the game.

The last part of the tape shows another lesson in which
the teacher uses land-use maps which show the decisions made
by members of the class while playing "The Game of Farming" for
the years 1881 and 1921. Pupils compare the maps and try to
decide what factors brought about the changes shown on the

second map.

SS 633 can be used to ttAtztnate two di,6ietLent ways o4

hetptng pupits geneiticuetze on the baztis 6,6 4tmutatton gam.es

whZch they have pZayed. The tape can be used to piLovoke
thoucht about:

a) the compalLattve ei6ecttveness o6 both 15ot2ow-up

piLocedukes;
b) whethex 6,4 not both p&ocedutes arLe needed to achteve

the objecttve4 1. the 4tmutatto4 gaMe; and
c) the ei-4ectZveness-o6 ustng buzz glLoUp spokesmen

tn an unneheatsed pana dtscussfon.
thiz tape 'Is used a6telt. Oteweta have seen the pupils p.e,aytng

"The Game o6 Fakmtng," the tape Lhoutd pxove u6 e4we tn
sttmutattng.a disCussfon o6 the degtee so4 tnteitest 4hown by

puloiX4 t4 the simuRatton game aS compated tv the 6ottow-up

pl!.ocedulLes.

SS 633 4houtd pA.Ove vatuabZe tn an undekoaduate couluse
tn soctaLstudtes methOdS, tn a gliadUate coaxze., 6oCu4ed upon

-LriztAttctALonal- pl.tocedukes; and an tn-Senvtce pitogaM on. woAk-

shop 'OA: 40eta2 studteS teacheiez. 1 116,41,41 pkobabty not be

used untess vteweks have seen S$ 631 o/L SS 632 and p./LeAeltabLy

both.
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MINNESOTA PROJECT SOCIAL STUDIES (MPSS)
SENIOR HIGH

OVERVIEN

Three series of tapes which feature senior high school materials
developed by Minnesota Project Social Studies are availarale:

Volume(s) Subject Grade Teacher

SS 634-639 Civil War and 10 Mr. Donald R. Wentworth
Reconstruction

SS 640-645 Area Studies -- 11 Mrs. Kathleen Murphy
Russia and China

SS 647-652 War and Peace 12 Mr. Craig Kissock

These eighteen tapes were made at Marshall-University High School,
Minneapolis, In December 1968. At that time it was a newly organized
school with a student population consisting of pupils from the local

area, pupils bused in from an inner-city area, and pupils who formerly
attended a separate University High School which drew upon the entire
metropolitan area and had served as th University of Minnesota Labora-
tory School. Classes are heterogeneous in composition but generally
above the national average.

Due to generally poor acoustical conditions in the school, the audio
quality of these tapes is not as good as that of others; however, it is

judged to be adequate for profitable use.

Although the tapes are shown as part of a series (which means they

show the same class, unit and teacher) any of them may be used individually.

Each tape is accompanied by the following supplementary materials:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Objectives for the lesson.
3. Background information providing a context for the tape.
4. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative

discussion questions.

Unless otherwise indicated in the descriptions of the individual tapes,

all are considered to be useful in undergraduate courses in either general

methods or social studies methods for secondary school teachers, in graduate
classes concerned with curricuiuka development in the social studies, in

in-service programs or workshops for secondary school teachers, and for
teachers faced with the task of developlya On articulated K through 12

social studies curriculum.
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The materials being used by the classes may be obtained from the

Green Printing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Further revisions are

in progress; and information regarding their availability will be

known to the Green Printing Company or through Minnesota Project

Social Studies, Uftiversity of Minnesota. There may be some discrepancies

oetween the preliminary, unrevised materials used by the teachers shown

in the tapes and the published versions; however, this should not pre-

sent a serious problem.

The tapes were planned and edited by Dr. Edith West of the

University of Minnesota, Director of Minnesota Project Social Studies.

DESCR I PT I ONS OF IND IV IDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES SS 634 - SS 639

This series of tapes shows a class which is just beginning its

study of a unit on the "Civil War and Reconstruction."

SS 634 (54 minutes): Two consecutive lessons are shown

on this tape; the teacher begins the first lesson by asking

pupils why a current best-selling record is so popular. The

song deals with Lincoln, John Kennedy, Martin Luther King,

and Robert Kennedy. Pupils identify ways in which these

persons are related, the feelings which people now have

about them, and the reasons why they seem almost more popular

today than when they were alive. Pupils discuss reasons why

those concerned with the civil rights movement today might be

interested in the slavery problem of over a hundred years ago.

They identify the kinds of sources which they might use in

investigating slavery in the United States. For the rest of

the period, they work on an exercise based upon differing

interpretations of slavery.
The second lesson focuses upon the impact of slavery

upon human beings. The teacher uses FA slide of a slave ship

and a reading about a young African who was brought to this

country on a slave ship- Pupils discuss ways in which

capture, transportation to the coast and then on a slave ship,

and induction into slavery in the new world would affect the

African. They also discuss the way in which the culture of

the African would need to change in order for the African to

survive in slavery.

SS 634 can be uzed to Ltiwstnate the uze co6 a popuZarc

iLeconding, 6tide4 ald an mat 'Leading in deveLoping zociat.

4cience genetatization4. The tape can atzo be uzed to ztimu-

tate a di4cuzzion oi:

a) the patpoze's oi the .initiatoty pha6e cl6 a unit and

the eiiectivgne44 oi thi4 tezzon in achieving

zuch putpo4e4;,1.
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b) way4 o6 uAtng pupttz' pelLzonme. backyLound to develop
tdeaz tn the isoctme 4tudte4;

c) way4 o6 deveZoptng azpect6 o6 oulticat. thought Jtetated
to the evatuation oi zounce4 o6 4..n6on.matton;

d) e6iecttve ways o6 u44,ng an oltat xeadtng tn ctas4;
e) the e66eettvenezz o6 the4e tezzonz tn acktevtng the

zpec.4.6tc goalis tdentt6ted by the teache44 and
6) pktnctpt,e4 to coe tn adapttng a xe4ounce untt 6ox

uze mith a zpect6tc. chazz.

SS 634 can atzo be uzed to anaZyze the dt4cuzzton pattetm
and the typez o6 queAttows coed to eftctt dt66ekent typez so

thought pkoce.64e4. /6 uzed wtth tapez SS 635, SS 636, and
SS 638, thA4 tape might be uzed tn a cultiacutum devaopment
ctazz to anaZyze the gow o6 acttvtttes deztgned to zet the
ztage ioA. an anatyzt4 o6 an ht6tak2cme. intekp&etatton.

Ss 635 (40 minutes): At the beginning of the lesson, the

teacher asks pupils to summarize conclusions which they reached
on the Previous day about the relationship between the Civil
War and the present day civil rights struggle. Pupils also
summarize some of the sources which they identified for use in
finding out about what slavery was like. The tape omits part
of the lesson in which pupils summarize differences between
indentured servants and slaves and between the culture of the
Africans who arrived in this country and their white masters.
The tape begins again as the teacher has pupils work in buzz
groups to draw upon what they have learned in other classes and
from their own experiences to answer two questions: how does
one learn how to behave in our society, and how does one develop
his self-concept. After working in buzz groups, pupils present
their ideas in a general class discussion. The teacher then
project& a slide showing an advertisement for a sale of slaves.
He asks pupils what conclusions they think they can draw about
slave life and slave families from just this advertisement.
He then asks them to consider for the next day what they have
said about socialization and the development of a self-concept
in relationship to the conditions of slavery.

SS 635 can be u6ed to tntttmte a dacuAzton
a) the uze o.6 a zummaty at the begtnntng o6 a tezzon;
b) the punpozez o6 havtng puptt4 moida tn buzz g/Loups;

c) the putpoiseis oi having puptt4 conztdet the ptiocesz
o6 zoctmetzatton and the deveZopment o6 a 4e,e6-
concept when 4tudying 4taveky;

d) the e66ecti.ve we oL 4.etdes tn a hiztaky c2a44;
e) the putposez ion uistng a zttde ishowtng an announce-

ment o6 a 4tave zate;

.1. A

.1 .
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.6) the kindis oi queztton4 wsed and the typez oi
thought pxoceiszeis eticited by them; and

g) pttncipZeis to be u4ed tn adapting a Iceisou.A.ce unZt
to a ispeciitc c1ais4.

uzed with tapez SS 634, SS 636 and SS 638, SS 635
can be wsed to anatyze the (ow oi acttvitZes dmigned to zet
the 4tage ion an anatoiz oi an hattAica2 tntetpxetat,Lon.

ss 636 (48 minutes): The lesson shown on this tape is
one of the lessons which helps set the stage for an analysis
of Elkin's theory of slavery. As the lesson begins, pupils
summarize their ideas about socialization and the development
of a self-concept. The teacher projects a slide showing an
advertisement for a sale of slaves which pupils were looking
at at the end of the period the day before. Pupils use the
data from this advertisement and others to identify some of
the conditions of slavery, including the way in which young
children were separated from their parents. Pupils identify
some of the values of American society and try to figure out
how white people could have justified their attitudes toward
and their treatment of slaves. Pupils then work individually
to set up hypotheses about the ways in which slave conditions
would affect the socialization of a young slave and the devel-
opment of his self-concept. During the last part of the
period, the teacher conducts a discussion on the conditions
of slavery as indicated by the different sources which they
have been reading. Pupils notice differences in interpretation
and discuss possible reasons for these differences, partly in
terms of the bias of the authors.

SS 636 can be wsed to 4ti.mutate a d4.4cwszion op-
a) the tmpattance o6 the gow (:)4 tdecus 6tom one i.e./mon

to anothelL and within a tezzon;
.'i.e&son oJz. uzing a zummaity at the beg-Lim-61g o a.

Zez n;
c) -the. pozzate objectivez 4cm. uzing cuttain activit,iez;
d) unyz o piz.ov.i.d,Lng a bac kg/wand oJi. azking pupi-ez

hypothe_zize about ktistakicat intexpiLetationz;
e) a pozzat.e 6ottow-up Zezzon aite lt. the development oi

zuch hypothezez;
i) way4 oi ws,ing a vakiety o4 4ounze4 oi inioxmation both

to deveZop ideaz about 4tavelty and to deveap utitokia
evatuating 40ukce4 oi ,i.n6oA7ation; and

g) the wse oi zoame zctence conceptis tn. teaching P24-to/14.
wsed with tape6 SS 634, SS 635, and SS 638, th44 tape

4houtd hap viewela anatyze the way tn. which a teachen iitz a
zetaeis oi tRiszows togethek to mov.i.de the backgxound ioit. an
anaZy4 i4 oi an liZstwacae tntetpketatton.
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SS 637 (50 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
the teacher asks pupils to apply what they have learned in
earlier lessons about bias and competency of witnesses to
the materials which they have ilsed on slavery. He begins

by asking pupils to identify the one source which they
thought was the best source on slavery and to give reasons

for their choices. He also suggests an imaginary incident
which might happen to the pupils at a party and asks pupils

to suggest the characteristics of the witnesses whom they
would want to have testify about this incident. Pupils

then return to the authors of the accounts which they have

read and summarize their conclusions about the bias and
competency of these authors.

SS 637 can be uzed to ztbnuLate a dizcuzzion 06:

a) wayz oi devetoptm sta.& in evatuating souncez
06 in6okmation;

El the compeetenezz 06 queztionz A.atsed about tte
bias and competency v4 witnezzez;

c) the pkoz and cows 06 Laing the pekzonat. exampZe
which the teachek uzez tn titytng to heep pupas
tdenti.6y 4ac.to4s which muzt be con6Ldeked in
evatuating 4oukce4 oi tn4akmation- and

d) possaZe ways o6 evatuating the stale which the
teachek waz tkying tO devetop in thiz tezzon.

Ss 638 (58 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive
lessons; in the first, the teacher turns to the Elkin's theory

about slavery. He begins by analyzing Elkins' idea about the

Sambo stereotype. He asks pupils to identify the character-

istics which they associate with the word Sambo. Pupils

consider whether or not slaves actually exhibited these
characteristics or whether the stereotype was only a pre-

judiced reaction unrelated to slave behavior. The teacher

then gives an informal lecture about the Elkins' theory of

how slaves developed certain characteristics because of
culture shock and the treatment which they received. He draws

upon Elkins' comparison with the concentration camps to illus-
trate the reasoning behind the theory. He then asks the class
whether or not, given w;lat they have learned about socialization
and the development of the self-concept, the Elkins' theory

seems probable. After a short discussion, the teacher plays

several recordings of Negro spirituals and asks whether they
think that these songs tend to support the Elkins' theory.

At the beginning of the second lesson shown on the tape,
the teacher has pupils sing another song, "Jimmy Crack Corn

and I Don't Care." The class then discusses the ideas in this

and the other Negro spirituals, the ways in which Negro spirituals

were used, and their relationship to the underground railroad.
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Students talk about the assumptions which masters had about

Negroes which kept them from understanding the intent behind

such songs. The teacher introduces examples of slave revolts.

He then asks students to draw some conclusions from the sonas

and the revolts, about whether or not Negroes actually
exhibited the characteristics associated with the Sambo

stereotype. Students conclude that although some slaves may

have developed some of these characters s, that many may

have exhibited them outwardly while inwardly being hostile.

They also conclude that slaves sometimes used subtle ways of
showing their hostility in addition to the- more vioient

revolts.

SS 638 can be u4ed to ittu4txate:
a) the u4e o6 expo4ition via tnionmat ,,ectune within

an oveitaZZ inquay 4tnategy oi teaching;
b) the toe oi the mu4tc oi an eka to teach hataticat

idea4;
c) the uze o6 oAat Aeading and pataphru_4ing zi an

account to hap devetop hAistonierLidea5; and
d) the way in which a teachet butt.d4 upon idea4 temtned

in piLevtou4 te440n4.
The tape can at4o be u4ed to 4timutate a dt4cu44ion about:

a) the e66ectivene44 o6 thi4 inionmat, tectutte and how

tectulLe di66efus 6tom a ioAmat Zectuke;

b) the e66ectivene44 with which the teacheA dtaw4 upon
paist teatning tn having pupJ24 anatyze an histaki-

eat tntztpketation;
c) the e66ectivene44 oi the u4e. o6 Negico 4pi1titua2z in

hetping pupi24 te4t a theaty;
d) the uzeiwenez4 oi the tezzon ut cutminating the

zection on ztavelLy ix the unit; and

e) the pfto4 and con4 o6 4pending thi4 much time on an
hi4taticat. inte&ptetation, ma/Le patticueatLy on

thi4 patticutax intetpnetation.
16 u4ed with tape4 SS 634, SS 635, and SS 636, thiz tape

4houtd p&ove u4e6u.e. in an anaZy4i4 o6 the way in which a
teachet oitganize4 a zeAtez o6 tezzonz to 4et the backgAound 6at

a dt4cm64ion 196 a paAticuZak hi4tati1a2 intetptetation.

SS 639 (39 minutes): This lesson, which Isthe last before

pupils begin their Christmas vacation, ust:s a comparison to help

pupils summarize the impact of slavery upon those who were

slaves. The teacher describes a number of concrete details about

the conditions of the factory worker of the 1$30's. He then

asks pupils to work in pairs to compare the life of slaves with

the life of factory workers in that era. Each pair is to pre-

pare a short statement indicating whether they would have

preferred to be a factory wor*er or a slave. The tape shows a
.
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few sequences of the teacher talking to the pupils as they

work on this comparison. During the last part of the lesson,
the teacher holds a general discussion on reasons why people

would prefer one situation or the other. The discussion
helps emphasize the conditions of slavery and the way
which these conditions affected slaves. Pupils identify

what they see as the greatest deprivation arising from

slavery.

SS 639 can be used to ittuAtaate a type oi evatuaon in
which pupils woft.k in paiks to wkite an anatysis, the use oi

a compalLizon to hap pupit4 genekatize, and a possibte way oil
culminating a majoIL pakt oi a unit. The tape can at6o be
used to stimulate a discussion o6 the note o4 the teachet in

th,(..s kind oi a lesson.

VOLUMES ss 640 - ss 645

This series features an eleventh grade class engaged in an experi-

mental area studies program. Students are nearing the end of their

study of the USSR. Pupils have spent approximately twelve weeks on
this unit before the lesson shown on this tape. They have studied the

geography and history of the Soviet Union and the political, economic,

and social systems of the country. In addition, they have spent a
little time on the early history of Soviet foreign policy and have

obtained an overview of later events during World War II and the Cold

War period.

SS 640 (43 minutes): This tape shows a lesson mid-way
in the students' study of Soviet foreign policy. At the

beginning of the hour, the teacher reviews suggestions made
by pupils the day before about reasons for Soviet foreign
policy in Eastern Europe.. Having identified factors which
affected Soviet foreign policy, pupils try to apply the same
general factors to American foreign policy.

SS 640 can be used to anatyze the extent to which pupils

ake abLe t.o identiiy majox iactoxis aiiecting iokeign poticy.
It showed also pkovoke thoug(vt about:

a) the di.scussion pattexn and the kale oi the teachek

in a discussion;
b) the kinds oi questions wkach can be asked to elicit

dekent (inds oi thought;
c) pkinciptes which might be used to decide when to

pnobe comment6 made by pupii4;
d) ways oi neLating cukkent aiiailts to zociae studies

uniZs; and
e) the place o4 this tesson on a continuum betAreen

,Lnqu,L1Ly bduy and expozition by the teachek.
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SS 641 (52 minutes): The first sequence shows the teacher
giving an assignment at the end of a class period. She gives

students a study sheet which asks them to identify factors

which they think important in Soviet policy in Czechoslovakia

and the American policy in Vietnam. They are also to indicate

the degree of importan:e which they would assign to each

factor. The rest of the tape shows the lesson the next day.

At the beginning of the period, the teacher projects a series

of cartoons which focus upon the Soviet movement of troops into

Czechoslovakia in 1968. Using these cartoons as a takeoff, the

teacher initiates a discussion of similarities and differences

between American foreign policy in Vietnam and the Soviet

invasion of Czechoslovakia. Pupils discuss common motives for

these policy decisions.

SS 641 can be wsed to ztimutate a dizauszion
a) the vatue oi a wokk4heet to be uzed by 4tudent4 in

pnepanation iak a dibsenzzion-
b) the pozzat.e vataez o4 potiticAt caktoonz in a

zociat 4tudie4 clam and way6 oi teaching
ztudentz to intekpket caktoows;

c) the /cote oi the teachek duktng a diiscuzzion oi

contitove4.41.a2 i54(Le4;

d) type4 04 questionh which showed be kaZsed duking
the dLscuiszion oi a. cont./cove/Lista ,U4u.e.; and

e.) the. e.xtent o ztude.nt invottlement and inteiteot

in tha -Ea/son.
The tape can atiso be cused ion intekaction anato,fis.

ss 642 (53 minutes): The lesson on this tape shows the

last day spent on the study of Soviet foreign policy. A clay

earlier, pupils held a discussion in which they drew comparisons

between factors affecting the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia

during the summer of 1968 and those affecting U.S. policy ;n

Vietnam. Since a number of students were absent and discussion

was still heated at the end of the hour, the teacher continues

the discussion in this lesson. After they have identified some

of the similarities and differences in factors affecting the

foreign policy of both countries, students focus upon the

factor of ideology. They try to decide whether or not ideology

is more likely to be a real reason or merely an excuse for a

foreign policy action. Pupils express their frustration about

the difficulty of obtaining accurate information about Vietnam

and discuss the problems of evaluating available information.

Pupils also discuss the differences which they see in the way

in which the general citizenry can influence foreign policy in

this country and in the Soviet Union.
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SS 642 can be uzed to anatyze the dizeuzzi.on patte4n

the kote o6 the teacher'. dating the dizcuzzion, and the ex:tent

o6 ..,Ludent invotvement and panticipation. The tape zhowed

a,bso pkovoke thought about:
a) when a teachet zhoutd aziz queztionz to get pupi/z

to pnobe a comment mane deepty than haz atneady

been done;
b) wayz in which a teachet might encomage pupitz to

identiiy vatue and 6actuatztatementz and way4 oi

handting each type o6 4tatement;
c) the degnee to which zociat ztudiez teacheu 4houtd

be concenned about the devetopment o6 vatuez on

the anatyziz o6 vatuez;
d) the extent to which the teachek zhoutd exeia diAection

oveit. a. ctbscuzzion (Aden exptone zome 6ace,ts (.16

liactou inguencing Okeign poticy which pupit4

have ignoked;
e) whethen on not the teachert zhoutd have peamitted

pupitz to zhi6t the Ocuz o6 attention zo tangety

to Vietnam when they weAe zuppozed to be companing

U.S. and Soviet 6aneign poticy;

6) whethe r'. the teachet needz to zpend mate time
6ottowing up thi4 tezzon beiake zhe tuknz to a

new unit; and
) the extent to which the teachen i4 uzing an inquiky

ztAategy o6 teaching.

ss 643 (52 minutes): Students have just completed a study

of the Soviet Union. Before turning to a study of China, the

teacher asks pupils their reactions to the discussion which

they carried on during the two previous periods relating to

Soviet and U.S. foreign policies. Pupils are asked to fill out

a reaction form and they also give brief oral reactions. The

teacher poses an imaginary invasion between two imaginary

countries and asks whether or not what pupils hz.v:-.a 'earned from

their study of Soviet foreign policy could be applied to an

analysis of reasons for such an invasion.

During the last two thirds of the period, the teacher

introduces a unit on China. She suggests that pupils shculd

try to apply what they have learned about foreign policy to

their study of China in order to decide whether or not some

c.;: the same factors are important. She then uses a word

association test. Students are asked to menti-on their first

reactions when the teacher mentions China and the Chinese

people. As students suggest their images of China, the teacher

writes them on the chalkboard. One student calls attention to

an inconsistency among these images. Students suggest that the

inconsistency may arise because they know so little about the

country. They analyze factors which may have led to the



development of these images and they discuss possible effects

of holding such images. During the last few minutes of the
period, pupils work in groups to identify questions which

they wouTd like to investigate as they study the unit on

China.

t3-643 can be used to ittust/Late:
a) pupits' keactions to a discussion oi a contuveksia

issue;
b) the use so4 pupit. neaction 604mvs to give a teache&

some ieedback;
c) the U4Sa oi an .inaginany situation to encomage

pupils to app.ty what they have Zeakned to new data;

d) the use oi an association 4onm so4 thinking az a

meanz oi inttodueing a new unit;

e) the expeotat,ion o6 pupits' attitudes duking the
inatoxy phase oi a unit;

0 an unusuat. way 06 atousing intekest in a pakticuZat

book; and
g) one way so4 having pupi.es hap pean the topics to be

studied in a unit.
SS 643 atzo can be used 6a& an anay4i4 oi the discussion

pattekn and the kinds o6 queztion4 used to eticit di..66ekent

thought pkocesses. It showed p/Lovoke thought about the /Lae

oi the teachek du&ing a diScussion and about othek ways oi

using an association test to identiiy pupit41 attitudez about

a topic to be di.6cuzsed in the unit.

SS 644 (48 minutes): At the beginning of the first period,

the teacher passes out a list of images which a number of

American leaders had indicated they held about the Chinese.

Students read these statements and compare them with the

images which they had indicated the previous day. The class

discusses inconsistencies in the list and possible reasons why

people may hold inconsistent images. During the last part of

the period, pupils work in groups to identify questions which

they wish to study about China. At the end of the period, the

teacher asks a recorder from each group to tell the class

about two or three of the major questions which that group

identified.
At the beginning of the second lesson on the tape, the

teacher passes out a dittoed list of possible activities on

whithrpupils may work during the unit. She gives pupils a

browsing period to enable them to look at books and to choose

the individual or group projects on which they wish to work.

Only selected sequences of this period are included to show

the role of the teacher during the study period.
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SS 644 can be used to ittustkate:
a) the way in which a teachek can use the. A.e.zu,ets o6

an attitude sukvey to akouse intetest in a unit;
b) the use o6 gtoup watk to help ptan the topics tJo be

4tudied in a unit;
c) the note oi the teachek dulLing such a peanning

session;
d) the use oi a bkowsing pelLiod in which pupitz can

too(z. at boaters and decide upon the pkojects they
wiLe do dating a unit.

Those vtewing SS 644 can atso anaZyze the discussion
pattetn, the kinds oi thought eeicited by dt.66etent types

o6 questions, the ctassitoom atmosphelLe and iactokz conttibu-
ting to thiis atmospheke. The tape showed pkove heep6ue in
initiating a discuzzion o6 posstbee ways oi having pupitz
make choice4 oi pkoject4 to woAk on duking a unit and the
use oi vakied activities to pkovide Sot individuaZ di6iekences.

SS 645 (53 minutes): Students begin work on Chinese
geography. The teacher shows them several slides which help

them place China in relationship to other countries. A third
slide provides an overlay map and graph which permits pupils
to compare the area, the population, and the per capita iry-ome
of China and the United States. The teacher asks pupils to
set up hypotheses on the basis of these slides. During the
rest of the period, pupils analyze a map showing only the
river system of China. They work in groups to set up hypo-
theses about as many things as they can on the basis of the

data on this map. After pupils have worked in groups, they
compare their ideas in a general class discussion.

In the second lesson shown on this tape, pupils use
atlases to check their hypotheses. They then revise the
hypotheses to develop accurate statements about the physical

features of China. During the last part of the period, the

teacher uses the chalkboard to sketch an outline map of
China and adds physical features to it as they are suggested
by members of the class. Students hypothesize about the
probable population distribution. Pupils also identify some
of the misconceptions about China which they had held pre-

viously.

SS 645 can be u4ed to ittuztnate:
a) the use oi an inquiky stAategy oi teaching a tesson

in which pupit4 appey pteviousty-Zeatned conceptz
and genekaZizations tn ()Aden to develop hypotheses
about an akea on the baziA oi what they can zee on
one map pattekn;

b) the way in which pupiez can use ateasez to tut
hypothe4e4 about an akea;

c) the uze ,Waisketch map,to indicate pictakiatty
the statementz which students make about an akea; and

d) a way o.6 ustng maps t5o initiate a study o4 the geogIca-

phy o6 an anza.
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The tape can aao be .uzed to ztimweate a dizcuzzion op
a) the kindz o4 queztionz which can be taized in

evatuating chattz az zoutcez o,6 in4oAniati.on;
b) the 'tote o6 the teachek in a tezzoo bazed upon

inquilty by pupia;
c) the degtee to which pupitz ate abZe to appty

pteviouay-teatned conceptz and genekatizatAlonz
in hypothezizing about an atea on the baziz o4
one map pattetn;

d) pozzibte &lam-up tezzonz 4at each o4 the tezzonz
on thiz tape;

e) pozzibte Azazon4 tetutning to 4tudentz' ealaien
mizconception4 az they acquite new data about
an atea;

4) the claszkoom atmozphete and 4actoius conttibuting
to thiz atmoohete; and

g) the ptoz and cow (34 an inquiky Ataategy (34 teaching.
SS 645 can aao be uzed in a cmiticutum ctazz to initiate

an anatyziz c)4 the way in which an inquity zttategy oi teaching
a44ectz the zetection and otganization o4 activitiez within a

unit.

VOLUMES SS 647 - SS 652

The twelfth grade students shown in this series are studying an
experimental course, "Value Conflicts and Policy Decisions." At the

moment they are beginning a unit on "War and Peace."

SS 647 (54 minutes): As the tape starts, the teacher is
asking students to identify the points which should be inclu-
ded in defining the problems of war. He then gives pupils a
pre-test, using a series of ques.Cons which appeared in a
newspaper magazine section the previous year. Students com-

pare their answers with those provrded by the people who
developed the questions. Afterwards, the teacher shifts the
focus of the lesson to an analysis of the damage which can be
done in modern thermo-nuclear wars. Drawing upon what stu-
dents already know, the teacher helps the class understand
different effects arising from thermo-nuclear blasts under-
ground, at ground level, in the air, and at high altitudes.
He then uses a map of their own metropolitan area to illus-

trate the effects of dropping a 50 megaton bomb at the center

uf Minneapolis. Students compare the problem of thermo-nuclear
war with the problem of wars in the past. The lesson ends with

a brief discussion of whether or not the modern world can afford
to carry over past attitudes toward war to an age in which

thermo-nuclear war is possible.
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SS 647 can be used to ittusttate the inttoduction, devel-

opment, and conauston oti a singZe Zesson, and the use oiS a

pte-test to stimutate intetest in a unit. The tape can be

used to ptovoke thought about:
a) the discussion pattetn among teachet and papiLs;

b) whethet ok not a teachet showed 'insist upon kecog-

nition beiote a student speaks;
c) ptincipZes which might be uzed to decide whei: a pupit's

comment zhould be pkobed mme deepty and when to do

zo wowed intek6ete with the (ow o6 the tesson.

d) the types oi questtons asked to ptovoke cettain fzinds

oiS thought;
e) the way in which vatues ate tteated and the extent to

which the teachet petmits hiz own attitude towakd

wak to aiiect his handting o6 the Zesson;

6) the ei6ectiveness oi this tesson in achieving the

objectives indenti6ted 6oit it, and in tnitiating a

unit on wait and peace;
g) the ctazzkoom atmosphete and the 6actolt s conttibuting

to thiz atmosphete; and
h) wheke this tesson might be Aeaced on a continuum

between expozition by the teachek and inquity by

students.

ss 648 (39 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,

the teacher asks pupils to try to define war. Pupjls make many

suggestions and raise questions about other definitions. The

teacher then gives pupils a list of ten definitions and asks

them to choose the one which they think most useful. Again

pupils argue about the definitions. Finally, the teacher asks

each pupil to write out his own definition of war. He uses the

difficulties they encounter in doing so to emphasize the

complexities of war.

SS 648 zhowect 4timulate a diA C1115 4'6° n 04:

a) poissibt.e tea/sons 40/t spendtng so much time on having

put0424 tty to wank out a cteak-de6inition o6 wak;

b) neasons OA having pupits tty to de6tne wak
be6oxe they took at de6tnition6 o6 waA;

c) tea/sons ISot havtng each pupit wtite out his own

deitnition o wax ISotZowtng a. tengthy discussion

o6 the meaning o4 mak;
d) the way in which the teachet uses di66icuttiez

in deitning watt to develop one o6 hiz objectivez;

e) the discussion pattetn in the class and the way

in which the teachet petceives his toZe in the

discussion;
6) the types o6 questions which can be used to etictt

dilS6e4t types o4 thought ptocesses; and

g) the p.g.aceo6 th-bs Ws/son on. a continuum between
exposition by the teachet and inquiky by pupas.



SS 649 (43 minutes) : In the lesson shown on this tape,
the teacher asks pupils to try to describe attitudes of
Americans toward war. He asks pupils to identify attitudes
of people going into the armed forces and then he has them
compare these attitudes with the attitudes expressed in
several poems which he reads aloud. Pupils spend considerable
time arguing about whether or not any cause is worth dying
for. The teacher asks pupils to identify the assumptions
about war of those who agree that it is. The class then
listens to recordings of three different songs which express
attitudes about war. After pupils have identified these
attitudes, the teacher asks them to identify implications of
the fact that people have danced to such songs. At the end

of the period, the teacher gives an assignment in which
pupils are to examine the presentation of war in mass media

as compared to the attitudes expressed in the songs which
they have just heard. In later lessons, pupils consider
inconsistent attitudes toward war in this country, study the
causes of war and later turn to possible solutions for war.

SS 649 4howed pxove heZioSu.e. tn 4timuZating a dii3cu4ston

about:
a) xea4on4 Sox a Jr.eview at the beginning oS a te44on;
b) way4 oS handeing vatues tn a zociat. 4tudie4 cZa44;
c) the u4e oS poetxy and 4ong4 tn a 4octae. 4tudte6

cZa44 and eSSective way4 oS u4tng them;
d) the di4cu44ion pattexn in the ctazz;
e) the extent o ppI2 tntexeist and the cta46noom

atmooheke;
6) the amount oS time which can be ju4tiSted 6ox

diSSexent acttvitte4; and
g) the peace o6 thi4 Ze44on on a continuum between

tnqutxy by puptbs and expozttion by the teachex.

SS 650 (56 minutes): This tape shows parts of two
consecutive lessons. In the first lesson pupils contrast the
effectiveness of different types of media in expressing atti-
tudes toward war. During the last part of the period, pupils
work in buzz groups to discuss attitudes which are needed For

peace and ways of developing them. In the second lesson pupils
look at attiu4des expressed in another poem and in television
programs and newspapers. They then answer questions in_an
attitude test which focuses upon possible ways of preventing
war. Pupils discuss the questions and the contradictory
attitudes represented in the class. Then the teacher asks
them to identify their present views about causes of war and

what they now think might be possible solutions for war.
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SS 650 can be used to st,imuLate a discussion about:

a) uses o mwsLc., caktoons and poetky in a social
studies ctass;

b) possibZe keasons OA using buzz gkoups and way4 .06

oAganizing them;
c) ways o.6 handling vatues in a sociaa2 studies ctass;

d) the discussion pattekn in the ctass and the note
o6 the teachen n the discuss/Lon-

e) types o6 question's whtch can be used t.o eLLct
di.64ekent types oi thought pkocesses;

6) the appxopAiate point at which to give pupil's an
ovelultew oi an entike untt; and

g) the peace o6 the iesson on a continuum between
exposition by the teachek and inquiky by pupits.

SS 651 (52 minutes): At the beginning of the first 1e3son

on this tape, pupils viewed a film, "The Hole," which deals

with accidental nuclear destruction. The film is not included

on the tape. After pupils have talked about possibilities of

such an accident and the implications arising from such possi-

bilities, the teacher gives them a four-point attitude scale.
Pupils' responses are tabulated, and the class discusses
inconsistencies in these attitudes. The teacher uses responses
to one question to introduce Waller's self-fulfilling prophesy.
Pupils discuss, in a heated fashion, the question of whether or
not war is inevitable because of human nature or whether human

nature can be changed.
In the second lesson shown on the tape, the teacher has

pupils read an article which is highly critical of the use of

military toys. Pupils discuss their reactions to the article

and the assumptions of the author. The teacher uses the article
to develop the idea of socialization as a causative factor for

war. He then gives pupils an assignment of a reading_on the
causes of war, Pupils spend the rest of this period and the

next period (not shown on the tape) in working on the assignment.

They then analyzed causes and tried to develop a generalization

about causation. (In later parts of this unit, pupils look at

ways in which men and nations have resolved conflicts in the

past. They analyze our nation's basic foreign policy in regard

to war and they try to identify possible solutions to the problem

of war.)

SS 651 4houtd pnovoke thought about:
a) a discussion pattekn and the ADZe o6 the teachet tn

this discussion;
b) the ctasskoom atmoohelte and 4evet o intekes,t;

c) the kinds o.6 questions whtch can be used to eticit
dekent typez o6 thought pkocesses;

d) ways o6 deveLoping ot"iticat thinking skitls;
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e) the use o4 an attttude sukvey to hetp potnt up
tnconststenctes tn thought;

4) the handting o6 vaZues tn a sociat. studtes acts's;

g) ways oi ketattng a patticutan Zesson to an enttke
un(.t; and

h) posstbte way4 oi iottowing up on some o4 the
comments which pupits make duktng the tezzon.

14 used with the othek tapes tn the sektes ikom SS 647 thtough
SS 652, thi4 tape might be u6ed in a zociat 'studies cukticutum
ceass to anaZyze the Stow o4 activtttes 4kom one tesson. to

anothek.

SS 652 (49 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,

the teacher uses the chalkboard to list the different generali-
zations which pupils have developed regarding the causes of

war. Finally, several students express their frustration
because they feel that no one cause can be identified. The

teacher says that perhaps such a statement represents a gener-

alization about causation. The teacher then uses an analogy

with a school situation to help pupils understand Waller's
"War Fever" thesis which he says might come as close to any to
describing the cause of war. Afterwards, pupils discuss very
briefly whether or not they think the thesis explains all wars.
Finally, the teacher explains the relationship between beliefs
about causation and possible solutions for war. He shows

several cartoons about war and asks pupils to identify the
assumptions and the kinds of solutions which might be possible,

if one accepted these assumptions.

SS 652 can be used to ptovoke thought about:
a) the tmpoktance o4 a Zesson pean which pAovide4

4ox a good inttoduction, cake4ut. deveZopment, and
an acttvtty at the end to tte the thkeads o4 the
tesson togethek;

b) the discusston pattekn and the way in which the
teachek pexcetves his kote tn the di4cu44ton;

c) the pkos and conk o4 ustng the anaZogy which the
teachek uses to expeatn a theaty about Wan.;

d) the use o4 pottticat cattoon4 in a soctat. stadi,es

c-eass;
e) the tkeatment o4 vatues tn a sociat studies ceass;

the extent to which the tesson Lo 4ucce444we tn
achievtng objectives; and

g) the peace o4 this tesson on a continuum between
tnqutky by pup-Us and expozition by the teachet.
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SOCIpOGICAL RESOURCES Fon THE SOCIAL STUDIES (SRSS)

OVERVIEW

Materials prepared by SRSS entitled, In uiries in Sociologx, are

featured in the following twenty-six tapes all showing twelfth grade

sociology classes:

Volume(s)

SS 600-603
605-610

Sub'ect

Inquiries in Sociology

SS 611-618 Inquiries in Sociology
Section III

SS 653-660 Episode: Stimulating
Social Conflict

Location and

Teacher (Type of School)

Mr. Ronald L.
Allen

Mr. Galen R.
Hasler

Mr. Jeremy
Gottstein

St. Louis Park,
Minn. (suburban)

Niles Township
Ill. (suburban)

Minneapolis,
Minn. (urban)

The tapes in the series ranging from SS 600 to SS 610 were made during

the winter of 1968. The materials developed by SRSS were ir their prelim-

inary form and had not been tested previously. The audio quality falls

below present recording levels; yet, the content has been judged useful

as indicated in the descriptions of individual tapes in the series.

A major characteristic of the series is that it moves back and forth

between two classes of varying ability levels, comparing and contrasting

the reaction of each to the same experimental materials. Neither class is

grouped intentionally, but as so often happens, one has a considerable

num;,er of high ability students whereas the other is bi-modal with fewer

students of high ability, few average students and quite a number of low

ability students. Both classes are shown in many of the tapes; however,

Volumes SS 601, 603, 609 and 610 focus on the high-ability classwhereas,

Volumes SS 602 and 605 show the class of generally lower ability.

The second series, Volumes SS 611-618, was made in the spring of 1968.

At this time, the materials being used were still in their experimental

form; however, due to relatively good acoustics in the Niles Township High

School, the audio quality is considerably better than that of the other

two series. Only one class is shown throughout, a class described as

ungrouped,but having a preponderance of students of above-average ability.

Volumes SS 653-660 were recorded in May, 1969, more than a year later

than the first two. They were made at Roosevelt High School which is lo-

cated in a community which was in a period of transition which, in turn,

was causing rather rapid c:116nies in the school population. Viewers must

observe these tapes bearing in mind that they are watching seniors in May,

a challenge to both teacher and materials. The class itself is considered

to be heterogeneous, but somewhat above average.
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Materials used in these classes are available from Allyn and Bacon,

Boston; as prepared by the Sociological Resources for the Social Studies,

a project of the American Sociological Association. It is essential to
have these in hand while viewing the tapes if one is to derive their

full benefit. There are undoubtetlly a number of discrepancies between
the material used by the teacher and the published course,inasmuch as
the materials were new and unrevised at the time the taping was done.

Although the tapes are grouped in series to indicate that they

represent the same unit, school, classes and teacher, the tapes may be

used singly. Unless otherwise designated,any of these tapes are be-
lieved to be useful in familiarizing prospective or in-service teachers

with the nature and design of SRSS materials as well as for general

social studies or curriculum instruction purposes.

All of the tapes in this section have been edited by Dr. Editn West
of the University of Minnesota. She has prepared the 1Iowing supple-

mentary materials to accompany each of the tapes:
1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.
2. Objectives for the lesson.
3. Background information providing a conte for the tape.

4. Suggested uses for the tapes, including Filustrative
discussion questions.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUMES SS 600 - SS 610

This series of tapes shows a twelfth grade class which is studying

an experimental course, "Inquiries in Sociology."

SS 600 (52 minutes): This tape contrasts two different
ways of teaching a lesson. The first part compares the use of

a lecture and of question-answer procedures to do five things:

(1) to review materia1; (2) to introduce a new topic; (3) to
emphasize important points in a reading assignment; (4) to

develop a concept; and (5) to develop the importance of empir-

ical data in sociological research. This patt oi the tape can
aso he used 6ok an anatysis o6 the discussion pattekn and o6

the toZe oi the teachek in devetoping cZasskoom atmospheke.
The second part of the tape shows excerpts from the rest

of the period in both classes. The teacher gives directions
for answering a questionnaire, gives an assignment, and answers
questions which individuals have as they work on the question-

naire. Thi4 pakt can be used to pkovoke discussion o6: the
'Lae oi the teachet when pupits ake wotking by themsetves on
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any type o6 wkitten activity; pkoceduiLe)s 6o/r.. giving dikections

and making assignments; and azuwtoom cont,Lot.

SS 600 i4 o6 pakticuZa& use in p/Le-se&vice education
ctazzez. One segment oti the tape might be used in an in-
se&vice education ptog/Lam wo/Lk4hop to 4ttmu2ate thought
about e6Sective ways oi teaching students the need OA.
empikZcat. data in zoctotogicat Aesea&ch and oA int/Loducing
the questionnaite az a soukce co6 data.

SS 601 (57 minutes): This tape shows a lesson in which
the class considers the expectations which adults hold as to
how adolescents should behave. The teacher uses a question
and answer procedure to emphasize the important ideas from the
reading assignment on the "official" adolescent culture and its
relationship to the American social structure. Halfway through
the period, the teacher tells students to act like adults, that
they are not behaving as well in front of the television cam-
eras as students in another class. This remark sparks pupil
indignation. Students protest his remark and then criticize
the course and the teacher's procedures. The teacher does not
lose his temper but rather permits pupils to discuss the things
bothering them and explains his position. He urges them to
give the experimental course more of a fair trial, but to continue
to express their feelings rather than exhibtting apathy or talk-
ing to others during the class. He, in turn, will try to modify
materials and procedures somewhat to meet their objections.

SS 601 can be used to pAomote a discussion co6 ways co6

hand/Ging vocat, student dissent and olS 6actoks giv,Eng faze to
such dissent. The 4i&st haZi o.6 the tape can be anatyzed in
tetins oi types o.6 questions and the intmaction among students
and the teachek. The ea/Ltien. intmaction can be cant/Lasted with
the intmaction whtch takes ptace du/Ling the. pltotezt pentod.
Students make thought-p4ovoking statements about the pacing o4
the cou&se, tectulLes, discussions and the /Lat,e. o6 the teachet.

SS 601 42 o6 pakticutag.- use 60A. p/Le-seAvice education
ctazsez. Howevex, it might atzo be used pi& in-seavice t/Latn-

ing ak in a wo/Lkshop,,q thelLe is a need to anaZyze discussi.on
patteknz, the pacing o6 matelUats, and cta44400m atmozphelte.
The tape cowed casco be used az a case study 604. a g/Laduate atass

on supe/Lvxz4on.

ss 602 (49 minutes): The lesson focuses upon the norms ex-
pected of adolescents by adults, changes in the social structure
which have brought about changes in these norms, and aspects of
the social structure which support norms. The teacher conducts
a question-answer discussion on a reading assignment, makes an
assignment for the next day, and conducts a supervised study
period.
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SS 602 can be used iot both intenaction anatyses and the

anatysis c1.6 types oi questions. it can at.so be used to 4-tiara-

tate a-discussion oi:
a) the eiiectiveness ,o4 techniques used ion. developing

concepts and genuatizations;
b) the note o.6 the teachen duning a supenvised study

petiod; and
c) £actots a66ecting the ctasstaom atmosphete.

In addition, the tape can be used to pkomate evaluat,Lon o6

centain kinds o.6 techniques and mateAiats ion piLomoting Zeatn-

ing thnough papit (:).6 the punpoises o4 those who

devetoped the expotimmtat couAse. I used in conjunction

with SS 601, this tape shoutd pnovoke a discussion oi the

neasons 6on dii4enences in the vehemence oi pupil dissent to

some o6 the pnoceduLnes, and the extent to w(vich a teachen

modiii.ez a Zesson iimm one class to anothet in tennis oi

di6ienences in ctasses and as a ILeAutt aE the teactions 04

pupits to the te46on duning an etute.tet meniod.

Atthough SS 602 is tecommended especialy iox undet-

gtaduate education e1a/64es, paAts 04 the tape wowed be u5 e6uL

icvr. in-senvice u6e at ion speciat wankshop4 dealing with the

cuttieutum matetials ptoduced by SRSS. The 6inist pant oi the

tape showed ptove uws eiut. in a gaaduate ctass in which stu-

dents ate ttying to use intenaction anaZyse4 at anaZyze types

oi questions. It cowed also be used in a gnaduate class which

4ocuses upon cwvEicutum development and ways oi nemising cunnic-

utum mate/I.-Eats in the tight oiS classAoom tkyout.

ss 603 (49 minutes): This lesson focuses upon adult-child

conflict, reasons for the conflict, and ways of resolving issues.

During the lesson the previous day, the class voiced vehement

objections to the course mater!als and teaching procedures. The

teacher promised to try to modify procedures to make the class

more interesting. This tape shows the use of buzz groups and a

follow-up class discussion designed to promote greater pupil

participation and interest.

SS 603 can be used to stimulate a discussion about:

a) po44t6ee advantages and dizadvantages o6 using buzz

gicoups, techniques 4ot setting up and wanking with

buzz gnoups, and ways so4 making use o6 thein &End-

ings qtet they have compeeted wank;

b) kinds co6 panentat-chitd congicts which have impti-

cations ion teachen-pupit tetatAonzhips; and

c) types '06 topics which atouse intenest among
tweLith gnade students.

The. tape pnovides an intenesting,contnaist both as to ctasstoom

atmosphexe and discussion pattswith the pnevious day's

Zuson which i/s shown on tape SS 601. The tape can abso be

used to anatyze the e64e.c.avene44 o4 an cussignment.
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SS 603 showed pxove paxticutanty eiSective with pte-
senvice cLasses in sociae studies methods, gene/Lae. methods,

ox student teacket seminats. The tape should pkove iketpiut
in in-setvice txaining ptogtams with teachets who have not
used buzz gtoups in the past. The tape can atso be used
with eithet pte-setvice at in-setvice ptognams to ittustAate
ways in which a teaching guide can be modiSied in the Zight
06 events which take peace in a patticutat ctass.

ss 605 (48 minutes): This tape shows the class dis-
cussing a reading assignment which deals with a sociological
study testing an hypothesis about factors affecting student
rebellion. The teacher has the class restate the hypothesis,
explain the meaning of the hypothesis, examine assumptions
of the man who carried out the study, and restate the hypothe-
sis once more, substituting specific for some of the general
statements in the broad hypothesis. Students then figure out
how the class can use data from a questionnaire administered
in its school to retest the hypothesis.

SS 605 can be used to stimutate discussion oi:
a) the kinds oi pxobt.em4 which pupils ate tikety to

&case about:studies testing hypotheses;
b) the impoxtance o4 ttying to ptedict the questions

which pupits &cat iiaLe. bepxe the class begins;
c) eSSective ways oS handeing student ctiticisms 06 a

study being anatyzed by the cZass;
d) the impattance oi teaching pupies how to identi4y

assumptions;
e) possibZe ways oi using the chca.kboaxd to emphasize

impattant points;
0 ways oS handeing pupits who ate appatentey sZeeping

Oh not paying attention in ceass;
g) possibZe ACAZOWS i0A divetging itom a Zesson

pZan; and
h) the extent to which a tesson achieves its stated

objectives.
SS 605 can be used 6ax an undengtaduate ctass in sociaZ

studies methods, ox Sat gtaduate coutses in sociaL studies
education, and 4.n-setvice coutses ox wotkshops Sat sociae
studies teachets. Some o6 the questions which might be
xaised about the tesson with those who have nevet taught
can be omitted with expekienced texchets. The emphasis
with expvtienced teachens might be upon points a thxough
e and g indicated above.
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SS 606 (56 minutes): Students are retesting a socio-
logical hypothesis using questionnaire data collected from a
sample of seniors fin their school. Earlier, students had
read and discussecE tbe origTnal study which tested this
iwothesis. Their. assignment before coming to class was to
read an article describing bow to use self-coded question-
naires to develop indexes which can be used to measure
variables and how to use these data to test hypotheses. The

tape shows the class identifying questions which can be used
to form an index of adolescent rebellion, checking answer
sheets to develop an index of rebellion for each respondent
im the sample, sorting answeT sheets into categories, and

tallying the data. Students then analyze-the data in order
to test the hypothesis. They suggest possible reasons why
there is a much higher rebellion percentage among seniors in
college preparatory classes in their school than in the

original study.
The last part of the tape shows a short sequence in

another class which was studying the same lesson. The teacher
asks students to identify factors which might be used to develop

a better index of rebellion for their own school. The teacher
and class also anaiyze possible causes for divergence of re-
sults from the original study because of the sample used and
the kind of curricular tracks used in their own school. The

teacher describes two original studies which other classes are

now making because of questions which arose as a result of
testing the original hypothesis.

In addition to ittaztnating how pupttz can tezt hypothe6e4
uistng thea own data, SS 606 can be uised to 4timueate di4cuzzion
about wtoductive way4 o4 havtng Atudent4 hand& Auch data in
ctazz, and about diiietencez in the dizcuzzion pattetn az com-
paked to that ittuzttated tn the zame ctaisz in a pnevou's tape
(e.g. SS 600). The tape can atzo be uzed to ptovoke thought
about kind4 o4 ztudiez which ztudentis might make on thea own,
catng data Vtom a questionnaike administeted to 'student's tn

theik own zchoot. The ta4t zequence can be coed to tnitiatc
a dtzcuszton o4 wayz oi having ztudents evatuate zociotogicat
studte4.

SS 607 (61 minutes): At the beginning of the lesson the
teacher asks pupils to develop hypotheses and figure out ways
of measuring the variables so that the hypotheses can be tested.
He then gives them another hypothesis, related to the same
general question, and passes out questionnaires which they and

other classes have taken earlier. He indicates which questions
can be used to develop parental-influence and self-esteem
indexes, and then gives directions as to how to place checks on
answer sheets in order to obtain index scores for each respond-
ent. A pupil calls attention to an error in the directions,
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and the tea:--- examines the questions and realizes that the

directions 9' him in a guide were not accurate. He spends

time reraad the ques-ions and working out new directions

while pupffia sit and wait. He has to do this several times

before the ziass is able to work out an accurate index score.

The ia rt of the tape shows a d!fferent class study-

ing the same lesson. This class has checked the index scores

on the same Friswer sheets. The teacher tallies data provided

by one stuenr after another on a form which he projects with

an overheara Film:lector. A very brief analysis of whether or

not the data --,tipport the hypothesis is followed by an assign-

ment to reatia article which describes the way in which a

sociologist h tested the same hypothesis.

SS 607 ,..1.44,ra be uzed to piLovoke dizelozton 196:

a) uta!, ci helping 4tudent4 Zeatn to deveeop hypothe4e4
6tguiLe out 1,iiay4 oi tezting them;

b) e6cttve pAocedu/Le4 4o/i helping pupt155 woitiz out

iindex 4coir.ez son. ne4pondentA;
c) eiieettve way4 o.6 tateytng que4ttonnatke data;

d) the appxoptiatene44 o4 tallying queztionnatte
data in cea44, .once pupitz have gone thiLough the

roweedune 4oft one hypothe)si)s; and
e) the_.i:mpolltance oi cahzia Ze2s4on peanning pnio&

tD cta44.
SS 607 zhould pkove coque tn pne-4exvice education

c-654.44e4, in tn-4eAvtce education p&ognam4 and woAkishoo, and

tn gkaduate c2a44eA in both cuvacutum deveeopment and 4upek.-

vizton. 14 time tape i4 u4ed o.t tn-4eAvice education.00gAamz
ak wakk4hop4 lan how to cc/se SRSS mate/Limbs, the inisttuctoil, may

wizh to Airco an the viewing time by omitting that pant o4 the

ZeAzon in which the teachet muzt (with out new diAection4.

SS 6oa (60 minutes): Before the actual lesson begins, the

teacher dit-Jsses the test which will be given in a few days.

The lesson ends as the teacher asks students to work out a

research design to test one of the deduced hypotheses. The

tape shows must of one class period. It also includes a short

comparative sequence from another class in' which students raise,

much more strongly, the question of whether or not a deduced
hypothesis must be tested if the propositions from which it is

deduced have already been tested.

SS 608 can be coed to sttmutate a plLoducttve di4cuzzion

about:
a) way4 o6 teaching 4tudent4 to but.ed new hypotheze4;

b) tifikc tmpafaance oi caneimel.ezzon ptanning, including

the development 0,4 concnete exampee4 to exptatn
pcmtz o6 a te,s4son which ane etkety to p&ove dt66icuLt

c) way4 o6 deveeoptng togicaZ thinking; and
d) way4 oi p/Lepantng 4tudent4 .6oit a tezt.
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The tape atso ptovides a usetiut compatizion ai discussion
pattetns and ways o6 making assignments with sevetat. eattiek

tapes made () the same clas4.
L,

ss 609 (31 minutes): The teacher begins the class with

a discussion of reasons why the class cannot test two hypo-

theses which class members deduced from other tested theorems

the day before. Students identify -the items on the question-

naire which can be used to build an index of autonomy in peer

relationships. They then proceed to tally data from question-

naire sheets in order to test the hypothesis that the greater
the autonomy from peers, the less the rebellion against school

authority. Once the tallying is completed, pupils test their

hypothesis against the data. At the end of the hour the teacher

asks students to prepare a written summary of the study which

they have just completed.

SS 609 can be used:
a) to 4how haw students can use questionnaite data

to test an hypothesiz suggested by a cZass membet;
b) to discuss ways 6,4 skeding the wcess o6 tallying

data 6kam questionnaites;
c) to stimutate a discussion o6 qiective ways .q

using a chaekboaxd;
d) to discuss -the Jtaee oi the teachet when membets o6

the class itemain sitent in tesponse to questions;
e) ta discuss ways a6 teachag pupies ta evaZuate a

zociotogicat study; and
t) to anatyze possibte 'masons Aot the assignment

made at the end o6 the class petiod.
SS 609 is useliut. 6alt. both pte-seAvice and im.-senvice educa-

tion. In in-senvice classes, a vexy Ahakt sequence, neat the

beginning, mght be omitted. The entite tape wowed be useliwe
in a g&aduate coutse on supetvision at in gAaduate cout4 e6 on

sociae studies education.

SS 610 (58 minutes): This tape shows a class beginning its

study of social institutions. Since completing the work shown

in previous tapes, students have studied the concept of sociali-

zation. In this lesson the teacher uses a reading assignment

which provides a fictionalized account of a family. He asks

students to list chronological events in the life of different

members of the family. Then he asks the class to decide whether

each event was the result of a personal choice or of an outside

influence over which the individuals had no control. Students

work individually to try to categorize the events not due to

personal choice. Afterwards, the teacher conducts a general

class discussion, in which he lists on the chalkboard those items

and categories which they suggest. The teacher then relates

the categories to institutions, defines institutions, and gives

an assignment.
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SS 610 can be uzed to discuss:
a) some o6 the piLobtem which may atise when pupits

alLe asked to categoi-Lize data, and stimutate
a discussion o4 how zuch piLobtems Ahmed be
handted;

b) how deiinitions o4 impoAtant teAms might be
handted in a class;

c) atteknative ways o6 hanaing a /Leading assign-
ment in oAdex to stimuZate student intekest
and achieve objective4;

d) the e66ectiveness otc assignments; and
e) pubtemis o4 ctaiswtoom conticot.

VOLUMES SS 611 - SS 618

This series of tapes shows a twelfth grade sociology class working

on Section Three of an experimental course, "Inquiries in Sociology."

Section Three focuses upon inequalities in American society. Students

have already studied social stratification and have now turned to the

topic of inequalities arising out of ethnic and minority group status.

SS 611 (56 minutes): Before coming to class, groupc. of

students examined ifferent tables presenting data on in-

equalities. In this tape, the teacher gives students a

list of quotations about equality in this country; this list

is used to evoke reactions to the disparity between the ideals

and the actual conditions in which many members of minority

groups find themselves. The teacher raises questions about

the reasons for such inequalities. He then spends the rest

of the hour having pupils examine in more detail the tables

which compare data on whites and non-whites in this country.

Pupils are asked to interpret the tables and try to explain

some of the data.

SS 611 can be used to oovoke discussion about:

a) the use o4 quotation4 to hap pupits idemti4y a

)0/Lob/Lem;

b) discussion pattekns among pupas and teachet;

c) the cue o4 tallees to deveZop impoAtant socia
science concepts and genmatizations;

d) the meaning oi inquilLy stAategies oi teaching; and

e) the impoxtance o4 vanied pitocedutes within one

tesson.

SS 612 (42 minutes): This tape, which is best viewed in

combination with tapes SS 613 and SS 614, shows the class view-

ing and commenting upon Part One of a film which contrasts the

boyhoods of Hubert Humphrey and James Baldwin. Part One of
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the film shows the section on Humphrey. The film is used to
help students understand the ways in which childhood events
affect a person's self-concept.

Students are given a list of questions to consider as
they view the film. (Permission of Benchmark Films, Inc. has
been obtained to include Part One of the film on this tape.)
After students have viewed it, they discuss their reactions.
The teacher then asks them to make further notes and organize
these notes around the questions which they received at the
beginning of the class.

SS 612 can be uzed to pkomote a dizcuzzton o6:

a) the compakative eilSecttvenezz oi IStt.mz and othe&
media 6cm. accompeizhtng centain kindz 04 pukpozez;

b) way4 o tnt&oducing litZmz and making uze o them
aiStelt they have been zhowylu and

c) the dtenence tn dtzcuzzton pattekn 4hown in th.iz
tape and tn zome othe44 which vtewenz have zeen.

SS 613 (39 minutes): This tape shows the class the follow-
ing day. Before students view the part of the film on Baldwin,

they are given a study guide with questions similar to those
used when viewing the first part of the film on Humphrey.
(Permission has been given by Benchmark Films, Inc., to show
Part Two of the film on the tape,) After seeing the film,
pupils react to it and compare it with the part which they saw

the day before. The teacher gives an assignment and pupils
begin work. The teacher moves around the room as pupils raise
their hands, but he refuses to draw generalizations for pupils

even when asked.

SS 613 can be uzed ISok the zame punpozez az tape SS 612,

az wete. az to ztimutate dizcuzzton o6 the teachee4 AoZe tn
zupeAvized ztudy when a coukze tz deztgned to pkomote tnqutky
by pupttz. The tape tz bezt viewed tn combination with SS 612,
tn ()Axle& to zttmutate dizcuzzton o6 the ebSecttvenezz o bAeak-

tng up a ISZem ove k. tau dayz,when a ISitm tz to compalte ISeeeingz

and evoke a mood. The trpez can be tnteAkupted, at the end
oiS the cZa441Loom iitm tn each .e.e)szon, and vteweks can be azked

to tdentt6y objectivez iox the Luzon and peanz sok ISatow-up
o.6 the &Um. Latet, they can compate theix own peanz with
thoze uzed by the teachen. They can atzo compake the ptanis in
the "Inztxuctoez Guide" with thoze actuatty 6ottowed, az weLe

az theit own objective4 with tho4e o4 the peopZe who devetoped
the expetimentaZ couAze

ss 614 (47 minutes): The class is discussing the two-part
film which they have seen and reacted to only briefly on the

two previous days. The film, My Childhood, contrasts the early
lives of Hubert Humphrey and James Baldwin. It is used to help
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students understand how a member of a racial minority group
reacts to discrimination and how social institutions affect
people in our society differently. Most of the class period
is devoted to a general class discussion of the film. The
end of the tape shows the teacher making a follow-up assignment.

SS 614 4houtd be uzed a6te n. viewens have studied tapes
SS 612 and SS 613. The tape can be used to stimutate thought
about:

a) the tength o4 time whtch discussions can be caknied
on e66ectivay in a twe,e6th gnade ctass;

b) discussion stnategies 6oA p&omottng diSSenent kinds
o6 thought pnocesses;

c) the impontance o6 the woAdtng o6 questions to eticit
di4Sekent cognitive behavi_onz; and

d) ways 04 vanying the pace o4 a discussion on. o4
vanying discussion pnocedukes in ()Azle& to pnovide
vakiety within a ctass petiod.

IS the tape is inteknupted pkian. to the assignment given nean
the end, Lt can be used to pkovoke a discussion oi questions
such az: What kind o4 tesson might be useSut az a 6ottow-up
to t(t .f.'s one, in widen. to emphasize the eSSects o4 discnimination
upon a chitd's 4et4-concept? How can such a tsson be de6i_gned
so as to use an inquiky appn0ach nathg't tkan exposition?
Viewens might then watch the sequence zhowtng the assignment,
4tudy the pninted matetiats used by the students and the te/szon
ptan Son. the next day, and discuss the design o6 the tesson.

Ss 615 (46 minutes): The teacher 's using an inquiry
teaching strategy to help students understand how racial
discrimination can affect a Negro's self-image at a very early
age. Pupils have examined a six-year-old'child's drawings of
both Negro and white boys and girls. They know that the draw-
ings were made by a child in a newly-integrated school, but
they have not been told whether the child is black or white.
The teacher asks them to hypothesize about the child's race on
the basis of the drawings and to indicate their reasons for
their guesses. He then asks them to identify specific differ-
ences among the drawings and to try to figure out how very early
experiences could affect a Negro child's self-image to the
extent indicated by these drawings. Pupils and the teacher draw
upon earlier lessons to help explain the effects of discrimina-
tion upon the self-perception of Negroes.

SS 615 can be coed to stimutate discussion 04:
a) the use o6 an inquin_y stnategy o4 teaching and pupit

iLeactipnis to such a stnategy;
b) the decisions Sacing a teachek using such a 4tnate9y,

about how much he 4h0u2d tett pupitz and how much
he hhoutd insist that pupitZ wonk out Son_ them-
etv es;
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. c) the tmpoAtance oS continuity and sequence in
cokkicutum ptanning;

d) possibt.e Sottow-up tessons to teach puptts make
about the methods oS tnguay used by soctotogists;

e) ways o6 summatiztng what has been tea&ned tn a
ctass session;

6) the dtscussion pattelm among pupits and teacheA;
g) the e66ecttveness (36 the tesson tn achieving goaZs

dentiSied SoA the tezzon; and
h) the possibte e66ects o6 such a tesson tn attitudes

tottakd Aace.
SS 615 ts pent/Laps the best exampee oS the tnguiny teaching

stkategies A.ecommended by SRSS Sok thet& expeiLimentat cou&se,
"Ingot/Lies tn Soctotogy.

SS 616 (61 minutes): This tape shows two consecutive days;

the teacher is using an audio-tape recording entitled "The World

Across the Street." This tape consists of interviews with two

groups of boys of the same age and social class, living in the

same housing project. One group is made up of white boys and

one of Negroes. The boys talk about their own vocational plans

and their school. Each group also reacts to the recording made

by the other group.
Before playing the tape, students try to identify simple

research designs for testing the aSsumption that the differ-

ences in self-perception cf Negroes and whites found in earlier
lessons might be due to social class rather than to treatment
as members of different races. Once pupils have identified a
possible design, the teacher introduces the recording. He

interrupts the tape at the end of each major section and holds

a discussion about it. The next day he plays the rest of the

recording, again interrupting it at various points to ask ques-

tions or emphasize certain points. This video tape includes
much of the discussion,but omits most of the recording itself
in order to show the two consecutive lessons built around the

recording.

SS 616 can be used to tnitLate a discusston o6:
a) wags oS intAoducing and uztng a sound Aecon.ding;

b) the compaAative e66ectiveness o6 sound Aecakdings
az against umitten t&anscAipts o6 itecatdings based

upon tntenviews;
c) whe/Le this Lesson Scats on a continuum between expost-

tion by the teachen_ and student tngutxy;
d) ways o6 hetptng pupits Aetate a cuiftent tesson to

past teakning;
e) the extent to which tweZ6th gAade students tn a

heteitogeneous ctazs can deveLop simpte Aeseakch
dezig:led to test hypotheses, once they have
anatyzed othelyteseakch studies; and

6) possibt.e waye(WModiSytng the t.e.Ason tn classes o6
di66e/Ling abitity t.evets and socio-economic
backgtounds.
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SS 617 (44 minutes): Pupils have already studied social
class, tables presenting data on discrimination against non-

whites, and materials showing how discrimination affects the
self-perceptions of Negroe:-.;. Both students and their parents
have taken the same Social Distance Scale, and a class committee
has been at work tallying the data from their responses. In

this tape the committee chairman presents a summary of the

data and explains the procedure which the committee has used.
The teacher then leads a discussion of the data. Pupils compare

their results with the results from a national sample and
explore reasons for the differences, possible explanations for
similar rankings from national samples in 1927 and 1957, and
the differences in attitudes toward various kinds of social

relationships. Pupils examine the composition of the samples

used and the effects of cultural learning upon attitudes.

SS 617 can be used to:
a) itXusttate one poss-ibte use 0,4 stattsttcct t. data

obtatned iAom admtnisteting scates t.o pupits and
theilt patents;

b) 4t,brutate discuss-i.on o.4 ways o4 deveZopifig 4ki24?.

eva-ella,ang data acquined ixom sampttng studtes;
c) anaZyze aspects cv6 thi.nking engaged by pupits;

and the izind4 oe) question4 which can be used to
sttmuZate cettatis types o4 thought ptocesses;

d) anaZyze a tesson Lvi teAms oi i.nqutty sttategtes
tetiAra_ng;

e) compate avt actuat Zesson Gath the ottgtnat. Zesson
ptaK;

4) anaLyze a discuss,Lon pattetn and the pactng o.6 a
discusston; and

g) evatuate the e44ectiveness o.4 an azzignment.

SS 618 (53 minutes): This tape shows the class discussing
the stereotypes about minority groups. The teacher begins by
summarizing the previous lesson. He then initiates a discussion

on the image of the Negro as seen in the mass media. This

discussion is based upon the assignment which students were to

do before coming to class. Later in the lesson, the teacher

moves on to a discussion of the data collected on a scale
measuring stereotypes about Negroes and Jews in this country.
The class ccmpares the data from their own class, data collected
from their parents, and the data from a national sample. The

discussion focuses upon the prevalence of certain stereotypes,
reasons for differences in the extent to which they are held by

pupils and by the national sample, and ways in which these

stereotypes have developed. Some attention is also given to
the effects of these stereotypes upon discrimination against

minority group members.
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SS 618 can be used to pltomote anatysis 04:

a) the vaeue o4 a summa/ty o4 a p/Leceding eesson az
a means o6 intkoducing a tesson and possibte
ways o.6 pnoviding such a summaity;

b) the e44ectiveness o4 using cwt./Lent matekiats in
newspapeAs and magazines az data 4ox devetoping
genutaZizations in zoctotogy;

c) the e44ectiveness o.4 using questionnaike data
obtained Otom pupits and theix pakents to
deveeop 4ocioZogica2 idea4;

d) the e44ectiveness o.6 &towing upon pupitz' expoL-
tences to deveeop zoctotogicai ideaz and intekest;

e) the e44ectivo_ness oi /Leading atoud exce&pts Otom
&esea&ch 6inding4 duxing the couAse o6 a discussion,
in oxdex to emphasis a paAticueak point;

atteknative ways o.6 using such nesealLch 4indings;
g) di44enences in discussion pattekns and thei/L e44ect4

upon pupit. invotvement and intekest;
h) the pacing o.4 a discussion and the impoxtance o.6

va/Liety within a Zezzon; and
t) the continuum between exposition and inquiky

teaching stAategies.

VOLUMES SS 653 - ss 660

The tenth grade pupils shown in this series are studying a ten-day

episode on "Simulating Social Conflict," developed by SRSS. The episode

uses three rounds or versions of two different simulation games, both

simulating conflict situations. The first game is called "Parents'

Dilemma" and simulates a conflict situation, in which two parents with

an only child feel possessive about the child. Pupils are not told

what the game simulates, before they play the first round; before playing

the second round they are told only that the partners represent parents;
and, before the third round, that the conflict situation involves a child.

A second game, "Resources and Arms," simulates conflicts between nations

and involves a dilemma over whether to put more of a nation's resources
into arms or into peaceful production.

SS 653 (54 minutes): The two lessons on this tape are
the beginning lessons in the first episode. Pupils play two
versions of "Parents' Dilemma." Afterwards, they try to
decide what the game has simulated and analyze the models

used in the simulation game.

SS 653 showed pkovoke thoug(vt about:
a) the pukpose o4 simutation games;
b) the di.44e/tence between simuZation games which do not,

tete pupits what a game is sioutating untie_ a4teIL

they have peayed it, as compaxed to zimutation
games in which pupils know what they axe siou-
eating whenthey begin the game;
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c) pozztbte advantagez and dizadvantagez oi an
tnquirLy ztAategy o6 teaching;

d) the note oi the teacher/. who is uztng an tnquiny
ztAategy; and

e) wayz o6 uztng SRSS epizodez tn dt66eAent atazzez.

ss 654 (53.minutes): In the lesson just prior to the one
shown on this tape, pupils played the second version of the
simulation game, "Parents' Dilemma." They were to try to
answer questions about their strategies, what happened in the

game, and what they think the game simulates, before coming
to class for the lesson shown on this tape. They were also
to read a brief article on models and the criteria for good
models. They then discuss what the simulation game may be

simulating. Finally, they noticed changes in their behavior

from the first to the second version of the game and discuss
possible reasons for these changes.

SS 654 can be used to pnovoke thought about:
a) wayz o6 teaching pupitz about the uze oi modets

tn the zociat zctencez;
b) ptinciptez which might be uzed tn deciding when pupitz

zhoutd know and when they showed not know what a
patticutan game is simutattng, beione they ptay it;

c) Aeazonz 6ot azktng pup-Ws to guezz what a game waz
ztmutating, /Lathe& than tet(ing them thiz az soon
az they have compteted the game;

d) the pAepaAation needed beiorte uztng a ztmutatZon game
tn ctass; and

e) the impoAtance o6 a 6o1J..ow-up dizeuzzion a(tek ptaytng
a 4.i.mu2ation game.

SS 654 can atso be uzed 6oA. intetaction anaZyziz and an anaZyztz
oi the hindz oi queztionz which the teachet uzez.

ss 655 (37 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape, the

pupils review the use of models in the social sciences and then
play the third version of the game, "Parents' Dilemma."

SS 655 can be uzed to pnovoke thought about:
a) Aeazonz ion teacking pupitz about the uze oi modea

in the sociat zcienc and wayz oi teaching them
how modets ake uzed;

b) neasons ion keeping pupitz tn the dakk about the zitua-
tton ztmutated tome kindz oi sinutation games;

c) the degnee oi tntetest whi_ch pupitz have the simuta-

tton game;
d) neasons 6a1i. azktng pupttz to answen questions about

the game be6ate they come to ctazz to dizcuzz tt;

e) the dtiitcutty tevet oi the azztgnment given at the
end oi the tezzon-

6) the dizcuzzion patteAn ix_ the ctazz; and
g) the pZace o6 the Lesson on a continuum between

expozition by the teachert and inquZty by pupitz.
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SS 656 (46 minutes) : In the lesson on this tape, students
try to decide what the third version of "Parents' Dilemma" was
simulating. They also suggest non-family situations to which
the model in the game might be applied. Pupils then analyze
the way in which their behavior changed from the second version
to the third version of the game, and they try to account for
the changes. Finally they discuss "The Potato Story," which
they read before coming to class, and try to decide how well
the model of the third game can be applied to the situation
described in that story.

SS 656 can be used to pxovoke thought about:
a) xeasons 4ox dt44exent acttvtties tn the teszon;
b) xeazonz why puptts axe asked to txy to 4tguxe out

what the game was stmutattng Aathet than being

totd the situation zimueated;
c) the extent to which puptts axe abte to suggest xeat

ti6e s-ituat,i_ons which the game might be stmuta(tng;
d) the extent to which pupttz axe abte to tdentt4y

changes which took ptace in theit behaviot, between
two vexstons o4 the game, and the extent to which
they ate abte to exptain these changes;

e) the extent to which pupttz axe abee to appty the
modet tn the thind vets-Lon o4 the game to the
zituatton descxtbed tn the 4-tax!' which they have
'Lead;

4) whethex thtz Zezzon. showed be Ottowed by anothet
day oi dtscuzzton, beiate tuitning to the next
simweation game tn the eptsode;

g) the kinds o4 pxepaxatton which a teachex must ma.ke
be4ate eithex ptaytng a stmutation game tn ctasz
Oh conducttng a dbscuzzion Oteowing the game;

h) the tntekactton between the teachet and students and
among students; and

t) aspects oi the ztmutatton game which may be a44ecting
the dtzcuzzton pattetn.

SS 656 tz best used a4tet vtewexs have seen tape SS 655 tn
which pupttz axe shown ptaytng that vexzton o4 the stmutatton
game discussed in thts teszon.

Ss 657 (57 minutes) : In the first lesson on this tape,
pupils make further comparisons between the models used in the
three versions of the simulation game and "The Potato Story."
They also discuss applications of the models to real life situa-

tions. In the second lesson, they play the first version of
the game on "Resources and Arms."

SS 657 showed ptovoke thought about:
a) the uses 04 simutatton games;
b) the tmpalLtance o4 4ottow-up questtons, az wett az a

iottow-up.dtscuzzton, aitex ptaytng zimutatton games
tn a ctaa);
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c) the kinds o6 ptepa&atton which a teache& must make
Sot ustng stmuZatton games;

d) the tmpo&tance o4 giming (2.ake6we diteettoms beiote
ptaytng a stmutatton game;

e) the dtscusston pattexn tn this class and the way
which the teache& penceives his tote tn the

dtscusstonj
6) the styte. o6 queistiontng used by the teache& and the

types o4 questions used to stimutate dt66e&ent
kinds oS thought; and

g) whete these tessons might be ptaced on a conttnuum
between expositton by the teache& and tnqutn.y by
pupits.

SS 658 (42 minutes): In the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils play the last two versions of the game, "Resources and
Arms."

Atthough SS 658 can be used by ttseZ6, tt woutd be wise&
to use tt With othet tapes tn the eptsode pa&ttcutalay votume
SS 657 which shows the 6t&4t ve&ston o6 the game on "Resou&ces
and Alum," and SS 659 which shows the Sottow-up dtscussion
Sot the vetzions phoLyed on thts tape. The tape can be used
ft) ptovoke thought about:

a) ways tn which the eptsode tn the simutation game on
"Resou&ces and A/Me can be used tn di66e&ent
soctat stadtes classes;

b) the kinds oS ptepatation which the teache& must
make tn ustng stmulatton gamies;

c) the. tmpo&tance o6 tntttat. tnis.ticuctions be6o/Le ptaying
a stmutatton game;

d) the &eacttons o6 pupils to stmutatton games; and
e) the impottance o4 Sottow-up p&ocedurces so& a

stmutation game.

SS 659 (50 minutes): in the lesson shown on this tape,
pupils discuss the three versions of the game,""Resources and
Arms," and generalize about what they have learned.

SS 659 can be used to p&ovo(?e thought about:
a) the vatue o6 stmulatton games;
b) the e66ecttveness o6 thts pakttcula& stmulation game

in achieving the objectives tdenttited Sot the
episode;

c) the tmpo&tance o6 a Sottow-up discusston a6te& ptay-
tng a stmutatton game;

d) the dtscusston patte&n tn the class, and the way tn
which the teache& petcetves ht.'s &cite tn the
dZscuszion;
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e) the pace at which a teachek showed ask questtons
and make comment4;

4) the kinds o4 questions which can be asked to
4ttmatate di(4exent kind4 o6 th.Lnking; and

g) ways o4 handetng vaeue questtons tn a class.

SS 660 (49 minutes): In the lesson on this tape, pupils
summarize what they have learned from the entire episode, which
included three versions each of the two different simulation

games, "Parents' Dilemma" and "Resources and Arms." They look
at the conflict situations in terms of a continuum between
conrict and cooperation, and relate the game on "Resources and
Arms" to the international situation.

SS 660 can be used to pkovo(ze thought about:
a) the tength o4 ttme which showed be spent on a

discusston duktng one eesson;
b) the amount o4 ttme which showed be Apent on discusstng

a AimuLat.thn game, ak a sektes o4 stmweatton games
tn a numbek o4 Zezzonis;

c) the extent o4 tntekest which puptEs have tn dt44ekent
pakts o4 the eesson;

d) whethex OA not both simweation gamleis axe needed tn
this eptsode and the extent to which each seems
to contkibute to objectives 4ox the episode;

e) pkinciptes which might be 4ottowed in deciding
when to pkobe cektatn comments tn make detate;

4) wa(s o4 evatuattng what pup-Us have Zeakned 4kom
stmutatton games;

g) ways o4 handeing contkovekstaZ issues tn a zaciat
studies class;

h) the discuAston pattekn tn the ctass and the. ko-te

o4 the teachek tn the dtscusston; and
t) questtontng techniques.

ThtA tape 4houLd pkovc heepiwe t4 tt ts used a4tek viewex4 have
seen sevekae o4 the eaketek tapes tn the eptsode.



TOPICAL TAPES

OVERVIEW

This section describes the attempts of various individuals to de-

velop topical tapes by combining short segments from other tapes in the

collection. The dem-1nd for this kind of material is well-known; however,

it is very difficult to extract material in such a way as to have it be

meaningful out of context, to avoid leading the viewer into superficial

and erroneous appraisals, and to avoid narrowing the use of the content

to a single purpose.

Fifteen such tapes are available:

Volume Subject Grade(s)

Teaching Map Skills all levels

Evaluating Sources of junior high

Information

Evaluating Sources of senior high

InformPtion

SS 803 Recognizing Limitations all levels

of Data

SS 804 Examining Assumptions junior and
senior high

SS 800

SS 801

SS 802

SS 805 Logical Reasoning

SS 806 Value Judgments

SS 807 Buzz Groups

SS 808 Questioning and
Discussion Techniques

SS 809 Evaluation

SS 810

senior high

senior high

junior and
senior high

junior and
senior high

junior and
senior high

Inquiry Strategies elementary

SS 811 Inquiry Strategies junior and

18
_ienior high
.;

173

Volumes Used

SS 014, 020, 024, 619,
625, 626 and 627

SS 204, 205, 208 and
209

SS 635, 636 and 637

SS 002, 204, 205, 208,
209 and 617

SS 207, 605, 636, 638,
644, 651 and 652

SS 608 and 629

SS 627 and 636

SS 204, 212,
620, 621,
and 661

213,
635,

603,
644

SS 214, 601,
and 649

625, 648

SS 214 and 639

SS 002, 014, 018, 019,
020, 024 and 025

SS 2014, 205, 623 625,

631 and 663



Volume Subject

SS 812 Simulations and
Inquiry Techniques

SS 813 Discussion

SS 814 Use of cartoons,
recordings, oral reports
and the overhead

Grade(s)

junior high

junior and
senior high

junior and
senior high

Volumes Used

SS 219, 220
221 and 622

SS 603 and 641

SS 213, 616
and 641

Volumes SS 800 through 811 were edited by Dr. Edith West of the

University of Minnesota. She has prepared a video guide showing the

appearance of various segments on the tape and some background notes

to accompany each tape.

Volume SS 812 was edited by the staff of the High School Geography

Project for use in their workshops. They have prepared the following

materials for distribution with the tape:

1. Synopsis of each part of the tape.

2. Class assignments for each part of the tape.

3. Questions for discussion on the tape.

4. Suggestions pertaining to general use of the tape;
background information on the class, the teacher, and

the context of the lesson; suggestions on preparation

for using the tape; and specific suggestions for using

the tape in class.
5. Descriptions of materials used by students in the lesson.

The last two tapes, Volumes SS 813 and 814, were edited by Dr. Michael

Rockler formerly of Carleton College, now at the University of Nebraska

at Omaha. He has prepared a video guide and some suggestions pertaining

to the use of the tapes which are provided with the tapes themselves.

DESCR I PT IONS OF I ND IV I DUALTAPES

VOLUME SS 800 (56 minutes)

This volume shows a series of sequences in which pupils are using

maps. In the first sequence, kindergarten children pour a little water

on the mountains shown on a plastic relief map of the United States to

find out where the water goes. The second sequence shows a fourth grade

class which is studying a unit on India. Pupils examine maps of summer

and winter monsoons and rainfall distribution and try to figure out why

certain areas receive more rainfall than the others. The next sequence

on the tape shows fifth grade pupils who are studying a unit on New York

City. Earlier in the lesson, they-tiqided that there could be very few



one-family homes on Manhattan Island. They check their guess against a
map showing the distribution of one-family homes. The next sequence is
from a ninth grade geography class. Pupils read brief descriptions of
different types of industries and then examine a series of maps, each of
which shows a pattern for a different industry which is not identified
on the map. Pupils try to decide which map fits which description. The
next sequence shows an eleventh grade class comparing different map
patterns of the world to identify things which are associated with each
other in the same areas. The final part of the tape shows an eleventh
grade class which is beginning its study of the geography of China.
Pupils hypothesize about landforms and climate from a map showing only
the distribution of rivers.

The last sequence on this tape is not included among the regular
tapes; it was recorded in the spring of 1966 at University of Minnesota
High School, James R. Olson, teacher.

VOLUME SS 801 (35 minutes)

This tape shows junior high school teachers trying to help pupils
learn how to evaluate sources of information. The first sequences are
taken from two consecutive lessonsjn a seventh grade unit on "Intergroup
Relations." Pupils have been reading fiction and biographies about
minority group members who have faced serious problems of discrimination.
In an earlier lesson,the pupils identified types of discrimination which
these people faced. In the sequences shown on this tape, the teacher
turns to the advantages and disadvantages of fiction and biography as
sources of information.

Part Two of th.,;, tape shows an eighth grade government class. Pupils

are working on a unit of The Executive Process. They have been examining
Truman's decision to drop the atom bomb at Hiroshima. In the lesson just
prior to the one shown on this tape, the teacher gave pupils an exercise
consisting of a number of differing accounts by both newspaper reporters
and people involved in helping to make the decision. Pupils were asked to
pick out points upon which the accounts agreed and upon which they disagreed.
They discuss this exercise in the sequence shown on this tape.

VOLUME SS 802 (48 minutes)

This tape shows a series of sequences from 1 tenth grade class in
United States history. In each sequence, the teacher is focusing upon
developing skill in evaluating sources in terms of the bias and competency
of authors. All of the sequences are from the same class and from the
same unit on the "Civil War and Reconstruction." Pupils analyze both a
secondary account and primary accounts of slavery.



VOLUME SS 803 (50 minutes)

This tape shows sequences from both elementary and secondary school

classes. In each of the ,sequences, pupils are considering the incom-

pleteness or the limitations of certain kinds of data. In several of

the sequences, the focus is upon sampling procedures and interpretations

of sampling studies.

The first sequence on the tape shows a group of first grade children

who are studying a unit on "The Japanese Family." The previous day they

made a list of guesses about the needs of Japanese families and ways in

which the Japanese live. In the sequence on this tape, children check

their guesses by examining pictures. The teacher raises questions about

what they would know about Japan if they saw only certain pictures.

The next sequences are from a seventh grade class which has been

reading biographies and books of fiction about members of minority

groups who faced discrimination. The teacher has asked about the advan-

tages and disadvantages of such books as sources of information about

race relationships. The second sequence from this class is from the

next lesson in which pupils suggest that they might check upon the

accuracy of the facts and interpretations in their books by making a

questionnaire study. Pupils talk about how they could make such a

study and then read an introduction to a sampling study which explains

the sample used.

The next sequence shows a twelfth grade class which is studying

sociology. Pupils have been analyzing the results of a sociological

study,and one pupil has raised a question about whether or no-. the

sociologist would have obtained similar findings if he had studied a

different group of people. The tape also includes a sequence from

another twelfth grade class which has obtained data from class members

and their parents on a social distance scale. The sequences show class

members comparing their results with results on a national sample and

analyzing reasons for the differences.

The final sequence on the tape shows a group of eighth grade pupils

in a class on government. They are discussing an exercise on the

decision to drop the bomb at Hiroshima. This exercise includes a

number of accounts of the decision,both by newspaper writers and by

those who had something to do with making this decision. In the se-

quence on this tape, pupils identify facts which those on each side of

the issue omit from their arguments.

One sequence on this tape is included from a tape which is not used

in any of the other volumes included in this catalog; it was recorded in

St. Louis Park High School, Ronald L. Allen, teacher.



VOLUME SS 804 (54 minutes)

This tape shows sequences from a number of classes which are

dealing with assumptions and inconsistencies. Several of the

sequences are from a tenth grade class in United States history, which

at the moment, is studying a unit on the "Civil War and Reconstruction."

In one sequence, pupils identify the attitudes of white people toware

slaves by examining advertisements for runaway slaves. In another

sequence, pupils examine the value conflict facing southerners, and in

a third sequence,pupils identify assumptions of white people which kept

them from understanding h,lw slaves were using Negro spirituals to pro-

mote escape via the underground railroad.

Two sequences on the tape are from a twelfth grade class which is

studying a unit on "War and Peace." In one, pupils examine political

cartoons, identify the assumptions expressed in the cartoons, and

examine the relationship of these assumptions to possible solutions

for war. In the other, pupils take a brief attitude test and then

examine the inconsistencies in their attitudes.

The tape also includes sequences from two twelfth grade classes

which are studying en experimental sociology course. In both, teachers

are examining the assumptions of the author of a sociological study and

are challenging the usefolness of the indicators used to test the

hypotheses in the studies.

A sequence from an eleventh grade area studies class shows pupils

examining statements from a study of the image of China held by a

sample of American leaders. Pupils identify contradictory images.

The final sequence on the tape shows an eighth grade class which is

looking at pictures in a textbook on the unwritten constitution. Although

the teacher had not planned to work on the skill of identifying inconsis-

tencies, he finds an opportunity to do so during a discussion of constitu-

tions and the unwritten constitution in the United States.

One sequence is from a tape which had not been used in other volumes

in this catalog; it was recorded at St. Louis Park High School, Ronald

L. Allen, teacher.

VOLUME SS 805 (48 minutes)

This volume shows sequences from two different classes in which the

teacher had the opportunity to help pupils learn more about logical rea-

soning. The first sequence is from a twelfth grade sociology class in

which students are learning how to build new hypotheses from previously-

established propositions. Pupils argue about whether or not dependent

variables will be relatedlbecause both are caused by ,he same independent

variable.
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The second sequence is from an eleventh grade class in geography.

Pupils have been discussing the relationship between manufacturing and

population. Somebody has suggested that manufacturing would be found

in areas of heavy population. He argues that agriculture is related

to skilled workers; that skilled workers are related to manufacturing;
and, therefore, agriculture is related to manufacturing. In this

sequence, the teacher does not have pupils examine the logic of the

argument, although in another lesson pupils check the relatik,lship

between agricultural production and manufacturing by looking at maps.

However, the sequence can be used to stimulate a discussion about

how the teacher might have helped pupils analyze the argument.

VOLUME SS 806 (26 minutes)

This volume includes sequences from tiqo different classes. In both,

the problem of value judgments arises and the teacher asks students to

define terms operationally, without using :that terminology.

The first sequence is from a tenth grade class in United States

history. Pupils are studying conditions of slavery. One of the ques-

tions which they are considering is whether or not slaves were treated

badly. The teacher asks pupils to identify the factors which should be

consideeed in trying to define "bad" treatment. This sequence can be

used to provoke thought about the problems of defining other terms which

pupils use, such as "poor" shelter, working "too hard" and so on.

The second sequence on the tape is from an eleventh grade class

which is studying geography. The tedcher has asked students to use two

maps to identify areas of the world in which hunger is associated with

a rapidly growing population. Pupils are having a hard time because
they are interpreting the term "rapidly growing" differently. Pupils

finally define the term by- looking at the rate of growth for the world

population as a whole,and then selecting a growth rate as a cutoff

point between average growth and rapid growth. Later, during the same

lesson, the teacher asks pupils to identify other factors related to'

hunger. One pupil suggests that living conditions aren't as good. The

taacher asks what he means by that, and pupils start making a number of

other value iudgments. The teacher uses this lesson to help pupils see
the difference between val.le judgments and objective criteria and,

finally, to gf-t pupils to ideniify specific things which might be used

in making judliments about differences in living conditions.

The tape 6houtd pkovoke conzidetabZe di.seu.66ion about wayis in

which viewenz woad have handted the comment4 by pupi24 and othek

wayz in which they might have hetped pupitz dqine texwo opekationatty.
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VOLUME SS 807 (61 minutes)

This tape shows sc:quences from a number of junior and senior high

school classes in which the teacher is using buzz groups. These groups

are used for different purposes. Some groups are discussing questions

which will be discussed later by the entire class. In one, pupils

'review what they have learned in a previous lesson as a preliminary

to a class discussion. In another, class pupils are identifying questions

which they wish to study in the unit.

The pupils in one class listen to DNO teachers present the arguments

of two opposing lawyers in a legal case,and then assume the roles of

judges and try to reach a decision in the case. In another class, pupils

identify sources of information which might be used to check on the

accuracy of books which they have been reading. In still another, pupils

in each group make a flow chart of goods moving in and out of a factory

which they select.

Finally, the teacher in one class asks groups to study an archeo-

logical site map and draw inferences from it. The teachers use different

ways of dividing the class into groups. Teachers also differ in the

ways in which they give directions for what groups are to do. The groups

vary in size from only two pupils to fairly large groups. These sequences

also illustrate different ways of ,..-zking use of the work of buzz groups,

including reports by recorders, pr..-(.!ntation of a chart, and discussion

of certain questions,.

VOLUME SS 808 (54 minutes)

This volume shows sequences from five different classes in which

the teachers are using some form of recitation or discussion. The

sequences provide contrasts, not only among different teachers and
classes, but also from one part of a lesson to another, or from one

lesson to another within the same class. Teachers differ in the kinds

of questions which they ask, in the way in which they encourage pupils

to speak, and in the extent to which they make comments. Some generalize

for pupiis, while others present provocative statements to stimulate

thought and discussion. The sequences on the tape are lengthy enough

to provide some cont.1.-xt for analysis Moreover, each sequence is intro-

duced by a brief announcement which provides a settin9 for the sequence.

Two of the sequences are from lessons which have not been included

on other tapes in this catalog, they were recorded at St. Louis Park

High School, Ronald L. Allen, teacher and at Nile.s Township High School,

Galen R. Hosler, teacher.
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VOLUME SS 809 (38 minutes)

This tape shows parts of four different classes in which teachers

are using some kind of evaluation device. In the first sequence, the

teacher has pupils correct papers of other members of the same class.

Students then argue about the answers to some of the questions. The

zequence shoutd ptovoke thought about the pkoi and conis oi having

pupitz cokkect papeA4 o4 othek membek4 o6 theik own clazz.

The second sequence also shows pupils raising questions about the

answers to a test which they took several days ago. The two teachers

differ considerEJly in their style of handling questions.

The last two sequences on the tape show very different types of

evaluation. The first of these is from a tenth grade United States

history class which has been studying slavery. The teacher presents

data on the conditions of factory workers in the same period. Pupils

are to work in couples,and to compare the life of the slaves and the

life of the factory workers. Each couple is to write a paragraph or two

explaining why they would have preferred to be either slaves or factory

,workers.

The last sequence on the tape is in an eighth grade class on

government. Pupils have been studying a unit on "The Executive Process."

They have used a number of case studies which have provided data to help

them generalize about factors affecting decision making. At the end of

the unit, the teacher gives pupils a worksheet which lists a series of

concepts. Pupils are asked to develop generalizations relating some of

the concepts on this sheet.

The sequences from the first two classes on this tape do not appear

in any other volumes listed in this catalog. They were recorded at

St. Louis Park High School, Ronald L. Allen, teacher.

VOLUME SS 810 (59 minutes)

This volume shows a series of sequences illustratino inquiry strategies

of teaching at the elementary school level. In the first sequence, k;nder-

garten children pour water on the mountains on a plastic relief map to

find out what happens to the water.

In the second sequence, first grade children hypothesize about the

Japanese people and then test their hypotheses against pictures.

The next sequence shows third grade children who are studying a

unit on the Manus. They examine slides of Manus homes and then hypothe-

size about materials which might be used in building these homes.

The next sequence is of a fourth grade class which is studying -,. u,

on India. As they examIle a 6infa1l mar) of India, they try to

possible reasons ror the rainfall distribution pattern.
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The last sequence is from a fifth grade class which is studying a

geographic case study of New York City. Pupils have studied New York

in different eras. In this sequence, they hypothesize about changes

which have probably taken place since the mid-nineteenth century,.the

era which they looked at last. They then examine a series of pictures

of New York to try to deade whether they were correct or not. The

last part of the tape shows this same group of fifth grade children
hypothesizing about problems which may face New York City-

TU.s tape 4houtd p&ove use6ut in pAovoking thought abou.i. inquay

stkategies .06 teaching, and wheke each o6 the Zessons 4hown might bat

on a continuum betmeen exposition by the teache& and inquay by pupits.
The tape can at/so be uzed to 4timutate a discussion oi questioning

pkocedukes within an inquiky 4tkategy, about kinds o6 matekiaa o4
instxuction which can be used both in stimutating hypotheses and in
testing hypotheses, and othe& won4.6 which might be substituted
the watd "pkove" when taking about hypotheses.

VOLUME SS 811 (53 minutes)

This volume includes a number of sequences from junior and senior
high school classes in which teachers are using inquiry strategies of

teaching. The sequences have been selected to show differences in
teaching style, differences in types of things inquired about, differ-

ences in types of materials or experiences used to stimulate inquiry,
and differences in the placement of the lessons on a continuum between

inquiry by pupils and exposition by the teacher.

In one sequence, pupils have studied two maps--one of hunger and

one of populatiop density to identify places in the world in which a

dense population is associated with hunger. The teacher then asks them

to hypothesize about other things which might be found in association
with high population density and a poor diet.

In another sequence, this same class is generalizing on the basis

of its experiences in playing a simulation Game of Farming.

Anothcr sequence shows a culminating activity after pupils have

assumed roles of various members of a company's management team,and

decided !n which of 25 cities to locate a new metal fabricating plant.

The "President" reports her company's decision. Later pupils generalize

about what they have learned from this role-pl.ying experience.

A sequence from a twelfth grade class shows pupils studying an
anthropology unit and speculating about models of two stones, which the

teacher passes around the class. They begin by trying to decide what

these stones were. After having identified them as tools, they try to

decide which one was the older.
AL
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The final sequences are taken from a seventh grade sociology

class. Pupils identify some of the limitations of biographies and

books of fiction which they have read about minority group problems,

and they suggest other sources of information which might be used to

gather information to check on the accuracy of the book which they

have been reading.

VOLUME SS 812 (60 minutes)

ThIc, tape is divided into four parts which illustrate educational

simulations and inquiry techniques in the classroom. The cicssroom

activities shown are from the High School Geography Project's course,

Geography in an Urban Age.

The entite tape is intended Lot use with the teachelt. education

matekiats deveaped by the High Schoot Geogkaphy Ptoject. The thtee

kits ate: psin4 Simuation ta Invotve Students, (...11LnaMe4ia. ta

StimuLate Inacw,l, and U.ixtalEa.e.ua2L,on Impuve Tn4ttuction.

The tape showed aeso p/Love use4ut in undelcgitaduate eau/1.6e5 in

4ociaZ studies ak geogAaphy methods, in gtaduate cout4e4 deaZing with

insttuctionaZ ptocedutes oft cmxieutum development, and in in-setvice

pugxams and ilopthishops 6ox socLat studie4 teachets.

A brief description of each part of the tape follows:

Part I and Part II of the tape are excerpts from the role-playing

simulation, "Location of the Metfab Company," contained in the

Manufacturing and Agriculture unit of the HSGP course. The sequences

show two different teachers using the activity in their classes. The4e

two pants oi the tape wowed be useiut. in ittu4ttating the way a 'Late-

pZaying simulation is zet up and calmied out in the ctassAoom. The

segment4 atso demonsttate the va/Eiations in the management o the

simutation by the two teachets.

Part III shows sequences from the "Portsville" activity from the

Geography of Cities unit. In this simulation students build a hypothe-

tical U.S. city as they think it would have developed in the 1850's.

Cons;ruction of the city is carried out on a Modulex board using tiny

color-coded guiding pieces to represent different land uses. An histor-

ical reading and photographs about the city help students reconstruct

the time perio-3.

Patt III o6 the tape could be used atong with Patt I and Patt II

to compalLe and conttast the di6ietent ways that 4imutat,con activities

ate consttucted and empZoyed. The "Pontsviae" activity demonstucte4
the use o tactiZe matetiats in the classtoom.
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Part IV shows segments of the "New Orleans" activity from the
Geo_graphy of Cities unit. In this activity, students work with a wide
range of media to form hypotheses about the physical and socio-economic
characteristics of three neighborhoods from information derived from
topographic maps, aerial photographs, and slides. The students then
verify their hypotheses about the neighborhoods by examining census
tract data.

Pant IV a4 the tape wou,ed aid a di4cussion ,o4 the advantage4 and
di4advantages ,o4 ustng va/Lied media in the ctass&oom. The -sequence
atso point's out the itot.a a4 a teachek and studentz tn an inquiky Zazon.

VOLUME SS 813 (45 minutes)

This tape contains fo,: sequences, each taken from a different class,
which focus upon the use of discussion as a teaching-learning activity.

In Part I, twelfth grade students are studying materials prepared by
the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project; the teacher has been talking
about peasant life in China. Part II shows another twelfth grade class
and tearher; they have been participating in buzz groups discussing
adolescent conflict in connection with materials prepared by the Socio-
logical Resoures for the Social Studies Project. They are now ready
to discuss their findings as a class.

Part III shows a discussion by a group of eleventh grade students
who have been studying U. S. foreign policy as related to a unit
prepared by Minnesota Project Social Studies. In Part IV, ninth grade
students try to match descriptive paragraphs to maps which show distri-
butions of industry; materials being used were prepared oy the High
School Geography Project.

SS 813 can be used to compate and contkast a valziety of\ appAoaches
to dizeussion activity.

VOLUME SS 814 (46 minutes)

This tape contains five sequences taken from five different social stud-
ies classes, which feature different kinds of teaching-learning activities.

The first sequence shows an eleventh grade class which is learning to
interpret editorial cartoons. This is followed by a tenth grade class
which is using a recording in its study of Elkins Theory of Slavery. The
toird sequence shows a student giving an oral report to her twelfth grade
classmates on the C.C.C.

The fourth part of this tape pictures the students in an eighth grade
class who are role-playing a White Citizens Council in conjunction with
their study of the Little Rock crisis. The final sequence is of a twelfth
grade class which is using a.tape recording in their study of race reiations.

SS 814 can be used to iteustAate the use o6 a vakiety o6 activitiez
tn the class/Loom. 4301.)
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FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

OVERVIEW

The following twenty-seven tapes were prepared especially for use

in courses concerned with the sociological, psychological or philosoph-

ical foundations of education:
Location

Volumes Subject Grade Teacher of School

FE 810-818 inner-city education; Mr. C. W. Minneapolis,

underachievers in 7 Holtzman, Jr. Minnesota

mathematics

FE 820-825 Inner-city education; Mr. Winfred D. and Rapids,

underachievers in 7 Ferrell Michigan

mathematics

FE 826-833 Inner-city education; Mr. Winfred D. Grand Rapids,

underachievers in 8 Ferrell Michigan

mathematics

FE 834-835 Inner-city education; Mr. Earl E. Minneapolis,

underachievers in 8 Orf Minnesota

mathematics

FE 840-841 Montessori education (ages Miss Doris

3-7) Perera
Edina, Minn.
(suburban)

The first three series listed, FE 810-818, FE 820-825 and FE 826-833,

provide raw, unedited data for in-depth analyses of topics pertaining

to sociological, psychological and philosophical aspects of inner-city

education. Each volume, unless otherwise indicated, shows an entire@

class period. Even the first few days of taping, which are generally

considered warm-up times to permit the students and teacher to become

accustomed to the cameras, have been made available because the responses

of these students to the equipment is interesting in itself. All of the

tapes were recorded in the fall of 1968.

Any of these tapes could be used individually,but are more useful

as a series in which viewers can observe the behavior of students from

day to day, to assess progress, and to become aware of individual diff-

erences among the students.

Given the time involved in viewing an entire series, they might best

be used as a basis for an out-of-class assignment. Illustrative topics

for analysis are: (a) the role of the teacher and the educational phil-

osophy reflected in his behavior; (b) the ability and motivational level

of individual students and the way they respond to a variety of class-

room situation,-.; (c) the teaching methodo,logy and pace employed by the

teacher; (d) the students' response to t4eMathematica1 materials with

which they are working; (e) factors which cause the disruptive behavior

of some of the students-; and (f) unique aspects of classroom organization

in inner-city schools.
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Although viewers could be given individual assignments, it would

be highly desirable for them to view the tapes in small groups and to
stop for discussion as provocative events occur on the tape. They
should try to anticipate what they think the teacher might do next, and

how the students will respond, or conversely, what the students might

do next,and how the teacher will respond.

All of these tapes were made originally to show the use of mathe-

matics materials prepared by the University of Illinois Covnittee on
School Mathematics for underachievers; however, they appear to be more

useful in discussing problems of inner-city education than for instruc-

tion in the teaching of mathematics. This is not to say that they can-

not serve a dual purpose. The materials being used by the classes are
available from Harper & Row.

Recognizing that viewing one entire series may strain the user's

resources of time, money and machines, the suggestion that much could

be learned from comparing and contrasting different series is carefully

made. There are distinct differences between these three classroom sit-

uations which may or may not be attributable to two obvious variables:

the composition of the class and the race of the teacher_ The first

series shows a class of mixed racial composition taught by a white tea-

cher, the second an all black class taught by a black teacher, and the

third a predominantly black class taught by the same black teacher. To

provide an even further dimension, the series FE 834-835 is offered, be-

cause it features a predominanfly white inner-city class taught by a
white teacher who is using the same mathematics materials for under-

achievers.

Suggestions for use, including illustrative questions for discuss-

ion, have been prepared for distribution with all tapes in these four

series with the exception of FE 826-833. None were prepared in this in-

stance, because they seemed only to repeat those suggested for the other

volumes.

The last series of tapes prepared especially for foundations courses,

FE 840-841, was made in cooperation with the Edina Montessori School in

Edina, Minnesota. The material was recorded in the spring of 1967. The

teacher is a native of Ceylon, trained in the Montessori method in London.

These tapes difFer from all others in the collection, in that Mrs. Judith

Reichel Brandt, from the Edina Montessori School, (trained in Washington,

D. C. and in Bergamo, Italy)serveS as a narrator and provides a running

commentary describing and explaining the activities carried on by the

children and the class. The tapes could be used singly, or as a series,

to provide concrete illustrations of ways Montessori principles and
activities are carried out in a classroom.

Written supplementary materials provided with Volumes FE 840-841,

include a guide for locating important events on the tape and some back-

ground information relating to the content of the tapes.
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VOLUME FE 810 FE 818

This seventh-grade class is studying Chapter 1, of Stretchers and
Shrinkers Book I; materials prepared by the University of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics for underachievers in mathematics.

FE 810 (51 minutes): The teacher explains the presence
of the cameras and then prcceeds to take roll. Since the
class takes place during the first week of the school year, he
explains something of his philosophy of seating arrangements
and spends time learning students' names. He introduces the
"Stretchers and Shrinkers" materials, and students begin work

in the text booklet.

FE 811 (42 minutes): Again, the teacher uses a consider-
able portion of the period in taking roll; he asks the class
to go back to page 1, for the benefit of those students who
were absent the first day. The noise level in the room is

very high, most of it attributable to the students, some to

the traffic nearby. The last part of the pE.riod is spent on

a puzzle taken from the Activities Handbook which accompanies

the text booklet.

FE 812 (60 minutes: The teacher tries to introduce a

game, called "make a hundred," which is given in the Activities

Handbook. The class is very uncooperative and, for the most

part, the period is spent in activities related to classroom
organization and control.

FE 813 (60 minutes): Again, a great deal of time is con-

sumed in taking roll. Students ask to go to their lockers to

get forgotten materials; others are moving around the room ex-

changing seats. The teacher asks them to work through page 16

of the text booklet, and the rest of the period is spent in

supervised study. The tape shows close-ups of individual help

given by the teacher.

FE 814 (60 minutes): This tape represents the fifth day

of work with the "Stretchers and Shrinkers" materials. The

teacher conducts an activity, suggested in the Attivities
Handbook, dealing with a comparison of lengths of sticks, and

then moves to a second activity designed to help students get
af,.uainted with the new machines and to develop skill with

thrtze-dimensional drawings.

FE 815 (60 minutes): The teacher conducts a review activ-

ity prior to giving the first quiz related to the material in

Chapter 1. As on previous days, a number of students exhibit

behavior which is disruptive to the achievement of the teacher's

goals.
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FE 816 (59 minutes): Most of the period is devoted to
going over the exercises students have completed in the text
booklet. Disruptive influences continue.

FE 817 (60 minutes): The class continues to check its
work on the first chapter in the text booklet. Problems of
classroom organization are very much in evidence.

FE 818 (59 minutes): The teacher uses the first half
hour to have those students who have not yet finished Chapter
1 do so (he gives those who have finished a puzzle to solve).
Then he gives the second gu i,. related to the chapter. After
must have finished the test, he asks them for some reaction
to the work they have done thus far. Thiz tape, atong with
the to.o piteceding it, iz &specially u.se4u.e. iA anaeyzing
attitude4 and ite.sponzez oi centain individuatz in the &claim.

VOLUME FE 820 FE 825

The 7th grade class, shown in this series, is using materials for
underachievers in mathematics, prepared by the University of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics, called "Stretchers and Shrinkers."

FE 820 (51 minutes): In this tape, the students begin
their study of Chapter 4, Stretchers and Shrinkers: Book I.

Viewing the tape pkovidus an initiat acquaixtance with the
4.&LdeJvtS and teachen, with the UICSM mateia.at's, and miAh the
4tudentz achievement in mathematia.

FE 821 (49 minutes): On this day, (following the one
shown in FE 820) the students work pages 85, 86 and 87 in
the text and do several related activities described in the
Activities Handbook. Each time the students are asked to do
a section by themselves, the teacher goes about the room
giving individual help. The cZazz Lo oizy and the e44ect4
oic the px&sence oi the taping equiprent ake keadi.ey appaitent.
NeveAtheteA4, the tape pitovideis vatuabte addi.tionat. .in4okma-
tion about the behaviok o4 thZs paitticutaA cta.

FE 822 (57 minutes): This tape shows portions of the next
two class periods. In Part I, the class goes over pages 87-92,
which had been assigned as homework, and does several related
activities suggested in the Activities Handbook. Part I,I shows

the first few minutes :lass the following day, when the
teacher has special ,lems in getting the class settled and
ready for work.

FE 823 (51 minutes): Students use the first part of the
period o finish an exercise begun the day before, then the
teacher gives ahother assignment and gives individual help to
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students as they use the rest of the period for supervised
study. The tape pkovidu exceaent oppoLtunitieA to gain in-
4o4mation about the pubtern6 and pkogke66 o4 individuat4 in
the ctaz6.

FE 824 (51 minutes): Although the sound quality is infer-
ior to the other tapes, and many comments are unintelligible,
the value of the content in gaining further insights into the
nature of the class is believed to compensate for the added

effort required to view it. During the first part of the per-
iod, students correct their answers to problems on pages 99
through 101; then they take a qthz. The tape ptovide4 oppon-

tunitie6 to view the 6tudent white taking a quiz, to view
teachen and 6tudentz' heispon6e9s to a "4i9ht" which btea1z6 out
in the aa44, and to tizten in on a convek6ation between the
teachek and 6omeone Otom the v44ice who wantz him to admit a

tnan66ek 4tudent who ha4 no educationat AecoAd with him to h1 4

atgebna cta46.

FE 825 (55 minutes): This tape shows portions of two
class periods, the first one being held the day after the one
shown in FE 824. Part I shows the class as it begins its
discussi,pn of page 10D in the text, which is to lay a founda-

tion for prime factorization. Part II shows the first part
of the next day's class, to the point where they finish page

117 in the text and do an activity.designed to reinforce and

review the idea of prime number and prime factorization.
Vieweu have an oppoAtunity to obzekve the extent to which the
ztudentz appeak to have gna4ped the idea.

VOLUMES FE 826 FE 853

The class shown in this series is taught by the same teacher as the
one featured in FE 820-825; students are studying Motion Geometry:
Book I, materials prepared by the UICSM for underachievers in mathe-
matics. Progress is slow; the class is a difficult one to organize for
productive work. It is quite unlike the classes shown in the other two
series, perhaps most unrike the other class taught by this same teacher;
therefore, it could be used very profitably in conjunction with FE 820-
825 to provide an opportunity to discuss the extent to which a teacher
influences the behavior of a given class of students.

FE 826 (51 minutes): This tape provides an introduct;on
to the class. Students are very noisy and obviously influ-
enced by the presence of the taping equipment. They do settle
down while the teacher reviews the three motions they've

learned so far: slides, flips and turns. He then asks them

to do pages 72 to 82 in the text and goes around the room giv-

ing individual help.

FE 827 (48 minutes):: :The teacher announces at the be-

ginning of the hour that students are to finish the pages
assigned the previous day, and that the last half hour will
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be used for the test covering Chapter 2. However, many stu-
dents need help and it becomes apparent to the teacher that
they are not ready to take the test; hence he postpones it to
the following day. The mozt tewanding pwtt oic the tape ate
thoise which 4how the inteAaction between 6tudent6 and teachet
cus he goe's about giving individuat heep.

FE 828 (48 minutes): The teacher gives the test he pro-
mised. There is a great deal of confusion and conversation
about the material and considerable extraneous activity. After
everyone has finished the test, the teacher tries to discuss
it but has difficulty in getting their attention. At the end
of the hour, he tells them they will finish going over the
test tomorrow.

FE 829 (51 minutes): The teacher tries to pie< up the
discussion of the test items; the students are seemingly more
interested in finding out what their grades are. One student
wants additional credit because one of his right answers was
marked wrong, but the teacher says that the right answer is
written in ink of a different color and he believes the stu-
dent just changed his answer. The class is interrupted, when
three boys walk into the room demanding that one of the stu-
dents in the class come out because they have something to
settle with him. The teacher finds himself between these three
boys and the boy they've come for and his friend; he refuses
to let the boys come into his class. When this problem is
resolved, at least from the teacher's point of view, approxi-
mately half of the class period has been used up. The rest
of the time is spent working on pages 86 and 87.

FE 830 (49 minutes): The teacher picks up the work on
page 87, Where the class left off the preceding Friday. The
students seem somewhat more quiet today, perhaps because it's
Monday. After they finish discussing page 88, the teacher
asks the students to work through page 91, and then gives
individual help.

FE 831 (50 minutes): The teacher asks students to work
on some arithmetic worksheets, which they appear to do with
somewhat more diligence than usual. The individual help
sessions give further insight into the ability and achieve-
ment of these students.

FE 832 (46 minutes): As the class period begins, students
complain about the lack of heat in the room; then they complain
about having to do the arithmetic worksheets and want to know
how many more they have to do. One girl proves to be espe-
cially difficult. Again th f! teacher and the student teacher
give individual help to students during the supervised study
period. 19,9
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FE 833 (48minutes): The teacher returns to work :n the

text. He begins with an activity designed to lead into the

problems on page 90, and then they do page 90. ?eriods of de-

monstration and explanation alternate with the teacher's giv-

ing individual help.

VOLUMES FE 834 and FE 835

This series of two tapes, recorded in an inner-city, eighth-grade

math class, is offered for use :n foundations of education courses for

comparison and contrast with FE 810-818, 820-825 and 826-833. Students

are studying Motion Geometry: Book I, materials prepared by the Univer-

1

sity of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics for underachievers in

mathematics. The excerpt% included in these tapes, begin on the day

the class is assigned pages 72-80, the first activity shown in the FE

826-833 series; thus, viewers have a chance to compare the use of the

same material in two different situations. The tapes contain ekcerpts

from three different class periods.

FE 834 (41 minutes): The teacher assigns pages 72-80

in the text. The supervised study with individual help

given by the teacher parallels the activity with another

teacher and class shown in FE 826.

FE 835 (57 minutes); In Part I, the class is shown

the following day. The teacher goes over the record

posted on the bulletin board, to remind students of make-

up which is to be done. Students work on their assignments,

receiving individual help from the teacher. In Part II, the

teacher first gives a practice test and then the one that

will count.

VOLUMES FE 840 - FE 841

These tapes were made to show the conduct of Montessori activities

and application of Montessori educational principles in the classroom.

They differ from all other tapes in the collection in that there is

a running commentary describing the activities of the children and

providing a rationale for procedures employed. Both tapes are unedited

to show events as they occurred.

FE 840 (60 minutes): This tape was made during a morn-

ing session attended by approximately thirty children,

ranging in age from 3 to 7. They use a variety of Montessori

materials and activities including: (a) work with Gylinders

with knobs; (b) cutting out geometrical designs; (c) work

with puzzle maps; (d) soirt-Ong beads into bowls; (e) work

with a box of grammar symboli-; (0 matching shells; (g) exper-

imenting with an electrical bell system; (h) work with solid

geometrical forms; and (i) experiences involving "practical

life" skills. As the tape ends, the children are preparing

for their juice and cookie break.



FE 841 (60 minutes): This tape shows fifteen of the
older children from the morning's session who were invited

to stay for the afternoon, because they had demonstrated suffi-
cient maturity to benefit from continued work. Because the

group is smaller, there,are more opportunities for the teacher
to work individually with the children. There also appear to
be fewer disruptions, because the younger children, who are
just in the beginning phases of learning Montessori expectations,

are absent. Some of the activities.whtch can be observed are:
(a) multiplication and subtraction with bead bars; (b) study
of reading workbooks; (c) use of cards to learn about numbers
and the decimal system; (d) building words with a movable
alphabet; and (e) arranging bells according to pitch.

Both FE 840 and 841 wouZd be vatuabte aid6 in d,i.scuisAing the
Montet4oni apptoach to the education o4 young chit.dicen. The 4i46t vot-

ume zhow6 numutou4 exmlip1e6 o4 the teachek'z need to contAot the
behaviat o4 indLviduat ch.adken and conveyis a 6enze o4 the impoAtance
o4 ztit.uctune and dacipeine in the MontezzoAi AyAtem. The zecond con-

vey4 a zenze o4 the independence and 4needom chadten have in the
Monte44oni ceazznoom, once they have teakned cettain baLc. behavioA

pattett.m.

In addition to the tapes just described, there are many others,
listed elsewhere in the catalog, which would be useful in foundations

of education courses. Just as every course and curriculum reflects ba-
sic assumptions about what constitutes appropriate educational content,
about the needs and nature of learners, so every tape provides discuss-
able information about these issues. Clues to tapes which might be es-
pecially useful can be found in checking the "overviews'! for other sec-

tions.



GENERAL METHODS

OVERVIEW

Whereas all of the tapes described in this document could be useful

in considering topics of a "general methods" nature,

are interdisciplinary and not listed elsewhere:

Volume(s) Subject Grade

there

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.

are eight which

Teacher(s)

GM 803 Flexible, modular
scheduling

8 Linda R. Blaisdell
Marie Cross
R. W. Cuthbertson

Mr. Dale Karels
Mr. Ken Layden
Mr. Richard Neitzke
Mr. L. R. Palmer, Principal
Mr. Earle Solomonson
Mr. Roger Wangen

GM,805-806 First day of School high Mrs. Janet Campbell

(Secondary) school Mr. William kulawske
Mr. David W. Linne'

Mr. John R. Loegering

GM 810-814 First day of School 3 Mrs. Pat Schouweiler

(Elementary)

Volume GM 803 was recorded in February of 1969 in Minne ika East

Junior High, Minnetonka, Minnesota. It shows planning sessi , of teams

of teachers as they determine the programs of their student wing the

next few weeks.

Volumes GM 805-806 feature first-day-of-class activiti s for four

different high school classes. The material was recorded diring the fall

of 1968 in the St. Lcuis Park High School, St. Louis Park, Minnesota, a

suburb of Minneapolis.

Volumes GM 810-814 feature first-day-of-class activities for a class

of third graders attending Eugene Field Elementary School, which is con-

sidered an inner-city school in Minneapolis, Minnesota. They were recorded

in September of 1969.

These tapes are described in greater detail later in this section.

Written, supplementary materials included with each of them include:

1. Guide for locating important events on the tape.

2. Background information providing a context for the tape.

3. Suggested uses of the tape, including illustrative discussion

questions.



In order to facilitate the use of tapes listed in other sections of

the catalog by persons interested primarily in general methods, a few

references are provided below. The list is by no means complete; in

most instances the tapes cited are merely illustrative examples.

AUDIG-VISUAL AIDS - ML 001 (variety); SS 015-017 (pictures and models)

SS 018-019 '(slides); SS 220 (variety) SS 221 (models); SS 612-613
(films); SS 634 (recording and slides); SS 649 (records) and

SS 663 (filmstrip). The use of the overhead is so common in the
tapes that the user is referred to descriptions in the subject

area and grade level of interest.

CARTOONS - SS 641; SS 650; SS 652

CASE STUDIES - SS 008; SS 024-026; SS 208-209; SS 211-215

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION AND CONTROL - S 013-014; S 532-533; SS 645;
tapes listed in the section relating to Foundations of Education,

In effect, every tape represents a case stAy in classroom organ-
ization and control; therefore, the user is referred to individual

tape descriptions in a subject area and grade level of Onterest.

DISCUSSION - SS 008; SS 011; SS 018-019; SS 022; SS 619-620; SS 626;

SS 647 and many others.

DRAMATIC PLAY SS 009

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING S 210; SS 201-202; SS 211-215

GROUP WORK - SS 006; SS 008;..S. 023; S.050;, S 0554 SS 204; SS 221;

S 531; SS 622-623; SS 625; ML 830-832 and many others.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION SS 005; S 056; 5 211; S 531; E 701; ML 833

INQUIRY - SS 001-002; SS 010;, SS 018; SS 024; S 030; S 050; SS 200;
SS 203-205; S 520; S 525; SS 627; SS 661 and many others. References

to subject areas and desired grade level is recommended.

INTERACTION ANALYSIS - SS 020; S 050; SS 641 and the many other tapes
described as being unedited.

LESSON PLANNING S 050; SS 647 and many others.

OPEN CLASSROOM - SS 201-202; SS 211-215

ORAL REPORTS - SS 207; SS 624; SS 628

OUTSIDE SPEAKERS - SS 621

QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES - S 040-041; S 080-'.081; SS 015-017; SS 634 and

many others.



ROLE PLAYING - SS 211-215; SS 622-623

SIMULATION GAMES - SS 221; SS 631-633; SS 653-660

TALENTED STUDENTS - M 200; S 520-524 and others.

TEAM TEACHING - SS 201-202; SS 211-215

UNDERACHIEVERS S 530-535; also tapes described in the Foundations

of Education section.

UNIT PLANNING - SS 206; S 510-514; SS 634; SS 638; SS 643; SS 647

VALUES AND C0NTROVERSIAL ISSUES - SS 642; SS 650; SS 652; SS 667

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TAPES

VOLUME GM 803 (58 minutes)

This f-Wpe is in two parts. Part I focuses upon a highly flexible

scheduling program in a junior high school. One of the planning teams

in this school is made up of social studies teachers, science teachers,

and representatives from home economics, shop and arty. The principal

of the school and a number of the teachers on this team meet as a group

to talk about the scheduling program. They discuss the way in which

this particular team began to work together and ways in which they

plan the use of the time which tney have available each week. Then the

team actually plans the schedule for the next several weeks. Members

of the team discuss the advantages which they see in this kind of flexi-

ble scheduling whrich permits changes in scheduling every week. The

principal emphasizes the fact that the schedule is developed to fit

curricular needs. The'program is not one in which teachers milst adjust

the curriculum or instructional procedures to some set sequence of

large and small classes set for the year by a computer.

Part II of this tape shows a team of eighth grade social studies

teachers pOanning the first two weeks of their next unit. The teachers

are using a resource unit. They decide which activities they will use

and how they will use them. On'iy part of this planning session can be

shown on the tape.

GM 803 can be coed to tacoticate a type oi gexibte 4cheduting

which L6 quite diiietent Ocom mny type6 oi modutan zcheduting; ways

in which a team o6 teacheu wrAk with a 6text6ee Achedatimg picogicam;

and the way in which a team ai teachens wakk tagethet on a unit. The tape

can atse be _used to stimmtate a-discussion oi: the pxos and cons ai gexi-

bee scheduting; the mays a.6 using ajcesauxce unit to deveeop a teaching

unit; and, the pus and cons team teaching within a itexibte schedmeing

axnangement.
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VOLUMES GM 805 - GM 806

These tapes show the essential portions of the first day of class

for four different high school classes. They were produced to show

prospective teachers how Four different teachers approach the first

meeting with a class, how they go about establishing a particular

classroom atmosphere and what kind of image they project to their

students.

GM 805 (60 minutes): The first part of the tape

features a Spanish I
class; the second a French IV class

(this repeats part of ML 561). The advanced class is
conducted primarily in English so lack of knowledge

of the lanyuage does not handicap the viewer.

GM 806 (60 .1tirutes): The first class shown on this

tape iS a twelfth grade humanities.group; the second, a

twelfth grade English class.

Votuma GM 805 and GM 806 can be used to give pxe-sexvice teacheltz

an oppoAtunity to obsexve and identi6y teachex behavioAz &Leh az those

which axe timit-setting and/ox thoze which have eithet, a positive ok

negative eect upon the motivation o6 students. They can atzo attempt

to identiiy oeciiic events which contkibute to the kind o6 image a

teachex conveys and to specutate az to the extent to which these axe
conscious cm. subconscious eokts on the paxt o the teachex.

GM 805 and GM 806 call be used individuatey ox in a sexies. Viewing

att ourt. q.the teachexs gives gxeatet oppoxtunities to compake and

contxast teaching styfts.

VOLUMES GM 810 GM 814

This series of tapes was made to show prospective teachers how one

elementar; teacher approaches her first day with a new group of pupils,

how she goes about establishing a particular classroom atmosphere, setting

expectations, getting to know her students and letting them get to know

her. The tapes axe xe/Gativay unedited to give the viewex an oppoktunity

to obseue the pace and continuity o6 activities.

GM 810 (60 minutes): As the first sequence on this tape
begins, children continue to arrive at school, some with their

parents, some alone. The teacher gets them settled, tells them

about materials in the classroom with which they will work and

starts them working on a puzzle.

2 as
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GM 811 (60 minutes): This tape begins where GM 810

ends. Students are sitting on the floor, ready to hear a

story about "Giggles." During the time shown, the teacher

continues to give information about expected behavior and

tries to inhibit that which is unacceptable. She asks,

pupils to make calendars for the month of Septembex; then

begins calling small groups of children to the front of the

room to obtain reading samples.

GM 812 (60 minutes): This tape.begins during the third

hour of the day, about twenty-five minutes after their morn-

ing recess. Half-way through, the class breaks for lunch.

The teacher continues her work with the small reading groups

in the first part of the tape. After lunch they have a

music se-ssion. Throughout, the teacher's need to control

the behavior of certain individual students continues.

GM 813 (60 minutes): The first part of this tape shows

a continuation of the music sessi, . Then pupils continue

to work on the assignments given in the morning and the

teacher resumes her work with the small reading groups.

GM 814 (60 minutes): This tape shows the last hour of
the day and ends when most of the children go home. A few

have been asked by the teacher to stay because of their

unacceptable behavior during the day. No new activities

are introduced; pupils continue work on assignments; the

teacher calls the last reading group.
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EQUIPMENT USED IN PRODUCING THE TAPES

The mobile unit used for recording consists of a Chevrolet camper

as modified by the Scandia Corporation of Minneapolis, Minnesota. All

of the electronic equipment excepting the recorders ;s olounted in a

forty-inch wide console which rests on castors for mobility outside the

truck when desired, but is bolted to the floor of the van when installed

there. The original electronic equipment was designed by the K & M

Electronics Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Significant modifications
have been made since that time by Mr. Weldon I. Hogie, the Technical

Director of the Video Tape Project.

Three remotely controlled cameras (DAGE RGS 11's with Zoomar lenses)

and eight microphones (originally Electro Voice #676 and #668, and now

Sony ECM-50) are normally placed in the classroom. The instructor wears

a wireless microphone (Vega). Each of the three camera cables, a nine-
pair audio cable, and a power cable can be extended to a lehgth of 300

feet from the van. These are generally run from the mobile unit to the

recording classroom by going through the windows of the school. No

attempt has been made to disguise the equipment in the classroom.

A VTR-660B (Ampex, two-inch recorder) and a VTR-7500 (Ampex, one-

inch recorder) are used for simultaneous recording. Thus, the one-

inch tape can be left with the teacher for his viewing and the two-inch

tape, which becomes the master tape, can be safely stored in the studio.

During recording sessions, the equipment is operated by two persons.

One person is responsible for the cameras and switching; the other is

responsible for sound levels. Sound has been the greatest technical
problem faced_by the Project and thi,s part-of the system has now been

rebuilt four times. Currently, all microphones ace operated individually.

The engineer must determine the location of the speakerh-rthe- room and

open the appropriate microphone as rapidly as possible. Cameramen must

possess special qualifications and training because operating cameras by

remote control, without a script to give warning of what happens next,
requires a person who is not only technically knowledgeable but also one

who has good reflexes and the ability to anticipate what may happen be-

fore it actually does. These difficulties explain the fact that there

are occasional lags between the teacher's calling on a student and the

camera's finding the student who is talking. Of course, the audio engineer

cannot find the speaker until the cameraman does, so this becomes a very

crucial part oF the recording operation.

No doubt the technical quality of the tapes could be greatly
improved if there were no objection to resorting to certain practices
common in many efforts to produce tapes in a classroom setting, e.g.
asking students to wear tennis shoes, putting carpeting in the aisles,
taking pencils and paper away from students, or simply having classes
meet in rooms outfitted as studios with favorable lighting and
acoustical conditions. The Project has avoided these practices because
of its desire to leave the natural habitat of students and teachers as
unchanged as possible. Therefore, it has had to accept poorer technical
quality than would otherwise be possible. The more recent recordings
have, in most instances, better technical quality than those produced
during the earlier stages of the Fper.



The tapes which are distributed are actually dubbed copies of dubs

As was stated earlier, the master tape is recorded on a two-inch Ampex

machine. The edited master is made on a high band, Ampex 7800 VTR by

dubbing content from the master tapes. This dubbed, edited master then

becomes the tape from which copies are made for distribution. Naturally

there is some loss of quality from the original master to the second-

generation distributed copies, bUt it is not felt to be critical con-

sidering the fact that the tapes produced are intended for private

rather than commercial use.

INFORMATION FOR ORDERING TAPES

The order blank which follows is largely self-explanatory; however,

a few additional comments may be helpful.

The Project will dub the content of its tapes onto tapes already
owned by the ordering institution provided these are in sufficiently

good condition to permit routine operation of dubbing equipment. If

defective tapes are received, the Project will consult with the ordering
institution and possibly negotiate a higher dubbing charge, ;f an
inordinate amount of time is required to make usable copies. The Project

reserves the right to refuse to dub content onto tapes which will not

produce copies of reasonable quality.

Those ordering institutions who must purchase the blank tapes, as
well as the content, can obtain them directly from the. Project at current
commercial prices listed on Page 199. This service is provided to enable
purchasers to avoid the additional cost of sending blank tapes to Northfield,

Minnesota.

WHEN ORDERING, IT IS IMPERATIVE TO LIST THE BRAND AND MODEL OF PLAY-

BACK EQUIPMENT. THOSE WHO ARE PURCHASING BLANK VIDEO TAPE MUST ALSO

GIVE THE BRAND NAME AND WIDTH OF TAPE DESIRED.

Information relating to the desired method of shipment permits this to

be done in accordance with your convenience in receiving them and your

time schedule. Shipping expenses are prepaid and added to the cost of the

order. Delivery times vary with volume of orders received. Although some

may be filled within a day or two, it is recommended that a minimum of two

to three weeks be allowed for shipment, especially for orders numbering

ten or more tapes.

Dubbing charges are twenty dollars ($20) per volume; tapes vary in

length from about thirty minutes to sixty minutes. This charge includes

the written supplementary materials.

A major feature of the order blank is that the agreement, stated as

Item #6, requires the signature of a responsible official. Even in those

instances where institutions may order via letter or requisition form, it

is necessary that this signed agreementbe attached. In effect, it asks

users to honor assurances given by the Video Tape Project in obtaining

permission to distribute the tapes.

The order blank included.mith this catalog may be remoVed for use.

Additibnal order blankS val.] -be proVIdedes ea.ch,order is:processed.



The following is a list of all types of video tape playback equipment
for which the Carleton Video Tape Project can prepare dubbed copies of
tapes. Prices quoted are for each reel of blank tape when ordered
through the Project. Where more than one machine is listed, tape is
interchangeable among machines listed. These video tapes can be supplied
only in the 525/30 U.S.

Machine Type

Standard for 60 cycle machines.

Tape Normal Price Per Reel
Width Max. Length (Blank Tape)

Ampex

Ampex

Bell & Howell, Chester
GPL, IVC, RCA and

r
IH

lit

67 Min.

60 Min.

60 Min.

$56.00

$54.00

$41.00
Riker/CPE

Sony and GE 1" 60 Min. $54.00

Sony and GE 1/2H 60 Min. $35.00

APECO and Shibaden 1/2H 60 Min. $35.00

Concord and Panasonic 1/2" 40 Min. $35.00

EIAi Standard #1 1/2" 60 Min. $35.00

The Project does not provide pre-viewing opportunities to potential
users because it is not econor Ictical. The cost of dubbing a
tape and shipping it for prE he same as for pu:chase.



ORDER BLANK
TO: CARLETON COLLEGE

VIDEO TAPE PROJECT
NORTHFIELD, MINN. 55057

1. For Use On:

PLEASE COMPLETE IN FULL

FROM:
ADDRESS:

Brand, Model No. and the Tape Width of Playback Equipment

(Because of the large number of machine standards in use, it is imperative

that the above be a detailed description so that your order can be completed

satisfactorily and without delay.)

2. Check One: We are sending you tape for use on our machine (as indicated

in 1 above).
We do not have tape and hereby authorize you to purchase it

for use on equipment as indicated in 1 above.

3. Please send us copies of the video tapes listed below:

Volume Volume Volume

Volume Volume Volume

Volume Volume

Volume Volume

4. Type of shipment desired:
(Normally shipments under 25# will be shipped parcel post, those over

25# by either UPS or Railway Express.)

5. Costs: $20 dubbing charge per volume, plus tape cost (if purchased through

Project), plus postage or shipping charges.

.Dubbing Charge
Supplementary
Materials sent Tape Cost

TO BE COMPLETED
BY PROJECT Tape sent Postage

Total Charge

6. We understand that in requesting copies of the video tapes listed above, we

must honor the commitments to the school districts and teachers in whose

classes the tapes were made, as well as those to the curriculum projects

who have made unpublished, experimental materials available for distribution

with the tapes; therefore, we agree to

a. use these tapes for teacher education purposes only,

b. not to reproduce the tapes without permission of the Video Tape Project,

c. not to reproduce the experimental, unpubltshed materials provided by the

curriculum project.

We also understand that any use of the video tapes contrary to the letter or

spirit of this agreement may subject the tapes to immediate recall; and the

violator will be liable to the Project or any contributing person or organ-

ization, for damage incurred thereby.
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED OFFICIAL:

Dated:

21(0
Title:


